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Abstract 
 

Shakespeare Offstage: Drama and Cultural Currency, 1603-1660 
 

by 
 

Rebecca Grove Munson 
 

Doctor of Philosophy in English 
 

University of California, Berkeley 
 

Professor Oliver Arnold, Chair 
 
 

Shakespeare Offstage: Drama and Cultural Currency, 1603-1660 argues that the 
Shakespearean theater played a foundational role in the formation of the public sphere. 
Historians locate the origin of the public sphere in the mass circulation of political polemics that 
came to a head in the 1640s. For literary historians, the Interregnum years are precisely the 
period that “forgot” Shakespeare. Neither discipline probes the extent of the connection between 
the theater and the popular press. By contrast, I argue that the institution of the professional 
theater, and Shakespeare's plays in particular, helped to create the public sphere and remained 
vitally important to the shaping of political discourse during the tumultuous 1640s and 50s. 
Many plays by Shakespeare and his contemporaries both prompt reflection on political questions 
and manipulate affective responses to them, linking the development of political subjecthood 
with emotional subjectivity.  

Increasingly, the theater became the forum in which the populace could participate in 
political discussions, a situation intensified by the absence of a Parliament between 1629 and 
1640. The 1642 closure of the theaters, following the outbreak of civil war, was accompanied by 
a surge in popular print, relocating the public engagement that had taken place in the playhouse 
to the conceptual space of the public sphere. Shakespeare Offstage contends that you cannot get 
to a post-Restoration “public” without probing the connection between the drama of early 
seventeenth century and the activities of the popular press during the years 1640 to 1660. 
Appropriately, then, my dissertation is divided into three sections each of which approach the 
topic from distinct perspectives on the stage-page continuum.  

The first, “Textual Currency” explores the centrality of political texts to the theater by 
relating several plays by Shakespeare and his contemporaries to King James's popular writings 
on kingship. It shows how, in Measure for Measure, King Lear, and Macbeth, Shakespeare 
complicates his audience's response to doctrinally “correct” behavior by making it dramatically 
and emotionally less desirable. Chapter 1, “It's Not Easy Being King: Debunking 'Praejudged 
Conceits' in Measure for Measure,” illustrates how several plays from 1604, by Shakespeare, 
Thomas Middleton, and John Marston, respond to James's Basilikon Doron and initiate an 
ongoing exchange between the Stuart monarchy and the theater. I argue that, in contrast to other 
“disguised duke” plays, Measure is concerned not to exhibit, propagate, or challenge James's 
ruling ideology, but to dramatize the difficulties experienced by the ruler in the face of public 
scrutiny and to engage with James's pressing desire, above all, to be understood by his subjects. 
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Chapter 2, “Sovereign Remedy?: Healing the Body Politic in King Lear and Macbeth,” analyzes 
two plays that portray the disastrous consequences of splitting the king's two bodies. Placing 
James's speeches concerning the union of Scotland and England alongside contemporary medical 
tracts, the chapter shows how Shakespeare dramatizes the dangers posed to the kingdom by a 
disordered monarchical body and offers a solution, a “sovereign remedy,” tempering counsel in 
the case of Lear, bloodletting for Macbeth.  

The second section, “Theatrical Currency” interrogates our notions of “influence” and 
argues that our conception of quotation is insufficient to understand the strain of intertextuality 
central to the repertory theater system. Focusing on the close-knit and competitive character of 
the repertory theater, the chapters in this section illustrate the practice of inter-repertory 
borrowing, first from plays onstage, as in the case of city comedies, and second from recently 
printed playbooks of closet drama, where plays draw inspiration from recently printed copies of 
older drama. Chapter 3, “Tragedy Tomorrow, Comedy Tonight!: The Anti-Shakespearean Spirit 
of City Comedy,” considers the drama produced for boys' companies (the main competition of 
the King's Men from 1600-1608) and illustrates how the genre of city comedy was shaped in 
reaction to dramatic conventions developed by Shakespeare and other senior playwrights. Using 
plays by Thomas Dekker, John Webster, Ben Jonson, and Middleton, I chronicle the boys' efforts 
to distinguish themselves through the incorporation, and parody, of dramatic styles and specific 
plays associated with the adult companies. Chapter 4, “Old Plays, New Sheets: Writing for 
Readers of Playbooks,” presents three case studies of new plays with a telling subtext drawn 
from recently-reprinted older drama. It reads Middleton and William Rowley's The Changeling 
(1622) in relation to Othello and James Shirley's The Traitor (1631) and The Politician (1640) 
alongside Richard III and Richard II. It argues, more broadly, that writing for readers of 
playbooks produced drama that invites and rewards literary-critical engagement from its 
audience. 

My third and final section synthesizes theatrical and textual approaches in its exploration 
of “The Currency of Theatrical Texts.” The chapters in this section focus on the force exerted by 
the printed playbooks that continued to be read and circulated in the decades after their 
publication, particularly during the period when the theaters were closed. They explore, in the 
first instance, non-dramatic popular literature produced between 1640 and 1660 and, in the 
second, dramatic texts, old and new, circulating during the same period. Chapter 5, “The 
Company Plays Keep: The Theatrical Legacy in Non-Dramatic Popular Print,” discusses the 
popular printed brethren of the playbook—newsbooks, speeches, and polemics—and 
demonstrates that on the side of both production and consumption plays kept company with texts 
that were explicitly political. Chapter 6, “Theater Without Theaters: Drama in Print, 1642-1660,” 
analyzes drama written after the closure of the theaters and finds in the highly politicized, often 
anonymous “pamphlet plays” the preservation and invocation of popular theatrical tradition. 

My dissertation concludes with a coda that considers what new direction the study of 
drama in the 1640-60 period might take. I posit that the closure of the theaters solidified a 
tradition of reading drama and transformed it into the dominant mode of engagement with plays. 
I propose a material history of reading drama, including plans for a searchable database of 
playbook marginalia, to help restore a missing piece of literary and theatrical history. I conclude 
by hypothesizing that the interregnum years witnessed the creation of a new literary culture 
surrounding plays distinct from that which existed prior to 1642 which certified their status as 
“literature” and which continues to inform our perception of plays as primarily texts to be read. 
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INTRODUCTION 
  
THE EARLY MODERN THEATER AS PUBLIC SPHERE 
 

Shakespeare Offstage: Drama and Cultural Currency, 1603-1660 argues that the 
Shakespearean theater played a foundational role in the formation of the public sphere. 
Historians locate the origin of the public sphere in the mass circulation of political polemics that 
came to a head in the 1640s. For literary historians, the Interregnum years are precisely the 
period that “forgot” Shakespeare. Neither discipline probes the extent of the connection between 
the theater and the popular press. By contrast, I argue that the institution of the professional 
theater, and Shakespeare's plays in particular, helped to create the public sphere and remained 
vitally important to the shaping of political discourse during the tumultuous 1640s and 50s. 
Many plays by Shakespeare and his contemporaries both prompt reflection on political questions 
and manipulate affective responses to them, linking the development of political subjecthood 
with emotional subjectivity.  

The interdependence of subjecthood, the condition of being a subject, and subjectivity, 
consciousness of the self, is essential to this study. Where politics is concerned, both are always 
at play; it is practically impossible to separate what it means to be a political subject from what it 
feels like to be one. Early modern political writers conceived of these dual attributes as a clash 
between the godlike faculty of reason and troublesome human passions. Susan James's study of 
the importance of emotions in early modern philosophy demonstrates that contemporary political 
theorists believed that “a grasp of the physical operation of the passions can enhance both moral 
and civil philosophy, by showing how our passions can be modified, and casting light on their 
place in political life.”1  

Gail Kern Paster, in her work on humoral theory, emphasizes the perceived strength of 
passion and relative weakness of reason, reflecting that, “not in experiential terms, but only in 
semantic ones, did reason successfully oppose the passions.”2 She contrasts “the rational-choice 
theory that underpins so many contemporary explanations of behavior” with the early modern 
view that “strongly doubted the force of reason as an encompassing or even an adequate 
rationale for behavior.”3 Contemporary scholarly analyses of political discourse tend to view 
early modern politics through the lens of just such “rational-choice theory.” But questions of 
government and issues of subjecthood are not wholly rational nor, particularly in the case of 
drama, is the medium in which they are explored. 

Early modern drama, which played simultaneously on the intellect and emotions, was the 
ideal form for probing the conflicting imperatives of political subjecthood and political 
subjectivity. In its ability to offer multiple perspectives on problems of government and to 
explore affective concerns of motivation and reaction in its characters, the theater offered the 
perfect opportunity to educate audience members about being vulnerable, human political 
subjects in a difficult and confusing world. Plays, like Hamlet or Macbeth, often asked spectators 
to weigh rational, doctrinally correct responses (Hamlet must not kill Claudius; Claudius is the 
king and regicide is wrong) against the emotional experience of the play (Hamlet must avenge 
his father's murder; it doesn't matter that Claudius is the king). It is a maxim to us now that the 
personal is political, but it was as true four hundred years ago as it is today. The Shakespearean 
theater gave audience members the chance to hone their judgment in balancing the conflicting 
rational and affective imperatives in plays. It provided, in essence, a training ground for the kind 
of political engagement discussed by Jürgen Habermas. 
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In addition to being a conceptual arena of subject-formation, the theater increasingly 
became the physical forum in which the populace could participate in political discussions, a 
situation intensified by the absence of a parliament between 1629 and 1640. The 1642 closure of 
the theaters, following the outbreak of civil war, was accompanied by a surge in popular print, 
relocating the public engagement that had taken place in the playhouse to the conceptual space of 
the public sphere. Shakespeare Offstage contends that the function of these two spaces 
coincided; both fostered exchanges between the rulers and the ruled and led to the development 
of a politically-engaged public.  

I advocate for a revised literary-historical narrative based on continuity rather than 
rupture and propose a new history of early modern drama that reclaims 1640-1660. Before 1642, 
plays were doubly influential, reaching different audiences in performance and print. Even with 
the closure of the theaters, the 1640-60 years witnessed both the continued publication of older 
drama and the employment of dramatic forms and conventions in a growing body of politically-
charged literature. Moreover, drama, the form through which subjects struggled with the 
intellectual and emotional truths of politics, remained vital to discussions of subjecthood and 
subjectivity that came, to have increasingly high stakes. During the interregnum, the theater 
became a cultural battleground not, as many have suggested, due to its close associations with 
the court of Charles I, but because it was the venue in which the populace—many of whom had 
never lived in a time without the English professional theater—had come to political 
consciousness. In this way, the early modern theater truly was the precursor of Habermas's 
bourgeois public sphere, with the notable difference that emotional engagement was as central or 
even more central to the development of a public as rational engagement. 

When Habermas's foundational socio-historical study, The Structural Transformation of 
the Public Sphere, was translated into English in 1989 it rapidly became a topic of discussion 
and, often, contention among historians and literary scholars. Habermas's vision—which was not 
factually accurate but which served his argumentative purpose—was that of a literate, rational 
populace instilling a previously autocratic government with Enlightenment ideals. What he 
called the “bourgeois public sphere” he presented as having developed in tandem with the 
burgeoning capitalist economy and to have borne within it the seeds of its own destruction which 
Habermas, like many of the Frankfurt school, saw as occurring with the advent of a mass 
consumer culture. 
 Habermas locates the instantiation of the bourgeois public sphere in the late seventeenth 
century, citing three key events from 1694-95: the founding of the Bank of England, the 
“elimination of censorship” with the licensing act of 1695, and—most essential to this project—a 
significant shift in governmental power from the sovereign to the parliament.4 Of course, as 
scholars in all fields have been quick to agree, the selection of this date in particular is 
fundamentally arbitrary. David Norbrook points out that the last two of the above conditions 
“had been temporarily fulfilled fifty years earlier, in the period of the English Revolution—a 
historical phenomenon of which Habermas makes no mention.”5 Peter Lake and Steven Pincus, 
in an invaluable collection of essays on the topic, make the case for a “post-Reformation public 
sphere” that uses Habermas's formulation to identify a culturally distinct phenomenon.6 Their 
claim that the “rigid application of his scheme to early modern England” produces a rather sterile 
type of criticism is well-founded.7 The critiquing of Habermas's historical accuracy and 
antedating of the phenomenon of the public sphere has become almost a critical reflex. Yet, as 
the contributors to Lake and Pincus's volume demonstrate, such studies fundamentally miss the 
point. It is not, as Norbrook says, “the case that after 1640, or after 1695, there suddenly was a 
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securely established public sphere,” but that, over the course of at least a century “there was a 
continuing political struggle to open up or to restrict its emergence.”8 These years of struggle, 
beginning with the Reformation and extending through the Restoration, do not constitute 
Habermas's public sphere. They did, however, make it possible. 
 This project views the early modern public sphere as a conceptual space in constant 
negotiation, a site of struggle between organs of the state and an wholly engaged populace. It 
rejects, however, the assumption that the early modern state was increasingly autocratic, a belief 
undercut by the increasingly important role played by parliament under Stuart rule. Habermas, 
and many New Historicist critics for whom his Marx-inflected perspective was a natural fit, 
present a vision of uncontested monarchical power that would be unobjectionable even to the 
hardiest divine-right proponent. In this framework, public display of any type merely re-
instantiated of the monarch's power:  
 

Representation in the sense in which the members of a national assembly represent a 
nation or a lawyer represents his clients had nothing to do with this publicity of 
representation inseparable from the lord's concrete existence, that, as an 'aura,' 
surrounded and endowed his authority.9   
 

The “aura” of the absolute monarch, his exceptional status over and above the polis, means that, 
for Habermas, the private individuals of the “public” do not form a constitutive part of the body 
politic but are simply absorbed into it. 

Yet, as Habermas admits, the absolutist state paradoxically requires private individuals to 
give the sovereign an audience: “Representation was still dependent on the presence of people 
before whom it was displayed.”10 In this model, the difference between the pre- and post-
Enlightenment audiences was that of display versus engagement. For Habermas and literary 
critics whose work builds on that of Michel Foucault, the threat of capital punishment foreclosed 
the possibility of meaningful criticism in public displays.11 In discussing performance as a 
potentially subversive act, Stephen Greenblatt, Leonard Tennenhouse, and other critics 
characterize plays as pressure valves, enabling audience members to engage with potentially 
dangerous ideas without presenting any real challenge to the dominant power structures.12 The 
apparent undermining of a sovereign power onstage thus necessarily initiates the containment of 
subversive impulses within the bounds of the play. Such readings support Habermas’s overall 
view that the public as a collective of engaged individuals was not able to exist in the early 
modern state. 

Habermas lays out four essential elements for his public sphere: (1) discussion among 
private individuals gathered together that is (2) critical in nature (i.e. employs a rational approach 
to problems) (3) concerning matters in the general interest of the commonwealth and (4) is 
institutionally guaranteed and not censored by the state. Each of these conditions is in some way 
incompatible not only with an early modern public sphere, but also with practices of the 
eighteenth-century public sphere.13 The essential elements of the Habermasian public sphere may 
never have coexisted, yet the concept provides a useful heuristic. In applying Habermas's terms 
to a discussion of the early modern period, then, the point is not simply to try to locate its 
inception earlier, but to consider the movements and struggles occurring during the seventeenth 
century that created the conditions for its existence. 

Interestingly, Habermas himself asserts that “the public sphere in the world of letters” 
was “already equipped with institutions of the public and with forums for discussion.”14 
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Habermas's original term in this context, literarische Öffentlichkeit, can also be translated as the 
“literary public sphere” and suggests the literary equivalent of salon culture, a kind of lettered 
class. The “literary public sphere” imagined by Habermas was therefore probably a much more 
educated and selective group than the readers than those of plays or pamphlet literature, perhaps 
explaining why his own model does not extend back to include them. For the purposes of this 
study, the “literary public sphere” will be construed less narrowly and encompass forms 
occasionally considered sub-literary (civil war pamphlets) alongside plays which were at the 
time a form of mass entertainment. 

For all the ways that Shakespeare's theater invites investigation of its role in the early 
modern public sphere relatively little scholarly work has been done on this connection. The most 
extensive body of work on the subject grew out of McGill University's “Making Publics” (MaPs) 
project and was produced by critics like Paul Yachnin, Bronwen Wilson, and Jeffrey Doty.15 The 
MaPs project was founded on the assumption that it is misleading to speak of a singular “public” 
but that, as Yachnin puts it, “the space of public life on a grand scale may be imagined as a 
contact zone where different publics encounter each other, but irregularly, unpredictably.”16 The 
jostling space of the theater was a literal as well as imaginative contact zone where plays' topical 
material reached socially diverse audiences. The heterogeneous media involved in public 
performances reached out to a broader audience, in some ways, than did Habermas's literary 
periodicals.  Whether or not early modern audiences were called upon to make a rational 
judgment in response is a crucial question—indeed it is the crux of what we deem “political 
engagement”—but, as Lake and Pincus put it, “[performance] implied the existence of—indeed, 
notionally at least called into being—an adjudicating public or publics able to judge…on the 
basis of the information and argument placed before them.”17   
 The majority of Habermas's discussion, as might be expected for a narrative centered 
around the rise to prominence of literary journalism, concentrates on the circulation and 
discussion of printed texts. In fact, for Habermas, the absence of what he calls a “reading public” 
provides an explanation for the public sphere's emergence at a time when “the traditional domain 
of communication in which publicity of representation dominated” was “fundamentally 
threatened by the new domain of a public sphere whose decisive mark was the published 
word.”18 This overemphasis on print overlooks the interrelation, particularly in the earlier 
seventeenth century, between print and popular performance-based genres. 
 This is in part because Habermas's vision of the seventeenth-century is not especially 
populist, making the court, more or less, metonymic for the public: 
 

The court aristocracy of the seventeenth century was not really a reading public.  To be 
sure, it kept men of letters as it kept servants, but literary production based on patronage 
was more a matter of a kind of conspicuous consumption than of serious reading by an 
interested public….In the same way as literature, the theater obtained a public in the strict 
sense of the word only when the theaters attached to court and palace, so typical of 
Germany became 'public.'19 

 
This presentation of a system based on patronage is excessively bleak, with “men of letters” 
accorded the same status as “servants” and seen as providing a mere fashion accessory.  
Habermas characterizes the previous century as a kind of literary dark age, associating the rise of 
print (and, not coincidentally, of public reason) with transition to a market economy.  Here, as 
throughout, a series of binaries provides the foundation of the Habermasian system: the 
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autocratic state is opposed to a parliamentary government, the late-stage feudal economy to a 
developing market economy, the court aristocracy to an emergent bourgeoisie, and the patronage 
system to the democratizing medium of print.  Of course, none of these binaries can truly be 
sustained, but it is useful for Habermas to conceive of pre-Restoration England in such terms in 
order to have something against which to define his public sphere. 
 His claim that the theater “obtained a public in the strict sense of the word only when the 
theaters attached to court and palace” stands out as a mischaracterization. Whatever one might 
say about the “court aristocracy of the seventeenth century,” they were certainly not the only 
demographic interested in plays. That the English theater presents something of a problem to 
Habermas is evident from his own difficulty in discussing it.  He admits the possibility of the 
theater as a public space while, at the same time, attempting to deny it any transformative 
potential: 
 

Of course in Great Britain and France the populace...had been admitted even as far back 
as the seventeenth century to the Globe Theater and Comedie.  This included even 
domestic servants, soldiers, apprentices, young clerks, and a lumpenproletariat who were 
always ready for a 'spectacle.'  But they were all still part of a different type of publicity 
in which the 'ranks' (preserved still as a dysfunctional architectural relic in our theater 
buildings) paraded themselves, and the people applauded.20  

 
This description sounds very unlike our modern conception of Shakespeare's theater.  The space 
did possess tiered seating, but, as anyone who has visited the modern reconstruction of the Globe 
can testify, the “lumpenproletariat” on the ground were afforded the best views. It is true, too, 
that there was plenty of “spectacle” in the drama, but spectacle need not be incompatible with the 
foregrounding of serious political issues (the two coexist, for instance, in King Lear).  The vision 
of the “ranks…parad[ing] themselves” and receiving applause is the most incongruous and, one 
imagines, must refer to the later indoor theaters like Blackfriars catered to the gentry (the same 
emerging class that Habermas is quick, elsewhere, to praise).  The proliferation and 
diversification of the theaters in the mid-seventeenth century would seem, in fact, to argue their 
value as public institutions, for as the public changed the market responded. 

Habermas concludes his excursus on the seventeenth-century theater quickly, with the 
admission that, in England, “The popular theater did not survive; at the time of Charles II a 
single theater managed to persist under the patronage of the court.”21 His use of the term 
“survive” implicitly acknowledges the fact that in the previous century the English theater was a 
popular institution. The close control of the theaters under Charles II—there were in fact two: the 
King's and the Duke's—demonstrates the king's awareness of its disruptive potential. 

Plays have perhaps been accorded a less-than-central role in the development of the early 
modern public sphere because they appear trifling, relying as they do upon emotional responses. 
The idealization of rational discourse is perhaps the biggest flaw in Habermas's model of the 
public sphere and one that has not passed unremarked.22 There have been admirable recent 
efforts to reclaim the importance of drama; Yachnin has even claimed “Shakespeare's theatre” as 
“the leading arena of public-making practices and the most potent engine of social and political 
change in early modern England.”23 He attributes the theater's comparative neglect in accounts of 
the development of the public sphere to a “marginalization of emotion, privacy, and play” in 
Habermas and his critics.24  In other words, the Enlightenment bias that guided Habermas still 
exists for us today, shaping our understanding of what constitutes “engagement” with political 
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issues or “involvement” in public life. Essentially, to conceive of a public sphere with an 
affective component we must return to the seventeenth century and trace the role of political 
subjectivity as well as political subjecthood. 

Jeffrey Doty has modeled this type of scholarship in an excellent article on Richard II 
illustrating how the play “invites the audience to think in a rational-critical way about their own 
individual and collective political subjectivities,” to “judge judgment, to analyze analysis.”25 It is 
the contention of this project that Shakespeare and his fellow playwrights enabled their audience 
to cultivate a rational self-reflexiveness that was itself a precondition for the type of political 
engagement central to Habermas's conception of the public sphere. The ability to consider one's 
own thought processes, perfectly encapsulates the experience of balancing subjectivity and 
subjecthood, and of learning to be a political subject in the world. Thus, the irrational, affective 
nature of early modern drama that appears to disqualify it from narratives concerning the 
emergence of the public sphere is, in fact, its greatest asset and the strongest argument for 
turning to the early modern theater to find an earlier, and more nuanced, instantiation of the 
public sphere. 
 The mediation of drama through print is crucial to demonstrating the continued 
importance of drama after 1642. In the early-to-mid seventeenth century the theater was the 
locus of a great deal of potential social energy as well as a training ground for political subjects. 
After the closure of the theatres, that energy—along with the plays themselves—was transferred 
to the popular press. I contend that you cannot get to a post-Restoration “public” without probing 
the connection between the drama of early seventeenth century and the activities of the popular 
press during the years 1640 to 1660.  
 Appropriately, then, my dissertation is divided into three sections each of which approach 
the topic from distinct perspectives on the stage-page continuum. The first, “Textual Currency” 
explores the centrality of political texts to the theater by relating several plays by Shakespeare 
and his contemporaries to King James's popular writings on kingship. It shows how, in Measure 
for Measure, King Lear, and Macbeth, Shakespeare complicates his audience's response to 
doctrinally “correct” behavior by making it dramatically and emotionally less desirable.  

Chapter One, “It's Not Easy Being King: Debunking 'Praejudged Conceits' in Measure 
for Measure,” illustrates how several plays from 1604, by Shakespeare, Thomas Middleton, and 
John Marston, respond to James's Basilikon Doron and initiate an ongoing exchange between the 
Stuart monarchy and the theater. Moving beyond a handful of well-known moments in which 
James discusses his discomfort with being the object of the public gaze, I use his personal 
correspondence to demonstrate his twin beliefs in the text as the ultimate medium of 
transparency and in writing as a means of controlling perception. I argue that, in contrast to other 
“disguised duke” plays, Measure is concerned not to exhibit, propagate, or challenge James's 
ruling ideology, but to dramatize the difficulties experienced by the ruler in the face of public 
scrutiny and to engage with James's pressing desire, above all, to be understood by his subjects. 

Chapter Two, “Sovereign Remedy?: Healing the Body Politic in King Lear and 
Macbeth,” analyzes two plays that portray the disastrous consequences of splitting the king's two 
bodies. Placing James's speeches concerning the union of Scotland and England alongside 
contemporary medical tracts, the chapter shows how Shakespeare dramatizes the dangers posed 
to the kingdom by a disordered monarchical body and offers a solution, a “sovereign remedy,” 
tempering counsel in the case of Lear, bloodletting for Macbeth.  

Section 2, “Theatrical Currency” interrogates our notions of “influence” and argues that 
our conception of quotation is insufficient to understand the strain of intertextuality central to the 
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repertory theater system. Focusing on the close-knit and competitive character of the repertory 
theater, the chapters in this section illustrate the practice of inter-repertory borrowing, first from 
plays onstage, as in the case of city comedies, and second from recently printed playbooks of 
closet drama, where plays draw inspiration from recently printed copies of older drama.  

Chapter Three, “Tragedy Tomorrow, Comedy Tonight!: The Anti-Shakespearean Spirit 
of City Comedy,” considers the drama produced for boys' companies (the main competition of 
the King's Men from 1600-1608) and illustrates how the genre of city comedy was shaped in 
reaction to dramatic conventions developed by Shakespeare and other senior playwrights. Using 
plays by Thomas Dekker, John Webster, Ben Jonson, and Middleton, I chronicle the boys' efforts 
to distinguish themselves through the incorporation, and parody, of dramatic styles and specific 
plays associated with the adult companies. I challenge the critical assumption of a continuing 
“war” between the large, public theaters and the smaller, private venues resulting in the evolution 
of two distinct audiences and show, first, that the boys' plays recognize their dependence upon 
the adult companies for continued success and, second, that the essential characteristic of the 
imagined audience was not exclusive devotion to one company to the exclusion of others, but a 
deep familiarity with both contemporary plays and old favorites. 

Chapter Four, “Old Plays, New Sheets: Writing for Readers of Playbooks,” presents three 
case studies of new plays with a telling subtext drawn from recently-reprinted older drama. It 
reads Middleton and William Rowley's The Changeling (1622) in relation to Othello and James 
Shirley's The Traitor (1631) and The Politician (1640) alongside Richard III and Richard II. It 
argues, more broadly, that writing for readers of playbooks produced drama that invites and 
rewards literary-critical engagement from its audience. 

My third and final section synthesizes theatrical and textual approaches in its exploration 
of “The Currency of Theatrical Texts.” The chapters in this section focus on the force exerted by 
the printed playbooks that continued to be read and circulated in the decades after their 
publication, particularly during the period when the theaters were closed. They explore, in the 
first instance, non-dramatic popular literature produced between 1640 and 1660 and, in the 
second, dramatic texts, old and new, circulating during the same period. Chapter Five, “The 
Company Plays Keep: The Theatrical Legacy in Non-Dramatic Popular Print,” discusses the 
popular printed brethren of the playbook—newsbooks, speeches, and polemics—and 
demonstrates that on the side of both production and consumption plays kept company with texts 
that were explicitly political. Chapter Six, “Theater Without Theaters: Drama in Print, 1642-
1660,” analyzes new drama written after the closure of the theaters and finds in the highly 
politicized, often anonymous “pamphlet plays” the preservation and invocation of popular 
theatrical tradition. 

This section concludes with a coda that considers what new direction the study of drama 
in the 1640-60 period might take. In it, I posit that the closure of the theaters solidified a tradition 
of reading drama and transformed it into the dominant mode of engagement with plays. I propose 
a material history of reading drama, including plans for a searchable database of playbook 
marginalia, to help restore a missing piece of literary and theatrical history. I conclude by 
hypothesizing that the interregnum years witnessed the creation of a new literary culture 
surrounding plays distinct from that which existed prior to 1642 which certified their status as 
“literature” and which continues to inform our perception of plays as primarily texts to be read. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
 
IT'S NOT EASY BEING KING 
DEBUNKING “PRAEJUDGED CONCEITS” IN MEASURE FOR MEASURE 
 

It is a trew old saying, That a King is as one set on a stage, whose smallest actions and 
gestures, all the people gazingly doe behold: and therefore although a King be never so 
praecise in the discharging of his Office, the people, who seeth but the outward part, will 
ever judge of the substance, by the circumstances; and according to the outward 
appearance, if his behaviour bee light or dissolute, will conceive prae-occupied conceits 
of the Kings inward intention: which although with time, (the trier of all trewth,) it will 
evanish…praejudged conceits will, in the meane time, breed contempt, the mother of 
rebellion and disorder.1 
       - King James, Basilikon Doron 
  
I would that all the direct or indirect dealing that ever I had that might concern your 
person or state were in a book laid open before you, and then ye would see that no subject 
of England hath kept himself clearer of any guilt against you than I have done ever since 
I was born.2 

        - King James, Letter to Elizabeth I 
  

In 1603 England welcomed its first king in fifty years. The public entertainments put on 
to welcome the new monarch were extraordinary displays of wealth and power and have led 
some critics to credit James with creating a new and prosperous era of the English theater. The 
newest thing about the Jacobean theater, however, was the availability to playwrights of James's 
expressed views on kingship. Even when the Elizabethan theater tackled questions of rule and 
offered critiques of power its practitioners were denied a comparable body of writings from 
which to draw. Elizabeth, who never wanted to “make windows in men's souls,” did not leave a 
publically available written record committing her to points of view on certain key issues. James, 
however, did precisely this and playwrights, including Shakespeare, were quick to employ the 
king's texts as source materials for entertainment. 
 The movement of texts from the realm of print into the theater is a classic example of the 
cultural materialism described and practiced by critics like Stephen Greenblatt, Alan Sinfield, 
Stephen Orgel, and others. In tracing the role of theater in the foundation of the public sphere, I 
have chosen to begin with an exploration of the relevance, or “currency,” of political texts to the 
theater because such texts provide a critically agreed-upon site of interaction between the 
monarch and the public. I contend, however, that the purpose of the interaction, goes far beyond 
a display of state power or a flattering illustration of James's principles of rule. The plays treated 
in this chapter, by Shakespeare, Middleton, and Marston, initiate an ongoing exchange between 
the Stuart monarchy and the theater on topics of kingship and subjecthood, an exchange that 
would eventually put a theater-loving king on his final scaffold. 

To begin, in “The Textual Monarch and the Public Eye,” I consider James's views on 
reading and writing and his attendant anxieties about misinterpretation—of his text, of his 
actions, even of his innermost self.  I explore the way in which James's fantasy of transparency is 
expressed as a fantasy of legibility and consider his remarkable production of texts as 
symptomatic of his desire, above all, to be understood. In “Before Shakespeare: The Disguised 
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Dukes of The Phoenix and The Malcontent,” I examine the precursors to Measure for Measure in 
order to illustrate how James's Basilikon Doron prompted several playwrights to engage with 
issues of perception and to show disguise as a way of teaching the monarch about the people. In 
a final section on Shakespeare, “The 'Properties of Government' in Measure for Measure,” I 
demonstrate Shakespeare's comparably more substantial engagement with the intellectual issues 
involved in perception as well as with the king's pressing desire, above all, to be understood by 
his subjects. 
 
THE TEXTUAL MONARCH IN THE PUBLIC EYE 
 

King James was a highly textual monarch. He was the first king routinely to distribute his 
works through the press and the first to publish his own collected Workes.3 He commissioned a 
new edition of the Bible as an attempt to mediate religious differences in England. As a young 
man, he had presided over a select group of friends who exchanged original verses and 
translations.4 The sheer volume of his personal correspondence testifies to the fact that his 
“scribbling” was an essential part of his life. 
 Much attention has been paid to James as a patron of the arts, the man whose court kept 
Inigo Jones and Ben Jonson in nearly constant employment.5 Similarly, it has become almost a 
commonplace to discuss James, with his loathing of crowds and suspicion of spectacle, as a kind 
of anti-Elizabeth, a monarch who submitted reluctantly to the necessary pageantry of kingship 
and, so doing, risked losing popular support.6 The facts are seemingly paradoxical: England's 
literary (and particularly theatrical) culture flourished under James while the monarch himself 
preferred to live in relative seclusion, removed from the center of English intellectual life. How 
does James's avowed interest in producing and consuming texts fit into this picture and, more 
importantly, can it resolve any of these difficulties? 
 Long before his accession to the English throne in 1603, James created and displayed his 
authority through print. The clearest example of this fact is the publication of his Basilikon 
Doron, a treatise on kingship addressed to his son Henry, and The True Law of Free Monarchies, 
an outline of James's particular brand of divine right theory. The True Law of Free Monarchies 
was first published in 1598, the Basilikon Doron in 1599. Both were republished in 1603 and 
proved wildly popular in England, most likely as a means of satisfying public curiosity about the 
new prince.7  It seems likely that James actively intended for the English public to take the works 
as representative of his views on government, perhaps even of himself.  In spring of 1603, 
shortly after Elizabeth's death, James's correspondence refers to the Basilikon Doron in a way 
that shows him eager to promote it. To Robert Cecil he declared, “I did ever hate alike both 
extremities in any case, only allowing the middles for virtue, as by my book now lately published 
doth plainly appear” (Letters, 204). In private instructions to Prince Henry, still only ten years of 
age, James directed him specifically to treat the Basilikon Doron as his substitute: 
 

I send you herewith my book lately printed; study and profit in it as ye would deserve my 
blessing.  And as there can nothing happen unto you whereof ye will not find the general 
ground therein (if not the very particular point touched), so maun ye level every man's 
opinions or advices unto you as ye find them agree or discord with the rules there set 
down, allowing and following their advices that agrees with the same, mistrusting and 
frowning upon them that advises you to the contrary. (Letters, 211-212) 
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These instructions to Henry accord with James's admonition in the book's dedicatory letter to 
treat the Basilikon Doron “as a faithfull Praeceptour and counsellour unto you” (BD, 4). Since 
James was the author of the work, however, both the dedicatory letter and James's 1603 note to 
Henry amount to a directive to treat the book as his father's own mind.   
 James's serious recommendation of the book to his immediate successor and his most 
trusted adviser suggests that he wished to be known by its contents. It was already characteristic 
of James to seek to head off public criticism by preemptively laying out his motives. When 
James set sale for Norway in October of 1589 to retrieve his new bride, Anne of Denmark, from 
her ill-fated voyage, he left a lengthy letter addressed “to the People of Scotland” detailing his 
reasons for going.  His justification for the voyage was as follows: 
 

In respect I know that the motion of my voyage at this time will be diversely skansit 
upon, the misinterpreting whereof may tend as well to my great dishonour as to the 
wrangous blame of innocents, I have thereupon been moved to set down this present 
declaration with my own hand, hereby to resolve all good subjects, first, of the causes 
briefly that moved me to take this purpose in head and, next, in what fashion I resolved 
myself thereof. (Letters, 97) 

 
James's fear of “misinterpreting” prompted him not only to lay out the ways in which the success 
of his marriage was essential to the welfare of the country, but even to attempt to recreate his 
own thought process in print. He relates how, hearing of Anne's delay, “I, upon the instant, yea, 
the very moment, resolved to make possible on my part that which was impossible on hers” 
(Letters, 98). His account strives to capture the immediacy of his decision so that the people will 
not suspect him of having been manipulated into the journey “as if I were an unreasonable 
creature or a bairn that could do nothing of myself” (Letters, 99). It is clear, in this case, that 
James feared his subjects would impute the wrong motives to his actions, the actions themselves 
being equivocal. 
 James warns Henry about precisely this kind of  “misinterpreting” in the Basilikon Doron 
in what has become its most famous passage. He projects confidence that he (and his book) will 
stand the test of a “publike triall” (BD, 5), but belies this position with his worry that, without 
constant monitoring, his outward behavior will not properly indicate his inward virtue: 
 

It is a trew old saying, That a King is as one set on a stage, whose smallest actions and 
gestures, all the people gazingly doe behold: and therefore although a King be never so 
praecise in the discharging of his Office, the people, who seeth but the outward part, will 
ever judge of the substance, by the circumstances; and according to the outward 
appearance, if his behaviour bee light or dissolute, will conceive prae-occupied conceits 
of the Kings inward intention: which although with time, (the trier of all trewth,) it will 
evanish, by the evidence of the contrary effects, yet interim partitur iustus; and 
praejudged conceits will, in the meane time, breed contempt, the mother of rebellion and 
disorder. (BD, 43) 

 
The process of interchange between the monarch and his people that James describes here is 
somewhat confused, as is the onus of ensuring that the outer “substance” matches the inner 
“circumstance.” The people judge “according to the outward appearance” and “conceieve prae-
occupied conceits of the Kings inward intention” which can “breed contempt” and even 
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“rebellion and disorder.” In James's formulation, this is the case whether or not the king's 
outward appearance is, in fact, consonant with his inward intention. In the event that the king's 
inward “substance” is virtuous (as it is obviously assumed to be by James), the “evidence of the 
contrary” will cause these conceits, eventually, to “evanish,” but this is likely to take a dangerous 
amount of time. Better, then, for the king to take care to match his deportment to his conscience 
and eliminate the potential for misconstruction.8   
 James's aim is to eliminate any disjunction between the inner and outer, a fantasy of a 
transparency that would make inner, fundamentally unknowable, states possible to apprehend 
immediately.9 And, as is clear from his letter to the people of Scotland, James saw writing as the 
best way to accomplish this task. It is important, however, to emphasize that the contrast between 
acting and writing is a relative distinction. James was not so inexperienced as to believe that the 
written word did not itself require interpretation or that such interpretations did not exist in a 
multiplicity.  An avid scholar of the scriptures, James knew from this experience at least that text 
itself was not transparent. He did, however, believe it to be comparatively so. 
 This belief is most evident in the effort expended by James to articulate, and force others 
to do so, his blamelessness in situations that cast him in a negative light. Writing to Elizabeth in 
1598, following accusations by a man named Valentyne Thomas that he had been part of a plan 
to assassinate her, James expressed a fervent wish “that all the direct or indirect dealing that ever 
I had that might concern your person or state were in a book laid open before you, and then ye 
would see that no subject of England hath kept himself clearer of any guilt against you than I 
have done ever since I was born” (Letters, 159). It is remarkable that James chooses the book as 
the ultimate figure for transparency, that which is most likely to render all his actions irrefutably 
clear. Similarly in 1608, in the wake of charges brought in print by Cardinal Bellarmine that, 
prior to his rule in England, James had displayed a willingness to convert to Catholicism, the 
king inquired of Cecil how he might quash the rumor “whereof though from the beginning we 
know ourself innocent, yet because that sufficed not for our justification against a charge so 
confidently and so openly laid to us, we were forced to bethink ourself how we might make our 
innocency manifest” (Letters, 302-3). In the Bellarmine case, as in the Thomas affair, James 
supplemented his official actions with an outpouring of written material designed to further the 
goal of making “innocency manifest.” 
 It was characteristic of James not only to let his written works stand in for himself, but to 
employ them to supplement ceremonies and actions taken in his name. This change from the 
theatrical tactics of Elizabeth indicates James's distrust of the ability of display or spectacle alone 
to convey a message. Take, as a case-in-point, James's highly theatrical pardoning of several 
noblemen, accused of involvement with the Raleigh conspiracy, mere moments before their 
execution. Many critics have justly cited this as a sign that James understood the usefulness of 
theatrical power just as well as his predecessor.10 In addition to his staging of the reprieve, 
however, James also ensured that the warrant, addressed to his new subjects, was subsequently 
printed. In its published form, it is framed by a narrative description of the event, supposedly 
written by the sheriff who received it and, for the majority of subjects, substitutes a textual 
experience of the event for a theatrical one. This also ensured that not only those present at the 
(non-) execution, but all the people of the realm were able to have access to “his Maiesties 
warrant, all written with his owne hand.”  Not content with the mere exhibition of his power, 
James felt that his motives too deserved displaying and issued the declaration to accomplish this 
task. 
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 It would be a mistake, however, to take this desire to explicate his thought processes as a 
sign that James felt accountable to his subjects. As he remarked in another letter to Elizabeth 
written around the time of the Thomas affair, “I know very well that it becomes none that enjoys 
such places as we both do either to give account [or] be judged by any” (Letters, 161). James's 
views on divine right were extremely orthodox, so much so that they do not require explication. 
Much has been made of the fervor with which James championed absolute monarchy, but his 
belief in it as a divine institution appears, from his correspondence, to have been a sincere article 
of faith. He evinced neither doubt about his role as God's deputy nor a sense that he was 
accountable for his actions to any but God himself. It was not, however, the self-conscious stance 
that many modern commentators have taken it to be (perhaps unable to believe, on some level, 
that James did not see the absurdity of the idea). It is evident from both his published works and 
his private correspondence that James's faith in divine right coexisted, and was compatible, with 
an anxiety about the judgment of the people. 
 This returns us to the point in Basilikon Doron at which James writes that “a King is as 
one set on a stage, whose smallest actions and gestures, all the people gazingly doe behold,” and 
to its notions of “praejudged conceits.” Most literary critics have taken this passage to be a 
statement about the theater and the power dynamics inherent in the relationship between the 
spectators and their sovereign object. It is also, however, an expression of anxiety at the very 
notion of judgment, of the freedom to form conclusions. James's first surviving poem, a piece of 
amatory verse written around age fifteen, begins “Since thought is free, thinke what thou will” 
and, although the context varied, the alarming fact of free thought was a political reality that 
preoccupied James throughout his reign.11 The question for him was not how to cow his subjects 
into proper behavior, but how to persuade them to make proper judgments. 
 It is in this context that The True Law of Free Monarchies is particularly illuminating as 
James's greatest attempt to instruct his subjects in how to think. This ambition accords with 
James's view of himself as father and teacher to the populace, but its intentions run deeper than 
reinforcing this perception. James begins his address to the reader with a clear statement of 
purpose: “The profite I would wish you to make of it, is, as well so to frame all your actions 
according to these grounds, as may confirme you in the course of honest and obedient Subjects 
to your King in all times coming.”12 The work is to serve as a guide to actions because it is a 
guide to thinking, as James goes on to specify, “Whereby yee shall soundly keepe the course of 
righteous Judgement, decerning wisely of every action onely according to the qualitie thereof, 
and not according to your pre-judged conceits of the committers” (TL, 53). This reference to 
“pre-judged conceits” predates that in the Basilikon Doron and connects James's anxiety about 
how the people will perceive him to a larger worry about perception as a process. If “righteous 
judgment” proceeds logically and assesses each object by its virtue, corrupted judgment begins 
before the object has been presented: it is “pre-judged.” And the populace, in James's opinion, 
are far more likely to possess inferior judgment just as he, as king, must certainly possess 
“righteous judgement,” being closer to God. The True Law of Free Monarchies, then, is 
remarkable for the way in which it attempts to combat this state of affairs by providing an 
instructive aid to thought. It is paternalism of the highest order, but notable for its motivation, 
which is far from a plain assertion of royal power. It is an attempt to create the order that James 
desires, but in a way that aims not to quash free thought, but instead to harness it. 

It also provides an explanation of the sovereign's existence above the law, as one 
accountable to God alone, that acknowledges the wisdom of acting in accordance with it 
whenever possible, “As likewise, although I have said, a good king will frame all his actions to 
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be according to the Law; yet is hee not bound thereto but of his good will, and for good example-
giving to his subjects” (TL, 63). The idea that the king should serve as an example for the people, 
a model that they can succeed or fail at imitating, is present also in Basilikon Doron. It relates to 
the issue of the potential disjuncture between inward states of conscience and outward signifiers 
through the fact of the monarchical body. Where physical or mental disorder in a regular man 
might imperil his own health, such disturbances in the person of the monarch would threaten the 
kingdom itself for, as James put it, “any sinne that ye commit, not being a single sinne procuring 
but the fall of one; but being an exemplare sinne, and therefore drawing with it the whole 
multitude to be guiltie of the same” (BD, 12). The notion of the “exemplare sinne” enriches the 
reading of many plays, which feature corrupt rulers and dissolute societies. These plays have 
often been taken by critics to be primarily satirical in intent, meant to twist the knife in the 
bowels of the corrupt court. While this is no doubt one of their intended effects they do also, 
albeit obliquely, suggest society's cure: the corrupt leader must be reformed or replaced. 

The concept of “exemplare sinne” is central to the drama of the period, then, but is also 
valuable for the reciprocal relationship that it suggests between the monarch and the people. It 
was an acknowledged truth in reality, as in drama, that an action taken against the king was a 
symbolic one—against the kingdom, even against God—as the evolving treason laws of the 
period demonstrate.13 What James's writings show, however, is that the figurative relationship 
cut both ways, so that any action taken by the king also became emblematic for the polity as a 
whole. 

The idea that the monarch was a figure that could be imitated at the same time as being 
fundamentally inimitable was a familiar one to the theater. The subversive elements of such 
representations, their regulation, and their effect has been one of the more widely discussed 
aspects of the Jacobean theater. The influential work in this field, by Stephen Greenblatt, 
Leonard Tennenhouse, Stephen Orgel, Steven Mullaney, and others, undergirds my argument: 
that King James's writings present the monarch as a figure that people could imitate, or fail to 
imitate, outside of the theater. 

James had warned Henry in the Basilikon Doron that he should “Thinke not therefore, 
that the highnesse of your dignitie, diminisheth your faults (much lesse giveth you a licence to 
sinne) but by the contrary your fault shall be aggravated, according to the height of your 
dignitie” so that “a moate in anothers eye, is a beame in yours” (BD, 12). The paragraph 
concludes by combining the traditional metaphor of the king as a pattern or mirror with that of 
the king as a lamp, meant “to glister and shien before their people” (BD, 12).  The problem in 
being both a lamp and a mirror, however, is the same one inherent in the king's dual role as 
earthly man and God's deputy: his imperative to serve as a model of perfectibility for the people 
is at odds with the fact that he himself is in need of perfecting. Couched in the terms of the 
King's Two Bodies, his body politic is the divine image of the ideal kind of polity while his body 
natural shows his own flaws and, perhaps, even dictates those of the kingdom. 

James was aware of this misfit between the two bodies (though not to the extent that his 
critics have been) and accounted for it by blaming his corrupted instruments—counselors, 
informers, and courtiers. It was a favorite maxim of James's that kings saw and heard with others' 
faculties. He first employed it in a letter to Queen Elizabeth dated April 13, 1594. The letter was 
written in response to one from Elizabeth that accused him of being a “seduced” king. James 
returned the charge and retaliated with feigned bafflement “that so wise and provident a prince, 
having so long and happily governed, should be so sylid and condemned by a great number of 
her own subjects, it is hardly to be believed, if I knew it not to be a maxim in the state of princes 
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that we see and hear all with the eyes and ears of others, and if these be deceivers we cannot 
shun deceit” (Letters, 129). The phrase recurs throughout James's writing, as in a 1601 letter to 
Cecil that laments the fact that “princes must hear and see with other ears and eyes than their 
own” (Letters, 128).  

The uncertain process of perception again occupies the forefront of James's mind. In this 
case, however, the monarch lacks control not over the way he is perceived by others but over his 
own process of perception. This condition, by extension, allows for imperfect judgment on the 
part of the monarch—a convenient way to explain the fallibility of God's deputy. It suggests that, 
imbued as divine monarchs might be with “righteous” judgment, they were still sometimes 
handicapped by their imperfect sensory instruments. However, such a theory did more than 
simply defer responsibility for mistakes; it provided a model of kingship where the responsibility 
for the well-being of the body politic rested on good counselors. The centrality of good counsel 
to good kingship was a core tenet of political theory with which James was intimately familiar. 
The role of the counselors was to mediate between the ruler and the kingdom, to act as the 
instruments of perception and return a verdict on the objects they considered. Bad counsel was 
therefore particularly harmful because it effectively disabled the monarch's faculty of judgment. 
Good counsel was essential because it healed the body politic. 

James's inability to heed the advice of his counselors, to restrict his desires and cure the 
body politic, was one of his most evident flaws, a primary target for his critics.  James had 
warned Henry severely to be guided by his best instincts, “For it is not ynough that ye have and 
retaine (as prisoners) within your selfe never so many good qualities and vertues, except ye 
employ them, and set them on worke, for the weale of them that are committed to your charge” 
(BD, 30), predicting that, if not, “beginning first to measure any one sinne by the rule of his lust 
and appetites, and not of his conscience; what shall let him to doe so with the next, that his 
affections shall stirre him to, the like reason serving for all: and so to goe forward till he place his 
whole corrupted affections in Gods roome?” (BD, 34) Many kings in Jacobean drama fight the 
battle between reason and appetite and many, like James, often lose. 
 James has been faulted for many things—hypocrisy, profligacy, uncouth behavior—and 
there is ample justification for this tendency. It is, in fact, a realization of James's own greatest 
fear that his intentions would be judged solely by his actions. His attempts to prevent this 
practice came primarily through writing—to his subjects, his successor, his advisers, his fellow 
monarchs, and ultimately to posterity at large. In some ways, his attempts to manage his legacy 
have shaped it, for his prodigious textual output has certainly left more traces of his “inward” 
consciousness than remain from most monarchs. The texts, however, prove just as vulnerable to 
competing interpretations as his actions, particularly now that they have come to stand for them.  

They are, in addition, shaped by a lens that James would never have imagined: the drama. 
Plays of the period, especially those by Shakespeare, adopt and develop James's commentaries 
on kingship and anxieties about the process of perception. For us, James's words on the subject 
supplement and illuminate the drama rather than the other way around, providing insight into 
many canonical texts and pervasive themes. This fact would, no doubt, have horrified the man 
who warned Henry that “the Tyrans delighted most in [plays], glorying to bee both authors and 
actors of Comoedies and Tragedies themselves” (BD, 50). James may not literally have taken the 
stage, as his son and successor was famously fond of doing, but through his own work on 
kingship he was, in a sense, both an author and an actor in many plays of the period. 
 The only known performance of Shakespeare's Measure for Measure—and one that has 
been made much of—was at court of the new king on St. Stephen's night, December 26th, 1604. 
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It must, surely, have played in the Globe Theater as well, although Roslyn Knutson's careful 
work on the King's Men's repertory does not record any continuations or revivals from its initial 
season.14 Its only printings before 1660 were in the first and second Shakespeare folios; it did not 
appear in the cheaper, more popular quarto format until the middle of the eighteenth century.15 
This is not merely to illustrate the way in which the plays that are highly valued by our critical 
heritage differ greatly from those that were apparently valued in their own day, but to suggest 
that Measure for Measure is a play which, because of its close associations with England's new 
monarch, holds a fascination for contemporary critics that it might not have possessed initially. 
Its instances of obvious topicality, affinities with James's own works, presentation of an 
enigmatic ruler, and treatment of the problem of balancing justice and mercy prove irresistible to 
scholars with an interest in the relationship between Jacobean drama and King James. 

It is worth observing at the outset that a discussion of Measure has become almost a rite 
of passage for literary critics of a political bent, particularly in the wake of the New Historicism, 
whose most famous practitioners have written on it extensively. As Anthony Dawson points out 
in a 1988 essay on “Measure for Measure, New Historicism, and Theatrical Power,” “those 
seeking to restore the Duke, a notoriously slippery character, to the top of the play's ideological 
ladder, may in fact be seeking an authoritative place for their own discourse….while the Duke's 
power is demystified, the power of the critical interpretation that puts him in place is not.”16 In 
other words, in our critical heritage the Duke has become a vehicle for the discussion of the 
nascent Jacobean state. 

The vogue for “disguised duke” plays in the early years of James's reign has been 
identified and discussed by several generations of critics and is acknowledged to be connected 
with the long-delayed settlement of the succession and the arrival of the new king in England.17  
The prevailing opinion holds that, one way or another, the plays dramatize the altered character 
of monarchical power. Leonard Tennenhouse's claim that such plays demonstrate the urgent 
desire for patriarchal authority represents a prevailing line of interpretation, as does Jonathan 
Goldberg's claim that James desired above all else to reinstitute the arcanae imperii as a means 
of remystifying his position. 18 Jonathan Dollimore and Steven Mullaney add to this their 
explorations of the changing character of surveillance, in the state and in the theater, under 
James.19 Certainly both Elizabeth and James maintained extensive and complex intelligence 
networks and James, in particular, was known for his near-paranoia about assassination attempts 
and it is unquestionable that the disguised ruler plays engage with a reality where the state 
devoted a great deal of time and money to apprehending traitors, plotters, and anyone else it 
deemed a potential danger. 

More than this, however, the disguised ruler plays are deeply rooted in questions and 
anxieties about the processes of perception and judgment as articulated in the Basilikon Doron. 
The connection between the king's “little book” and Measure for Measure was first observed 
nearly one hundred years ago by Louis Albrecht (although he then dismissed them) and is now 
firmly established.20 In the intervening years, critics have been wrangling over the significance of 
certain echoes and affinities within the works.21 The initial critical impulse was to view 
Shakespeare's incorporation of material from James's work as “flattery” of a new king and 
important patron, a view at its most extreme in Josephine Waters Bennett's unfounded (though 
entertaining) conjecture that Shakespeare himself played the Duke at the 1604 court 
performance.22 As our perceptions of Shakespeare have changed, though, so too has our 
understanding of his purpose; since the 1980s most readings of the Basilikon Doron find its role 
in the play to be, if not openly subversive, something of a challenge to James's ideology. 
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Almost without exception, discussions of Measure for Measure and Basilikon Doron 
hinge on the significance of James's use of theatrical metaphor in his assertion that “a King is as 
one set on a stage.” It is important to note, however, the presence and significance of the small 
word “as.” James here displays one of the central concerns of Measure for Measure: the 
difference between sameness and similitude. Although James spent relatively little time on stage, 
preferring (as does the Duke) the “life remov'd,”23 he still felt the pervasive probing of the public. 
The people, in James's mind, do not “gazingly behold” a king in only the literal sense; their 
scrutiny goes far deeper, into their minds as they form a judgment of him. It is James's fear of 
and fascination with the public gaze on which this analysis concentrates. Consequently, it reads 
Shakespeare's play as concerned not with demonstrating and asserting James's ruling ideology, 
but with dramatizing the difficulties experienced by the ruler himself in the face of public 
scrutiny. 

We have seen how King James's published works and personal correspondence evince a 
pervasive anxiety about the mechanisms of perception on the part of both the monarch and the 
people. James was concerned by the fact that “princes must hear and see with other ears and eyes 
than their own” (Letters, 181) and worried about public opinion being misdirected by 
“praejudged conceits” (BD, 43).  All the “disguised duke” plays take up these concerns and show 
the ruler acting as his own instrument, uncovering at once his subjects' preconceptions and his 
own. In the world of the plays, disguise liberates the monarch from subjection to the public gaze.  
Disguise also inverts the relationship between the objectified ruler and the spectators, 
transforming the people into unwitting objects of royal scrutiny and placing the audience in the 
privileged position of observing as much as the monarch without themselves being observed. 
With the duke acting as his own agent of perception, the world of the plays argues, he is able to 
see the true character of his subjects more clearly, thus closing the gap between inward intention 
and outward appearance.  This, in turn, holds out the promise of the reformation of the state, 
though the extent to which such changes seem plausible varies depending on the work in 
question. 

 
BEFORE SHAKESPEARE: THE DISGUISED DUKES OF THE PHOENIX AND THE MALCONTENT 
 

Shakespeare's Measure is the most famous example of the genre, but it is preceded by 
two boys' company plays, by Thomas Middleton and John Marston (with later additions by John 
Webster), The Phoenix and The Malcontent. The differences among the plays are illustrative, 
particularly in the case of Measure. The order of composition is not entirely clear, but company 
affiliation and publication dates suggest that Malcontent was the first and Measure the last. 
Malcontent was performed first by the Children of the Queen's Revels, though it was 
subsequently produced by the King's Men at the Globe, as its jocular Induction suggests: 

 
Sly. I wonder you would play it, another company having interest in it. 
Condell.  Why not Malevole in folio with us, as Jeronimo in decimo-sexto with them?24  

 
The play was clearly popular enough to warrant pirating, and its established success must have 
been known to the King's Men from its run at Blackfriars. It seems likely, then, that both 
Middleton's and Shakespeare's plays were inspired by the success of Malcontent. Middleton's 
simple piece, his first known solo work as a playwright, was for the rival boys' outfit and 
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probably followed close on the heels of Marston's play. Shakespeare's play was most likely last, 
after Malcontent had been played at his own theater. 
 Of the three pieces, Middleton's is the least complex and most obviously comic. The 
situation that begins the play, in fact, has almost as much in common with King Lear as with 
Measure. The aging Duke of Ferrara opens the action by stating his intention to retire and settle 
the succession on his son. His initial speech declares that “I know that life/ Hath not long course 
in me,” but that “to my comfort,/And your successful hopes, I have a son / Whom I dare boast 
of.”25 The son is the symbolically named Phoenix, standing by to be reborn from his father's 
ashes. Ferrara's flattering counselors indicate a lurking danger, however, which takes the form of 
Proditor, the chief member of his counsel whose asides establish him unequivocally as a 
Machiavellian villain. Proditor's goal is to remove Phoenix from the state in order to claim the 
kingdom for himself. The speed with which Ferrara abandons his plan for an immediate 
succession and adopts Proditor's in its place, “We have thought good and meet, by the consent/ 
Of these our nobles, to move you toward travel” (1.38-39), proves that he is effectively controlled 
by his self-interested counselors. This state of affairs is encapsulated in Ferrara's ill-conceived 
advice to his son, “He that knows how to obey, knows how to reign” (1.57). The misguided 
character of this advice would have been clear to Middleton's audience; the ruler is not meant to 
obey but to use his good judgment to weigh the advice of others. Phoenix's experience over the 
course of the play reveals him to be the right kind of ruler, ultimately convincing his father to 
alter his maxim for ruling into “He's fit to reign whose knowledge can refine” (15.181). 
 The intervening scenes of Middleton's play show the process by which Phoenix's 
“knowledge,” that is his “faculty of understanding,”26 becomes able to “refine,” that is to purify 
and perfect the state. The play concerns the education of a prince, and, as in the mirror for 
magistrates tradition, Phoenix learns to rule by contemplating negative examples. Phoenix's 
disguise facilitates his education. It is only by observing unobserved that Phoenix's judgment can 
be trained to separate the gold from the dross, and this is the process the play illustrates. Most 
simply, his education appears to be a process of disabusing Phoenix of any idealistic notions 
about the organs of the state. Middleton's own battles with the legal system, and attendant dislike 
of anything associated with it, has been remarked on and manifests in Phoenix as a satire of the 
courts (Justice Falso), lawyers (Tangle), and the extremes of the legal system (Quieto). The 
revelations that Phoenix experiences about his father's chief counselor simply confirm what the 
audience learns in the opening scene and what Phoenix suspects: that Proditor is a ruthless, 
Machiavellian villain. 

This is comfortingly easy to spot, however, since Proditor is conveniently quick to trust 
his business to strangers in his employ. Proditor pays Phoenix's page, Fidelio (also disguised) to 
put him in touch with a (fictitious) friend who would be willing to perform an act of treason, the 
assassination of the Duke. The “friend,” played by Phoenix himself, is then instructed by 
Proditor in the murder he is to commit: 

 
 Proditor. I'll strive to bring this act into such form 
  And credit amongst men, they shall suppose, 
  Nay, verily believe the prince his son 
  To be the plotter of his father's murder. 
 Phoenix. O, that were infinitely admirable! 
 Proditor.  Were't not? It pleaseth me beyond my bliss. 
  Then if his son meet death as he returns, 
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  Or by my hired instruments turn up, 
  The general voice will cry.  O happy vengeance! 
 Phoenix.  O blessed vengeance! 
 Proditor.   Ay, I'll turn my brain 
  Into a thousand eyes, tire my inventions, 
  Make my blood sick with study, and mine eye 
  More hollow than my heart, but I will fashion, 
  Nay, I will fashion it. (Phoenix, 12.8-21) 
           
The obvious irony—that Proditor has hired the man he wishes to blame for the murder to commit 
it—turns the proposed assassination of Ferrara and the baseless execution of Phoenix into a 
comic situation. Such a feat is only possible, however, thanks to a series of events whereby 
Proditor makes the request of Phoenix rather than a subject who might in reality perform a 
murder-for-hire. In Phoenix the threat of a political coup is never a real threat; it is effectively 
neutralized from the start by Phoenix's ability to see and hear all the right bits of information at 
all the right times. Phoenix, more than Shakespeare's later duke, has the ability to act “like power 
divine.” 
 The mass of the people is equally irrelevant to both Proditor and Phoenix, however. They 
are vital as a group to both plans—it is broadly acknowledged that rule rests on popular 
consent—yet relatively easily manipulated. In Phoenix the people do play a vital role in the 
political machinations that the disguised ruler investigates. They exist as individuals only for 
comic value—those whom Phoenix encounters over the course of the play are the staples of city 
comedies, from the new-made Knight Pleasure and the Jeweller's Wife to the amoral Captain and 
the divided young lovers—but the people as an abstract force are conceived of as a mass unit that 
is easily controlled.  

The people of the world of Malcontent are similarly easy to manipulate and, according to 
the banished duke Altofronto (disguised as the titular malcontent Malevole), responsible for the 
coup that displaced him from power: 

 
My throne stood like a point midst of a circle, 
To all, of equal nearness, bore with none; 
Reigned all alike, so slept in fearless virtue, 
Suspectless, too suspectless, till the crowd 
(Still lickerous of untried novelties), 
Impatient with severer government, 
Made strong with Florence, banished Altofronto. (Malcontent, 1.4.11-17)  

 
The people of Genoa, the “crowd,” are characterized here as a changeable, undifferentiated mass 
whose main concern is their own liberty, “impatient with severer government,” and the pleasure 
that accompanies it, “lickerous of untried novelties.” The fickle character of the populace comes 
to work in Altofronto's favor, however, as the play progresses and he finds that both the citizens 
of Genoa and the scheming Duke of Florence regret their previous action against him. His loyal 
advisor Celso asserts that: 
 
    That beast with many heads, 
 The staggering multitude, recoils apace, 
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 Though through great men's envy, most men's malice, 
 Their much intemperate heat hath banished you, 
 Yet now they find envy and malice  n'er 
 Produce faint reformation. 
 The Duke, the too-soft Duke, lies as a block 
 For which two tugging factions seem to saw, 
 But still the iron through the ribs they draw. (3.3.9-16) 
 
As will later be the case in Shakespeare's play, the populace is faced with a choice between a 
stringent enforcer of the laws, the “severer government” of Altofronto, and the lax and easily 
manipulated “too-soft Duke.” Marston's precursor to Shakespeare's play, however, advocates for 
a greater severity of government on the principle that being “too soft” opens the door to 
poisonous favorites. According to Celso, under the new regime the body of the ruler—and by 
extension the body politic—finds itself sawed “through the ribs” by “two tugging factions.”27 
The takeover of the court by faction is the result of the machinations of the Duke of Florence 
whose destructive influence, Malevole confides, continues. Florence is now poised to turn on his 
puppet, duke Pietro, whose power he had shored up with a marriage to his daughter. Displaying 
equal political acumen, Altofronto plans to exploit the unstable situation, to “lie in ambush for 
conveniency,/ Upon their severance to confirm myself” (3.3.23-24). 
 Altofronto is a political opportunist, quick to take advantage when his opponents' plans 
go south. Yet the former duke wields no real control over the situation of the state and, adept as 
he is at improvisation, this is a major difference between him and Phoenix and Vincentio. 
Middleton's and Shakespeare's dukes choose to disguise themselves and, equally, choose when to 
remove those disguises, bringing the populace, and the audience, under their sway. The evolving 
degree of control that the dukes of the plays possess over their disguise and revelation, and 
consequently over the reformation or reestablishment of political order, is an index of the rapid 
evolution of the genre. 
 An additional complication to the basic disguised ruler plot comes in the form of a 
second disguised duke in Malcontent—Pietro, whose disguise affects his education and 
reformation. Pietro is introduced as a naïve and foolish character. Introduced to Malevole 
(Altofronto in his disguise) he remarks to his courtiers Prepasso and Bilioso that  “I like him, 
faith; he gives good intelligence to my spirit, makes me understand those weaknesses which 
others' flattery palliates” (1.2.33-35). Pietro correctly identifies the typical function of the kind of 
“railing” character Malevole represents—Thyrsites in Troilus and Cressida, Jacques in As You 
Like It—but does not seem to “understand those weaknesses” of his rule which Malevole points 
out. Enlightenment in this regard comes to Pietro only when he returns to the kingdom in 
disguise and is able to observe, unawares, the advisors who had seemed to support him; without 
his disguise no amount of prompting can enable him to see through flattery. For instance, when 
Malevole reveals the (very true) fact of the Duchess Aurelia's affair with Mendoza, Pietro is 
pacified by Mendoza's mere assertion that the report must be false and explanation that he has 
been working tirelessly as Pietro's spy to uncover the true identity of the man who cuckolds him: 
 

With what debasement I ha' thrown myself 
To under-offices, only to learn 
The truth, the party, time, the means, the place, 
By whom, and when, and where thou wert disgraced! (1.7.21-24) 
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The man Mendoza names is Ferneze, a foolish young suitor to Aurelia who has, in fact, arranged 
an assignation with her that night. Trusting Mendoza's claims, Pietro forgives him – already an 
apparent error in judgment that becomes all the more so as the play progresses. 
 Mendoza is at one and the same time Pietro's most trusted adviser and his greatest enemy: 
a corrupted instrument if ever there were one. His character is introduced by an extremely 
lengthy soliloquy that declares “what a delicious heaven it is for a man to be in a prince's favor” 
and goes into some detail about the pleasure of being “a favorite, a minion!” before concluding 
with a boast of his conquest of the Duchess (1.5.21-23, 25-26.) Yet, two scenes later, Mendoza 
denies this conquest and designs a trap for Ferneze and the Duchess that results in the death of 
Ferneze, the blackmailing of the Duchess, and the indebtedness of Pietro to the very man who 
cuckolds him (1.7.72-84). Mendoza offers himself as a spy, this time on his lover's very 
thoughts, “you shall sooner know't / Than she can think't” (1.7.83-84). Mendoza is the extremest 
example of James's concerns about corrupt instruments; Pietro's perception cannot help but be 
skewed by eyes and ears such as Mendoza's. 
 Pietro's own judgment of the situation is misled to the point where he names Mendoza as 
his successor based, it appears, on nothing more than his position as a favorite: 
 

I have no child; all that my youth begot 
Hath been your loves, which shall inherit me; 
Which, as it ever shall, I do conjure it, 
Mendoza may succeed; he's noble born, 
With me of much desert. (2.3.81-85) 

 
There is a hint of something unnatural in the fact that Pietro's only children are his male favorites 
whose “loves” “shall inherit me,” a suggestion that such homosocial (if not homosexual) 
relationships prevent a fruitful marriage and result in the transfer of the kingdom to a character 
like Mendoza. The kingdom would not, however, be better off in the hands of Pietro's wife 
Aurelia, daughter of the scheming duke of Florence. Showing what she learned at her father's 
knee, Aurelia plots with Mendoza to kill her husband so that they can rule together: 
 

I'll make thee Duke: we are of Medicis, 
Florence our friend, in court my faction 
Not meanly strengthful; the Duke then dead, 
We well prepared for change, the multitude 
Irresolutely reeling, we in force, 
Our party seconded, the kingdom mazed — 
No doubt of swift success all shall be graced. (2.5.90-96) 

 
Aurelia's strategy to murder Pietro and seize the kingdom rests on creating the same kind of 
tumult among the people that ousted Altofronto. Taking advantage of the chaos likely to follow 
the death of the duke—“the multitude/ Irresolutely reeling,” “the kingdom mazed”—Aurelia 
plans to flex the muscles of her court faction and exploit her alliance with Florence and the 
Medicis. Her pride in her connection to the notoriously Machiavellian Medici family shows her 
to be well-matched with Mendoza, though, of course, this also means that neither is so naïve as 
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to trust the other. Mendoza and Aurelia stand at one extreme of power and the weak Pietro at the 
other with, presumably, Altofronto occupying a golden mean.  

Although their moves in and out of power are presented as resulting from human actions, 
Marston suggest that the driving force behind them remains divine. Like Edmund in King Lear, 
Mendoza scoffs at the notion that his rise is providential: 

 
How Fortune dotes on impudence! 
I am in private the adopted son 
Of yon good prince. I must be Duke. Why, if 
I must, I must! Most silly lord, name me? 
Oh, heaven! I see God made honest fools 
To maintain crafty knaves. The Duchess is wholly 
Mine, too; must kill her husband to quit 
Her shame. Much! Then marry her. Ay! 
Oh, I grow proud in prosperous treachery. (2.5.107-115) 

 
If his rise to power is providential, he argues, then “God made honest fools/ To maintain crafty 
knaves.” Yet, Mendoza's view of providentialism is rather shortsighted, “I must be Duke. Why 
if/ I must, I must!” when King James, along with other theorists of divine right, repeatedly 
asserted the possibility of rule by a tyrant being divinely sanctioned. In a sense, Mendoza needs 
to plot Pietro's murder so that Malevole's true identity can be unmasked, moving him towards a 
restoration which he himself specifically presents as divinely ordained, “Who doubts of 
Providence, / That sees this change, a hearty faith to all?” (4.5.163-164)  As in Middleton's play, 
the fortunate fact of Altofronto's disguise is what foils Mendoza's plans. Had Mendoza been 
speaking to any typical courtier, someone like Bilioso who is avowedly interested in supporting 
whoever is strongest (4.5.96), the plan would have worked entirely too well. Altofronto's 
prevention of its execution is implausible without the possibility divine intervention. On the level 
of plot, Altofronto's disguise as Malevole is what enables him to detect and thwart Mendoza's 
rise to power. This, too, was brought about by a situation beyond his control—an uprising among 
the subjects—rather than by a canny plan suggesting that in Marston's world the Duke is as much 
at the mercy of providence as any of us. 
 The pivotal function of Altofronto's disguise returns us to the importance of a ruler's 
unmediated perception of his kingdom. This point is underscored by its repetition in Pietro's 
subplot where the new duke's return, disguised as a hermit, reveals the true intentions of his 
favorites and flatterers. Pietro offers testimony about his own death—delivered in a ponderous, 
pseudo-epic style that Altofronto must cut off after thirty-odd lines—for which Mendoza 
immediately banishes Aurelia.  Mendoza's next action, to direct Pietro (as the hermit) and 
Altofronto (as Malevole) to poison one another proves his undoing. The two disguised dukes 
confer and discover that they have been set upon one another, as Malevole exclaims “he would 
discharge us as boys do elder guns, one pellet to strike out another” (4.4.16-17).  The 
disillusioned Pietro announces that there is “no faith in man” (4.4.20) and is utterly transformed 
by what he has witnessed: 
 
 I here renounce forever regency. 
 Oh, Altofront, I wrong thee to supplant thy right, 
 To trip thy heels up with a devilish sleight, 
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 For which I now from throne am thrown; world-tricks abjure, 
 … 
 In true contrition I do dedicate 
 My breath to solitary holiness, 
 My lips to prayer, and my breast's care shall be 
 Restoring Altofront to regency. (4.5.142-151) 
         
At the point of Pietro's conversion Malevole reveals himself to Pietro as the banished duke, 
giving him access to the final, important truth of the play.  Not only does Pietro's disguise allow 
him to see through the veil of flattery and detect his corrupted instruments, it also enables him to 
see political truths and vow to “Restor[e] Altofront to regency.” 
 The means by which Altofronto's restoration is effected is highly theatrical, by contrast 
with the ending of Phoenix and anticipating the fifth act of Measure. In Middleton's play, the 
revelation of Prince Phoenix in disguise is delayed until after Fidelio delivers a letter to the Duke 
denouncing those Phoenix has discovered. Middleton's use of the letter as a device for revelation 
is particularly striking given that the disguised Phoenix is himself onstage during its reading. 
Phoenix's revelation onstage comes at line 161 and occurs only after all charges against the 
characters of the play have been made by letter. The documentary nature of Middleton's 
resolution, relying on the letter to right the state, stands in sharp contrast to the theatrical nature 
of Marston and Webster's conclusion, which depends on Celso's masque to resolve it. The 
subject of the masque, “some brave spirits of the Genoan dukes / To come out of Elysium” 
(5.5.70-71), stages the historical succession of which Altofronto should rightly be a part. That the 
subject is requested by Mendoza is a final irony since he manifestly has no place in the line. It is 
as though the foregoing acts of the play have been the antimasque and the final scene restores to 
order the succession and the state.  

At Altofronto's unmasking, Mendoza finds himself momentarily unable to distinguish 
between the fictional world of the masque and the world of the Genoan state: “What strange 
delusions mock/ Our senses? Do I dream? Or have I dreamt/ This two days' space?” (5.6.136-
138) Mendoza's brief rule, “This two days' space,” and Pietro's longer one, were the dreams or 
“delusions” of the antimasque. Altofronto's final speech provides a double conclusion first to the 
masque within Malcontent and, second, to Marston's play itself, unifying the message for the 
fictional audience with that for contemporary audiences. The speech offers the moral of the 
story, one which is entirely consonant with James's own views on kingly behavior: 

 
 Oh, they that are as great as be their sins, 
 Let them remember that th'inconstant people 
 Love many princes merely for their faces 
 And outward shows, and they do covet more 
 To have a sight of these than of their virtues. 
 Yet thus much let the great ones still conceit, 
 When they observe not heaven's imposed conditions, 
 They are no kings, but forfeit their commissions. (5.6.156-168) 
 
Although The Malcontent does not concern itself primarily with the “exemplare sinne,” its final 
message is that the substance of a prince is not the “outward shows” the people love, but the 
inward virtues loved by God. It is a moral more appropriate to Measure, which uses the character 
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of the disguised duke not to reveal a court full of flatterers and Machiavels but to stage the 
inherent difficulties that befall a human ruler acting as God's deputy. 
 
THE “PROPERTIES OF GOVERNMENT” IN MEASURE FOR MEASURE 
 

The drama of Measure comes from an exploration of the ruler's position, and it is 
precisely the difficulty of ruling that Shakespeare's Duke is concerned to reveal, to the characters 
in the play and to the audience. Middleton's and Marston's disguised dukes employ their 
obscurity to discern relatively narrow problems (uncovering individual traitors) and offer 
relatively narrow solutions (banishing the bad seeds) in comparison with Shakespeare's more 
capacious concerns. In Shakespeare's play, it remains crucial that the Duke act as his own agent 
of perception. The control that he maintains over his position, however, differs significantly from 
that of the other two rulers. This difference is particularly clear compared to The Malcontent; 
Altofronto is unable to prevent his banishment and engineers his return through the manipulation 
of circumstances over which he also has no control. 
 Duke Vincentio, however, always possesses the ability to reveal himself and reclaim the 
state without the sort of consequences there would be for Altofronto or Phoenix. This 
extraordinary degree of control has led critics to associate Shakespeare's duke with the figure of 
the playwright, particularly in the play's final acts.28 The degree to which events in the first three 
acts follow the Duke's design remains an open question. This is, in some sense, the crucial 
question of the play, for it provides a way of investigating Vincentio's reason for retiring from 
the kingdom and leaving Angelo in charge. Vincentio's motivations are completely obscure and 
open a number of unanswered (and perhaps unanswerable) questions: does he expect Angelo to 
fall from the beginning or not? Is his institution of the deputy an act of cowardice or a calculated 
move to demonstrate his own wisdom? These questions are the key to the enigmatic character of 
the Duke, whose very elusiveness leads us, in James's words, to use our “prae-occupied conceits” 
to guess his “inward intention.” Vincentio may very well dramatize the difficult maneuvering 
involved in being a monarch, but what he will not explicate is the motivation behind his state-
and-stagecraft. 
 This should not, of course, halt conjecture about Vincentio's purpose, Shakespeare's 
purpose, and the extent to which they coincide. Even at the simplest level of reading, Vincentio 
gives two explanations for his retirement: first, that which most strongly associates him with 
James, his hatred of crowds, “I love the people,/ But do not like to stage me to their eyes”29 and, 
second, his desire to reinvigorate the  “strict statutes and most biting laws” (1.3.19) by having 
Angelo “in th'ambush of my name strike home” (1.3.40). Almost no reader of the play, however, 
takes Vincentio at his word, and it is generally agreed upon that his secondary motivation must 
be to discover and reveal hypocrisy, a goal encapsulated in his wish to see “If power change 
purpose, what our seemers be” (1.3.54). This line concludes the Duke's characterization of 
Angelo as one who “scarce confesses/ That his blood flows; or that his appetite/ Is more to bread 
than stone” (1.3.51-53), and the natural assumption is that Angelo is the primary (though, as 
critics have pointed out, not the only) “seemer.”30 
 The question that immediately suggests itself, if the Duke suspects Angelo to be a 
“seemer,” is whether there is evidence that the Duke has suspicions or doubts about Angelo from 
the outset of the play.  The answer can be found in the fact that the play's opening exchange does 
not take place between the Duke and Angelo, as it might if the Duke trusted him as entirely as he 
purports to, but between the Duke and his counselor Escalus.  It is evident from the first lines of 
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the play that Escalus is the Duke's most trusted advisor, one who knows the kingdom almost 
better than the ruler himself: 
 

Of government the properties to unfold 
 Would seem in me t'affect speech and discourse, 
 Since I am put to know that your own science 
 Exceeds, in that, the lists of all advice 
 My strength can give you.  Then no more remains 
 But that, to your sufficiency, as your worth is able, 
 And let them work. The nature of our people, 
 Our city's institutions, and the terms 
 For common justice, y'are as pregnant in 
 As art and practice hath enriched any 
 That we remember.  There is our commission, 

From which we would not have you warp. (1.1.3-14) 
 

Surprisingly few critics have discussed Escalus and, to my knowledge, none has observed that 
this aged counselor, whose name means “scales,” is the logical choice for a deputy, given the 
Duke's own admission that his knowledge and experience already outstrip any advice he could 
provide him with. Bennett points out that “Escalus is a model of the just and wise magistrate 
whose conduct provides pointed contrast to Angelo’s,”31 and Dollimore remarks that the Duke's 
snubbing of Escalus signifies the fact that “the traditional political 'art and practice'” of Escalus is 
not able to cope with the crisis.”32 Yet the Duke's opening speech does not emphasize the “crisis” 
that he later highlights, but instead articulates, in a teasingly oblique way, the primary theme of 
the play. 
 Critics like Paul Hammond have found this opening frustrating in that an “unfold[ing]” of 
“the properties of government” is precisely what the play refuses to do, denying the audience 
what he calls a “formal demonstration.”33 In some ways, however, the entire play is a “formal 
demonstration” of the “properties of government.” The unfolding may not take place in the 
opening speech, but the substance of the play is devoted to opening the properties of government 
into view before the audience. There is almost certainly a pun in “properties,” which were not 
only qualities or attributes and physical objects but also “a person or thing to be made use of; an 
instrument or tool.”34 The Duke is not going to explicate his strategies for rule, at least, not with 
“speech and discourse.” He will, instead, lay them open to view and reveal that the instruments 
of rule extend far beyond the physical symbols and state apparatus of power, and he will do this 
by displaying the degree to which, even without knowing it, the characters in the play are always 
“person[s] to be made use of” by the ruler. 
 This meaning, however, would be evident only in retrospect, but it opens up the 
possibility that Vincentio never fully intends to transfer his power to Angelo, whom he leaves in 
the care of faithful Escalus. It is only after entrusting Escalus with this “commission” that the 
Duke calls for Angelo, asking (in the first of many references to coining), “What figure of us, 
think you, he will bear?” (Measure, 1.1.17) Angelo himself appears shocked at his abrupt rise to 
power, asking that “there be some more test made of my metal, / Before so noble and so great a 
figure / Be stamp'd upon it” (1.1.48-50). The Duke bypasses this objection, explaining to Angelo 
that his main function is to be an exemplary leader to the people. Vincentio's speech combines 
two images of the ruler: first, as an archetype with “a kind of character in thy life/ That to 
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th'observer doth thy history/ Fully unfold”, and, second, as the bearer of the light of virtue, 
“Heaven doth with us as we with torches do,/ Not light them for themselves for if our virtues/ 
Did not go forth of us, 'twere all alike/ As if we had them not” (1.1.27-35). The Duke's words 
suggest that Angelo as ruler could serve as both an example for the people to imitate and a bearer 
of God's light—both things that James had claimed for princes in his advice to Henry. There is a 
problem, however, with being both a light and a pattern which is also implicit in James's 
meditations, and that is the difficulty of being both a man and God's anointed deputy. This 
contradiction will become increasingly evident in Angelo; the Duke's words to him prefigure this 
conflict from the outset. 
 This contradiction provides a partial answer to the next logical question that must be 
asked about the Duke's decision to leave Angelo in charge, which is what he could expect to gain 
by exposing Angelo's hypocrisy. Critics have answered the question in a variety of ways, ranging 
from the local, as with Leah Marcus's assertion that  “For London theater audiences part of the 
game of topicality in 'Vienna' would have been the titillating pleasure of measuring the hypocrisy 
of Angelo against their own civic authorities,”35 to the metaphysical, as in Herbert Howarth's 
marvelously grand claim that the play “is Shakespeare's Paradise Lost….his attempt to show 
how God is misunderstood and to justify Him.”36 Overall, however, critical readings of the 
Duke's tertiary motivation (the primary level being what the Duke himself claims, the secondary 
his desire to test Angelo) divide into two camps. The first sees the testing (and failure) of Angelo 
as a means of reestablishing absolutist (or patriarchal) power; the second views it as a 
demonstration to the characters within the play of the difficulty of rule. 

The two views are not entirely incompatible, but the differences between them manifest 
most clearly in the way in which critics go on to relate them to Shakespeare's purpose in 
composing his drama. This final, extra-theatrical level of meaning focuses on what the audience 
gains in witnessing the Duke's machinations. Readings which focus on the subversive power of 
the stage tend to emphasize the way in which Shakespeare's play demystifies authority. Those 
that see in the Duke a more sympathetic relationship to the new king tend, instead, to focus on 
watching the play as an instructive experience.37 I propose a reading that does both, in which 
Shakespeare's purpose as playwright coincides with the Duke's purpose in the play and the on- 
and offstage publics blend into one as, through the character of the Duke, Shakespeare educates 
the audience about the difficulties faced by the divinely anointed monarch (difficulties which he 
himself learned about from James's works). 

My interpretation follows the excellent work done by Richard S. Ide in his essay on 
“Homiletic Tragicomedy and the Ending of Measure for Measure.”38 Ide argues that Shakespeare 
deliberately evokes the older dramatic tradition of the homiletic tragicomedy—like his source, 
Whetstone's Promos and Cassandra—precisely to demonstrate the difficulty (even 
impossibility) of a human deputy conforming to the divine ideal of justice.39 It is Angelo, for 
Shakespeare, who presents himself as this divine ideal, and, therefore, whose exposure makes the 
Duke's own flaws as a monarch comprehensible to his subjects and, perhaps, to James's. 

The selection of Angelo as the Duke's deputy is thus neither random nor cowardly; it is 
instead a “leaven'd and prepared choice” (Measure, 1.1.51) meant to demonstrate the ambiguity 
and difficulty of the earthly judge's position. The Duke reports that he has selected Angelo 
because he is the strictest possible follower of the law, one whom Claudio calls “precise” 
(3.1.93) That this was a term associated in the public mind with Puritanism has been noted by 
critics and editors of the play. Less remarked upon is the fact that the term is also one employed 
by King James which he expressly linked with religious observance. In the Basilikon Doron he 
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advised Henry that “For in any thing that is expressely commanded or prohibited in the booke of 
God, ye cannot be over precise, even in the least thing; counting every sinne, not according to the 
light estimation and common use of it in the world, but as the booke of God counteth of it” (BD, 
17). He also warned him that “although a King be never so praecise in the discharging of his 
Office, the people, who seeth but the outward part, will ever judge of the substance, by the 
circumstances; and according to the outward appearance” (BD, 43). Precision for James, then, 
meant adhering to the letter of the scripture in one's personal, moral conduct.  Readers of the play 
attuned to a subversive interpretation have been swift to point out that, like Angelo's, James's 
own “precision” was quick to crumple and that this, therefore, makes him more like the villain of 
the piece than like the Duke.40 
 There is, however, an unmistakable implication in the play that the Duke himself was not 
only permissive of the behavior of others, but was also less than “precise” in his own conduct. 
By Vincentio's own admission it was, “my fault to give the people scope” (1.3.35) such that “we 
bid this be done,/ When evil deeds have their permissive pass,/ And not punishment” (1.3.37-39). 
Isabella's explanation of Vienna's dissolution, in addition to linking it with a post-lapsarian Eden, 
raises an implicit question of whether this over-permissiveness is not the simple result of failure 
to enforce the laws but a dissolution caused in some way by the ruler's own behavior: “Those 
many had not dar'd to do that evil/ If the first that did th'edict infringe/ Had answer'd for his 
deed” (2.2.92-94). The state of affairs that James warned Henry about whereby the “exemplare 
sinne” of the ruler justified such behavior in the people may, it appears, have come to pass in 
Shakespeare's Vienna. 

Lucio certainly believes it has and, though he is charged with slander both by Escalus and 
Vincentio, he exhibits an intuition that goes along with his (ironic?) name—the light. Lucio, who 
has no analogue in Shakespeare's sources, threatens the Duke with his invasiveness, 
irrepressibility, and inappropriateness.41 It is Lucio who attempts, in his slanderous rumor-
mongering, to shine the light on the “old fantastical duke of dark corners” (4.3.156) who “would 
have dark deeds darkly answered” (3.2.171). On the punishment of Claudio, Lucio claims of the 
Duke that “Ere he would have hanged a man for the getting a hundred bastards, he would have 
paid for the nursing a thousand. He had some feeling of the sport; he knew the service; and that 
instructed him to mercy” (3.4.114-117). Lucio is the only character in the play to make such 
claims and, whether or not his story holds water, he serves as a case-in-point for what James 
feared—that people will attribute immoral intentions to the monarch based on nothing more than 
outward appearance. Nevertheless, the connection Lucio draws between the Duke's “mercy” and 
his “feeling of the sport” is one that the example of Angelo underscores. 
 Angelo's ability to enforce the law rigorously derives precisely from a lack of sympathy, 
“a feeling of compassion or commiseration” whose existence rests on the ability to imagine 
oneself in a given situation.42 Measure underscores the fact that the exercise of the law and the 
exercise of sympathy depend on the same mental act of substitution. That the play is obsessed 
with substitution has been widely noted and discussed in scholarship, leading Alexander Leggatt 
ultimately to conclude that, in showing the difference between similarity and similitude, the play 
denies the possibility of successful substitution.43  “Precise” Angelo, the governor “whose blood/ 
Is very snow-broth; one who never feels/ The wanton strings and motions of the sense” appears 
poised to exercise one form of substitution (in the law) without being troubled by its 
complementary manifestation (in fellow-feeling) (1.4.57-59). Angelo begins his tenure as a 
justice “so severe that he hath forced me to tell him he is indeed Justice” (3.2.245-246), typifying 
the abstract qualities of an emblem, losing sight of his mortal character. 
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 Claudio's portrait of the new governor's quick and severe public debut, “that [Vienna] 
may know/ He can command, lets it straight feel the spur” (1.2.146-150), shows Angelo 
employing techniques that James himself recommended: 
 

And when yee have by the severitie of Iustice once settled your countries, and made them 
know that ye can strike, then may ye thereafter all the daies of your life mixe Justice with 
Mercie….For if otherwise ye kyth your clemencie at the first, the offences would soone 
come to such heapes, and the contempt of you grow so great, that when ye would fall to 
punish, the number of them to be punished, would exceed the innocent; and yee would be 
troubled to resolve whom-at to begin: and gainst your nature would be compelled then to 
wracke many, whom the chastisement of the few in the beginning might have preserved.  
But in this, my over-deare bought experience may serve you a sufficient lesson: (BD, 20) 

 
James's “over-deare bought experience” is, according to him, one of too much mercy. He 
counsels initial “severitie of Justice” to set an example and deter the people from future crimes. 
That James did not follow his own advice when he entered England—making a great show of his 
mercy in pardoning the Raleigh conspirators—is perhaps simply another example of his 
disappointment of his own ideals.44 Certainly, we are to believe that Measure's Duke made the 
same error as James. We are not, however, invited to believe that James's proposed solution is a 
plausible one, as the case of Angelo shows. In Angelo's failure, Shakespeare points the way 
toward forgiving James for his own permissiveness by demonstrating the difficulty of balancing 
the claims of humanity with the aspiration to divine goodness. 
 Angelo's apparent absence of humanity is not challenged until Isabella pleads for her 
brother's life, hypothesizing that “If he had been as you, and you as he,/ You would have slipp'd 
like him, but he like you/ Would not have been so stern” (2.2.64-66). Her conditional, however, 
appears to be entirely contrary to fact, given what we've seen of Angelo so far. Until, that is, the 
moment following Isabella's reiteration of her demand, “Knock there, and ask your heart what it 
doth know/ That's like my brother's fault” (2.2.134-135), when Angelo reveals that her 
rationality has evoked in him just such a “natural guiltiness”: “She speaks, and 'tis such sense/ 
That my sense breeds with it” (2.2.142-143). 

The fact that Angelo does possess the same kind of appetites as Claudio ought to change 
his view of justice, forcefully bringing home to him his own fallen nature—as it does according 
to his own soliloquy: 

 
 When I would pray and think, I think and pray 
 To several subjects: Heaven hath my empty words, 
 Whilst my invention, hearing not my tongue, 
 Anchors on Isabel: Heaven in my mouth, 
 As if I did but only chew his name, 
 And in my heart the strong and swelling evil 
 Of my conception. (2.4.1-7) 
 
Angelo's haunting contrast, “Heaven in my mouth,/ As if I did but only chew his name,”45 figures 
the way in which his appetite has overpowered his better instincts; even the name of God has 
become mere food to feed his appetite for Isabella. Like Claudius, even while at his prayers, only 
his words fly upward while his thoughts are possessed by the “strong and swelling evil” of 
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desire. The weight of this passage falls on “conception,” a term that refers to Angelo's fantasies, 
his plans for turning them into reality, and, of course, his own conception in his mother's womb, 
the taint of original sin which symbolizes his fallen origins and desires.46 In a play with a 
surprising number of references to pregnant women (Juliet, Elbow's wife, and Lucio's Kate 
Keepdown), the stain of our human origin is everywhere—exactly Shakespeare's point. 
 Angelo cannot help but yield to his desires, surrendering to the tyranny of appetite that 
results from such misgoverning of the self and demanding that Isabella succumb to him in 
exchange for Claudio's freedom, “I have begun,/ And now I give my sensual race the rein:/ Fit 
thy consent to my sharp appetite” (2.4.158-160). Angelo's confrontation of his own humanity is 
not what makes him a bad ruler; rather the constant condition of God's deputy to struggle with 
his dual role. It is his response to the struggle, his hypocrisy, that proves Angelo unfit to govern. 
Vincentio's response to Angelo's demand that Isabella submit to him demonstrates the fine 
distinction between the struggling ruler and the corrupt rule, one redeemable, one not. 
Overhearing Isabella's conversation with Claudio he tells her that Angelo's action was  a mere 
test of her virtue, “he made trial of you only” and designs his own trial—the bed trick—in 
response (3.1.195). It is clear, however, that the Duke believes that Angelo will pardon Claudio 
after indulging his own sensual desire. Indeed, this exercise of sympathy is what Angelo ought to 
learn from the occasion. The Duke's surprise that Angelo has failed to learn his lesson and 
pardon Claudio is evident. As a messenger arrives with a commission for the Provost from 
Angelo, the Duke anticipates Claudio's release: “This is his pardon, purchas'd by such sin/ For 
which the pardoner himself is in” (4.2.106-107). When, instead, Angelo orders Claudio's quick 
execution, Vincentio is immediately spurred to regain control of his kingdom, prompting the 
hurried production of what is commonly observed to be a play-within-the-play, the final act. 

The Duke begins making the preparations for the single scene that concludes the play 
immediately following Angelo's confirmation that Claudio is to be executed. Bennett comments 
that, although “the theatricality of the last act, the play-within-a-play, stage-managed by the 
Duke who also plays the lead, has been recognized…the preparation for it in Act IV has been 
given scant attention.”47 She focuses on the seemingly chaotic preparations—the sending of 
letters, the instruction of players (Isabella, Mariana, Friar Peter, the Provost)—and argues that 
their apparent chaos is significant precisely for its apparentness: it places us in almost the same 
position of ignorance as the characters. Leggatt views this instead as evidence that the Duke is 
“not a very good playwright” because “the flurry of contradictory letters he sends to Angelo and 
Escalus suggests an attempt to create that period of confusion that precedes the resolution of a 
comedy…it is arbitrary, confusion for confusion's sake.”48 One could hardly claim that things in 
the play have been too simple up to this point, but the final act stands in clear contrast to the 
Duke's relative lack of intervention in the first half of the play. 

The notion that the Duke is setting the stage for a scripted event in the final act—much 
like masques in The Malcontent and other plays—helps make sense of some of the Duke's more 
incomprehensible behavior, especially his decision not to tell Isabella that her brother has been 
spared, “To make her heavenly comforts of despair/ When it is least expected” (4.3.109-110). 
This is, as critics have pointed out, a playwright's reason, preserving the ignorance of the 
characters involved purely to heighten the dramatic tension. It is unquestionably true that the 
Duke makes himself essential to the final scene. However, we must remember that it is not even 
the “true” self—the one we have seen—whose presence is required: it is another, fictitious self 
who is ignorant of the goings on of the foregoing acts. In addition to instructing his actors and 
setting the scene, the Duke has also provided himself with a part. In the end, Vincentio must act 
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the role of a ruler who, like most rulers, has not been his own instrument of perception and, in so 
doing, demonstrate the difficulty of seeing past outward shows and making “innocency 
manifest.” In his capacity as playwright, the Duke times and stages the revelation of crucial 
pieces of information that affect the judgment of guilt or innocence in order to “unfold” for the 
audience, onstage and off, “the properties of government” that are the characteristic of the action 
of ruling. 

In other words, rather than staging the pronouncement of judgments by the ruler, 
Shakespeare and his Duke choose to stage the entire process. In contrast, Middleton's and 
Marston's final scenes are centered around the revelation of particular facts, obtained by the ruler 
by means of his disguise, and the swift punishment of the malefactors. What Shakespeare's duke 
has learned in particular—that Angelo is a hypocrite—is not the primary focus of the final act. 
What is revealed in Shakespeare's final scene is much more expansive than particular schemes or 
specific traitors; it is the difficulties faced by the ruler that James had written of extensively. This 
interest in the process of judgment, not its results, is evident also in the length at which the play 
goes on after the revelation of the Duke's true identity and, especially, in its conclusion with that 
which has been most unanticipated by both the characters and the audience: a proposal of 
marriage to Isabella. 

The unexpectedness of the proposal, and the famous “open silence”49 that follows it, is 
perhaps the most problematic thing in this problem play. The possibility that a romantic love has 
been growing between the two characters seems highly unlikely, and the choice presented to 
audience seems to be between an allegorical reading of the marriage, on the one hand, and a 
reading that is unfriendly to the Duke, on the other. Marcus offers a convincing interpretation 
which sees Isabella as doubly representative—of the city of London (which was increasingly 
forced to cede power to James) and Queen Elizabeth—and the Duke's failure to elicit a response 
as the failure of the new king's absorption into powerful unifying forces.50 Tennenhouse is 
representative of many who read Isabella's predicament at the end of the play as a violation of 
her sense of self and an imposition of an invasive, patriarchal order, “a woman of no 
desire…demonstrates the Jacobean relation of submission to patriarchy.”51 Similarly, Jeffrey 
Doty sees her silence as part of a successful demonstration of power by Vincentio, who has 
labored hard “to instill in the people a silence that signifies obedience to his absolute power.”52 
Ide's explanation for Isabella's silence is in some ways the simplest: mere amazement, 
particularly given that “the marriage proposal following hard upon the shocking revelation that 
Claudio is alive cannot but suggest that the Duke's strategy is designed to sweep Isabella off her 
feet into his own beneficent arms.”53   

Shakespeare's final move is, again, to emphasize the Duke's humanity and his 
imperfections. The shock discussed by Ide, and surely felt by all, is, according to him, 
attributable to “Vincentio's romantic motive” that “functions to subvert his role as God's judicial 
surrogate in a conventional 'last judgment' scene.”54 The proposal follows hard on Vincentio's 
carefully displayed exercise of royal judgment; yet what if the proposal is, itself, entirely 
misjudged? Rather than closing the play neatly with an archetypal “last judgment” scene, as his 
primary source does, Shakespeare inserts one final illustration of the Duke's inescapable 
humanity, perhaps reminding the audience that kings are people too and that, although they 
might articulate ideals, they might not always live up to them. 

Ultimately, Measure for Measure responds in an intellectual and emotional way to 
James's writings on kingship. It pays him an oblique compliment in taking as its subject the 
problems faced by the ruler and the difficulty of acting as a judge, but it concludes by reflecting 
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on the difficulties of being somewhere between God and man. Unlike the rulers of The Phoenix 
and The Malcontent, the Duke's disguise serves not to teach the ruler about the people, but to 
teach the people about the ruler, both within the world of the play and outside of it. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
 
SOVEREIGN REMEDY? 
HEALING THE BODY POLITIC IN KING LEAR AND MACBETH 
 

The weight of this sad time we must obey, 
Speak what we feel, not what we ought to say. 
     - King Lear, 5.3.322-23 

 
He doesn't need a doctor. He needs a priest. 
     - On the Waterfront 
 

THE SLEEP OF REASON 
 

Shakespeare concludes Measure for Measure with the Duke's unexpected, and 
unwelcome, proposal of marriage to Isabella in order to draw attention to the limitations of an 
all-too-human ruler. In King Lear (1604-5) and Macbeth (1605-6), he dramatizes the potentially 
dire political consequences of the monarch's humanity while simultaneously relying on the 
audience's emotional responses for the plays' success. Lear and Macbeth, in their treatment of the 
clash between divine ideals and human desires, are certainly what Bryan Lowrance calls 
“imaginative laboratories where starkly opposed models of political experience” encounter one 
another and invite the audience to exercise judgment.1 They are also, however, emotional 
monoliths that, as Stephen Booth famously pointed out, subject the spectator to intolerable 
uncertainty and unbearable disappointment.2 As critics, we can and do have rational discussions 
about the plays' politics. But this rationality does not account for the experiential reality we 
inhabit as readers or spectators. Audience members then, as now, would have faced the choice 
offered in Lear's final lines between  “what we feel” and “what we ought to say.”3  

In both texts, Shakespeare complicates his audience's response to doctrinally “correct” 
behavior by making it dramatically and emotionally less desirable, asking audience members to 
weigh their affective responses against obviously rational conclusions. This dynamic has been 
discussed more in relation to Macbeth particularly as it relates to the function of the imagination. 
Macbeth's imagination is generally acknowledged to be dangerously active, so much so that, 
according to Sean McDowell, it serves as a warning sign to the audience, “Macbeth shows he 
lacks control of his imagination, the one inward faculty responsible for connecting the senses, the 
passions, and the higher faculties.”4 McDowell's reference to the “passions” and “higher 
faculties” employs the language of humoral theory, the psychophysiological theory of the body 
that explained physical and mental health as the interaction among four substances: blood, 
phlegm, black bile, and yellow bile. A disordered body was thus coextensive with a disordered 
mind, as illustrated by contemporary medical tracts, most notably Timothy Bright's A Treatise on 
Melancholy (1586). 

What to do when that disordered body was monarchical, however, was a question more 
relevant to political than medical treatises. King James was, perhaps, not being wholly 
metaphorical when he referred to suspicion, a type of overactive imagination, as “the tyrant's 
sicknesse.”5 The discourse of the body politic was literalized and diagnosed in the person of the 
sovereign. Susan James, who has explored at length the centrality of emotions to early modern 
philosophy, describes Shakespeare as “acutely aware of superstition as one of a range of 
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affective distempers that can transform a capable ruler into a tyrant and can thus be of immediate 
political import,” and cites Macbeth as the clearest example.6 McDowell, likewise, reads 
Macbeth's “affective distemper” as internal rebellion “to abdicate one's decisions to the lower 
faculties is, as the play shows, to acquiesce in a tyranny of the willfull will-lessness.”7 The 
difficulty of reigning in the lower faculties was acknowledged, as Gail Kern Paster remarks in 
her foundational work on humoral theory, “While reason and passion, or reason and sense, were 
yoked dichotomously, the opposition was hardly equal. Not in experiential terms, but only in 
semantic ones, did reason successfully oppose the passions.”8 

The explanation for the difficulty of subduing the passions and privileging reason was 
our corrupted human nature. Emotions were not in themselves bad—Christ himself had 
experienced and exhibited emotions—but they could easily be transformed by human sinfulness 
into an instrument of harm. To put passions in their proper place, man ought to strive to be like 
Christ, who excels “not by avoiding emotions altogether but by keeping his emotions within the 
bounds of moderation” a kind of “perfect temperance” that “distinguishes Christ from ordinary 
men.”9 Monarchs, as beings inhabiting the hinterland between man and Christ, ought more than 
anyone to strive to imitate Christ and maintain “perfect temperance.” Lear and Macbeth, 
however, fail at this spectacularly, and it is through their failure that Shakespeare invites the 
audience to contemplate their own efforts at balancing reason and passion. 

Shakespeare's depiction of two rulers more human than divine gives rise to plays that 
address the complexities of the monarch's body and its relationship to the spiritual faculty of 
conscience.10 In Lear, Shakespeare exemplifies the deleterious effect of humoral imbalance in 
the body natural on the body politic and offers good counsel—a standby of “advice to princes” 
literature—as the mechanism intended to keep both bodies in balance.11 In Macbeth, he provides 
a contrasting case in which the collapse of the kingdom results from the spiritual corruption of a 
tyrant rather than a physiological disturbance in the body of the rightful king. 

The difference between the two monarchs argues for the necessity of maintaining good 
health in a ruler's body and soul—advice that echoes James's admonitions in Basilikon Doron 
and that picks up on the language of bodily disease and cure that he favored in his speeches to 
Parliament during the Union debates (1603-08). The union of Scotland with England was a pet 
project of James's from the outset that ultimately foundered on English suspicion and anti-
Scottish sentiment. The issue was not resolved until 1608, meaning that during the time when 
Shakespeare was composing both Lear and Macbeth, the issue of divided kingdoms and the body 
politic was at the forefront of public discourse.12  

In his first speech to the English parliament in 1603, James offered himself to the 
members as a well-wrought exemplum, metaphorically containing within himself the kingdom as 
it ought to be (and, he insisted, as it once was). He asserted that his blood—literal and 
metaphorical—united both the once-warring houses of York and Lancaster and the royal lines of 
England and Scotland: 

 
But although outward Peace [with other kingdoms] be a great blessing; yet is it farre 
inferiour to peace within, as Civill warres are more cruell and unnaturall then warres 
abroad. And therefore the second great blessing that God hath with my Person sent unto 
you, is Peace within, and that in a double forme. First, by my descent lineally out of the 
loynes of Henry the seventh, is reunited and confirmed in mee the Union of the two 
Princely Roses of the two Houses of Lancaster and Yorke, whereof that King of happy 
memorie was the first Uniter, as he was also the first groundlayer of the other Peace. The 
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lamentable and miserable events by the Civill and bloody dissention betwixt these two 
Houses was so great and so late, as it need not be renewed unto your memories: which, 
as it was first settled and united in him, so is it now reunited and confirmed in me, being 
justly and lineally descended, note onely of that happie coniunction, but of both the 
Branches thereof many times before. But the Union of these two princely Houses is 
nothing comparable to the Union of two ancient and famous Kingdomes, which is the 
other inward Peace annexed to my Person.13 

 
James's words here are notable for the great emphasis that they place on the king's physical body, 
urging the audience to extrapolate from actual body of the king what is beneficial to the 
metaphorical body of the commonwealth.  If James's blood is both Scottish and English, and he 
is the rightful head of both states, the subjects of England must agree to conjoin with the subjects 
of Scotland, for they could certainly not agree “that I being the Head, should have a divided and 
monstrous Body” (Speech, 272). In relying on the nexus of the metaphorical and literal bodies in 
the monarch, Shakespeare thus follows an invitation issued by James's own remarks on the state. 

Indeed, “Divided and monstrous” kingdoms drive the plots of Lear and Macbeth. Lear 
begins with the division of the kingdom, an ill-advised political decision that the audience would 
have immediately recognized (from such predecessors as Gorboduc and The True Chronicle 
Historie of King Leir) as a mistake. Rather than a fragmented body, Macbeth concerns itself with 
the monstrousness of multiple heads as the tyrannous Macbeth usurps the place of Scotland's 
rightful heir by committing regicide. In both plays, Shakespeare assumes the role of physician 
and suggests a solution, a “sovereign remedy,” to physic the kingdom: tempering counsel in the 
case of Lear, bloodletting for Macbeth.  

 
“THE MARKS OF SOVEREIGNTY” 
 THE DIVISION OF THE KINGDOM AND THE DIVISION OF THE MIND IN KING LEAR 
 

In the metaphor of the physician, Shakespeare again follows James who had frequent 
recourse to the figure when writing about matters of state. For instance, in a letter to Cecil from 
October 1605, James, informed of the kingdom's dire financial situation, asks that “as ye have 
perfectly used the first part of a physician's office in rightly describing the nature of the humour 
that troubles me, so lies it only in your hands and your fellows' by using also the other part of 
that office, perfectly to cure me.”14 James's illness, what he would later call the “canker of want” 
(Letters, 292) and his plea to Cecil to act as physician and “cure me” argues for the currency of 
belief in the reciprocal relationship between the collectivity of the state and the person of the 
monarch. Here and elsewhere it is evident that James favored the language of the king's two 
bodies and the physiological terminology that accompanied it in both public and private 
correspondence. It is not surprising, then, that it was picked up by Shakespeare in plays 
concerned with curing sick kingdoms. 

What Lear's disease might be is suggested by the opening scene; the obscurity of his 
intentions suggests that he is neither seeking counsel nor being guided by reason. Kent's opening 
line, “I thought the King had more affected the Duke of Albany/ than Cornwall” and Gloucester's 
response, “It did always seem so to us: but now, in the/ Division of the kingdom, it appears not 
which of/ The Dukes he values most,” establish that the king's motivations are obscure and his 
choices arbitrary. Lear's revelation of his “darker purpose” underscores this impression further, 
with “darker” suggesting an intention both obscure and evil (1.1.35). The immediate association 
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of Lear's mental state with his abdication foregrounds the link between the two and leads 
audiences (and critics) to ponder the question of causality: does Lear divide the kingdom because 
he is mad, or does his madness derive from his divestiture of power? Though a concrete answer 
is never likely to be found, some light is shed on the issue by the term “sovereignty” and its 
centrality to dual discourses of mind and of state. 
 Seventeenth-century England did not yet share our modern sense of “sovereignty” as 
designating “an independent state” though then, as now, sovereignty implied control over 
political territory.15 At the time Shakespeare was writing, sovereignty was a quality that indicated 
general “supremacy or pre-eminence” and, more particularly, “supreme dominion, authority, or 
rule” in a political context, de facto applying exclusively to monarchs.16 It also appeared in 
metaphorical contexts, particularly when discussing the rule of reason over the baser passions 
and appetites, a topic to which we will return.  

As a term, “sovereignty” was employed relatively rarely in early modern England and 
appears to have been used mainly to discuss the monarch. Carl Schmitt, in what remains the 
foundational study of the subject, offers the general rule that “the metaphysical image that a 
definite epoch forges of the world has the same structure as what the world immediately 
understands to be appropriate as a form of its political organization.”17 For the Jacobean period, 
the dominant “metaphysical image” was certainly the figure of the divinely-anointed monarch. 
Yet the apparent stability of the monarchy and seemingly uncontested meaning of the term is 
belied by contemporary philosophical discussions and debates that Jens Bartelson has called the 
“conceptual antecedents of sovereignty.”18 The degree to which James's vision of divine right 
kingship was one shared by the English populace has been the subject of wide debate.19 It not a 
stretch, though, to say that Lear is a meditation upon the extent and powers of the monarch.20 

Phrased one way, the question on which it ruminates is whether, in dividing the kingdom, 
Lear acts within his prerogative, as a sovereign, or outside of it, as a tyrant.21 Schmitt's definition 
of the sovereign is “he who decides on the exception.”22 “Exception” in this case means the 
exception to the law, and considering the relationship of the king to the law provides a possible 
proving ground for the difference between a sovereign and a tyrant. Schmitt's definition of the 
exception is as “the suspension of the entire existing order” in favor of unlimited sovereign 
power with the result that “the state remains, whereas the law recedes. . .the exception is 
different from anarchy and chaos, order in the juristic sense still prevails even if it is not of the 
ordinary kind.”23 To apply these criteria to Lear's actions is to ask whether the outcome of his 
initial decision is “different from anarchy and chaos” or not, a question which most readers of 
the play would answer in the negative. 

This difference between the Renaissance sovereign and the Renaissance tyrant is 
expressed by Franco Moretti, in his essay “The Great Eclipse,” as the difference between the 
worlds of Shakespeare's histories and tragedies: “In the histories, sovereign power is a given that 
no one puts in question, and hence the dramatic interest is concentrated in the development and 
issue of the clash that occurs over it. In the tragedies, sovereign power has instead become an 
insoluble problem.”24 Shakespeare's use of the term “sovereign” supports this reading. Used one 
hundred and fifty one times, ninety-seven of these in the history plays, the word “sovereign” is 
for Shakespeare mainly a title, referent, or term of address.25 Its frequent appearance in the 
histories, and particularly the first tetralogy, makes perfect sense considering that the central 
question of the War of the Roses can be boiled down to who should be addressed as “sovereign.” 
Moretti argues further that the “deconsecration of sovereignty” is not the stuff of history since 
the exceptionalism that characterizes a sovereign results, in a dramatic framework, in tragedy. 
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Moretti's discussion of sovereignty limits it to its political meaning. There is evidence, 
however, that this was not the case for Shakespeare. The word “sovereignty” appears twenty-six 
times in Shakespeare's works, a relative rarity in comparison to “sovereign,” and seems to have 
carried more complex meanings.26 In general, it serves to indicate pre-eminence in any situation 
with a difference of degree, be it political, sexual, or social. It is also used to mean authority or 
control in the context of politics and marriage. More rarely, it appears as a substitute for a form 
of address, a variation on “your majesty.” It is in the first and broadest sense of the term, 
however, that it is possible to discern the way in which, for Shakespeare, “sovereignty” serves in 
certain cases as both a political term and a psychological one. 
 The clearest instances of this phenomenon occur, not coincidentally, in the works that 
deal most directly with madness, Hamlet and Lear. Hamlet is chronologically prior to Lear and 
provides insight into Shakespeare's use of the term in the later play. In the opening act, Horatio 
worries that the ghost of Old Hamlet might be an agent of the devil and cautions Hamlet: 
 

What if it tempt you toward the flood, my lord,  
Or to the dreadful summit of the cliff 
That beetles o'er his base into the sea, 
And there assume some other, horrible form  
Which might deprive your sovereignty of reason  
And draw you into madness? Think of it. 
The very place puts toys of desperation,  
Without more motive, into every brain  
That looks so many fadoms to the sea  
And hears it roar beneath.27 

 
The scene that Horatio evokes is recognizable as that conjured by Edgar as he recounts 
Gloucester's miraculous survival of a “fall” off the Dover cliffs. The specific nature of his fear, 
that the ghost might “deprive your sovereignty of reason/ And draw you into madness,” centers 
around the preservation of Hamlet's “sovereignty.” The meaning of the word here is highly 
ambiguous. Least interesting, and I believe least likely, “your sovereignty” could be a mere term 
of address for Hamlet. However, the use of “sovereignty” in direct address is rare. If 
“sovereignty” is instead taken to refer to Hamlet himself, Horatio's worry is that he will be 
without reason and, consequently, mad. If, however, “sovereignty” is taken to be the ruling 
faculty, occupying the seat of judgment, to deprive it of reason would be to invert the proper 
hierarchy of the mind.  

To expand the definition of “sovereignty” to include the ruling faculty of the mind would 
have seemed more natural to seventeenth-century readers, familiar with a theory of the mind that 
viewed it as a kingdom in miniature, than it does today. Thomas Wright's 1604 treatise, The 
Passions of the Minde in Generall, is typical in its use of political terms to illustrate the struggle 
among passions and reason for control of the will. Wright, in describing the appeal of sensual 
pleasure, figures the alliance between the organs of sense and the passions as a conspiracy of 
servants against their sovereign: 

 
Here mast bee noted, that albeit these passions inhabite the confines both of sense and 
reason, yet they keep not equall friendship with both; for passions and sense are like two 
naughtie servants, who oft-times beare more love one to ano other, than they are obedient 
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to their Maister: and the reason of this aimtie betwixt the passions and sense, I take to 
bee, the greater conformitie and likenesse betwixt them, than there is betwixt passions 
and reason: for passions are drowned in corporall organs and instruments, as well as 
sense; reason dependeth of no corporall subject, but as a Princesse in her throne, 
considereth the state of her kingdome. Passions & sense are determined to one thing, and 
as soone as they percyve their oiect, sense presently receives it, and the passions love or 
hate it: but reason, after shee perceiveth her object, she standes in deliberation, whether it 
bee convenient shee should accept it, or refuse it.28 

 
Leaving aside Wright's decision to portray reason as female—not a consistent choice—his 
analogy places reason on the throne and passion and sense as self-interested underlings.29 At 
another point Wright describes the mind as a commonwealth in which passions may not only 
rebel against reason, but also contend with one another: 
 

By two wayes the Subjects of every Common-weale, usually disturbe the State, and 
breede civill broyles therein: the first is, when they rise up and rebel against their King: 
the second is, when they brawle one with another, and so cause riots and tumults: the 
former is called Rebellion, the latter Sedition. After the same manner, Passions either 
rebel against Reason their Lord and King, or oppose themselves one against another, that 
I call Contradiction, this Contrarietie. (Passions, 69) 

 
This image recalls Hamlet's pun about “this distracted Globe” with tumult in the mind 
paralleling, or perhaps causing, tumult in the kingdom. 

It is evident, then, that contemporary theories of the mind conceived of it as a kingdom in 
miniature and through this analogy discussed the “sovereignty of reason.” The question then 
becomes what happens if the mind in question is not just any mind, but that of the monarch? 
Lear answers this question, and in so doing illustrates that, for a monarch, sovereignty of mind 
and sovereignty of state must necessarily be one and the same. Additionally, the play casts the 
function of counsel — long viewed as the foundation of successful kingship — in the language 
of the humors, offering it as a medical-political corrective to an excessively willful monarch. 

The play's first mention of madness immediately follows Lear's abandoning the crown 
(Lear, 1.1.140), suggesting an accompanying loss of wit. Kent, condemning the decision, 
exclaims, “be Kent unmannerly/ When Lear is mad” (1.1.146-147) His next words, “What 
wouldst thou do, old man?” take a very “unmannerly” tone indeed, and imply that Lear must 
already be so. The fact that the idea of madness is present from the opening scene does not 
necessarily mean, however, that Lear is mad from the beginning. Although Lear divests himself 
of one type of “sovereignty” he continues to maintain some signs of it, “The name, and all 
th'addition to a king” (1.1.137). His loss of political sovereignty is not as instantaneous as it 
might at first appear, and the same can be said of his sovereignty of mind. 

The sole mention of sovereignty in the play comes at the point when Lear is on the verge 
of losing his retinue and responds to Goneril's demand that he give up his knights with, “by the 
marks of sovereignty, knowledge and reason, I should be false persuaded I had daughters” 
(1.4.221-225). It is possible that the “marks of sovereignty” here are the retainers or some other 
ceremonial aspect of Lear's appearance. If “knowledge and reason” are read in apposition to the 
“marks of sovereignty,” however, the term can be taken to refer instead to mental stability. In a 
rage, Lear questions whether his sense of perception is functioning properly or whether he is 
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“false persuaded” of her existence. He aligns his own interests with the rational, assuming, 
perhaps erroneously, that reason still holds the throne of his mind. 

Immediately following this scene, which puts into question Lear's sovereignty of mind, 
the play's next mention of madness occurs. As he and the Fool journey to Gloucester's, Lear 
exclaims, “O let me not be mad, not mad, sweet heaven! I would not be mad./ Keep me in 
temper, I would not be mad” (1.5.44-45). Lear's mention of “temper” in connection to madness 
returns to the discourse of humoral theory. Duncan Salkeld, in his study on Madness and Drama 
in the Age of Shakespeare, observes that, “for a drama taken up largely with the madness of its 
protagonist, the play contains remarkably few references to humoral pathology,”30 and, certainly, 
the specific references to “temper” or humors are few. Considering humoral theory in connection 
to the play's language of sovereignty and governance, reveals more references, including a 
crucial passage that explicitly connects the balancing of the humors with the function of counsel. 
Kent, berating the steward Oswald for being a flatterer, outlines the proper role of a counselor: to 
balance the inner humors of the monarch. Flatterers fail in this because they instead: 

 
Bring oil to the fire, snow to their colder moods 
Renege, affirm and turn their halcyon beaks  
With every gale and vary of their masters,  
Knowing naught, like dogs, but following (2.2.73-78) 

 
According to Kent, a bad counselor simply exacerbates the fluctuations in a ruler's temperament, 
making each extreme more so instead of offering the correct counterweight. The chain of 
causality between imbalance of temper, flattery, and bad decisions is evident. The role of good 
counsel is, through the discourse of the humors, revealed to be medicinal—good for the body, 
the mind, and therefore the kingdom. 

The necessity of shunning flattery and seeking good counsel was already a truism by 
1603. John Guy, discussing the rhetoric of counsel in Tudor political culture, summarizes the 
prevailing view on counsel: “By curbing human passions and mitigating misjudgments, 'good 
counsel' stands between order and chaos. By instructing in the ways of virtue and honesty rulers 
who would otherwise become tyrants or near-tyrants, it is the touchstone of government.”31 
Many plays before Lear had dramatized the dangers of ignoring counsel, including its closest 
dramatic antecedents, Gorboduc and The True Chronicle Historie of King Leir. In Shakespeare's 
play alone, however, is the relationship between the king's willful action and the implosion of the 
kingdom given an explicitly physiological explanation. For Shakespeare's Lear, the rejection of 
counsel results in a humoral imbalance that permits his self-interested passions sway over his 
mind, leading, in turn, to madness. 

The way in which Shakespeare adapts the ideas of sovereignty presented in the earlier 
plays to this new model warrants a closer look. Gorboduc, the earliest dramatic ancestor of Lear, 
was performed at the Inns of Court in 1561 and published in quarto in 1565. The play concerns 
an aging king who, despite the advice of his counselors, abdicates and divides the kingdom 
between his two sons, engendering a civil war. Gorboduc depicts a clash between will, in the 
form of the king's rash decision, and reason, embodied in his counselors. Gorboduc's mistake lies 
in disregarding the warnings of his counselors in favor of his own unnatural preference for his 
younger son. Moretti's reading of the play is that “the old ethical conflict between will and 
reason is transformed into a political clash between executive power and consultative privilege, 
between Gorboduc and his counselors, the sovereign and the aristocracy.”32 Salkeld comments 
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that “Norton and Sackville's play explicitly dramatises rebellion as irrationality and civil war as a 
kind of corporate madness which ensues from dissension and conflict at the highest level of 
society within the nexus of power itself.”33 

Both critics view the civil wars that wrack the kingdom in Gorboduc as the result of a 
conflict between will and reason that can be mapped onto a social conflict, the king versus the 
aristocracy. This aspect of civil conflict is present in Shakespeare's play as well—why else 
would Lear give as reason for the division of the kingdom the hope “that future strife/ May be 
prevented now”? (1.1.55-56) Unlike in the earlier histories, however, Shakespeare's primary 
concern in Lear is not to expose the machinations of the aristocracy or the dangers of flattering 
favorites. The civil war in Shakespeare's play is relegated to the subplot, manifesting primarily in 
Goneril and Regan's sexual conflict over Edmund, while Lear's madness forms the subject of the 
central scenes. The result is that the fallout from the division of the kingdom appears paltry in 
contrast to the consequences of the collapse of Lear's mind. 

The dramatic center of Shakespeare's play lies in the conflict that takes place in the mind 
of the sovereign. He not only complicates traditional concepts of counsel and sovereignty by 
endowing both with a secondary psycho-physiological meaning, but also alters his source 
material, carefully omitting scenes of counsel (the mechanism of temper) and deliberation (the 
exercise of reason), to shape Lear into the epitome of a willful ruler. Following in the footsteps 
of Gorboduc, Chronicle Historie opens with Leir on stage, surrounded by his counselors. After a 
few words in which he pays tribute to his deceased wife (contrast with the notably absent Queen 
Lear), Leir addresses those around him: 

 
Let us request your grave advice, my Lords,  
For the disposing of our princely daughters,  
For whom our care is specially imployd, 
As nature bindeth to advaunce their states,  
In royall marriage with some princely mates34 

 
What is notable is that the first action that Leir performs is a request for advice. Compare this 
with the first lines of Shakespeare's Lear, where the scene opens not on the king, but on Kent, 
Gloucester, and Edmund guessing at his motives. Where Chronicle Historie begins with the king 
and counsel in assembly together, Shakespeare shows the counselors removed from the king, 
physically separate and utterly ignorant. Lear's ceremonial entrance with an entourage at this 
point confirms that he does not intend to seek advice before announcing his decision. 

At this point, Lear proclaims his famous intent to “express our darker purpose” (1.1.35). 
This “darker purpose,” one of the most intriguing phrases in Shakespeare, is itself unparsable. It 
is as though, somehow, the obscurity of Lear's purpose is both a symptom of wickedness and its 
cause; it is precisely the impreciseness of this announcement that creates tension and provokes 
unease from the very start of the play. In contrast, Leir in his opening speech immediately 
proposes the “disposing of our princely daughters. . .in royall marriage with some princely 
mates.” His intent could not be clearer or more laudable from a political perspective and is of 
clear benefit to the kingdom's future. The process by which Leir will divide the kingdom, 
however, remains undetermined, and it is on this topic that various advisers make suggestions. 
Skallinger, the bad counselor, proposes that “Your Majesty knowing well,/ What severall Suters 
your princely daughters have,/ To make them eche a Joynter more or lesse,/ As is their worth, to 
them that love professe” (Chronicle, 37-40) Leir rejects this plan outright, replying that “No 
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more, nor lesse, but even all alike” (41). The ancestor of Lear's love test—an action that in 
Shakespeare's play appears as an idiosyncratic and capricious way to divide the kingdom—was 
originally not Leir's plan at all, but a suggestion clearly identified and rejected as bad counsel. 

Furthermore, Leir's response, that in fairness to each daughter all should inherit the same, 
contrasts with Lear's intention to bestow more on Cordelia, “what can you say to draw/ A third 
more opulent than your sisters?” (1.1.85-86) For Lear, the love test functions merely as a pretext 
for flattering his ego. (He must already have apportioned the kingdom—how else would he know 
that Cordelia's third was “more opulent”?) In the source, however, the love test functions as a 
ploy to coerce Cordella into a politically convenient marriage: 

 
   a sudden stratagem, 
To try which of my daughters loves me best: 
... 
This graunted, when they jointly shall contend,  
Eche to exceed the other in their love; 
Then at the vantage will I take Cordella, 
Even as she doth protest she loves me best, 
Ile say, Then, daughter, graunt me one request,  
To shew thou lovest me as thy sisters doe, 
Accept a husband, whom my selfe will woo. (77-87) 
 

Leir's love test, then, represents the commitment he has to the future safety of his realm. His 
exclamation, “Oh, what a combat feels my panting heart,/ 'Twixt childrens love, and care of 
Common weale!” (202-203) makes the audience aware that Leir is torn between passion and 
reason, between care as a father and care as a king. His decision to force Cordella to marry for 
political expediency shows him choosing the public good over the private, the very choice in 
which Lear fails. Leir's actions are part of a larger plan, proposed, discussed, and designed to 
benefit the realm, while Lear's are eccentric and unwise, the product of his will alone. 

The author of Chronicle Historie takes further care to illustrate the machinations of the 
devious elder daughters who plot against Cordella and work to turn their father against her. Even 
though Leir utters the sentence of banishment it is the sisters who receive the final lines of the 
scene, taunting Cordella: “I ever thought that pride would have a fall,” “Plaine dealing, sister: 
your beauty is so sheene,/ You need no dowry, to make you be a Queene” (326-328). Where 
Goneril and Regan sit silent through Lear's exchange with Cordelia in Shakespeare's play, the 
older daughters of Chronicle Historie engineer the conflict between Cordella and their father to 
their own advantage. Leir's error of mistaking flattery for truth and truth for offense becomes 
clear through the play's repeated emphasis on the evil nature of the flattering daughters and the 
inoffensive behavior of the king himself. There is no question that the Leir of Chronicle Historie 
is a man “more sinned against than sinning” and that the agents of discord, as usual, are evil 
counselors and flatterers. Shakespeare's Lear, however, is the author of his own destruction, the 
cause of which lies in his rejection not only of the reason of his advisors, but in his wholesale 
rejection of the mechanism designed to keep his will in check, epitomized in his banishing of his 
most loyal counselor, Kent. 
 Does Shakespeare's play, then, hold out the hope of regaining sovereignty of mind or 
state? Lear's awakening to Cordelia in the fourth act offers both as a possibility. The 
“unaccommodated man” has been clothed in “fresh garments” (sometimes, depending on the 
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production, the robes of kingship he had cast off), (4.7.22). Gone are his extremes of passion, as 
the Gentleman tending him assures Cordelia, “I doubt not his temperance” (4.7.24). 
“Temperance” implies a healthy humoral balance and speaks to Lear's regained self-control.  
Kent's reply to Lear's question upon revival (“Am I in France?”), “In your own kingdom, sir” 
indicates the possibility of an accompanying return to political sovereignty (4.7.76). As the 
fourth act makes clear, Cordelia too intends to return her father to power, and it seems not only 
possible but likely. 

The fact that this return is absolutely not what occurs—which is a major departure from 
Shakespeare's sources and from the conventional dramatic function of the battle in Act Five—
provides an ominous and obscure ending. Lear's repossession of sovereignty in both senses is 
made entirely contingent on Cordelia, and, with her death, he cannot live to unite the sundered 
state. The manipulative counselors and flatterers have all perished, but so have (or, in the case of 
Kent, so will) the figures for good counsel and the king himself. It is a deeply pessimistic vision 
that denies the audience the reassuring moral of a play like Gorboduc or Chronicle History. 
Moretti characterizes the ending as the play's refusal to “inscribe events within an organic and 
rational framework of political meaning.”35 Shakespeare's denial of a “rational” framework is, 
perhaps, precisely the point. In a rational world, a world where reason holds the throne of the 
mind, a world like that of Shakespeare's source play, Lear would not have lost the battle, 
Cordelia would not have needlessly perished, and the example of Lear would serve an 
educational purpose.  

The world of Shakespeare's tragedy, however, is not a rational world, but a world of 
passions that, in the words of Wright, “rise up and rebel against Reason” and “brawle one with 
another, and so cause riots and tumults.” Consequently, any inversion of sovereignty—in the 
body natural or the body politic—must not only mirror but cause such an inversion in the other. 
The ensuing interplay of passions, the “riots and tumults” exemplified by the storm, cannot help 
but result in a death like Cordelia's, preventable and ultimately meaningless. The critique of the 
willful monarch that Shakespeare presents in Lear is not itself rational or polite, held together by 
a coherent moral framework, but irrational and painful, offering as its only lesson the advice to 
“Speak what we feel, not what we ought to say,” a sentiment which itself falls outside the realm 
of reason (5.3.323). 

 
SUSPICIOUS MINDS: TYRANNY AND THE “CAUTERIZED CONSCIENCE” IN MACBETH 
 
 There is, perhaps, nothing less rational than seeing a ghost. This situation epitomizes the 
potential disconnect between the body and the mind associated with madness. When Banquo and 
Macbeth come upon the Weird Sisters, Banquo demands to know of them, “Are ye fantastical, or 
that indeed/ Which outwardly ye show?”, asking, essentially, whether he can believe his eyes.36 
This question lies at the heart of the play, for it sits at the nexus of mind, body, and spirit that 
constituted the early modern understanding of the mind.37 We have seen how for Lear, madness 
was a physiological consequence of his ill-judged decision to separate the body politic from his 
body natural, a fracturing of the mind that was caused by his division of the kingdom. In 
Macbeth, civil disorder does not stem from the physiological (a diseased monarchical body); it is 
instead a spiritual problem—one of conscience. Unlike Lear, Macbeth is not the rightful king and 
his forcible rending of the signs of kingship from the natural heir (not to mention the taking of 
life from the natural king) cannot but result in unnatural division. 
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 Like another notable Shakespearean protagonist, Macbeth's actions are spurred by seeing 
what Hamlet calls a “questionable shape.”38 In contrast to Hamlet, however, Macbeth spends 
very little time interrogating his visions, content to accept the contradiction inherent in his own 
observation, “Mine eyes are made the fools o'th'other senses,/ Or else worth all the rest” (2.1.44-
45). Hamlet sets out to resolve whether the ghostly visitation was trick of the devil or the 
revelation of a hidden truth, delaying action for fear of damnation. Macbeth, by contrast, does 
not interrogate his visions, becoming progressively rasher and less deliberative as the play 
progresses and acting without regard to spiritual consequences. Shakespeare makes it clear that 
Macbeth's ability to behave in this manner stems from a spiritual defect, a susceptibility that 
leaves him vulnerable to what Banquo calls “the instruments of darkness” and enables him to act 
against what he knows to be the righteous course of action (1.3.125).39 
 The very appearance of the Weird Sisters should signal to Macbeth that he should 
interpret their predictions with skepticism, as Banquo does, asking first “Were such things here, 
as we do speak about,/Or have we eaten of the insane root,/That takes the reason prisoner?” and, 
later, “Can the Devil speak true?” (1.1.83-85, 1.1.107) The fundamental irrationality, and 
potential danger, of a supernatural vision suggests that it must proceed from a disturbed mind.40 
Conscious of the moral ambiguity of spirits, Banquo cautions Macbeth, the new Thane of 
Cawdor, with a warning straight out of Hamlet, “oftentimes, to win us to our harm,/ The 
instruments of Darkness tell us truths;/Win us with honest trifles, to betray's/In deepest 
consequence” (1.3.123-26). In other words, the office of the Thane of Cawdor is an “honest 
trifle” compared with the “deepest consequence” of regicide, the inevitable conclusion that both 
Banquo and Macbeth are able to foresee.  

Macbeth moves with shocking rapidity to the sacrilegious murder he would need to 
commit to fulfill the second half of the prophecy: 

 
This supernatural soliciting 
Cannot be ill; cannot be good: -- 
If ill, why hath it given me the earnest of success, 
Commencing in truth?  I am Thane of Cawdor: 
If good, why do I yield to that suggestion 
Whose horrid image doth unfix my air, 
And make my seated heart knock at my ribs, 
Against the use of nature?  Present fears 
Are less than horrible imaginings. 
My thought, whose murther yet is but fantastical, 
Shakes so my single state of man, 
That function is smother'd in surmise, 
And nothing is, but what is not. (1.3.130-142) 

        
Macbeth actively chooses to view the “supernatural soliciting” as ambiguous because it has 
brought him “the earnest of success,” disregarding the overwhelmingly negative implications of 
the “horrid image,” “horrible imaginings,” and “thought, whose murther yet is but fantastical” 
that immediately spring to mind. The “horrible” nature of the “imaginings” refers not only to 
their “dreadful, hideous” character, but also to the way in which they are “Excessive, 
immoderate” taking over all “present fears” and subsuming “action” in “surmise.”41 Structurally, 
Macbeth shares a lot with Hamlet at this point: his supernatural visitation has planted the seed of 
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action, but the spiritual consequences of that action (in both cases, a regicide) are dire. Macbeth, 
however, takes entirely the opposite path, banishing thought for action by hardening his 
conscience. The play traces Macbeth's development into a kind of anti-Hamlet for whom things 
“must be acted, ere they may be scann'd” (3.4.139). 
 The difference between Hamlet's worry about “what dreams may come/ When we have 
shuffled off this mortal coil” and Macbeth's wish that “this blow/ Might be the be-all and end-
all” so that “We'd jump the life to come” is that of Hamlet's active (some might say overactive) 
conscience (1.7.3-6). Macbeth's concern is always with his earthly life, a grave error that he 
himself inadvertently acknowledges in his famous final speech, “Life's but a walking shadow; a 
poor player,/That struts and frets his hour upon the stage,/And then is heard no more: it is a tale/ 
Told by an idiot, full of sound and fury,/Signifying nothing” (5.3.24-28.). Yet spiritual 
considerations barely register in Macbeth's reflections on the arguments against killing Duncan: 
 
 If it were done, when 'tis done, then 'twere well 
 It were done quickly: if th'assassination 
 Could trammel up the consequence, and catch 
 With his surcease success; that but this blow 
 Might be the be-all and end-all—here, 
 But here, upon this bank and shoal of time, 
 We'd jump the life to come.—But in these cases, 
 We still have judgment here; that we but teach 
 Bloody instructions, which, being taught, return 
 To plague th'inventor: this even-handed Justice 
 Commends th'ingredience of our poison'd chalice 
 To our own lips. (1.7.1-11) 
  
Macbeth's mind, having moved past the action of the regicide (the “horrid image” of before), 
focuses instead on that which is sure to follow his assassination. The death of the king appears 
predetermined in his mind and what frightens him instead is the certainty that his “Bloody 
instructions” would “return/ To plague th'inventor.” His concern is not the immortal, “We'd jump 
the life to come,” but the immediate; the prospect of losing power, even before he possesses it, is 
what most frightens him. 
 Even Macbeth's arguments for refusing to murder Duncan rely not on the inherent 
wrongness of the act (as they ought, by divine right doctrine, to do), but on the ramifications it 
could have in the kingdom. In the same soliloquy in which Macbeth focuses on the precedent 
that Duncan's death would set, Shakespeare carefully lays out the natural bonds Macbeth would 
be violating, “He's here in double trust: First, as I am his kinsman and his subject,/ Strong both 
against the deed; then, as his host,/ Who should against his murtherer shut the door,/ Not bear the 
knife myself” (1.7.12-15). Kinsman, subject, host—all privileged positions of trust that demand 
allegiance and all, seemingly, bonds Macbeth is willing to forsake, moving immediately to his 
concern that “this Duncan/ Hath so borne his faculties so meek, hath been/ So clear in his great 
office that his virtues/ Will plead like angels, trumpet-tongu'd, against/ The deep damnation of 
his taking-off” (1.7.16-20). Macbeth does not feel inhibited by Duncan's goodness, finding it 
relevant not because it argues for him as the most suitable ruler and best surrogate for God, but 
because that very goodness guarantees that his subjects will be upset by “the deep damnation of 
his taking-off” and thus more likely to cause trouble for him. Macbeth explains this to his wife, 
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declaring that  “We will proceed no further in this business” because Duncan “hath honour'd me 
of late; and I have bought/ Golden opinions from all sorts of people,/ Which would be worn now 
in their newest gloss,/ Not cast aside so soon” (1.7.31-35). His calculations, spurred by his initial 
encounter with the witches, are all about accruing and preserving of political power, not at all 
concerned with the moral obligations a subject and kinsman ought to feel to his divinely 
appointed ruler. 
 Macbeth does, however, give an excellent performance of fealty, speaking a language of 
bond and duty that is belied by the plotting the audience has witnessed and closely following 
Lady Macbeth's instructions to “look like th'innocent flower/ but be the serpent under't” (1.5.55-
56). The disjuncture between intention and appearance, or between the heart and the face, is one 
that Duncan is particularly ill-equipped to detect. In what was probably the play's original 
opening scene, Shakespeare highlights Duncan's previous failure to detect treason within his 
ranks.The centrality of the denunciation of the first Thane of Cawdor not only sets the audience 
up to recognize the partial truth of witches' prophecy in the following scene, but also introduces 
the idea that Duncan is too trusting, an impression reinforced by the king's observation that: 
 

There's no art 
To find the mind's construction in the face: 
He was a gentleman on whom I built 
An absolute trust— (1.4.11-14) 

 
Duncan's speech is inauspiciously interrupted at this point by the entrance of Macbeth, whose 
appearance imaginatively links him with the previous Thane of Cawdor. Duncan's warm words 
of welcome, “O worthiest cousin!/ The sin of my ingratitude even now/ Was heavy on me,” do 
not bode well for his ability to avoid making the same mistake again. (1.4.14-16) 

In Duncan and Macbeth, Shakespeare presents the audience with monarchs on opposite 
poles of the spectrum of suspicion, an affliction that James had called “the Tyrants 
sickenesse…the fruites of an evill Conscience” (BD, 42) James reiterated this view in public in a 
1605 speech to Parliament in which he narrated his miraculous deliverance from the Gunpowder 
plot: 

 
For as I ever did hold Suspition to be the sicknes of a Tyrant, so was I so farre upon the 
other extremity, as I rather contemned all advertisements, or apprehensions of practises.  
And yet now at this time was I so farre contrary to my selfe, as when the Letter was 
shewed to me by my Secretary, wherein a generall obscure advertisement was given of 
some dangerous blow at this time, I did upon the instant interpret and apprehend some 
darke phrases therein, contrary to the ordinary Grammer construction of them…42 
 

James attributes his uncharacteristic scrutiny of the warning he received, which he claims he 
would usually disregard, to divine intervention that sharpened his interpretive skills and allowed 
him to arrest the conspirators. The assertion that such caution on his part was uncharacteristic is 
pure bunk; James was, contrary to his claims, famous for his paranoia about crowds, plots, and 
assassination attempts. With his personal history it may be difficult to blame him, but it is 
impossible to believe that he was “so farre upon the other extremity” of the tyrant's suspicion 
that he “contemned all advertisements” of plots against his life.  Still, in this case as in others his 
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fears were justified, and his call for “Caution and warinesse in government” seems reasonable 
under the circumstances (Speech, 1605, 286). 
 The question then arises about what marks the difference between the “Tyrants 
sickenesse” and James's “warinesse in government” and it is to this question that Shakespeare 
provides an implicit answer in the person of Banquo—supposed ancestor of James I—who 
balances vigilance and skepticism with love and fealty.43 The golden mean embodied in Banquo 
manifests also in his ability to speak the language of honor and that of duty, both of which are 
necessary facets of kingship that cannot be overlooked to the exclusion of one another (as 
Duncan and Macbeth are prone to doing). Shakespeare associates Duncan with a vision of 
kingship that imagines the monarch's relationship to subjects as one of gracious exchange, a kind 
of gentillesse. He receives Macbeth in a characteristic flurry of gratitude: 
 

Thou art so far before, 
That swiftest wing of recompense is slow 
To overtake thee: would thou hadst less deserv'd, 
That the proportion both of thanks and payment 
Might have been mine! Only I have left to say, 
More is thy due than more than all can pay. (1.4.16-21) 

        
Macbeth's performance in the battle, which Duncan has already rewarded, is described by the 
king as a debt to be repaid endlessly. He describes his own “ingratitude” surely the wrong feeling 
for a king to have toward his subject, (1.1.15) certainly not a “sin,” and wishes to give Macbeth 
sufficient “recompense.”  Yet, Duncan is the king, God's lieutenant on earth, not someone who 
should feel that the “due” of a subject, even a noble and worthy subject, is ever “more than all 
can pay.” Duncan seems in some way to have fundamentally misunderstood the relationship 
between king and subject; it is not the relation of one person to another but is inherently unequal.  

The possession of the numinous body politic distinguishes the monarch from the ordinary 
man and renders it, on some level impossible, to show loyalty to the one without mediating it 
through the other. Macbeth's response to Duncan emphasizes his office; Duncan speaks to him as 
a man but Macbeth answers him as a subject: 

 
The service and loyalty I owe, 
In doing it, pays itself.  Your Highness' part 
Is to receive our duties: and our duties 
Are to your throne and state, children and servants; 
Which do but what they should, by doing everything 
Safe toward your love and honour. (1.4.22-27) 

 
It is a cold response to Duncan's effusive greeting, but more proper given Macbeth's position. He 
almost rebukes Duncan for stepping out of his office—“Your Highness' part/ Is to receive our 
duties”—duties which are to guarantee the safety, not the gratification, of the sovereign. Macbeth 
also emphasizes that his loyalty to Duncan is to the office, “your throne and state, children and 
servants,” rather than his person. Banquo, however, responds to Duncan's greeting, “I have 
begun to plant thee, and will labour/ To make thee full of growing,” in the language of the 
natural, picking up on the king's own imagery: “There if I grow,/ The harvest is your own” 
(1.4.28-33). Banquo's language is appropriate, as the audience already knows, for it is Banquo 
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and not Macbeth whose line will beget kings. The sterility of Macbeth's language (only 
reinforced with the appearance of Lady Macbeth) matches the barrenness of his success. 
 Throughout the play, Shakespeare underscores the similarity between Duncan and 
Banquo—and the attendant naturalness of their connection—by associating both with nature, 
using procreative words and images that stand in stark relief to the unnatural sterility of the 
Macbeths. For instance, as Duncan and Banquo arrive at the Macbeths' castle both remark upon 
its seemingly Edenic beauty: 
 
  Duncan.  This castle hath a pleasant seat; the air 
   Nimbly and sweetly recommends itself 
   Unto our gentle senses. 
  Banquo.    This guest of summer, 
   The temple-haunting marlet, does approve, 
   By his loved mansionry, that the heaven's breath 
   Smells wooingly here: no jutty, frieze, 
   Buttress, nor coign of vantage, but this bird 
   Hath made his pendent bed, and procreant cradle: 
   Where they most breed and haunt, I have observ'd 
   The air is delicate. (1.6.1-10) 
          
Of course, as in so many instances, the appearance of things is here deceiving. As Lady Macbeth 
remarks in the foregoing scene, the mascot of the castle is not the “temple-haunting marlet” but 
“The raven” who “croaks the fatal entrance of Duncan/ Under my battlements” (1.5.38-40). Yet, 
when Duncan and Banquo view the castle together they see not the gates of Hell (as they become 
in the porter's scene) but a “pleasant seat,” “pendent bed,” and “procreant cradle”; the impression 
could not be more misleading, but it is notably shared by Duncan and Banquo. 

Upon entering the castle, Duncan greets Lady Macbeth in similar terms of warmth and 
abundance as those he showered upon her husband, “See, see! Our honour'd hostess—/ The love 
that follow us sometime is our trouble,/ Which still we thank as love” (1.6.6-8). Lady Macbeth's 
response, too, parallels the earlier scene as she reminds Duncan that, since he is king, they owe 
their very existence to his office:   

    
All our service, 

In every point twice done, and then done double, 
Were poor and single business, to contend 
Against those honours deep and broad, wherewith 
Your majesty loads our house: for those of old, 
And the late dignities heap'd up to them, 
We rest your hermits. (1.6.14-20)  

        
Duncan's speech maintains that he is there as a guest like any other man. He addresses her as 
“hostess” and apologizes for his attendants, “The love that follow us,” as though he should ought 
not to have them. As in his exchange with Macbeth he asks her to treat him as a private 
individual and, as before, she insists that he remember his own position. Her words remind 
Duncan that a king's mere presence is such honor that  “All our service” is nothing compared to 
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“those honours deep and broad, wherewith/ Your majesty loads our house,” and that, indeed, as 
subjects they always “rest your hermits,” owing him unmitigated devotion. 
 Duncan appears eager for his office to be forgotten and to win fealty for what James 
himself referred to in a letter to Cecil as “the love you bear our person” (Letters, 347). As king, 
Macbeth does the opposite, thinking too little of his humanity and too much of his office, an 
attitude appropriate for a man who gains power by violating both the laws and the natural order. 
Concerned with the “bloody instructions” set by his own behavior Macbeth is plagued by an 
ever-growing suspicion that manifests even before he murders Duncan. In his illustration of 
Macbeth's trajectory Shakespeare attributes the growth of his suspicion, “the Tyrants 
sickenesse,” to a thickening or deadening of the heart that James refers to as a “cauterized 
conscience” that has “become senseless of sinne” (BD, 16).44 The idea of hardening immediately 
brings to mind Lady Macbeth's speech in which she urges the “Spirits/ That tend on mortal 
thoughts” to “unsex me here. And fill me from the crown to toe, top-full/ Of direst cruelty” 
(1.5.40-42). Her desire has traditionally been viewed as metaphorical—and doubtless it is—but 
Shakespeare's use of the language of the humours argues for an additional interpretation that 
reads the request as one for a literal, physical change. 
 Lady Macbeth's worry that her husband's “nature” is “too full o'th'milk of human 
kindness” to bring about Duncan's death taps into the question of the physiological (1.5.16-17). 
As critics have pointed out, one of the questions at an Oxford debate supervised by King James 
involved the question of nursing, and it was traditionally seen as dangerous for male babies to 
nurse too long (as in the Winter's Tale example of Mamillius). The issue of Macbeth's milkiness, 
then, is one of a metaphorical feminine softness literalized in a humoral imbalance. As in Lear, 
the theory of the humours binds the psychological and the physiological so closely together that 
a conversation about one necessarily demands some discussion of the other. Later Shakespeare 
returns to the image of the nursing mother in a kind of travesty that suggests that Lady Macbeth 
is not only unwomanly but almost inhuman: 
 

I have given suck, and know 
How tender 'tis to love the babe that milks me: 
I would, while it was smiling in my face, 
Have pluck'd my nipple from his boneless gums, 
And dash'd the brains out, had I so sworn 
As you have done to this. (1.7.54-59) 

 
It is difficult to imagine Lady Macbeth having milk to spare (hence Macbeth's comment that she 
should “bring forth men children only”), and Shakespeare's perversion of the expected portrait of 
the nursing mother provides yet another opportunity to underscore the unnatural nature of the 
Macbeths' union and, by extension, the barrenness of Macbeth's kingship. 
 The physical quality of the “milk of human kindness” correlates to metaphorical softness 
or sympathy, a fellow-feeling for all mankind. The remedy for this condition, according to Lady 
Macbeth, is a literal hardening: 
 

Make thick my blood, 
Stop up th'access and passage to remorse; 
That no compunctious visitings of Nature 
Shake my fell purpose, nor keep peace between  
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Th'effect and it! Come to my woman's breasts, 
And take my milk for gall, you murth'ring ministers, 
Wherever in your sightless substances 
You wait on Nature's mischief! (1.5.43-50) 
 

Again, although the metaphorical implications of the speech are perhaps more important, it is 
crucial to note that the thickening of the blood, the hardening of the heart, and the exchange of 
milk for bitter gall are at one and the same time requests for a corresponding physical change. 
Under humoral theory, the physical and the psychological were mutually reinforcing. The 
thickening of the blood would have called for the introduction of black bile which, being cold 
and dry, was counterposed to blood, the hot and wet. Such thickening would also have resulted 
in a kind of emotional calcification, creating a body and soul in which remorse and sympathy 
could find no “passage.” Paul Kocher expands on her “somewhat novel physiological 
explanation of how melancholy aids crime”: 
 

By so thickening the blood that it shuts off all access to conscience. If this process be 
pictured literally, it entails a view of the conscience as some kind of physical organ with 
entrances and exits for the blood...Such materialism would be perfectly suited to Lady 
Macbeth's character and situation, and Shakespeare may well have intended this meaning 
for her here...So in the soliloquy itself she is not calling for demonic aid but mustering 
her own internal resources of will and passion.45 
 

 Lady Macbeth's speech raises the complex topic of the interrelation between the spiritual 
condition of a disturbed conscience and the physiological condition of a diseased body. The 
causal relationship between the spiritual and the physiological is, and must likely remain, 
unclear. Perhaps Macbeth's physiological composition makes him more vulnerable to the kind of 
spiritual deadness that is the sine qua non of the tyrant. Perhaps his cauterized conscience exists 
prior to any of the events described in the play, and it is only chance—as part of providential 
design—that lends it any real danger. What is certainly true, however, is that where in Lear 
Shakespeare revealed the disturbed mind of the monarch to be fundamentally a bodily condition 
(albeit one with dire implications for the kingdom), in Macbeth he highlights the extent to which 
the tyrant's problem is a spiritual one. 
 Some light is shed on the connections among the conscience, mind, and body by a 1594 
Scottish treatise by Alexander Hume, Ane treatise of conscience Quhairin divers secretis 
concerning that subiect, are discovered.46 Hume defines conscience as “onelie a function or 
office of the saul. . .a perfite knawledge, or a suir perswasioun in the hairt of man, that his 
thochtis, wordis, or deidis, ar gude, or that thay ar euil” (Conscience, 8-9). This description 
sounds utterly non-corporeal, with conscience measuring the accordance of thought and action 
with God's ideal. Yet Hume goes on to claim that a troubled soul cannot but have bodily 
manifestations: 

For the saul and the bodie being joyned together by a perfite vnion, The vexation of the 
saul extendis to the body, quhilk hes a compassion and a suffering together with the saull. 
Quhairvpon it followis, that hee quha is troubled in spirit and Conscience, wil be bereft of 
all naturall rest. . .the Conscience being wounded, the trouble thairof, sall bereif man the 
nichts sleep: his slumbrings wil be short, and encombred with vglie dreames. (Conscience 
42-3) 
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Certainly both Macbeths are “bereft of all naturall rest” with “slumbrings. . .encombred with 
vuglie dreames.” Macbeth has a premonition of this fate almost the instant after Duncan's 
murder: 

Methought, I heard a voice cry, 'Sleep no more! 
Macbeth doth murther Sleep,' –the innocent Sleep; 
Sleep, that knits up the ravell'd sleave of care, 
The death of each day's life, sore labour's bath, 
Balm of hurt minds, great Nature's second course, 
Chief nourisher in life's feast. ... 
Still it cried, 'Sleep no more!' to all the house: 
'Glamis hath murther'd Sleep, and therefore Cawdor 
Shall sleep no more, Macbeth shall sleep no more! (2.2.34-42) 

 
Again, Shakespeare returns to the image of nursing with sleep as the “chief nourisher in life's 
feast.” Now it is Macbeth who cannot nurse, receiving spiritual sustenance that will offer balm to 
“hurt minds” and that “knits up the ravell'd sleave of care”; when you lose the milk of human 
kindness you cannot expect to receive nourishment from God. Macbeth's alienation from God is 
flagged by the fact that, immediately after the regicide, he finds himself unable to  “pronounce 
'Amen'” when “I had most need of blessing” (2.2.31-32). His later rest is troubled by “terrible 
dreams” (3.2.17), and Lady Macbeth, too, is condemned to reenact the murder in her nightly 
sleepwalking episodes. 
 The disruption of sleep is not, however, the only bodily manifestation of a damaged 
conscience. According to Hume, God may at any time recall a man to his wrongs and “object his 
sinnes clearlie before his eies. . .Quhilk quhen he remembers, seeth the vglines thairof; is accusit 
by his awin Conscience, & feillis the fearce wrath of God kindled against him for his sinne. . .In 
sik sort, that the trouble of the spirit wil oftimes redound to the bodie, and trouble the whole 
estate of man” (34-5). A troubled conscience—because it always contains the knowledge of a sin 
against God—can perturb the mind, causing visions, and the body. Though upbraided by his wife 
not to think “So brainsickly of things,” brainsickness is precisely what Macbeth has induced in 
himself (2.2.44). Nowhere is Macbeth's new state more evident than in his vision of Banquo's 
ghost which “object[s] his sinnes clearlie before his eies” in the sense that it embodies those sins 
most clearly. 
 The vision of Banquo's ghost emerges as a seemingly corporeal confirmation of 
Macbeth's worst suspicions. Banquo's appearance at the table obeys Macbeth's own injunction to 
“fail not our feast” and follows his invocation, “Were the grac'd person of our Banquo present” 
(3.1.27, 3.4.40). According to the stage direction, it is at this point that “The Ghost of Banquo 
enters, and sits in Macbeth's place,” an action that figuratively recreates Macbeth's worst fear: 
that Banquo, through his descendants, will displace him. Lady Macbeth excuses his behavior as a 
“fit” of “passion; it is evident that, like the nobles seated at the table, she does not see the specter 
(3.4.54-56). Banquo's ghost is notably different, first, from the Weird sisters whom Banquo was 
able to see as well and, second, from old Hamlet's ghost, whom others aside from Hamlet 
encounter. All are ambiguous supernatural agents, questionable in that they can be talked to and 
in that they should not be trusted. What is less clear, though, is whether Macbeth's dagger could 
have been seen by anyone else. Lady Macbeth compares Banquo's ghost to  “the air-drawn 
dagger, which, you said,/ Led you to Duncan” calling both “the very painting of your fear” 
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(3.4.60-62). Macbeth, too, first thought the vision to be “a dagger of the mind, a false creation,/ 
Proceeding from the heat-oppressed brain” (2.1.38-39). It seems likely, however, that both the 
dagger and the ghost proceeded not from physical malady alone, but in reaction to a conscience 
that had been, in Hume's words, “infected and corrupted” (32). 
 Following the feast, Macbeth's course of action is to visit the Weird sisters and seek 
further insight into preserving his power. Hume associates exactly this type of behavior with the 
“wicked man” who “being visited by the hande of God wil be far different from the behauiour of 
the godly”: 
 

For the wicked man wil be mair sorrowful for his awin wanrest, and paine, nor for his 
sinne, quhairby hee hes offendit the majestie of God. He wil also blame the 
instrumentall causes of his trouble, mair nor himselfe: and wil seeke vnlawful meanes to 
bee releifed of his paine; sometime labouring to delait it out of his mind, by giuing 
himselfe to warldly pleasures, and vsing of wanton and riotous companie: sometyme by 
revenging himselfe on them whome he estiems to be the instrumental causes of his 
trouble: and sometime by consulting with sorcerers, and seeking responces of vncleane 
sprits. (43-4) 

 
Macbeth's lengthy visit to the Weird sisters and the numerous visions that appear certainly 
qualify as “consulting with sorcerers and seeking responces of vncleane spirits.” Furthermore, 
his execution of Banquo and vengeance upon Macduff could be described “revenging himselfe 
on them whome he estiems to be the instrumental causes of his trouble” since the “trouble” he 
anticipates is his own loss of power. 

Macbeth's spiritual unrest gives way to mental imbalance of the sort we saw in Lear, with 
the notable difference that Macbeth's mental dissolution neither causes nor reflects the 
dissolution of the body politic, but results solely from his own sinful actions and refusal to atone 
for them. The presence of the doctor in the final act serves to highlight the fact that the Macbeths' 
problems are spiritual in nature and to signal to the audience that curing Macbeth would not cure 
the kingdom. Observing Lady Macbeth, the Doctor offers the audience a clear-cut separation of 
physical from spiritual causes: 

 
Unnatural deeds 

Do breed unnatural troubles: infected minds 
To their deaf pillows will discharge their secrets. 
More needs she the divine than the physician.— 
God, God forgive us all! Look after her; 
Remove from her the means of all annoyance, 
And still keep eyes upon her. (5.1.68-74) 

 
Lady Macbeth's suicide results from spiritual affliction and, since it is itself sinful, provides a 
fitting end to her unholy life. Macbeth, himself repressing knowledge of his sinfulness and 
denying its signs, fails to understand the Doctor's explanation of his wife's illness, “Not so sick, 
my Lord,/ As she is troubled with thick-coming fancies,/ That keep her from her rest” (5.3.37-
39). He demands instead that the doctor “Cure her of that” and “with some sweet oblivious 
antidote/ Cleanse the stuff'd bosom of that perilous stuff/ Which weighs upon the heart.” The 
irony, pointed out by the doctor, is that a troubled heart is not the provenance of the physician 
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but of the priest: “Therein the patient/Must minister to himself.” Right after the Doctor makes his 
assertion, Macbeth asks if he can “cast/ The water of my land, find her disease,/ And purge it to a 
sound and pristine health” (5.3.39-52). The proper response to this second question is implicit in 
the Doctor's response to the first: the body politic must “minister to itself” by seeking the cause 
of its disorder and repenting of it. 
 It is most tempting, of course, to cite Macbeth himself as this cause. Certainly his rule 
and growing suspicion divide the kingdom further and lead to chaos and bloodshed. But 
orthodox political doctrine, to which King James subscribed, viewed the tyrant as God's scourge, 
punishment for a sinful people, whose reign must be endured until its providential end. The 
killing of a king, even a tyrannical one, was strictly prohibited. In this sense, the rise of Macbeth 
could be viewed as a symptom of some (unspecified) corruption, something deserved by the 
people of Scotland. Shakespeare emphasizes the providential aspect of Macbeth's reign from its 
beginning. Early in the play, Duncan establishes his eldest son as the rightful heir to the kingdom 
so that, upon his demise, the quality of kingship ought to inhere in Malcolm (1.4.35-39). Its 
signs, however, are transferred to Macbeth after it is revealed that Malcolm and Donalbain have 
fled the country. The symbols of kingship are thus divorced from the office they symbolize and, 
as in Lear, after such a division the kingdom itself is bound to fracture.  

The unnaturalness of the situation does not, however, mean that it cannot be part of God's 
plan. At the news of Malcolm's departure, Rosse reflects that it is then “most like/ The 
sovereignty will fall upon Macbeth” (2.4.29-30). Shakespeare's choice to describe sovereignty as 
“fall[ing]” connects Macbeth's rule to the longstanding notion of cas, the providential rise and 
fall associated with Fortune's wheel. Macbeth has “gone to Scone/ To be invested” with the signs 
of kingship, and Duncan's body has been “Carried to Colme-kill,/ The sacred storehouse of his 
predecessors,/ And guardian of their bones” (2.4.31-35). With these two natural bodies 
accounted for, the question that remains is whether allegiance should belong to Macbeth or to 
Malcolm. 

Shakespeare's choice to complicate the position of the Scottish subjects, ruled by a 
tyrannical king while the virtuous heir lives in exile, issues an emotional challenge to the 
politically orthodox views on rebellion and disobedience. James subscribed to the orthodoxy and 
was particularly concerned, in his own writing, to rebut the notion that rebellion or regicide 
could be justified in the case of the tyrant. He articulates this position most extensively in The 
True Law of Free Monarchies: 

 
Their [the people's] obedience, I say, ought to be to him, as to Gods Lieutenant in earth, 
obeying his commands in all thing, except directly against God, as the commands of 
Gods Minister…praying for him as their protectour; for his continuance, if he be good; 
for his amendment, if he be wicked; following and obeying his lawfull commands, 
eschewing and flying his fury in his unlawfull, without resistance, but by sobbes and 
teares to God…47 

 
His reading here rejects the notion that love of one's country can be separated from the love of 
one's king, a seditious view expressed by “divers, that employ their pennes upon Apologies for 
rebellions and treason” (TL, 66). To see the king destroy the country was permissible, in James's 
doctrine, for it must be part of God's plan. To harm the king to save the country, however, was 
impossible, for the land of the kingdom and concept of patria were both coextensive with the 
person of the king. In the terms of the king's two bodies, James rejected out-of-hand the notion 
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that loyalty to the body politic could be used forcibly to remove the body natural of the monarch. 
The only recourse left to the people was to seek out the root of the problem, for “a wicked king is 
sent by God for a curse to his people, and a plague for their sinnes;” their weapons must be their 
own consciences as well as their “sobbes and teares to God” (TL, 67). 
 Perhaps surprisingly, most subjects in Macbeth make precisely this choice and act 
entirely in accordance with James's prescribed principles, resigning themselves to serve a king 
they casually refer to as a tyrant in a war they acknowledge to be unjust, “He cannot buckle his 
distemper'd cause/ Within the belt of rule” ( 5.2.11-16).48 As Angus says of the army, however, 
“Those he commands move only in command,/ Nothing in love” (5.2.15-16): 
 

Cathness.    Well, march we on, 
 To give obedience where 'tis truly ow'd: 
 Meet we the med'cine of the sickly weal; 
 And with him pour we, in our country's purge, 
 Each drop of us. 
Lennox.   Or so much as it needs 
 To dew the sovereign flower, and drown the weeds. (5.2.25-30) 

 
Cathness's resolution to “give obedience where 'tis truly ow'd” appears at first glance to refer to 
Malcolm's cause, yet cannot be since the troops have explicitly set out to do battle with him. It 
must, therefore, indicate their submission to God and bespeak a complete trust in his providence. 
The image of Malcolm as “the med'cine of the sickly weal” returns to Macbeth's question about 
physicking the diseased state and offers an answer; the “country's purge” must come from the 
soldiers' own blood, “Each drop of us,” which they are prepared to give. Their admiration of 
Malcolm, the “sovereign flower,” and certainty that he will cure of the “sickly weal” is as 
remarkable as their acceptance of their own deaths as a means to the desired end. 
 The model of obedience offered here by Macbeth's soldiers is precisely in keeping with 
the course of action that James recommends. It is not, however, as dramatically satisfying. 
Shakespeare sets at odds the moral or doctrinal impetus and the emotional or dramatic one. The 
characters on whom our attention is focused and with whom our sympathies rest—in particular 
Malcolm and Macduff—engage in ethically questionable behavior that we ought, by rights, to 
condemn but, invested as we are in the plot, cannot. Malcolm's flight to England and raising of 
an invading army is acknowledged to be the saving grace of Scotland. Macduff's hasty exit, 
criticized by his own wife, seems reasonable to the audience. The support given to Malcolm by 
England and citizens of Scotland should appear treasonous, for it is an uprising against the 
reigning monarch. Yet, even according to James, it is plausible that Malcolm, not Macbeth, is the 
rightful ruler: 
 

It is a like unlawful (the crowne ever standing full) to displace him that succeedeth 
thereto, as to eject the former: For at the very moment of the expiring of the king 
reigning, the nearest and lawful heire entreth in his place: And so to refuse him, or 
intrude another, is not to holde out uncomming in, but to expel and put out their righteous 
King. (TL, 69) 

 
By James's own accounting, then, the question of obedience is confused. If “at the very moment 
of the expiring of the king reigning” Malcolm, “the nearest and lawful heire entreth in his place,” 
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Macbeth is not, in fact, a king to whom obedience is due but a usurper who ought to be removed. 
This situation further complicates questions of obedience and the morality of subjects' actions. 

The double kingship that results from Macbeth's usurpation, and the conflicting ties of 
loyalty that it imposes upon the Scottish subjects, leads to self-destructive civil wars. The 
country begins to consume itself as Duncan's horses are reported to have done on the night of his 
murder (2.4.18). The destruction taking place under Macbeth's rule is figured in the play as 
injury experienced by the body politic as “our country sinks beneath the yoke;/ It weeps, it 
bleeds; and each new day a gash/ Is added to her wounds” (4.3.39-41). “Country” here functions 
as metonymy for “subjects” who find themselves weeping and bleeding. The relationship, 
however, is not one of pure metaphor when a war is going on: if the body is wounded, so too are 
the citizens. When Rosse arrives, he describes a Scotland that “cannot/ Be call'd our mother, but 
our grave” (4.3.165-166). The condition of life in Macbeth's kingdom entails an inversion of the 
natural relationship of subjects to their land, which ought to be the life-giving “mother” but is, 
instead, the life-swallowing “grave.”  
 The play strongly implies that the wounds to the kingdom result from the corruption of its 
ruler, suggesting a causative relationship between the sins of the monarch and the disintegration 
of the kingdom. The solution, too, is equally visible, as Shakespeare demonstrates in an extended 
scene where Malcolm tests Macduff's loyalty by describing his (feigned) wickedness. L.C. 
Knights calls the scene a “choric commentary” where “in alternating speeches the evil which 
Macbeth has caused is explicitly stated” (28) and, implicitly, contrasted with the good of 
Malcolm.49 Macduff reacts to the apparent news that Malcolm has inherited none of his father's 
graces with despair for his country: 
 
    Fit to govern? 

No, not to live. - O nation miserable! 
With an untitled tyrant bloody-scepter'd, 
When shalt thou see thy wholesome days again, 
Since that the truest issue of thy throne 
By his own interdiction stands accus'd, 
And does blaspheme his breed? (4.3.102-108)  

 
According to Macduff, Malcolm, “the truest issue of thy throne,” should naturally possess all the 
qualities to heal the division within Scotland; such evils befit “an untitled tyrant bloody-
scepter'd,” but not the rightful heir to good King Duncan. It is clear that Macduff at least believes 
the source of the nation's misery to be its immoral and wrongful ruler and the cure to lie with 
Malcolm. His initial excusing of Malcolm's supposed vices is somewhat odd, but can perhaps be 
explained by the fact that any ruler, even God's anointed deputy, must also contend with his 
humanity and its accompanying fallenness. As it transpires, of course, Macduff's initial 
impression was correct, and Malcolm's words were instead a test of his own virtue and, perhaps, 
his suitability as a counselor. 
 In a way, the scene also gives counsel to the audience, encouraging them to respond to 
Malcolm's litany of sins as Macduff ultimately does and not to be too forgiving of a flawed 
prince with whom, naturally, they can sympathize. Measure for Measure, King Lear, and 
Macbeth all feature rulers whose humanity outstrips their divinity and whose personal flaws, to a 
greater or lesser degree, threaten the kingdom. There is no single message or directive that 
emerges from these plays, but all engage readers in questions of government—of the state and of 
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the self—and ask that they meditate on the competing demands of allegiance and desire, body 
and soul, and humanity and divinity for themselves as well as their monarch. In this way, they 
continue a discussion initiated by King James, who was and would continue to be plagued by the 
gap between his ideals and his behavior. Shakespeare's plays ruminate on topics raised by James 
and invite audience members to engage both intellectually and emotionally with doctrines of 
ruling and of obedience.
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CHAPTER THREE: 
 
“TRAGEDY TOMORROW, COMEDY TONIGHT!”  
THE ANTI-SHAKESPEAREAN SPIRIT OF CITY COMEDY 
 

Nothing with gods, nothing with fate; 
Weighty affairs will just have to wait! 

- Stephen Sondheim 
A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the Forum 

 
STAY, ALLUSION! 
 
 A quotation is a ghost. It is a soul sundered from its body doomed for a certain term to 
walk the night till the foul crimes done in its days of nature are burnt and purged away. Marjorie 
Garber calls it “a revenant, taken out of context, making an unexpected, often disconcerting ap-
pearance.”1 In our literary world, quotations are marked out as I have done with Garber's. In 
Shakespeare's literary world, quotations were often unmarked, abbreviated, or otherwise altered 
as I have done with the passage from Hamlet. The difference in the effect on the reader of the 
first quotation compared to the second signals the distance we, as twenty-first-century readers, 
must travel to place ourselves in the mindset of a seventeenth-century theatergoer. It indicates 
also the stretch of imagination required to contemplate the playwrights' habit of incorporating 
unattributed quotations from rival companies' popular favorites. It is this particular stretching of 
the imagination that forms the substance of this chapter. Moving beyond the established fact that 
city comedies defined themselves in opposition to the dramatic style of the adult playhouses (a 
tradition variously referred to as “popular,” “professional,” and “citizen”), I argue, first, that the 
boys' companies recognized their dependence on the adult companies for continued success and, 
second, that their awareness of this fact and evolving response to it manifests in the role of quo-
tation and allusion within their plays. 2 

 Defining quotation in early modern drama is more difficult than defining it against our 
own heavily textual backdrop. Douglas Bruster, whose Quoting Shakespeare is the most in-depth 
study on the subject, frames this difference in terms that engage our conceptions of authorship, 
copyright, and intellectual property: “The tension between our sense of quotation as attributed 
borrowing and the tendency of these plays to 'quote' without attribution will ask us to consider 
how well our notions of property, language, and textuality apply to early modern drama.”3 In the 
repertory theater, “properties” could refer to a variety of things owned by the company: cos-
tumes, objects, and scripts.4 As is the case with parodies today, however, competing outfits could 
appropriate elements of someone else's “property” without appropriating it wholesale. In other 
words, a rival company could not stage Hamlet, but it could, as we shall see, put Hamlet on 
stage. Bruster defines quotation as “the textual incorporation of such discrete components as 
words, events, and identities.”5 Quotation in repertory drama, however, was more akin to allu-
sion, neither solely textual nor always acknowledged, relying on the recipient to trace the source. 
 Martin Harries's term “scare quotes” provides a useful heuristic for thinking about reper-
tory quotation.6 Harries distinguishes between the natural-seeming authoritative quote that shores 
up its own credibility and the estranging scare quote that defamiliarizes what would otherwise 
appear natural.7 The scare quote “at once acknowledges and distances” the writer or speaker 
from what it surrounds and yet, paradoxically, the “word or phrase, however objectionable or 
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outworn, remains necessary.”8 Effectively, the boys' companies put older drama in scare quotes 
to estrange themselves from theatrical tradition and subvert the “natural” expectations of the au-
dience members. There is, appropriately, an antagonistic element to the scare quote, which must 
acknowledge a debt to the old even while disclaiming it; the object in scare quotes is thy father's 
spirit that haunts the new term.9 For the boys' companies, these troublesome ghosts were the 
great successes of the Chamberlain's/ King's and Admiral's/ Prince Henry's Men.  
 As city comedy defined itself against the old tradition, its practitioners parodied the com-
petition while implicitly acknowledging the dependence of all new drama, including their own, 
on the popular favorites of the public theaters. As city comedy became more established as a 
mode, however, the antagonism between old and new forms lessened. Earlier examples of the 
genre, especially those by Shakespeare's rough contemporaries (Jonson, Chapman, Dekker), 
evince more hostility as they seek to distinguish and promote their own brand of drama. Scare 
quotes in later plays by a younger generation of playwrights—principally Thomas Middleton—
acknowledge the need for and anticipate an harmonious coexistence with the older tradition of 
drama, as, indeed, came to pass when the adult companies adopted and developed the form of the 
city comedy later in the century.  
 
NOT SHAKESPEARE!: THE CLAIM TO FAME OF BOYS' COMPANIES 

 
The rapid succession of the three Ho! plays in 1604-05—Westward, Eastward, and 

Northward—provide a glance at the busy, cabbalistic theatrical scene of the early Jacobean 
years. Theater historians view the years between 1603 and 1613 as a time of stability for the 
adult companies despite the supposed threat of the boys' troupes.10 The growing popularity of 
boys' companies was recorded for posterity in Rosencrantz's condemnation of “little eyases” who 
are “tyrannically clapped,” a line which has exerted more than its due of control over our percep-
tion of the rivalry between the two types of companies.11 At no point before had so many playing 
companies vied for the attention, and coin, of theatergoers. As a consequence, boys' and adult 
companies alike sought to emphasize their distinguishing characteristics. For the King's Men, 
this feature was likely the verse of its poet-playwrights, for the Prince Henry's Men, the bombas-
tic favorites popularized by Edward Alleyn. For the boys' companies, it was a new type of come-
dy that played to their strengths—songs, languages, satire, and female impersonation—which we 
call “city comedy.” And one means by which the boys' companies promoted their characteristic 
genre was by incorporating, through quotation and allusion, dramatic traditions and specific 
plays associated with the adult companies. 

In their desire for distinction, the city comedy playwrights practiced their own brand of 
didacticism, urging the audience to imitate the plays and distinguish themselves from earlier 
models. Each of the three Ho! plays asserts a different aspect of the novelty, and therefore supe-
riority, of the boys' offerings. Westward embodies the older dramatic tradition in the Earl's woo-
ing of the chaste Mistress Justiniano to illustrate the way in which the new companies have 
changed the kinds of plays available. Eastward exemplifies the distinction between the plodding, 
credulous audience member (Touchstone) who attends plays for their morals and the sophisticat-
ed, knowing spectator (Quicksilver) who is quick to appropriate popular forms for his own ends. 
Finally, Northward depicts the modern poet-playwright in the character of Bellamont and offers 
reflections on how the commercialization of plays and poetry has changed the nature of his pro-
fession. These three works assert that plays, audiences, and playwrights have all changed in re-
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sponse to a new competitive market and invite, even command, the audience to keep up with the 
times. 
 Westward was written for Paul's boys by Thomas Dekker and John Webster and compris-
es two plots, one familiar and didactic, the other new and fashionable. The clash between the 
plots in poetic style and moral framework provides much of the humor of the play. In the fash-
ionable plot, a group of citizens' wives evade both their courtiers and their husbands with a trip 
to “Braineford” (modern day Brentford) and reveal their men as either fawning (in the one case) 
or jealous (in the other).12 The older and more traditional plotline concerns the Earl's unsuccess-
ful wooing of the chaste Mistress Justiniano, an Italian merchant's wife. Both the character of the 
Earl and the moral of his story have been appropriated from earlier dramatic traditions. The plot 
is yet another iteration of the Lucrece myth that avoids becoming a tragedy when the merchant 
Justiniano (disguised as his wife) intervenes to teach the Earl the error of his ways. The Earl's 
idea of his role as a lover is obviously drawn from the romantic comedy tradition of the public 
theaters. The antagonism between city comedy and foregoing dramatic forms may be nowhere 
more pronounced than in the romance plots.13 The Earl, true to the form of romantic comedy, 
remains unaware of this change, launching into courtly discourse so conventional as to have been 
learned by rote: 
 

Y'are welcome: Sweet y'are welcome.  Blesse my hand 
With the soft touch of yours: Can you be Cruell 
To one so Prostrate to you?  Even my Hart, 
My Happines, and State lie at your feet: 
My Hopes me flattered that the field was woon, 
That you had yielded, (tho you Conquer me) 
And that all Marble scales that bard your eies 
From throwing light on mine, were quite tane off, 
By the Cunning Womans hand, that Workes for me, 
Why therefore do you wound me now with frownes? 
Why do you flie me?  Do not exercise 
The Art of woman on me?  I'me already 
Your Captive Sweet!14 
 

The stifling conventionality of the Earl's courtly language—the field of love as battlefield, the 
passive, female object as conquerer, the male warrior-lover as captive—is revealed by Mistress 
Justiniano's one-line response, “I wonder lust can hang at such white haires” (2.2.83). Her deflat-
ing critique implies both that the Earl's elevated discourse is gilding for nothing more than sexual 
desire and that he is far too old to woo. It is the playwrights' joke (and one which would have 
been much clearer in performance) that the Earl's does not recognize the role he ought to be play-
ing—not the young lover but the senex. The audience is shown that it is a style of wooing, and a 
style of drama, that only an antiquated and outmoded generation would admire. 
 The extent to which the Earl is out of place in city comedy is further highlighted by his 
exchanges with the comic characters with whom he is allied. The “Cunning Woman” he refers to 
is the bawd Birdlime, who is indeed in the business of “Cunning” and has been attempting to 
procure Mistress Justiniano for him. The opening exchange between the two makes it clear to the 
audience that the Earl believes himself to be in a different sort of world, a different sort of play: 
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Earl.  Her answer! talke in musick: Wil she come? 
Bird.  Oh my sides ake in my loines, in my bones? I ha more need of a posset of sacke,  
 and lie in my bed and sweate, than to talke in musick. (2.2.1-5) 

 
The clash of styles provides the humor of the exchange. Entirely disregarding the Earl's instruc-
tion to “talke in musick,” i.e. in verse as he is doing, Birdlime responds in prose that focuses on 
physical details, “ake in my loines,”  “lie in my bed and sweate.” Both the Earl and Birdlime are 
conventional characters, but hail from entirely different stage traditions.  

By having the Earl speak in comically elevated diction (the kind of diction that does not 
appear unnatural in the context of Shakespeare's own plays), the playwrights, Dekker and Web-
ster, perform a kind of mimetic sleight-of-hand whereby their own fiction, their own style of 
drama, is characterized as less obviously artificial. Critics of the play have remarked on the dis-
parity of style between the Earl scenes and the rest of the play and offered various ways of mak-
ing sense of it. Alexander Leggatt sees them as incorporating some fashionable “Italianate melo-
drama” while displaying the “same fascination with trickery that we see in the main plot.”15 
Charles R. Forker finds that, despite being “crammed with tragicomic effects, so seemingly at 
odds with the realism of city comedy” the Earl plot “carries out, albeit in different colors, the 
pattern of self-conscious theatricality that defines the structure of the whole.”16 Kathleen McLus-
kie conjectures that some of the difference in tone “may be a result of a difference in taste and 
style between Dekker and his young collaborator,” but concludes ultimately that “the ten-
sion…between the new boy player style and the moralizing rhetoric of the scenes with the earl 
suggest that the new style had not fully established its contrasting fashions and the ways it 
wished to address its assumed new audience.” 17 Such assessments miss the point; Dekker and 
Webster's Earl scenes are quite deliberately antiquated and meant to strike the audience as such. 

Speculation about the playwrights' purpose in highlighting the Earl's older style overlook 
its appropriateness to a plotline that is itself venerable. McLuskie touches briefly on the plot's 
connection to the morality tradition in her observation that “the earl alone among the would-be 
adulterers is punished. He is quite explicitly contrasted with the witty gallants…and the contrast 
suggests that he violates both the moral and the comic codes by being both aristocratic and 
old.”18 In fact, the Earl is merely held to the same “moral code” that his affiliation with older, 
popular drama demands, as we see when Justiniano reveals that his wife is not dead (as she has, 
in the tradition of Much Ado About Nothing, been pretending to be): 

 
Just.   See, Lucrece is not slaine, 
 Her eyes which lust cald Suns, have their first beames,  
 And all these frightments are but idle dreames: 
 Yet (afore Jove) she had her knife prepard 
 To let hir bloud forth ere it should run blacke? 
 Do not these open cuts now, coole your back? 
 Methinkes they should: when Vice sees with broad eyes 
 Her ugly forme, she does hirselfe despise. 
Earl. Mirror of dames, I looke upon thee now, 
 As men long blind, (having recovered sight) 
 Amazd: scarce able are to endure the light: 
 Mine owne shame strikes me dumb: henceforth the booke 
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 Ile read shall be thy mind, and not thy looke. 
Hony.  I would either wee were at Braineford to see our wives, or our wives here to see  
 this Pageant. (4.2.154-168) 
 

The didactic “Pageant,” the tale of Mistress Justiniano, is identified by Honeysuckle as a play 
within the larger play. The term “Pageant” is particularly significant since, at the time, it had 
specifically moral associations: “a play on a religious theme,” “A tableau, representation, alle-
gorical device.”19 Dekker and Webster's implication is that the scenes of the Earl and Mistress 
Justiniano, the “Mirror of dames,” constitute their own dramatic piece: a pageant that is morally 
instructive to the audience. 

The presence of a morality drama in a city comedy appears to trouble some of the charac-
ters as well, potentially, as the audience. Honeysuckle's wish, that “either wee were at Brentford 
to see our wives, or our wives here to see this Pageant,” can be read as discomfort with this mix-
ing of dramatic styles; Honeysuckle would like either to get back to the main plot of this play 
and get to Braineford or for the wives to be with them, learning by example how to be chaste. 
Honeysuckle does get his first wish, but the presence of the Mistress Justiniano plotline in West-
ward delivers a message to the spectators: for courtly love and didactic morals, look elsewhere. 
As Birdlime says, “A woman when there be roses in her cheeks…why shees like a new play. If 
new, very good company, very good company, but if stale, like Ieronimo: goe by, go by” 
(2.2.181-185). These new plays, which contrast themselves with “Ieronimo,” promise to offer the 
audience “very good company” indeed. 
 Birdlime's judgment of “stale” plays is implicitly also a judgment of those who enjoy 
them, a thin line to tread given the overlap between the boys' audience and the adults'. Eastward 
Ho, written by Ben Jonson, George Chapman, and John Marston for the Children of the Revels, 
negotiates the problem of engaging with an audience well grounded in contemporary theater by 
depicting two contrasting types of audience members in Touchstone and Quicksilver. On the one 
hand is Touchstone who purports to provide the play's ethical center and pays tribute to the de-
scent of city comedy from morality plays.20 On the other hand is Quicksilver, an appropriately 
mercurial apprentice who appears to follow the conventional path of the reformed prodigal, but 
whose quick wit and improvisational skills draw his final repentance into question. The play's 
central action concerns the matching of Touchstone's two daughters, Gertrude and Mildred, to 
(respectively) the extravagant knight Sir Petronel Flash and the responsible apprentice Golding. 
Touchstone immediately identifies the marriage plot as the key to understanding the play: 
 

This match shall on, for I intend to prove 
Which thrives best, the mean or lofty love. 
Whether fit wedlock vowed twixt like and like, 
Or prouder hopes, which daringly o'erstricke 
Their place and means: 'tis honest time's expense, 
When seeming lightness bears a moral sense. 
Work upon that now.21 

 
Of course, there is no real question of which marriage will work better. The “moral sense” of the 
“seeming lightness” of the comedy has already been conveyed to a seasoned audience familiar 
with didactic drama and its conventions. Touchstone's direction, issued throughout the play, to 
“Work upon that now” is strictly unnecessary and renders him laughable.  
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 In giving the audience a choice between Touchstone and Quicksilver, the playwrights 
allow all audience members (even frequenters of the public playhouses) to identify more with the 
latter. Many critics of the play have seen Eastward as a parody of citizen dramas, largely due to 
the extent to which both the Touchstone plot and the Quicksilver plot conform to generic norms 
of public playhouses.22 The question arises, however, whether even the greatest fan of citizen 
dramas could be expected to take Touchstone seriously. The figure of Touchstone enables great-
er inclusiveness on the part of the playwrights who invite all who are unlike him (which is to say, 
nearly everyone) to consider themselves sophisticated spectators. Quicksilver equally promotes 
an inclusive spirit, signifying to playgoers that he is one of them. It has been widely noted that 
the authors of Eastward incorporate a remarkable number of quotations from other plays into 
their text.23 It is crucial to note that these pieces of “play-ends” all come from plays which, with 
the possible exception of Hamlet, would have been considered “old” by 1605.24 Quicksilver's 
love of drama is not, therefore, limited to a love of new drama of the sort put on by the boys' 
companies, a fact that undermines the notion that Jonson and his fellows set out to ridicule audi-
ences who attended plays at the public theaters. The essential characteristic of the imagined au-
dience was not exclusive devotion to one company, but a deep familiarity with both contempo-
rary plays and old favorites. 

Quicksilver is not, however, the only character in Eastward with an allusion addiction. 
Touchstone and Golding offer pat morals and pious commonplaces while the frivolous Quicksil-
ver and Gertrude spout phrases from popular plays and songs. Gertrude has a habit of singing 
popular tunes and also serves also as a locus for references to Hamlet. In addition to the obvi-
ous—her name—she has an unfortunate footman of whom it is demanded “'Sfoot, Hamlet; are 
you mad?” (3.2.6) Additionally, Gertrude sings a variation of Ophelia's song, conspicuous in its 
misfit with the tone and plot of its own play: 

 
 His head as white as milk, 
 All flaxen was his hair: 
 But now he is dead, 
 And laid in his bed, 
 And never will come again. (3.2.73-77) 

 
The absence of a Polonius figure renders the scare quotes around this particular bit of text more 
visible than in other instances. Gertrude's nonsense words, like Ophelia's, are alienated from the 
action of the play, but, unlike in Hamlet, they are also intended to be experienced as alien by the 
audience referring, as they so obviously do, to the non-existent Ophelia's non-existent dead fa-
ther. Other characters also associate moments in Eastward with moments in Hamlet. Golding's 
thrifty offer of a secondhand marriage feast, “the superfluity and cold meat left at their nuptials 
will with bounty furnish ours,” sounds like Hamlet's black joke.25 Quicksilver makes the same 
reference later, explaining to Gertrude that Mildred is married because “your father and some 
one more stole to church with 'em, in all the haste that the cold meat left at your wedding might 
serve to furnish their nuptial table” (3.2.56-58). And, as David Farley-Hills has pointed out, the 
butcher Slitgut's description of Winifred rising out of the Thames owes something to Gertrude's 
account of Ophelia's drowning.26 As in Westward, the aim of the playwrights is certainly not to 
shame or punish audience members who enjoyed Shakespeare's play, but to reward theater afi-
cionados and secure themselves repeat business. 
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 Quicksilver's repentance in prison is, perhaps, the dramatists' ultimate litmus test for the 
two types of spectators, naïve and sophisticated, anatomized in the play. Touchstone, certainly, 
believes in Quicksilver's conversion to the point of funding his release. Viewers who have seen 
certain other plays might justifiably employ some healthy skepticism. Like Richard the Third, 
Quicksilver is seen to “mortif[y] himself” and speak to all his audience with humility, “For my 
part, I commit my cause to him that can succour me, let God work his will” (5.3.75-76). He has 
“penned the best thing, that he calls his 'repentance,' or his 'last farewell'” and made a business of 
assisting other prisoners with theirs (5.3.50-51). Quicksilver's ballad quickly wins over Touch-
stone, who feels sure that “This cannot be feigned sure,” and who is eager to see Quicksilver act 
out the familiar plot of the reformed prodigal (5.5.64). The extent of the irony in Touchstone's 
final statement is clear, but its implications beyond the world of the play are left up to the audi-
ence.  
 The play is thus not entirely complementary to those whose worldview is mediated 
through theatrical conventions. David Kay questions whether Quicksilver's feigned conversion 
might not serve as much as a judgment of him as of Touchstone, enabling “the play's two main 
groups of characters to expose their own attitudes as well as to comment critically on each oth-
er.”27 Alexander Leggatt finds in the final scene a “vehicle for a deeper satire on those who see 
life in terms of theatrical conventions.”28 This ambivalence on the part of the dramatists about 
bending to popular tastes manifests in the play's metatheatrical ending. At the conclusion of the 
final scene, Quicksilver wonders if he will be held up as  “a spectacle, or rather an example, to 
the children of Cheapside,” indicating to the audience that he knows he is acting a familiar part 
(5.5.185-186). There is an intriguing tension here between Quicksilver's terms “spectacle” and 
“example.” An “example” is more obviously used to teach a lesson of the sort Touchstone fa-
vors, pointing the audience to, “the careful father, thrifty son,” “The usurer punished”, and “The 
prodigal child reclaimed” (5.5.187-192). A “spectacle,” by contrast, is more ambivalent, provid-
ing any sort of “interesting show or entertainment.”29  Quicksilver quickly corrects his use of 
“spectacle” to “example,” but not before suggesting that the “spectacle” of his repentance is the 
play the audience has been watching. Quicksilver then delivers the epilogue, seamlessly joining 
his onstage audience with the audience at his feet: “See if the streets and the fronts of the houses 
be not stuck with people, and the windows filled with ladies, as on the solemn day of the pag-
eant!” (“Epilogue,” 2-4). This blurring of the boundary between the fictional world of the play 
and the world of the playhouse suggests that the audience may have more in common with 
Touchstone than they want to believe: both want to see theatrical norms upheld. Quicksilver 
happily fulfills their expectations, but the playwrights who created Quicksilver display more am-
bivalence about catering to public taste. 
 This ambivalence is taken up by Northward, which adopts a self-reflexive posture. Rather 
than remarking on either the changes in the drama or the changes in the audience, Northward 
offers metadramatic commentary on the new position of the poet-playwright. The character of 
Bellamont—considered by critics to be a gentle burlesque of Chapman—consistently draws at-
tention to the play's own status as fiction, as in his initial description of city life: 30 

 
I tel you Gentlemen I have observ'd very much with being at Sturbridge; it hath afforded 
me mirth beyond the length of five lattin Comedies; here should you meete a Nor-folk 
yeoman ful-but; with his head able to over-turne you; and his pretty wife that followed 
him, ready to excuse the ignorant hardnesse of her husbands forhead; …here two gentle-
men making a marriage betweene their heires over a wool-pack; there a Ministers wife 
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that could speake false lattine very lispingly; here two in one corner of a shop: Londoners 
selling their wares, and other Gentlemen courting their wives;…. I could make an excel-
lent description of it in a Comedy.31 

 
The irony, as the audience would see immediately, is that Bellamont is actually doing what he 
says he could do, making “an excellent description of it in a Comedy.” It appears that Bellamont, 
a modern playwright, views his world through the lens of commerce, always casting an eye to 
what he might incorporate into his wares; however such a mercenary view of life runs contrary to 
the aesthetic dreams he harbors and the humaneness he reveals. Bellamont's skill with the genre 
of city comedy is most evident in the course Northward itself takes as he shapes its characters 
and situations into a successful specimen of the genre. Ever the playwright, Bellamont cannot 
resist molding the plot of the play and peppering his speech with theatrical allusions that appear 
to go unnoticed by his fellow characters. In promising secrecy to Fetherstone, he self-
consciously echoes Ophelia's response to Laertes, declaring that “You shall close it up like treas-
ure of your owne, and your selfe shall keepe the key of it,” letting the audience know that he re-
alizes Northward is a play (1.1.70-71).  

The conspiracy between Bellamont and the audience deepens as he embarks on the pro-
ject of reshaping the materials of the play to a more humane and satisfying end. Critics have lo-
cated the moral center of Northward in Bellamont, “the symbolic spring from which cleverness 
combined with humor and common sense wells out” whose goodness “transcend[s] the exchange 
of commodities.”32 Nowhere is his goodness and humor more evident than in his rewriting of the 
jealously plot threatening the Mayberry marriage.33 Mayberry arrives onstage in outraged des-
peration, prompted by the (false) report that his wife has been unfaithful: 

 
 May.   Oh maister Bellamont! 
 Bell.   Oh Maister Maybery!…Sfoot you talk like a Player. 
 May.   If a Player talke like a mad-man, or a foole, or an Asse, and knows not what hee  
  talkes, then Ime one: you are a Poet Maister Bellamont, I will bestow a piece of  
  Plate upon you to bring my wife upon the Stage, wud not her humor please  
  Gentlemen. 
 Bell.   I thinke it would: yours wud make Gentlemen as fatt as fooles: I wud give two  
  peeces of Plate, to have you stand by me, when I were to write a iealous mans  
  part. (1.3.25-36) 
 
Bellamont's accusation that Mayberry talks “like a Player” and that he would “give two peeces of 
Plate” to have him as a model for the “iealous mans part” highlights the conventionality of his 
stage type and seeks to steer him away from the familiar perils of his plot. Rather than heeding 
Mayberry's request to “bring my wife upon the Stage,” where many other unfaithful wives have 
been before, Bellamont cuts short the jealously plot and refashions it into a more suitable happy 
ending. 
 The Mayberry plot cannot help but bring to mind the most famous tale of jealousy on-
stage at the time. Othello, typically dated to 1604, took the stuff of comedy and reworked it, with 
the aid of its own dark dramatist, into a tragedy. Bellamont is Northward's anti-Iago, striving to 
prevent tragedy from growing out of the materials of comedy. In 1605 perhaps playwrights like 
Bellamont (or Dekker and Webster) felt that it was incumbent upon them to step in and prevent 
such a thing from happening again. 34 Thus, when Mayberry flies into a rage with his wife, “doest 
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see these flesh-hookes, I could teare out those false eyes,” it is Bellamont who persuades him to 
“Heare her answer for her selfe” (1.3.82-83; 1.3.85). Her protestations of innocence, like the 
Earl's speeches in Westward, belong to a higher style:35 
 

 If ever I had thought uncleane, 
In detestation of your nuptial pillow: 
Let Sulpher drop from Heaven, and naile my body 
Dead to this earth: that salve, that damned fury 
(Whose whips are in your tongue to torture me) 
Casting an eye unlawfull on my cheeke, 
Haunted your thre-shold daily, and threw forth 
All tempting baytes which lust and credulous youth, 
Apply to our fraile sex: but those being weake 
The second siege he layd was in sweet wordes. (1.3.100-09) 

 
It is Bellamont who first pronounces the verdict, “Guiltlesse upon my soul” and urges Mayberry 
to forgive her (1.3.110). Mayberry acquiesces and answers his wife in an elevated style—not one 
he has used before or will use again, a fact suggesting that the Mayberry interlude is the same 
kind of play within the play as the Earl plot in Westward. Perhaps to the relief of the audience, 
Mistress Mayberry's ring does not prove to be like Desdemona's handkerchief and what threatens 
to become a familiar tragic plot is abruptly and fortunately curtailed. 
 The Mayberry plotline is not Dekker and Webster's only depiction of Bellamont's trade in 
words. The seedier side of the profession of a “City poet” is exposed by the plan hatched by Bel-
lamont's prodigal son, Philip, and his lover, Doll (a courtesan) to embarrass Bellamont. Doll 
plans to send her servants to him to “say such a Lady sends for him, about a sonnet or an epitaph 
for her child that died at nurse, or for some device about a maske or so” (2.1.269-72). Philip sets 
up the scene between Doll and Bellamont, his language equating his father's profession with 
Doll's: “Come my little Punke with thy two Compositors to this unlawfull printing house, thy 
pounders, my old poeticall dad wilbe here presently” (3.1.1-3). The bawdy pun on “pounders” 
posits a connection between printing and sexual intercourse, and, by extension, between selling 
one's body and selling one's talent. That her pimps are Doll's “Compositors,” the term for the 
typesetter in a printing house, makes Doll the document waiting to be stamped.36 

If the parallel to printing is “pound[ing]”, then the corollary to preparing a work for print 
is pandering; through his son's scheme, Bellamont is revealed to be prostituting his muse.37 Hav-
ing capped the scheme of humiliating Bellamont with an order for “twelve poesies for a dozen of 
cheese trenchers,” a request which he accepts with equanimity, asking only “In Welch madam?”, 
Doll's deception is revealed not by her absurd “device” but by a cup bearing the family crest that 
she has borrowed from Philip.38 To underscore the fundamental plausibility of Doll's fake com-
mission, the playwrights follow it with a serious one from a Welsh captain who wants “some 
amiable and amorous sonnet or madrigall,” a fashionable accessory that he hopes will elevate his 
status at court (4.1.29). The dramatists take care to illustrate lengths that a “City Poet” must go to 
in order to pursue his artistic vocation. 

More surprisingly, however, Dekker and Webster depict commissions from theater com-
panies as comparably frivolous. The Welsh captain's entrance is prefaced by a scene of Bella-
mont “in his Night-cap, with leaves in his hand,” deep in the work of composing a serious piece 
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of poetry (4.1 SD). As the furor of artistic composition is interrupted, once again, by the quotidi-
an necessity of writing for money, Bellamont snaps at his servant: 

 
 Bell.   Sirra, Ile speake with none. 
 Serv.   Not a plaier?   
 Bell.   No tho a Sharer ball, 
  Ile speake ith none, although it be the mouth 
  Of the big company, Ile speake with none—away. (4.1.1-5) 
 
Dekker and Webster's portrayal of a working poet-playwright shows him constantly on call to 
the players and sharers “the big company.” In 1605 the two “big” companies were the King's 
Men and the Prince Henry's Men. Prince Henry's may be the more likely referent here since Al-
leyn, the actor and sharer, was the kind of “mouth” likely to “ball” at a playwright. The actors 
and proprietors of the public theaters, with their demand for rapidly-produced, profitable pieces, 
are perceived by Bellamont to be just as obnoxious, and just as anti-artistic, as social-climbing 
citizens who wish to purchase a cultural pedigree. 
 Bellamont's scornful response is complicated, however, by the fact that he himself is 
composing a play—a tragedy of Astianax—by which he hopes to raise his own social status. 
Although he scorns those, like the Welsh captain, who pay him for verses, Bellamont too hopes 
to use poetry as a means to preferment. He imagines that his play will serve as a kind of emis-
sary, “I will have this Tragedy presented in the French Court, by French Gallants” (4.1.45), 
which will earn him an important political position: 
 

While tis acted my self wil stand behind the Duke of Biron, or some other cheefe minion 
or so,--who shall, I they shall take some occasion about the musick of the fourth Act, to 
step to the French King and say, Sire, voyla, il et votre treshumble serviteur, le plu sage è 
divine spirit, monsieur Bellamont, all in French thus pointing at me, or yon is the learned 
old English Gentleman Maister Bellamont, a very worthie man, to bee one of your privy 
Chamber, or Poet Lawreat. (4.1.52-60) 

 
Bellamont clearly imagines a stark line between vernacular drama, like that written for theater 
companies, and the learned drama of court performances. His ambition to move away from the 
former and be known for the latter is thus rendered all the more pathetic by the only audience for 
his work, the Welsh captain: 
 

Bell. Right, sir, thus I express it in yong Astianax. 
   Now the wilde people greedy of their griefes, 
   Longing to see, that which their thoughts abhord, 
   Prevented day, and rod on their owne roofes. 
  Capt.  Could the little horse that ambled on the top o Paules, cary all the people; 

els how could they ride on the roofes! 
  Bell.  O sir, tis a figure in Poetry, marke how tis followed, 
   Rod on their owne roofes, 
   Making all Neighboring houses tilde with men ; —tilde with men! ist not 

 good. 
  Capt.   By Sesu, and it were tilde all with naked Imen twere better. 
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  Bell.   You shall heare no more; pick your eares, they are fowle, sir. (4.1.73-84) 
 
The exchange is reminiscent of the Player's speech in Hamlet with its comic interruptions by Po-
lonius. The style of the speech (with its profusion of Latinate constructions) is similar, and, fur-
thermore, Bellamont's proposed tragedy follows Astianax, the son of the great Trojan warrior 
Hector where the Player's speech followed Pyrrhus, the son of the great Greek warrior Achilles. 

Bellamont, however, acts as his own Polonius, reflecting that his poetic figure “tiled with 
men,” like “the mobbled queen,” is particularly good. The attitude of the playwrights toward 
Bellamont's piece is difficult to discern. The Player's speech in Hamlet is notable for belonging 
to an outmoded style, while Bellamont's speech contrasts favorably (at least) to the Welsh cap-
tain's absurd suggestions. Whether or not Dekker and Webster judge Bellamont's tragedy to be 
any good, Northward certainly gives the sense that there is no place for such material in the fash-
ionable new genre of city comedy except, that is, as the object of laughter. The playwrights make 
Bellamont's desire to trade the patronage of theater-goers and Welsh captains for preferment at 
the French court both comic and affecting, conveying a sense of what might very well have been 
the case for a harassed professional playwright like Dekker. In Bellamont, Dekker and Webster 
reflect on how the situation of the dramatist has changed with the increasing professionalization 
of the theater. The patronage-based model to which Bellamont aspires belongs to an outmoded 
and rarefied world more akin to the court of Denmark than to modern London. We get the sense 
that the Bellamonts of today are forced, instead, to write for Welsh captains, city wives, and per-
haps even a new and disappointing generation of theater patrons. 

 
NEW KID ON THE BLOCK: THOMAS MIDDLETON 

 
Like Westward and Northward, Thomas Middleton's city comedies reference and occa-

sionally burlesque dramas associated with rival adult companies. Hamlet (a King's Men success) 
and Faustus (an Admiral's/ Prince Henry's favorite) in particular are parodied in a way that ap-
pears genuinely affectionate. Unlike the collaborative teams behind the Ho! plays, Middleton 
was not a veteran of the foregoing decade of the London theater. He found his niche writing for 
Paul's boys, establishing his solo career with city comedies for young actors.39 He was perhaps 
the most prolific member of the generation of playwrights to succeed Shakespeare's and, particu-
larly at the outset of his career, he learned from his elders.40 Unlike his seniors, however, Middle-
ton incorporates older dramatic traditions into his work without seeking to discredit them.  

A Mad World My Masters and Five Gallants demonstrate Middleton's ability to parody 
“rival” drama without alienating it from the action of the play, to reduce the antagonism inherent 
in scare quotes. In Mad World, Middleton urges the audience, through the character of Sir Peni-
tent Brothel, not to take their entertainment too seriously. In Five Gallants, he displaces the con-
ventional romantic plot from the stage for the majority of the play, but still relies on it to bring a 
highly traditional resolution to the comedy. In both plays the seeming rivalry between old and 
new traditions is harmonized by the young dramatist who knows, and can succeed by, the rules 
of old and new alike. 
 Mad World is in many ways the archetypal city comedy. It has the trickster hero (Folly-
wit), the jealous but thick-headed husband (Harebrain) and his young wife, the virtuous-seeming 
courtesan (Frank Gullman), and the comic elderly country gentleman (Sir Bounteous Progress).41 
One character, however, does not fit into his prescribed role of the brothel-haunting gallant—
Master Penitent Brothel. The idea that a wayward young man might change his ways is nothing 
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new to the stage, but the guilt that Penitent feels about his liaisons and the seemingly deep sin-
cerity of his conversion are unique in city comedy. As Peter Saccio writes in his introduction to 
the play: 
 

[Penitent] is the only person in Mad World with a vivid sense of sin, and the tonal disso-
nance between his fear of damnation and the play's amoral intrigue has puzzled modern 
critics. His first soliloquy runs the gamut from appreciation of Follywit's pranks through 
harsh self-condemnation to shrewd assessment of Harebrain. His spiritual anxiety cli-
maxes in his spontaneous repentance, his horrified loathing of the devil who tempts him, 
and his persuasive sermon to Mistress Harebrain.42 

 
While many critics imagine the Penitent scenes having been played for simple, even slapstick, 
comedy, the overarching tendency is to take Penitent's spiritual dilemma seriously enough that it 
is cited as evidence of Middleton's puritanical leanings.43 The back-and-forth between scholars 
over Penitent's character led Charles Hallett to characterize “the suddenness of Penitent Brothel's 
conversion” as “the Hamlet's delay of Middleton scholarship.”44 Hallett's connection between 
Penitent and Hamlet may be more meaningful than he himself realizes; in fact, it was a connec-
tion Middleton expected, and urged, his audience to make. Seasoned theater-goers would have 
immediately recognized Penitent's anxious musings on the state of his soul as belonging to two 
popular tragedies on the subject—Hamlet and Faustus—and would therefore have been discour-
aged from taking his situation as seriously as Penitent himself does. 
 The primary signifier of Penitent's affiliation with a tradition outside city comedy is his 
engagement in verse soliloquy, a form nearly absent from the genre and certainly from Mad 
World.45 The oddity of Penitent's style, however, vanishes if it is viewed as a parody of Hamlet's. 
As Hamlet does in his most famous soliloquy,46 Penitent begins by castigating a fellow character 
(Follywit) in prose: 
 

Here's a mad-brain o'th' first, whose pranks scorn to have precedents, to be second to any, 
or walk beneath any madcap's inventions.  He's played more tricks than the cards can al-
low a man, and of the last stamp too, halting imitation—a fellow whose only glory is to 
be prime of the company, to be sure of which he maintains all the rest.  He's the carrion, 
and they the kites that gorge upon him.47 

 
At this point, Middleton switches from prose to iambic pentameter, flagging the change for his 
audience and winking to invite them in on the secret: 
 
 But why in others do I check wild passions 
 And retain deadly follies in myself? 
 I tax his youth of common received riot, 
 Time's comic flashes and the fruits of blood, 
 And in myself soothe up adulterous motions 
 And such an appetite that I know damns me 
 (Yet willingly embrace it), love to Harebrain's wife, 
 Over whose hours and pleasures her sick husband, 
 With a fantastic but deserved suspect, 
 Bestows his serious time in watch and ward. 
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 And therefore I'm constrained to use the means 
 Of one that knows no mean, a courtesan 
 (One poison for another) whom her husband 
 Without suspicion innocently admits 
 Into her company, who with tried art 
 Corrupts and loosens her most constant powers, 
 Making his jealousy more than half a wittol, 
 Before his face plotting his own abuse, 
 To which himself gives aim, 
 Whilst the broad arrow with the forkèd head 
 Misses his brow but narrowly. 
  Enter Courtesan 
     See, here she comes, 
 The close courtesan, whose mother is her bawd. (1.1.100-21) 
 
The conclusion of Penitent's speech with the entrance of the “close courtesan” Gullman ironical-
ly parallels the conclusion of Hamlet's speech with the entrance of Ophelia. Details of staging 
may have reinforced the connection for the audience, as does Penitent's stylistic similarity to 
Hamlet and provided the audience with an exciting frisson of recognition followed, most proba-
bly, by laughter. Stripped down to its sense, Pentient's soliloquy merely describes his hypocrisy, 
“I tax his youth…and in myself soothe up adulterous motions…therefore I'm constrained to 
use…a courtesan.” Middleton, however, interleaves the sentence with subordinate clauses and 
prepositional phrases, transforming a simple matter into something apparently complex. Part of 
the humor of Penitent's soliloquy lies in his treating a common enough situation as though it 
were the same as Hamlet's crisis. Middleton presents Penitent as spiritually troubled, to be sure, 
but also as a character who possesses a comic sense of self-importance. In the simplest terms, 
Penitent thinks he is Hamlet but he isn't. In introducing Penitent's entrance with conventional 
scenes of city comedy, Middleton marks Penitent out as belonging to a different genre, signaling 
to the audience that the stakes of the play they have chosen are much lower than those of a trage-
dy at a rival company. 

Penitent's second soliloquy, which is followed by the entrance of a succubus in the form 
of Mistress Harebrain, takes aim at another tragedy with serious spiritual consequences. Critical 
attention has focused on Penitent's reaction to the succubus and its mingling of the ridiculous 
with the apparently serious. Saccio is typical of such critics in his assessment: “Middleton's irony 
here enters the realm of the grotesque, for the spiritual anguish of the repentance scenes is stud-
ded with farcical effects.”48 Such readings pay minimal attention to the framing of the scene, ex-
cept to remark, as Leggatt does, on the way in which the book Penitent reads signals a conspicu-
ous change of style so that “both [the succubus] and the scene in which it appears seem to have 
come from another play.”49 The scene has come from another play and Penitent's entrance with 
the book is first clue that that play is Marlowe's. The scene opens, according to the stage direc-
tion, with Penitent coming “as out of his study…a book in hand, reading,” a preparatory act that 
would surely have reminded playgoers of Faustus's appearance (4.1 SD). Like Faustus too, Peni-
tent exclaims over a passage of text and meditates on the spiritual consequences of betraying its 
counsel: 

 
 Ha! Read that place again: 'Adultery 
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 Draws the divorce 'twixt heaven and the soul.' 
 Accursed man that standst divorced from heaven, 
 Thou wretched unthrift that hast played away 
 Thy eternal portion at a minute's game, 
 To please the flesh hast blotted out thy name. 
 Where were thy nobler meditations busied 
 That they durst trust this body with itself, 
 This natural drunkard that undoes us all 
 And makes our shame apparent in our fall? 
 Then let my blood pay for't, and vex and boil; 
 My soul, I know, would never grieve to th'death 
 The eternal spirit that feeds her with his breath. 
 Nay, I that knew the price of life and sin, 
 What crown is kept for continence, what for lust, 
 The end of man and glory of that end, 
 As endless as the giver, 
 To dote on weakness, slime, corruption, woman? 
 What is she, took asunder from her clothes? 
 … 
 Within these three days the next meeting's fixed; 
 If I meet then, hell and my soul be mixed. 
 My lodging, I know constantly, she not knows. 
 Sin's hate is the best gift that sin bestows. 
 I'll ne'er embrace her more—never—bear witness, never 
  Enter the Devil in [Wife's] shape, claps him on the shoulder (4.1.1-29) 
 
The immediacy of Penitent's conversion is, however, as unlike Faustus's experience as it is pos-
sible to be. Penitent reads the right passage in a book and undergoes what appears to be a genu-
ine transformation. By contrast, Faustus, for all his learning, never comprehends the first quota-
tion he reads from the Bible, “Stipendium peccati mors est: Ha!/ The reward of sin is death? 
That's hard!”50 Characteristically, Faustus fails to finish the quotation, from Romans 6.23, “but 
the gift of God is eternal life through Jesus Christ our lord,” erasing the fact of God's mercy and 
the prospect of salvation. The question of why Faustus cannot grasp the full quotation, why he 
cannot repent and ask God for forgiveness, is the driving engine of Marlowe's play. It is Mid-
dleton's joke that Penitent's chosen quotation, “Adultery/ Draws the divorce 'twixt heaven and 
the soul,” is relatively straightforward. That Pentitent chooses to accept it immediately as truth 
simplifies the dramatic situation as well as the spiritual stakes and, perhaps, provides reassurance 
to the audience; they can relax—no Faustus here! 
 The style of Penitent's second soliloquy, like his first, is markedly unlike the rest of the 
play. The setting of the scene and the reading of the book suggest Faustus as the model and 
smaller, more subtle connections confirm this impression. For instance, Penitent's incredulity 
that he should throw salvation away on sex strongly recalls Mephistopheles's description of Hell. 
Compare Middleton to Marlowe: 
 

I that knew the price of life and sin, 
What crown is kept for continence, what for lust, 
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The end of man and glory of that end, 
As endless as the giver, 
To dote on weakness, slime, corruption, woman? 

  
 Think'st thou that I, who saw the face of God 
 And tasted the eternal joys of Heaven, 
 Am not tormented with ten thousand hells 
 In being deprived of everlasting bliss? (Faustus, 3.80-84) 

 
Penitent's knowledge is much more limited than Mephistopheles's and the solution to finding his 
way back to God comparatively easy—avoid “weakness, slime, corruption, woman.”51 The paral-
lel continues as Penitent's resolve is tested by a devil resembling a beautiful woman. In Marlow-
e's play, Mephistopheles, fearing that Faustus may yet fall on grace, resolves to tempt his body 
with, “That heavenly Helen which I saw of late” and Faustus yields to his temptation:52 
 
 Was this the face that launched a thousand ships 
 And burned the topless towers of Ilium? 
 Sweet Helen, make me immortal with a kiss. 
 Her lips suck forth my soul. See where it flies! (12.85-88) 
 
From this point on the possibility of Faustus's repentance is precluded. No such difficulty arises 
for Penitent who fares better at resisting the succubus, quoting Hamlet at her, “Shield me, you 
ministers of faith and grace,” and receiving her own ghostly quotation in return, “Remember!” 
(MW, 4.1.33, 4.1.42) 

Unlike the ghost in Hamlet or the devilish Helen in Faustus, however, the phantom of 
Mistress Harebrain could hardly be expected to inspire fear on the part of the audience. Penitent's 
serious reaction to her is perfectly in keeping with his role as would-be tragic hero. His concern 
for his spiritual state, however, is much more easily alleviated than Hamlet's or Faustus's. His 
apparently genuine conversion reduces any theological problems to the manageable size appro-
priate for a comedy. The scenes in Mad World that, in their quotation of Hamlet and Faustus, 
threaten to become The Tragedy of Master Penitent Brothel instead demonstrate to the audience 
that Middleton's play has nothing like the stakes of either tragedy. His skilful parodies tell the 
audience to put their feet up while rewarding them for their theatrical connoisseurship; they can 
have, in the words of Stephen Sondheim, tragedy tomorrow, comedy tonight. 

Middleton's use of rival companies' tragedies parodies them in a way that legitimizes the 
audience's enjoyment of them while at the same time suggesting the benefits of a type of drama 
that is, by comparison, refreshingly simple and enjoyable. Similarly, Middleton's Five Gallants 
incorporates a conventional romantic comedy plotline into its action and relies on it for the reso-
lution of the action. As before, the ghost of the old theatrical form enables the positive resolution 
of the new. Where previous playwrights had treated romantic comedy as the rival of city comedy 
Middleton seamlessly marries the two. 

Five Gallants evinces self-consciousness about the established conventions of its own 
genre. To begin, the prologue sets the play up as an assemblage of stage types: 

 
Passing over the stage: the bawd-gallant, with three wenches gallantly attired; meets him 
the whore-gallant, the pocket-gallant, the cheating-gallant; kiss these three wenches and 
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depart in a little whisper and wanton action.  Now, for the other, the broker-gallant, he 
sits at home yet, I warrant you, at this time of day, summing up his pawns.53 

 
It is typical for city comedies to rely on typological names, but Middleton takes the genre's mo-
rality play debts a step further in his refusal to cloak his characters even with the metaphorical 
names they possess.54 Unlike in a morality play, however, each type presented at the beginning 
of the play is a vice figure, turning the opening into a parade of the seven deadly sins. (The 
masque at the end, where each gallant bears a shield, or “device,” that uncovers his sinful nature, 
recapitulates the opening.) The play opens with Frip, the broker-gallant, in his pawn shop and the 
busy scene, filled with stage properties, goes on for nearly three hundred lines before Primero, 
the bawd-gallant, inquires rhetorically, “In what are we forgetful all this while?” and answers his 
own question with “The wooing business” (FG, 1.1.266-67).  

The delayed introduction of what would be the main plotline in other plays (including 
those by Shakespeare) is a self-conscious, ironic gesture on Middleton's part. In delaying the 
“wooing business,” Middleton firmly establishes his fictional world as belonging to the new co-
medic tradition, suggesting the irrelevance of such “wooing” to the modern world of city com-
merce. The “wooing business” opens the second scene as the young lovers, Katherine and Fitz-
grave, enter the play. The two are the only characters whose names do not possess typological 
associations, further distinguishing them from the gallants of the title.55 Katherine shares her 
name with the Shakespearean protagonist of The Taming of the Shrew, the French princess of 
Henry V, a waiting lady in Love's Labour's Lost, and several queens in history plays.56   

The name alone might be mere coincidence; however Katherine's attitude toward mar-
riage and courtship dovetails with that of several famous Shakespearean women. In deference to 
a “dutiful sorrow for my father's death” (1.2.43), Katherine proposes a delay in answering her 
suitors: 

 
Nor do I dissuade any of his hopes, 

 Because my heart is not yet thoroughly fixed 
 On marriage or the man, 
 But crave the quiet respite of one month— 
 The month unto this night—against which time 
 I do invite you all to that election, 
 Which, on my unstained faith and virgin promise, 
 Shall light amongst no strangers, but yourselves. (FG, 1.2.55-62) 
 
Katherine's insistence on a suitable mourning period is like that demanded by the Princess at the 
conclusion of Love's Labour's Lost: 
 
 If for my love—as there is no such cause— 
 You will do aught, this shall you do for me: 
 Your oath I will not trust, but go with speed 
 To some forlorn and naked hermitage 
 Remote from all the pleasures of the world. 
 There stay until the twelve celestial signs 
 Have brought about the annual reckoning. 
 … 
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 I will be thine, and till that instance shut 
 My woeful self up in a mourning house, 
 Raining the tears of lamentation 
 For the remembrance of my father's death. (LLL, 5.2.788-806) 
         
Katherine's proposed period of one month is far less arduous than the year that the young lovers 
in Shakespeare's play must endure, perhaps because, as Berowne says, a year is “ too long for a 
play” (LLL, 5.2.867). But Katherine shares with the Princess a concern about an overhasty mar-
riage or, put another way, about foisting a comic conclusion on tragic circumstances. Her period 
of enforced mourning additionally recalls that imposed by Olivia in Twelfth Night.57 In all cases, 
the main obstacle to the union of the young lovers appears in the form of a dutiful mourning pe-
riod. 

Just as the “wooing business” was forgotten at the opening of Five Gallants it remains 
absent from the stage after Katherine's exit at the end of the second scene, though Tailby men-
tions her again as “Our chiefest business and least thought upon” (FG, 4.7.196).58 Fitzgrave, too, 
effectively vanishes, appearing in his disguise as the tutor “Bowser” until the conclusion of the 
play. Symbolically, the old world of romantic comedy has been displaced by the mercantile 
world of a new genre. Its existence, however, remains crucial to the completion of the action and 
the resolution of the play. 
 The scenes of city life that fill the intervening acts are indebted to Shakespeare. It's diffi-
cult not to feel that all tavern scenes written for the stage the success of 1 Henry IV are in some 
way modeled on it, and the Vintner who introduces himself as “Jack,” a scoundrel and a thief, 
reinforces this impression: 
 
  Goldstone:   What's thy name, vintner? 
  Vintner:   Jack, an please your worship. 

Goldstone:   Turn knight like thy companions, scoundrel.  Live upon usury; 
wear thy gilt spurs at thy girdle for fear of slubbering. (2.4.52-56) 

 
Aside from the obvious (and by this point expected) joke about James's cheapening of knight-
hoods, Cohen and Jowett find in this a probable allusion to Falstaff, “especially in view of the 
joke on 'anon, anon, sir' at ll. 18-19.”59 The joke has to do with Francis, the Drawer in 1 Henry IV 
who, with some goading, answers all Poins's calls for service with “Anon, anon, sir.”60 Although 
the affinity here might not seem strong, this particular bit of stage business would probably have 
been much more memorable to audiences who had recently watched 1 Henry IV than it is to us 
today. 
 Five Gallants's scene of highway robbery also follows the action of 1 Henry IV, though 
in Middleton's case the robber is the Pursenet (who steals for a living) rather than the disguised 
Prince (who steals for comedic effect). Taking a leaf from Hal's book, Pursenet (in disguise) first 
robs Tailby and attempts to rob Fitzgrave, who retaliates and wounds him. Worried about being 
exposed as a thief, Pursenet, like Falstaff, lies about the encounter when questioned. Asked by 
Tailby about his cut, Pursenet attributes it to “a paltry fray in Coleman Street” where “No less 
than three at once, sir, made a triangle with their swords and daggers, and all opposing me” (FG, 
3.4.59; 3.4.61-62). Tailby, too, exaggerates, claiming that he was robbed “of as much gold and 
jewels as I valued at forty pound,” a preposterous amount (3.4.73-74). In the parallel scene in 1 
Henry IV, Falstaff begins his tale of woe similarly, claiming that “There be four of us here have 
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ta'en a thousand pound this day morning” when the actual amount in question was three-hundred 
marks.61 In Falstaff's version of events, the number of assailants involved also keeps increasing 
from the actual number, “two rogues in buckram suits,” to “Four rogues in buckram,” all the way 
up to “Eleven buckram men grown out of two!” (1 Henry IV, 2.4.189-218). The notable differ-
ence, however, is that no one—even Fitzgrave—challenges the lies that Pursenet and Tailby tell; 
all the characters are equally invested in maintaining the fictions they rely on to preserve their 
reputations. 
 As though they have not been stealing, cheating, lying, and whoring, the gallants return to 
Katherine in the play's final act as she attempts to re-impose the decorum and style appropriate to 
a romantic comedy: 
 
 Grave gentlemen, in whose approvèd bosoms 
 My deceased father did repose much faith, 
 You're dearly welcome. Pray sit, command music, 
 See nothing want to beautify this night, 
 That holds my election in her peaceful arms— 
 Feasts, music, hymns, those sweet celestial charms. (FG, 5.2.1-6) 
 
Katherine's words and requests are the fitting conclusion to the genre from which her plot is 
drawn. The wedding she anticipates, with its “Feasts, music, hymns, those sweet celestial 
charms,” is the expected outcome of a comedy. Masques were not by any means exclusive to 
romantic comedies, but several of Shakespeare's most successful plays end with just such festive 
occasions. The apparent dilemma of Much Ado About Nothing is resolved by an unmasking that 
unites the couples and concludes in “a dance ere we are married.”62 As You Like It ends in a 
quadruple wedding, complete with music and the descent of Hymen onto the stage. The masque 
in Middleton's play, although it provides closure and ensures the marriage of Katherine and Fitz-
grave, is not so much celebratory as satirical.63 Unable to read Latin, the gallants unwittingly 
play themselves, revealing their vices to the audience on telltale shields. Fitzgrave's masque, like 
Fitzgrave himself, is both in keeping with comedic tradition and parodic of it. He and it thus par-
ticipate in both old and new traditions of comedy. The victory in the play is to Fitzgrave, a man 
who knows the rules of both the old and new worlds and, by extension, to Middleton, who knows 
the rules of both the old and new comedy. 
 It is hardly surprising, in light of this fact, that Middleton began working for the King's 
Men around the same time as he wrote his final boys' plays (1605). The habit of quotation in 
boys' plays did not cease with Middleton—as Francis Beaumont's wildly intertextual The Knight 
of the Burning Pestle testifies—but after the initial years of competition the adult companies 
were quick to learn from their rivals and adopt many of the forms and techniques of city comedy. 
Quotation as a mark of estrangement from the public theaters worked less well as the adult com-
panies' repertories evolved in response to the new genre. Adult companies like the King's Men 
produced some of what we now consider “classic” examples of city comedy, like Jonson's The 
Alchemist or Middleton's A Chaste Maid in Cheapside.  

The innovations of city comedy rapidly became imitable (and quotable) themselves and 
their quotation of older drama—playful and antagonistic—no longer served as a site for negotiat-
ing company reputations. The brief span during which the boys' companies employed quotation 
to distinguish themselves is, however, instructive as a case study in the richly intertextual, rapid-
ly evolving world of the repertory theater where notions of “influence” were more complex than 
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the remaining play texts can indicate to us today. The literary factors of influence and intertextu-
ality were powerful tools in the struggles among competing companies. The acknowledged ref-
erentiality of the Jacobean theater was not a sign of simple “rivalry,” but part of complex strate-
gy of self-promotion and self-fashioning on the part of the boys' companies and the junior 
dramatists who wrote for them. 
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CHAPTER FOUR  
 
OLD PLAYS, NEW SHEETS 
WRITING FOR READERS OF PLAYBOOKS 
 

Was this fair paper, this most goodly book 
Made to write 'whore' upon? 

- Othello, 4.2.72-73 
 

      
WATCH INSTANTLY: DRAMA ON DEMAND 
  
In an overview of the London theatrical scene in the years between Shakespeare's retirement 
(around 1613) and King James's death (in 1625), James Marino recounts an anecdote about Flor-
entine ambassador Antonio Foscarini who, attending a large public playhouse, witnessed an in-
dignant audience, invited to choose the next day's play, shouting down the actor's suggestion in 
favor of their old favorite, the “Friars.”1 Marino dwells on the seeming strangeness of the inci-
dent: “No matter how many times the members of the audience had already seen the 'Fri-
ars'…they were actually impatient for the next performance and refused to watch something else 
first. This is the most literal form of popular demand: a crowd of customers shouting to see a 
decades-old play again tomorrow.”2 The desire to watch an old favorite on demand is one with 
which modern viewers—of screens not stages—can identify and one that has recently driven the 
growing market share of Netflix with its popular streaming video feature, “Watch Instantly.” 
Armed with a library of popular television shows stretching from the 1950s (The Twilight Zone, 
Alfred Hitchcock Presents) through the 2000s (Buffy the Vampire Slayer, Dexter) and supple-
mented by specially-commissioned series (Orange is the New Black, a continuation of Arrested 
Development) the Netflix homepage is a space where you can try a new series or shout “to see a 
decades-old [show] again” today.  
 The mixture of old and new shows appeals to both veteran and amateur audience mem-
bers and, in this way, fundamentally replicates the experience of attending a professional theater 
in the later Jacobean period. The London theatrical market of the 1620s was intensely competi-
tive. Relative newcomers had to work hard to win a share of the profit and they did so by offer-
ing audiences plays that were at once new and familiar. This chapter presents three case studies, 
in Thomas Middleton and William Rowley's The Changeling (1622) and James Shirley's The 
Traitor (1631) and The Politician (1639), of plays that rely on a Shakespearean subtext to invite 
and reward literary-critical engagement from the audience. It argues that new drama written for 
the private theaters catered to an audience of the literate gentry who were familiar with plays 
from a specifically textual standpoint and suggests that it is in this audience that we can discern 
the first instantiation of the group that would become Habermas's bourgeois public. 

The London theatrical scene, with its dizzying array of companies and venues, looked 
very different at the close of Shakespeare's career than it had in 1594 when the Chamberlain's 
and Admiral's men began their rivalry.3 The repertories of most playing companies, however, 
had not substantially changed, a fact that inspires puzzlement and sometimes frustration on the 
part of literary critics. Theater historians attribute the persistence of old plays in the repertory to 
a change in audience taste.4 Such familiarity was to be found not only in the onstage presence of 
old plays, but also in the character of new ones. Kathleen McLuskie warns that there is “little 
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point in deploring or mocking the conventional quality of much Stuart drama” and urges readers 
instead to see it as “catering for a clearly defined audience who might recognize and enjoy varied 
treatments of familiar formulas.”5 In other words, the formulaic quality of later Stuart drama 
ought not to be viewed as an aesthetic shortcoming but instead as an invitation to further explora-
tion of the origin and evolution of its forms and conventions. 

The consistent popularity of old plays onstage evidently cut across social and economic 
barriers; revivals were successful not only at public venues like the Curtain or Red Bull but were 
also “a staple of the theatrical diet in the private playhouses and at court.”6 Such conclusions fly 
in the face of the presumed division between the attendees of the public theaters the habitués of 
private venues. Literary scholars have, on the whole, accepted and perpetuated this view of the 
inferiority of public theaters, audiences, and playwrights. Challenging the norm, studies like 
those by T.J. King and Anne Jennalie Cook have established that “the social composition of all 
theatre audiences was substantially the same, consisting of the 'privileged' of all classes who had 
money to spare from basic necessities, together with an exploiting sub-class of prostitutes, ven-
dors and thieves such as might be found at any large social gathering.”7 Both public and private 
theaters were, strictly speaking, luxuries; both offered audiences old favorites alongside new, 
rather formulaic, productions; and, often, both employed the same playwrights (such as Massin-
ger and Heywood). Yet, as McLuskie points out, the fact remains “that the differences were per-
ceived and insisted upon” in their own time.8 

The self-styled “sophistication” of the private, indoor theaters rested in part on a claim to 
innovation, made possible through contracts with “professional” playwrights like Richard 
Brome, Philip Massinger, and James Shirley that required, typically, at least two new plays a 
year.9 Such new plays might have been flashy—and more expensive—but they were hardly the 
norm even for the Phoenix and Blackfriars. As G.E. Bentley describes it “most of the plays pre-
sented by any company in any season were old ones which the company had owned from one to 
as many as twenty-five years” while new plays “were expected to be special attractions” for 
which the theatre typically “doubled the admission prices.”10 The sporadic appearance of new 
drama made a remarkable difference to the self-perception of the private theaters. What becomes 
quickly apparent, however, is that the sophistication of new drama in fact depended upon famili-
arity with the plots and conventions of the old drama elsewhere disparaged. 

The previous chapter examined how inter-repertory allusion and quotation was part of an 
effort on the part of the boys' companies to establish a theatrical niche and attract a dedicated cli-
entele. The private theaters of the late Jacobean and Caroline period continued to present them-
selves as a sophisticated alternative to public playhouses. In addition, Jacobean and Caroline 
dramatists continued to depend on their audience's deep familiarity with drama from both public 
and private theaters and their consequent ability to recognize quotations. The 1620s and 1630s 
introduced an additional presumption of audience familiarity with drama from a specifically lit-
erary standpoint, something that became increasingly likely as the playbook industry thrived. 11 
The spectators at indoor theaters were typically highly literate members of the gentry and thus it 
is in the case of the private playhouses that the effect of printed playbooks on new drama can be 
discerned most clearly.  

It is my contention, then, that the new drama associated with the private theaters demand-
ed and rewarded knowledge of plays as literary texts. But what did it mean for Jacobean men and 
women to read, and particularly to read drama? In their introduction to Reading, Society and Pol-
itics in Early Modern England, Kevin Sharpe and Steve Zwicker argue that Protestant reading 
practices and humanist pedagogy “fostered … the capacity to hear and to read to compare and 
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conflate, to discern and apply meaning” such that readers were able “to perform their own read-
ings, and to construct their own, often dissenting, values and polities.”12 Charles Whitney, author 
of the only book-length study of the contemporary reception of early modern drama, asserts the 
importance of playbook readers, calling them a  “secondary dramatic audience, whether or not 
they were also playgoers.”13 The question for how early modern readers engaged with playbooks 
is complex and one to which we will return in the final chapter. For the moment, it is simply im-
portant to note that playgoers engaged thoughtfully and critically with drama whether it appeared 
on the stage or on the page. 

This model of engagement strongly evokes that described by Habermas as constitutive of 
the public sphere. The parallel is underscored by Martin Butler's characterization of the later Stu-
art audience as critically-thinking and politically-engaged. Butler finds in Caroline playgoers 
“the first audience to leave traces of widespread critical discussion” of the plays they saw, a habit 
enabled by the fact that “theatre-going and the collection of playbooks were becoming new areas 
of connoisseurship for the gentlemanly amateur.”14 More significantly, Butler argues for the 
theaters as sites of public discourse akin to French salons—cited by Habermas as the crucibles 
that forged the bourgeois public sphere: 

 
Unlike France, England had no salons…The gentry's need for an environment in which to 
meet and establish its own unity was fulfilled precisely by the theatres. The theatres were 
neutral zones, independent of the court, where the gentry gathered casually, but also on a 
regular basis and with interests that were widely shared, and where ideas and attitudes 
were actively exchanged. They were both public settings and areas of unrivalled personal 
interchange, environments where manners and mores could be determined and estab-
lished on a communal level.15 

 

Rather than being united primarily by a shared pastime (theater), the well-to-do audience was 
unified by its imbrication in London life including, of course, its politics. It makes sense, there-
fore, that it is in the audience of the private, indoor theaters that we can find the clearest instanti-
ation of Habermas's literate, critical bourgeois public. 
 The public reached by theater and the public reached by print overlapped most obviously 
and most extensively in the case of printed playbooks. If, as Sharpe and Zwicker claim, we can 
say that “in early modern England men and women…read themselves into citizens,” the effect of 
reading drama must be considered as part of that process.16 Whitney asserts that individuals' “di-
verse, pragmatic interpretations” of plays “contributed in their own ways to the development of 
public discourse and ultimately a public sphere.”17 Marta Straznick goes further, contending that 
playbooks provide an ideal case study for historians of the public sphere: 
 

After a quarter-century of research on the role of the theater in the social and political 
struggles of early modern England, we know that the theater both was and was perceived 
to be a crucial contributor to the development of an intellectual culture that fostered 
meaningful public debate. Attending the theater and watching a play was thus one means 
of access to the public sphere. Reading was another; and reading a play, especially a play 
that had also been performed in the public theater, was distinct yet again in that it inte-
grated two modes of public engagement.18 
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Straznick's “two modes of public engagement” happen also to be two in which Shakespeare was 
outstandingly successful. Shakespeare was unusual compared to most of his fellow playwrights 
in that his durability was not solely dependent upon circulation in the repertory but was comple-
mented by his enduring presence in print. Lukas Erne, David Scott Kastan and others have done 
much to show that, far from being averse or indifferent toward publication, Shakespeare sought 
to promote and curate the printing of his plays.19 Shakespeare, and the King's Men more general-
ly, were far more active in the printing of plays than comparable playwrights and companies. It is 
for this reason that they overshadow much of our perception of the period's drama. It is also, 
however, why Shakespeare in particular is central to a history of printed drama and its effects. 
 In what follows, I present three case studies of late Jacobean and Caroline plays that pos-
sess a sub-text drawn from the foregoing quarter century of popular English drama. The sub-
texts are, in all cases, Shakespearean, though it is clear that similar readings could be performed 
with playwrights like Marlowe and Fletcher. I argue that Shakespeare's plays provide a meaning-
ful subtext and reveal an interpretive framework to audience members habituated to critical en-
gagement with drama and attuned to potential parallels. I contend that writing for readers of 
playbooks produced drama that invited and fostered literary-critical engagement from the audi-
ence and that represented itself, through allusion and reference, as heir to the literary-dramatic 
tradition incarnated in print. 
 
THE CHANGELING: IAGO'S DESDEMONA 
 

When Beatrice-Joanna, the protagonist of 1622 play The Changeling, anticipates her 
wedding night with dread, worrying that her husband will immediately detect that she is no vir-
gin, she declares that “He cannot but in justice strangle me/ As I lie by him”20 This self-
conscious reference to Othello is one of several in the play, by Thomas Middleton and William 
Rowley for the Lady Elizabeth's Men, and Shakespeare's is not the only old favorite woven into 
its fabric. The Changeling is a pastiche of drama of the previous quarter-century designed to at-
tract an audience well versed in theatrical tradition to the new playing company at the Phoenix.21 
Licensed to be acted on May 7, 1622 it was almost certainly the first play performed by the com-
pany, a bid for playgoers that sounded a note of serious competition to other London outfits. The 
choice of The Changeling as the company's introduction to the theater scene suggests that the 
company believed it would showcase their attractive features. The profusion of allusions to re-
cently printed plays implies that one such feature was new plays written for an audience familiar 
with popular drama from a literary standpoint. 

At the time of the first production of The Changeling the most consistently popular plays 
in print were The Spanish Tragedy, Richard III, 1 Henry IV, Mucedorus, and Dr. Faustus.22 Ad-
ditionally, The Maid's Tragedy (1619 and 1622) and Othello (its first printing the 1622 quarto) 
had recently been published. The influence of all four plays is evident in The Changeling and, 
though all had had stage success, they had all been more recently printed than performed.23  The 
Changeling's debts to Othello, however, are the most pervasive and provide the richest ground 
for inquiry.24 There is no recorded performance of Othello by the King's Men between 1613 and 
November of 1629.25 It was entered in the Stationers' Register to Thomas Walkley on October 6, 
1621 and was printed in 1622. It seems probable that it was available to the audience before the 
springtime opening of The Changeling and, therefore, could have been on the mind of audience 
members from a textual standpoint. The Changeling alludes to, and then inverts, Othello in a way 
that would have been unmistakable to contemporary playgoers. The Changeling's protagonist, 
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and sometime antagonist, Beatrice-Joanna is nothing less than the nightmare vision of Desdemo-
na conjured by Iago, brought to life and set loose on the material of a mannered courtly comedy. 

That Middleton and Rowley's play is about shifts and alterations is evident from the title.  
The changes that take place over the course of the play all connect to the central question of how 
to “know” an inward and essential state (e.g. guilt) from outward signs—also a central preoccu-
pation of Othello.26  Beatrice-Joanna's change provides the subject of one play as Othello's trans-
formation does the other. A contemporary audience would not, however, have expected Beatrice-
Joanna to be like Othello. Desdemona and Beatrice-Joanna share a virtuous appearance and a 
glowing reputation. In both cases, the chaste female character is a nearly blank slate. Othello 
calls Desdemona, “this faire paper, this most goodly booke,/ Made to write whore on” and, in 
Shakespeare's play, the act of writing is performed by Iago, the demon playwright who turns the 
classic materials of comedy into tragedy.27 In The Changeling, however, Beatrice-Joanna takes 
control of her own composition, as evidenced by De Flores's accusation that “though thou writ'st 
maid, thou [art a] whore in thy affection!” (3.4.141-42) Feminine virtue in the plays is a clean 
page that is, in both cases, mislabeled by the writing hand. 

In the opening scene, however, the playwrights provide clues that Desdemona and Be-
atrice-Joanna may ultimately be precisely opposite. The first scene of The Changeling lays out a 
romance plot between Beatrice-Joanna and Alsemero, a natural suitor. It is the very naturalness 
of this appearance that will enable Beatrice-Joanna to carry on an affair with the perverse De 
Flores. The first scene of Othello introduces an already-accomplished marriage with a man who 
appears to be a perverse choice but who, as becomes apparent, is naturally suited to Desdemona. 
It is the unnaturalness of this appearance that will enable Iago to convince Othello that Desde-
mona has been unfaithful. 

The opening scene of Othello focuses on the “unnatural” marriage between Desdemona 
and Othello which Brabantio refers to as “treason of the blood,” eliding his daughter's disobedi-
ence with its assumed cause, a kind of erotic mania that causes her “in spite of nature,/ Of yeares, 
of Countrey, credit, every thing,/ To fall in love with what she fear'd to looke on” (Othello, 6, 
12). Her father concludes that their relationship demonstrates “a judgement maimd, and most 
imperfect” which must be the result of “charmes,/ By which the property of youth and maiden-
hood/ May be abus'd” (11, 8) It transpires over the course of the scene that Desdemona's 
“judgement” is far from “maim'd.” We have seen in Chapter Two how in Renaissance theories of 
the mind “judgement” occupied the highest seat above the passions of the will and appetite. This 
critical faculty relies on reason, seeing past surface appearances (like Othello's) and discerning 
instead essential qualities of goodness. Othello is confident that he will disprove the judgment of 
his critics, “my parts, My Title, and my perfect soule,/ Shall manifest me rightly”(7), and indeed 
he does. According to their own testimony, the nature of the connection between Desdemona and 
Othello is highly cerebral, founded on words and compassion, a far cry from the “old blacke-
Ram…tupping your white Ewe” that Iago describes (4). 
 The affection that appears to come from “poison of the blood” is thus revealed to be at-
tributable to an engagement of the intellect. But Brabantio's accusations of unnaturalness haunt 
the play, providing Iago with seeds of doubt to sow in Othello's mind. By contrast, the opening 
scene of The Changeling shows nothing of Beatrice-Joanna's very real “treason of the blood.”  
The play opens with the courtly Alsemero describing her virtuous appearance, “'Twas in the 
temple where I first beheld her,/ And now again the same….The place is holy, so is my intent” 
(Changeling, 1.1.1-5). Their initial exchange confirms his characterization of Beatrice-Joanna as 
a cerebral creature determined, like Desdemona, to see past appearances: 
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Bea:   Our eyes are sentinels unto our judgments, 

And should give certain judgment what they see; 
But they are rash sometimes, and tell us wonders 
Of common things, which when our Judgements find, 
They can check the eyes, and call them blind.  

Als:   But I am further, lady; yesterday 
Was mine eyes' employment, and hither now 
They brought my judgement, where are both agreed. 
Both houses then consenting, 'tis agreed; 
Only there wants the confirmation 
By the hand royal. (1.1.75-85) 

 
In a familiar courtly conceit, Beatrice-Joanna and Alsemero speak of the body as miniature king-
dom; the eyes are “sentinels,” intelligence-gatherers who are necessary but rash, and judgment is 
the reflective body (a counsel) meant to pierce through appearances. Alsemero adds a layer of 
depth to the conceit by presenting the “eyes” and “judgement” as two legislative bodies, “Both 
houses then consenting,” which require only the “hand royal” of Beatrice-Joanna. The conceit 
appears to work out perfectly except that, as Beatrice-Joanna says, “There's one above me,” her 
father, who has promised her in marriage to Alonzo de Piracquo (1.1.86). 
 Thus far, as in Othello, the plot is the stuff of comedy: two well-spoken and well-suited 
lovers blocked by stubborn parental will that, perhaps, familiar dramatic devices (cross-dressing, 
disguise, revelation of kinship) might resolve. Certainly Alsemero does not seem poised for a 
dishonorable liaison, though it becomes clear that Beatrice-Joanna, like Desdemona, does not 
intend to be held hostage by her father's wishes. When Vermandero's responds to Alsemero's 
stiff assessment of Piracquo, “He's much/ Bound to you, sir,” with “He shall be bound to me,/ As 
fast as this tie can hold him; I'll want/ My will else,” Beatrice-Joanna is quick to have the last 
word in an aside, “I shall want mine if you do it” (1.1.225-29). We have, then, a familiar contest 
of wills between father and daughter for her marriage to one of two noble gentlemen; as yet, 
there is no sign of the “maim'd judgement” of which Desdemona stands accused. Such perversity 
enters with De Flores. There is no second Iago, but De Flores shares many of his attributes 
(along with hallmarks of a vice figure). However, De Flores's motivation is incomparably obvi-
ous (even embodied in his name) compared to Iago's: his sexual obsession with Beatrice-Joanna, 
whom he feels compelled “To follow still whilst she flies from me” (1.1.106). De Flores remains 
resolved to “please myself with sight/ Of her at all opportunities” and anything that furthers this 
goal is something he is willing to undertake (1.1.107-08). He is the archetype for a stage villain, 
physically deformed with a character to match, and certainly the first act leads the audience to 
believe that any tragedy that follows must have its cause in De Flores. 
 Beatrice-Joanna is the first, though far from the last, character in the play to compare De 
Flores to poison, describing her aversion to him as “my infirmity” and explaining it only as 
“some particular thing/ [others] must abandon as a deadly poison/ Which to a thousand other 
tastes were wholesome;/ Such to mine eyes is that same fellow there” (1.1.113-18). By her own 
account, De Flores has a toxic effect on Beatrice-Joanna's “eyes,” appearing hideous in a sense 
more profound than the aesthetic; she does not, however, mention his effect upon her judgment, 
something we are left to draw our own conclusions about. She provides some hint of its detri-
mental effect when she calls her hatred of De Flores her “infirmity,” a word that conveys a sense 
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of both disability and moral weakness. If his deformity is an obvious one that he wears, as Iago 
says, “on my sleeve” (Othello, 3), hers is invisible, buried deep within, and De Flores holds the 
key to it. Alsemero's prescient response, “There's scarce a thing but is both loved and loathed” 
(Changeling, 1.1.129), encapsulates Beatrice-Joanna's own plight as she comes to rely on and, 
indeed, to love the man who was once odious to her. 

The venomous De Flores, metaphorically, contains the kind of “mixtures powerfull ore 
the blood” (Othello, 12) with which Brabantio feared Desdemona had been drugged. He rouses 
Beatrice-Joanna's blood, in the sense relating to erotic attraction as well as to anger, when he 
picks up her dropped glove (an coquettish device familiar from, for instance, The Spanish Trage-
dy). Scorned by Beatrice-Joanna, De Flores muses on his ill-gotten trophy: 

 
Now I know 

She had rather wear my pelt tanned in a pair 
Of dancing pumps than I should thrust my fingers 
Into her sockets here, I know she hates me, 
Yet cannot choose but love her. (1.1.240-44) 

 
Clearly, the connotations of a lady's glove are not so easily dispensed with as Beatrice-Joanna 
imagines. When De Flores envisions (and perhaps enacts) “thrust[ing] my fingers/ Into her sock-
ets here” he anticipates the sexual relationship they will come to have. 

The potentially accidental dropping of the glove must also recall Desdemona's unfortu-
nate loss of her handkerchief. It seems likely that by the conclusion of the first scene of The 
Changeling the audience would be primed, through a series of overlapping archetypes, to expect 
the plot generally to follow that of Othello (a chaste woman's reputation wronged by a villainous 
serving-man results in tragedy). The second act, then, delivers a major shock when Beatrice-
Joanna is shown to resemble not the virtuous Desdemona familiar to readers, but the nightmare 
version of Desdemona created by Iago: a horrifying changeling. 
 Iago's Desdemona looks faithful and virtuous, but is possessed of unruly blood and a de-
formed will that led her to choose Othello as her husband and must, consequently, lead her to 
stray from him. This is a fair description of Beatrice-Joanna as she is revealed to the audience in 
the course of the play. The turn takes place in Act Two, Scene Two when Beatrice-Joanna em-
ploys De Flores to kill Alonzo. In the first scene of the second act, Beatrice-Joanna seems as vir-
tuous as she did at the opening of the play, reflecting that Alsemero is the perfect husband for her 
because:  
 
  I love now with the eyes of judgment, 

And see the way to merit, clearly see it. 
A true deserver like a diamond sparkles, 
In darkness you may see him, that's in absence, 
Which is the greatest darkness falls on love; 
Yet is he best discerned then 
With intellectual eyesight. (2.1.13-19) 

 
Mixing the metaphors of the play's opening scene, Beatrice-Joanna claims to behold Alsemero 
with “the eyes of judgment,” “intellectual eyesight” that exists on a higher plane from the physi-
cal attractions of beauty. Her soliloquy portrays her as highly cerebral, but the language of her 
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exchanges with De Flores reveal otherwise. Christopher Ricks has written about the sexual un-
dertones of several key words in the play—blood, service, and honour—and the way in which 
their secondary meaning becomes primary as Beatrice-Joanna (perhaps subconsciously) speaks 
the language not of “intellectual eyesight” but of frank sexuality.28 Encountering De Flores, she 
exclaims, “this ominous ill-faced fellow more disturbs me/ Than all my other passions” (2.1.53-
54). Once he has departed, she reflects that “I never see this fellow, but I think/ Of some harm 
towards me, danger's in my mind still;/ I scarce leave trembling of an hour after” (2.1.89-91). By 
her own admission, then, De Flores plays on her “passions,” overwhelming emotions which 
might, certainly, include rage but which might also include sexual appetite.29 He inspires in her a 
sense of “danger” and leaves her “trembling of an hour after”—with admixed fear and desire. In 
The Changeling, the two are inextricably linked in language as in plot. 
 Beatrice-Joanna at first seems ignorant of the subtext in her statements, but her plan for 
Alonzo's murder exposes her as capable of understanding both the innocent and the corrupted 
dimensions of her language and actions. Responding to a hint that Beatrice-Joanna would like 
Alonzo out of the picture, Alsemero proposes the noble route: “I'll send a challenge to Piracquo 
instantly” (2.2.28). Unwilling to lose Alsemero, either to death or prison, Beatrice-Joanna rejects 
the idea of a duel and wonders, instead, who might perform the “service” she has in mind: 
 

Blood-guiltiness becomes a fouler visage, 
And now I think on one. I was to blame, 
I ha'marred so good a market with my scorn; 
'T had been done questionless; the ugliest creature 
Creation framed for some use, yet to see 
I could not mark so much where it should be! (2.2.40-45) 

 
Her eyes, it seems, are freshly open to the beauty of the deformed De Flores who seems predes-
tined, “framed,” for the role of murderer. With his moral deformity suddenly attractive to her, 
Beatrice-Joanna compliments his appearance as well, “Y'have met with some good physician;/ 
Y'have pruned yourself, methinks, you were not wont/ To look so amorously” (2.2.73-75). The 
ambiguity of “look” here, as elsewhere, effaces the distinction between the object of the gaze and 
the gaze itself. The irony in this instance, however, is that De Flores both looks at her with exact-
ly as much desire as before and looks precisely as attractive as ever; the change, and our aware-
ness of it, centers on Beatrice-Joanna. De Flores's response is overtly sexual, “'Tis half an act of 
pleasure/ To hear her talk thus to me,” as is his motivation for assisting her; it is the unspoken  
“half” of the “act of pleasure” is that he has in mind when he offers himself as her servant 
(2.2.86-87).  
 As De Flores sues for employment, Beatrice-Joanna warns him that “There's horror in my 
service, blood and danger” which he openly welcomes (2.2.119). De Flores takes Beatrice-
Joanna's need for “service” as an indication of a comparable sexual need, “Hunger and pleasure, 
they'll commend sometimes/ Slovenly dishes, and feed heartily on 'em;/ Nay, which is stranger, 
refuse daintier for'em./ Some women are odd feeders” (2.2.150-53). The kind of indiscriminate 
consumption that Iago associated with Desdemona reappears in De Flores's characterization of 
the still-virginal Beatrice-Joanna as an “odd feeder” whose perverse appetite favors a “slovenly 
dish” like him. The specter of bestial female appetite that haunted Othello, driving him to claim 
that Desdemona had “with Cassio, hath the act of shame/ A thousand times committed” (Othello, 
95) also links Beatrice-Joanna inextricably with De Flores. 
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 The Changeling has an analog, too, to the infamous handkerchief that is the foundation of 
Iago's claims of Desdemona's infidelity: Alonzo's severed finger. The “work” of the murder that 
De Flores promises to perform occurs very quickly as Alonzo conveniently appears and asks to 
be shown the interior of the castle (2.2.127). Thanking De Flores for his help, even calling him 
“kind De Flores” (2.2.164), Alonzo is like Othello praising Iago's “honesty.” The “service” rep-
resented by the finger is hardly as complex, however, as the “work” represented by the handker-
chief. The handkerchief is a textile. It was wrought and, perhaps, imbued with magic properties. 
It has “work” woven into it which Bianca is tasked by Cassio with copying, “I must take out the 
whole worke, a likely pece of worke, that you should find it in your chamber, and not know who 
left it there” (Othello, 65). The complex spinning of Iago's web of lies—itself the “pece of 
worke” that put the handkerchief in Cassio's chamber—depends upon the woven handkerchief. 
The “work” of Othello is Iago's plot—the unfolding of action that takes place before us and that 
results in the “tragicke lodging of this bed” which Lodovico describes to Iago as “thy worke” 
(99). The production of the text (Othello) depends on the production, and reproducibility, of a 
textile (the handkerchief). “Service,” by contrast, is not mutable or iterable, “a duty or piece of 
work done” and already accomplished.30  

If the deaths in Othello occur because the handkerchief can be misleading—moved, cop-
ied, and misconstrued—those in The Changeling occur because the symbols of “service”—
Beatrice-Joanna's glove and Alonzo's finger—mean precisely what they appear to. De Flores re-
moves Alonzo's finger for the diamond ring immediately after he commits the murder, “finger 
and all shall off” (Changeling, 3.2.25). Returning to Beatrice-Joanna, he offers her this grisly 
trophy. The ring was, according to her, “the first token my father made me send him,” bringing 
to mind the fact that Desdemona's handkerchief was “her first remembrance from the Moore.”31 
Where the handkerchief came, metonymically, to stand for an essential quality of Desde-
mona's—her fidelity—the severed finger is a gross literalization of synecdoche, the part of a 
dead man standing in for the whole. As such, it cannot be moved, copied, or misconstrued in the 
way that the handkerchief is. In fact, the way in which Alonzo's ring—symbolizing their impend-
ing union into one flesh in marriage—will not come off disallows any ambiguity: “he was as 
loath to part with't, for it stuck/ As if the flesh and it were both one substance” (3.4.37-38). Like 
the dropped glove, which presaged a sexual union with De Flores, the severed finger is exactly 
what it appears to be; the jewel of Beatrice-Joanna's chastity is passed, through murder, from her 
fiancé to De Flores. 
 Blood, in the sense of bloodshed, incites blood in De Flores's  “base or fleshly appe-
tites”:32 “Oh, this act/ Has put me into spirit; I was as greedy on't/ As the parched earth of mois-
ture, when the clouds weep.”33 De Flores's words characterize his arousal and his union with Be-
atrice-Joanna as natural, a rain shower following a lengthy drought, where earlier the prospect of 
sexual congress with him made her an “odd feeder.” With the murder, something has changed to 
transform what had previously been a perverse coupling a fitting match. Beatrice-Joanna herself 
is horrified at the suggestion, scandalized by what De Flores proposes to be her end of the bar-
gain, but he scoffs “A woman dipped in blood, and talk of modesty!” (3.4.126) Recurring again 
to the problematic notion of blood, she urges him to “Think but upon the distance that creation/ 
Set 'twixt thy blood and mine, and keep thee there” (3.4.130-31), drawing forth a damning re-
sponse that rejects out of hand the notion of virtue as an inherent quality: 
 

Look but into your conscience, read me there. 
'Tis a true book, you'll find me there your equal. 
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Push, fly not to your birth, but settle you 
In what the act has made you, y'are no more now; 
You must forget your parentage to me. 
Y'are the deed's creature; by that name 
You lost your first condition, and I challenge you, 
As peace and innocency has turned you out, 
And made you one with me. (3.4.130-40) 

 
De Flores's figure of the “conscience” as a legible volume, a “true book,” recalls James I's use of 
the same figure as an ideal of transparency with the key difference that De Flores imagines the 
book of conscience as a means to damn rather than vindicate. And what Beatrice-Joanna's most 
inward thoughts would show, according to De Flores, is the collapse of any distinction between 
the two of them for, despite appearances, both are “the deed's creature.” 
 Yet, nothing of Beatrice-Joanna's transformation into the “deed's creature” shows on the 
surface as she labors to counterfeit proof of her virtue in the same way that Iago labored to fabri-
cate evidence of Desdemona's disloyalty. The “preposterous conclusions” which, as Joel Altman 
has pointed out, are essential for Iago are notably absent from The Changeling.34 In Shake-
speare's play, conclusions precede proof, setting the stage for misinterpretation and condemning 
corrupted judgment. In Middleton and Rowley's play “proof” as a category is effectively nulli-
fied since any piece of evidence can easily argue its opposite, sustaining multiple, equally plau-
sible, interpretations. Where Iago worked by subtle shifts of language, Beatrice-Joanna counter-
feits physical signs, imitating Diaphanta's responses to the virginity test and paying her to act as 
a substitute on the wedding night. The “proof” of The Changeling is almost unfailingly mislead-
ing, but there appears to be no corrective since even the most suspicious mind cannot distinguish 
between real and false positives. 

A remedy to this situation is offered by Shakespeare in the form of a repeated distinction 
between thinking and knowing. The latter is revealed to be the purview of the rational mind 
meant check false information coming from the eyes (or ears). The root of Othello's trouble is a 
poisoned judgment that credits mere suspicion over what is reasonable.35 Iago sets out to infect 
Othello's mind, rendering him incapable of exercising reason, as he outlines in a soliloquy about 
Cassio and Desdemona: 

 
I'le poure this pestilence into his eare, 
That she repeals him for her bodys lust; 
And by how much she strives to doe him good, 
She shall undoe her credit with the Moore, 
So will I turne her virtue into pitch, 
And out of her owne goodnesse make the net 
That shall enmesh 'em all. (Othello, 38) 

 
Desdemona's “credit,” her credibility and good reputation, is the agent that transforms her “virtue 
into pitch,” a change that—in direct contrast to Beatrice-Joanna's—is all in Othello's mind. The 
“pestilence” that Iago pours into Othello's ear about Cassio is part of several “Dangerous con-
ceits” which, as he says, “are in their natures poisons” and which bestow great weight upon in-
nocent signs; “trifles light as ayre,/ Are to the jealous, confirmations strong/ As proofes of holy 
writ” (51). 
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 That Iago aligns his “conceits” with “poisons” is telling not simply for what it says about 
Othello's diseased judgment. It emphasizes the fact that Othello is misled not by proof or by 
knowledge, but by “a fanciful notion” that amounts to “a (morbid) affection or seizure of the 
body or mind.”36 The hostile takeover of Othello's judgment is executed by convincing him to 
substitute Iago's venomous implications for his firsthand knowledge about Desdemona. Othello's 
much-vexed question of “proof” has, too, to do with the difference between to know and to 
think. To “know” something for truth—for instance, the faithfulness of your wife—is “to be fa-
miliar with by experience,” while to “think” something is the truth—for instance the faithless-
ness of your wife—is for it “To seem, to appear” to be so.37 Proof, “knowledge derived from ex-
perience” of Desdemona's fidelity is something Othello already possesses; proof, “a demonstra-
tion” of her infidelity is what Iago gives him, first in the handkerchief and second in Iago's ex-
change with Cassio (which Othello can see, but not hear).38 

Othello's weakness in asking for “ocular proofe” to “prove my Love a whore” comes 
about because Iago persuades him that something he knows is something he merely thinks (54). 
Puzzled by Iago's put-on concern about Cassio Othello tells him that “I doe not thinke but Des-
demona's honest” to which Iago responds, “Long live she so, and long live you to thinke so,” 
calling attention to the ambiguity inherent in “think.” He continues in this vein, responding to 
Othello's inquiry about Cassio, “Is he not honest” with “My Lord, for ought I know” (44). Impa-
tient, Othello demands “What does thou thinke?” receiving this response: 

 
Iago:  My Lord, you know I love you. 
Othello: I thinke thou doest, 
 And I know thou art full of love and honesty. 
 … 
Iago:     For Michael Cassio, 
 I dare presume, I thinke that he is honest. 
Othello: I thinke so to. (45) 

 
Iago's careful deployment of his “think”s and “know”s amplifies the uncertainty that Othello 
should weigh against experience and easily dismiss. So convincing, though, are Iago's thoughts 
that they come to replace Othello's knowledge. The conclusion of the play demonstrates that Iago 
was aware of this crucial distinction and employed it. Accused by Emilia, Iago's defense is that 
“I told him what I thought, and told no more”; his last lines in the play turn on the issue of 
knowledge, “Demand me nothing, what you know you know,/ From this time forth I will never 
speake word” (94, 97). Iago keeps his promise and the extent of our own knowledge—as the au-
dience—remains incomplete for we can only, and endlessly, think about what Iago's motivations 
are. 

Jasperino, in The Changeling, is the loyal friend to Alsemero that Iago pretends to be to 
Othello and it is he who uncovers Beatrice-Joanna's secret. His suspicions are sparked by an ex-
change he has overheard between Beatrice-Joanna and De Flores. He comes to Alsemero with “a 
friendly fear” and describes how, visiting the maid Diaphanta in the “back part of the house” for 
a “private conference” he “heard your bride's voice in the next room to me;/ And lending more 
attention, found De Flores/ Louder than she…Then fell we both to listen, and words passed/ Like 
those that challenge interest in a woman” (4.2.86-102). The incident parallels Iago's tale of the 
sleep-talking Cassio which, to Othello, “denoted a fore-gone conclusion” and made him want to 
“teare her all to peeces” (Othello, 54). Iago is quick to suggest that “other proofes” are needed at 
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which point, for the first time, he introduces the handkerchief (54). In both plays, these over-
heard conversations demand confirmation from the physical world. 
 Iago's solution is the handkerchief, an object which he links with her reputation, manag-
ing to suggest that it is more reliable indicator of virtue than she herself, “Her honour is an es-
sence that's not seene,/ They have it very oft, that have it not:/ But for the handkercher” (61). For 
his “ocular proof” Alsemero turns to his chemistry set, worried by Jasperino's information about 
Beatrice-Joanna in spite of the fact that “modesty's shrine is set in yonder forehead” (Change-
ling, 4.2.125-26). Aware that she is “suspected,” Beatrice-Joanna puts her earlier study of Diaph-
anta to good use and is able to “feign [the effects] handsomely” (4.2.131; 4.2.138). Alsemero's 
doubts about her virginity are dispelled by this ruse whose parallel in Othello is the exchange he 
observes between Iago and Cassio. 

Asked what would give him sufficient proof if not to “Behold her topt” (Othello, 61), 
Othello agrees that “imputation and strong circumstances/ Which leade directly to the doore of 
truth” would be enough as long as they hinged on a “living reason” (62). The handkerchief can 
hardly be said to be “living” and it is for this reason that Iago constructs a dumb show for Othel-
lo, setting him up to watch his exchange with Cassio. Othello is situated as a spectator, “in-
cave[ed]” and directed by Iago to “marke the Jeeres, the Jives, and notable scornes,/ That dwell 
in every region of his face;/ For I will make him tell the tale anew,/ Where, how, how oft, how 
long agoe, and when,/ He has, and is againe to cope your wife” (63). In talking to Cassio, how-
ever, Iago substitutes Bianca for Desdemona, and inquires about the likelihood of his marrying 
the courtesan (much to Cassio's amusement). Othello is entirely taken in by Cassio's gestures, 
following to the letter Iago's prediction that “As he shall smile, Othello shall goe mad,/ And his 
unbookish jealousie must conster/ Poore Cassio's smiles, gestures, and light behaviour,/ Quite in 
the wrong” (64). As Beatrice-Joanna substituted Diaphanta's reactions to the virginity test for her 
own, Bianca's unchaste actions substitute for Desdemona's supposed trespasses and both hus-
bands, to opposite ends, construe these physical demonstrations of “proof” incorrectly. 
 The ultimate revelation of Beatrice-Joanna's deception is similarly precipitated by a mo-
ment of observation. Jasperino directs Alsemero to a point where he may witness De Flores and 
his wife, “The prospect from the garden has showed/ Enough for deep suspicion” (Changeling, 
5.3.1-2). Alsemero goes on to challenge her loyalty in an exchange so similar to Othello's con-
frontation of the guiltless Desdemona that it heightens the ghastliness of Beatrice-Joanna's ac-
tions:  
 

Othello: Are not you a strumpet? 
Des:    No, as I am a Christian: 
 If to preserve this vessel for my Lord, 
 From any hated foule unlawfull touch, 
 Be not to be a strumpet, I am none. 
Othello: What, not a whore? 
Des:  No, as I shall be saved. 
Othello: Ist possible? 
Des.  O heaven forgivenesse. 
Othello. I cry you mercy, 
 I tooke you for that cunning whore of Venice, 
 That married with Othello: (Othello, 71) 
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Als.  You are a whore! 
Bea.  What a horrid sound it hath! It blasts a beauty to deformity,  
 … 
Als.  I'll all demolish, and seek out truth within you, 
 If there be any left. Let your sweet tongue 
 Prevent your heart's rifling; there I'll ransack 
 And tear out my suspicion. 
 … 
Bea. Show me the ground whereon you lost your love, 
 My spotless virtue may but tread on that, 
 Before I perish. (Changeling, 5.3.31-45) 

 
There is none of Desdemona's religiosity in Beatrice-Joanna's words and her responses are quite 
flippant, but the fact remains that neither husband has a way to “Show…the ground whereon you 
lost your love” since both women appear equally innocent. 
 The distance between Desdemona and Beatrice-Joanna is underscored a final time by 
their death-scene confessions. Desdemona says only, “A guiltlesse death I die,” refusing even to 
name Othello as her murderer. Othello remains certain that she has lied until after her death 
when Emilia, in what will be her final action, reveals that “that handkercher thou speakst on,/ I 
found by fortune and did give my husband” (Othello, 95). From this point on, Iago's conceits 
about Desdemona are supplanted by what Othello knows, that he “threw a pearle away/ Richer 
then al his Tribe” (99). Beatrice-Joanna withholds the truth about her relationship with De Flores 
for as long as possible, claiming, first, that “To your bed's scandal, I stand up innocence” despite 
an admission that “Your love has made me a/ A cruel murd'ress” (Changeling, 5.3.62-65). The 
confession of murder is enough for Alsemero who exclaims, “Oh, thou art all deformed!”, com-
pleting Beatrice-Joanna's transformation into the same “deed's creature” as De Flores (5.3.77). 
De Flores confirms the murder, confessing in a jocular way that the blow he dealt Alonzo was 
not “Upon” him but “quite through him, sure” and adding of Beatrice-Joanna simply, “she's a 
whore.” (5.3.104-05; 5.3.107). 
 Alsemero is convinced by these confessions and the audience—who knows rather than 
suspects her guilt—is convinced too. Alsemero spends the final moments of the play attempting 
to convince Vermandero and Tomazo that the obvious murder suspects they have apprehended 
only appear guilty. This competition between endings is almost comic and serves in part to high-
light the essential implausibility of the true situation. 
 

Ver.  I have suspicion near as proof itself 
 For Piracquo's murder. 
Als.    Sir I have proof 
 Beyond suspicion for Piracquo's murder. 
Ver.  Beseech you hear me; these two have been disguised 
 E'er since the deed was done. 
Als.     I have two other 
 That were more close disguised than your two could be, 
 E'er since the deed was done. (5.3.123-29) 
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Vermandero's “suspicion near as proof itself” and Alsemero's “proof beyond suspicion” appear 
poised to struggle for plausibility until they are interrupted by Beatrice-Joanna's ambiguous 
moans from the closet. Slain by De Flores, she emerges and confesses, ending with a plea for 
forgiveness (5.3.178-79). (De Flores, with no such plea, stabs himself.) In The Changeling, the 
only access to an interior, essential state like guilt in comes from confession. The play does not 
meditate on the points of difference between thinking and knowing, as Othello does, but denies 
the possibility of absolute knowledge. 
 The conclusion of The Changeling is oddly understated, given the horrors confessed and 
witnessed. Tomazo gives up his quest for revenge, since “My injuries/ Lie dead before me; I can 
exact no more”; Alsemero urges Vermandero to forget the whole incident, “Let it be blotted out, 
let your heart lose it,/ And it can never look you in the face,/ Nor tell a tale behind the back of 
life” and offers a rather pat recap of the “changes” in the play.39 Even without the epilogue, such 
an ending implicitly acknowledges the presence of the audience and gives a nod to a major 
change from Shakespeare's play: rather than an endless retelling of the tale, which Othello antic-
ipates and Lodovico sets out to do, this story is to be kept quiet (Othello, 99).  
 Except, of course, it won't be, for the company hopes to play it again and to great success. 
Part of the play's attraction is its alteration of old favorites to appeal to a new generation of thea-
ter-lovers as familiar with plays in print as in performance. The revelation of Beatrice-Joanna as 
Iago's Desdemona and the reworking of Othello into an inside-out version of the tale would have 
been amusing, surprising, and probably engaging enough to bring the audience back to the Lady 
Elizabeth's Men and, perhaps, create a dedicated following who would be impatient for their next 
performance. 
 
THE TRAITOR: RECOGNIZING RICHARD III 
  

The Lady Elizabeth's Men did, indeed, continue their success, and their highly literary 
productions, under the management of Christopher Beeston. Like all companies aside from the 
King's Men, however, they did not emerge from the 1625 closure of the theaters in their original 
form. With Charles's accession and the installment of a new queen, Beeston took the opportunity 
to set up a new company in the Phoenix, “from which he had evicted the remnant of the old Lady 
Elizabeth's company, taking several of their leading actors...as well as a number of plays from 
their old repertories, for the newly organized Queen Henrietta's Men.”40 Queen Henrietta's Men 
was thus in some ways a reincarnation of the Lady Elizabeth's Men including its venue, its ac-
tors, its repertory (including The Changeling), and its demographic. It was to this new-old com-
pany that James Shirley arrived in 1625 and where he stayed until the next major theater closure 
in 1636-7 (during a virulent outbreak of the plague). Shirley enjoyed a glowing reputation during 
his own time, particularly for his comedies which fit well with what Bentley calls the company's 
proclivity for “timely plays” that violated the Master of the Revels's prohibition against “satiriza-
tion of individuals of rank or position.”41 Shirley's plays maintain—even amplify—the expecta-
tion of a well-read audience, working alternately with and against well-established dramatic con-
ventions to evoke pleasure and surprise. 
 In the case of Shirley's tragedies, additionally, he uses dramatic formulae to engage his 
audience in political questions, employing recognizable archetypes to differentiate the cogno-
scenti in the audience from the politically naïve characters in the plays. In many cases the sub-
texts Shirley employs are Shakespearean, though Robert Forsythe's compendious index of The 
Relation of Shirley's Plays to the Elizabethan Drama demonstrates the breadth of theatrical 
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knowledge displayed in his plays.42 Two tragedies—one from the start of theater's final decade 
and one from its conclusion—invoke, to different purposes, Shakespeare's most successful histo-
ry plays: Richard III, Richard II, and 1 Henry IV.43  

The Traitor (1631, printed 1635) is drawn from Florentine history and presents in Lo-
renzo a reincarnation of Richard III: a consummate actor able to gain power through Machiavel-
lian tricks.44 The Politician (1639, printed 1655) concerns another Machiavel, Gotharus, who us-
es archetypes established by Shakespeare to persuade the King of Norway that his son is a trai-
torous Bolingbroke and he a wronged Richard II. Traitor prompts the audience to recognize the 
obvious theatrical analogue and distrust Lorenzo accordingly; Politician instead depicts a charac-
ter within the fictional world of the play using theatrical precedent to mislead a monarch. The 
distance traveled between the two plays indicates the deepening complexity of the playwright's 
use theatrical precedents and the increasing demand on the audience to act as critical readers—
not only of fiction but of the political rhetoric they were exposed to in their daily lives. 

Traitor was licensed by the Master of the Revels on May 4, 1631. The most recent print-
ing of Richard III was a 1629 quarto; the play had previously appeared in five quartos and the 
first folio.45 The plot of the Traitor (in a familiar dramatic formula) concerns a passive and lust-
ful ruler misled by an opportunistic favorite (Lorenzo).46 Shakespeare had employed some of 
these plot elements in Richard III, characterizing King Edward IV as a frivolous, peacetime 
monarch so distracted by his low-born queen (and former mistress) Elizabeth Woodville that he 
leaves himself vulnerable to the machinations of Richard.47 Shirley's Lorenzo provides an obvi-
ous analogue to Richard III for any audience member familiar with Shakespeare's play which, 
given its enduring popularity in print, was a potentially substantial proportion. Forsythe finds 
primary points of connection between the two plays to be Lorenzo's letter to Depazzai which 
“parallels Richard's instructions to Buckingham [in 3.5]” and the soliloquy that opens Act Four 
in which Lorenzo lays out his plans for the Duke's destruction, recalling the opening scene of 
Shakespeare's play.48 In this second case in particular, Shirley contrasts the privileged knowledge 
possessed by his audience of readers with the uncertainty about Lorenzo's motivations evinced 
by the naïve characters who have, presumably, not had the chance to become familiar with the 
same plays. 

The difference between Shakespeare and Shirley's use of soliloquy highlights the dispari-
ty between the relative epistemological positions of their audience members. In Shakespeare's 
play the theatrical audience, unlike the characters onstage, is able to differentiate between Rich-
ard's ostensible motivations and his true ones because they have been given privileged insight 
through Richard's framing soliloquies. The parallel that Forsythe cites between Richard III 1.1 
and Traitor 4.1 exemplifies the trouble taken by Shirley to make sure that Lorenzo's motives re-
main unstated. He chooses to reveal them only after the initial failure of Lorenzo's coup d'etat, 
ensuring that, unless they are in the know, the theatrical audience remains in the same position as 
the characters onstage. If, however, Shirley's spectators are veteran playbook readers, they will 
be able to identify Lorenzo as a dangerous type of character. It seems unlikely, however, that 
there were any members of Shirley's audience who would not have recognized Lorenzo for what 
he was and joined the cognoscenti; his revelation in 4.1 serves merely to confirm what they have 
suspected all along. The absence of soliloquies in Shirley's play thus alienates his audience from 
Lorenzo from the beginning—precisely the opposite tack taken by Shakespeare. 

Richard's soliloquies frame his scenes of manipulation and provide audience members 
with insight into his motives that the characters onstage can never share. This privileged 
knowledge aligns the audience with Richard, raising the specter of complicity and, as in a moral-
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ity play, demanding that the spectator choose the side of virtue. Richard's charismatic appeal to 
the audience, and its close kinship with theatrical skill required by Shakespeare's profession, has 
become a touchstone for critical discussions of the play. Paradoxically, Richard's power lies all 
in the striving—as he gains command of the kingdom he loses command of the stage.49 Richard's 
loss of control over the form of soliloquy—underscored by the difference between his first and 
his last—indexes his loss of control of the kingdom and, to an extent, the audience. Shirley's off-
stage audience—if they are paying attention—has been against Lorenzo from the beginning and 
must find his belated revelation of his true nature a relief.  

They must surely, also, experience frustration with the onstage witnesses of Lorenzo's ac-
tions who are so deaf to political concerns that they appear not to detect the potential danger of 
Lorenzo, preoccupied as they are with the distracting issues of romance and family honor. In 
Traitor the romance plot usurps the political plot just as Duke Alexander is overpowered by lust. 
Ethically upstanding characters—Cosmo, Alonzo, and Florio—display their morality in passive 
non-engagement with affairs of state. In this, perhaps, the characters are revealed to be entirely 
too much like some spectators, preferring to watch a story of love gone awry and virtue wronged 
even while a recognizable political drama unfolds around them. The broader message, easily ap-
plicable outside the walls of the theater, endorses active engagement with politics by illustrating 
the cost to the commonwealth of political leaders, particularly a monarch, overinvested in per-
sonal concerns. 

This distraction on the part of the characters is what enables Lorenzo's usurpation to pro-
ceed virtually unnoticed. Where Shakespeare had established Richard's skill with his soliloquies, 
alerting spectators to the persuasive danger of his words, Shirley presents Lorenzo's rhetorical 
skills unmediated, relying on the audience to employ their own hermeneutic of suspicion. Called 
in to read the letters accusing him of treason, Lorenzo insists that he has no motivation to kill 
Duke Alexander because “I am your nearest kinsman, and should forfeit/ Both name and future 
title to the state,/ By such a hasty, bloody disposition.”50 Students of Shakespeare's histories 
would immediately spot Lorenzo's argument as counterintuitive; there is no better motivation for 
treason than being the “nearest kinsman” to the throne. Lorenzo's subsequent argument for his 
own trustworthiness is equally double-edged for it emphasizes his willingness to dispose of the 
king's enemies: 

 
Lor:    Who, sir, overthrew 
 With his designs, your late ambitious brother, 
 Hippolito, who, like a meteor, threaten'd 
 A black and fatal omen? 
Duke: 'Twas Lorenzo. 
Lor:  Be yet as just, and say whose art directed 
 A countermine to check the pregnant hopes 

Of Salviati, who for his cardinal's cap, 
 In Rome was potent, and here popular? 
Duke:  None but Lorenzo. 
… 
Lor:  Whose service was commended when the exiles, 
 One of whose tribe accuseth me, had raised 
 Commotions in our Florence? When the hinge 
 Of state did faint under the burthen, and 
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 The people sweat with their own fears, to think 
 The soldier should inhabit their calm dwellings, 
 Who then rose up to your safety, and crush'd all 
 Their plots to air? 
Duke:  Our cousin, dear Lorenzo. (TT, 109) 

 
By his own account, Lorenzo crushed an uprising of exiles, destroyed a popular cardinal, and 
defeated (perhaps even assassinated) the duke's own brother. The idea that Lorenzo's actions 
stemmed from deep love and loyalty would be more plausible were it not for the weight of his-
torical—and theatrical—precedent arguing otherwise. The enemies of the Duke were also the 
enemies of Lorenzo not because they threatened the state but because they threatened his own 
prospects of ruling the kingdom. 
 This scene between the Duke in council and Lorenzo parallels the scene in Richard III 
where the sick King Edward appears in an attempt to reconcile Queen Elizabeth and her faction 
with his brothers. As Lorenzo does, Richard reminds Edward of the service he has performed on 
the his behalf: 
 

'Tis time to speak; my pains are quite forgot 
… 
Ere you were queen, ay, or your husband king, 
I was a packhorse in his great affairs, 
A weeder-out of his proud adversaries, 
A liberal rewarder of his friends. 
To royalize his blood, I spent mine own. (Richard III, 1.3.116-124) 
 

Richard's words refer to events that Shakespeare's audience (and readers) would have recalled 
from earlier history plays and would have recognized were entirely self-interested. Richard's 
characterization of himself as “a weeder-out of his proud adversaries” is particularly apposite to 
Lorenzo's account of his heroic actions. Yet, so eager is he to speak to him about his success in 
securing Amidea as his consort, the Duke rapidly dismisses all charges against Lorenzo. Here, as 
throughout, Shirley raises red flags of political danger that the characters choose to ignore in fa-
vor of social and sexual preoccupations. 
 Shirley underscores the characters' inability to learn specifically from the theater. (Not a 
problem, one assumes, his audience shares.) When the Duke is invited to the home of Amidea's 
vengeful brother Sciarrha (whom Lorenzo is depending upon to assassinate the ruler) he is 
shown a morality play that begins, “Now let Lust possess the throne/ Of Love” (TT, 135). The 
guests worry that, like Claudius, the Duke will be enraged by the play, but, ironically, he is too 
distracted by his desire for Amidea to absorb the moral. Phoebe Spinrad comments on the failed 
Mousetrap in a larger discussion on Shirley's inversion and parody of established dramatic con-
ventions: 
 

The message, of course, is that in old-fashioned plays, where nobility is inherent in all 
human nature and every man has a conscience, it is all very well for Claudius to jump up, 
call symbolically for lights, and run off to grapple with his sense of right and wrong; but 
in real life, villains rarely take alarm so easily—or recognize themselves in amateur theat-
ricals.51 
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Shirley's play, however, is a much more complex test of these skills than Sciarrha's, centering as 
it does on the distracting business of love and honor. Like other popular plays of the period, the 
plot depends on negotiating romantic pairings and relies on long dialogic passages concerning 
the nature of honor and virtue. Behind it all, however, stands the opportunistic Lorenzo who is 
able to exploit the preoccupations of private life in order to commit regicide and, almost, a coup. 
The play's title is a hint that, unlike the comedies for which Shirley was more famous, Traitor 
demands to be viewed politically and the audience should not let themselves be distracted. 
 Informed by the title, it would be difficult for the audience to mistake the character to 
whom the epithet belongs. Shakespeare takes care to establish Richard's onstage audience as 
skeptical of his persona, but unwilling to violate God's plan by challenging it. This acceptance is 
embodied in the character of the scrivener, who copied the order for Hastings's execution, a rep-
resentative of the people's position: “Who is so gross/ That cannot see this palpable device?/ Yet 
who so bold but says he sees it not?” (Richard III, 3.6.10-12) Shirley, by contrast, represents 
Duke's subjects as distractible, easily manipulated by rhetorical buzzwords. Lorenzo's first con-
versation with Sciarrha hints at the power of the people en masse although it is not a power ever 
brought onstage: 
 

Sci:  We know you have firm correspondence with 
 The banish'd men, whose desperate fortunes wait 
 Your call to tumult in our streets; all this, 
 Not to feed your ambition with a dukedom, 
 By the remove of Alexander, but 
 To serve your country, and create their peace 
 Who groan under the tyranny of a proud, 
 Lascivious monarch.—Is't not true, Lorenzo? 
 …. 
Lor:  Heaven knows, I've no particular design 
 To leap into a throne; I will disclaim 
 The privilege of blood; let me advance 
 Our liberty, restore the ancient laws 
 Of the republic, rescue from the jaws 
 Of lust your mothers, wives, your daughters, sisters— 
Sci:  Sisters! 
Lor:  From horrid rape—'las Amidea! (TT, 114-115) 

 
Sciarrha confirms the previous scene's report that Lorenzo was engaged in “correspondence with/ 
The banish'd men,” and that they await merely “Your call to tumult in our streets.” Sciarrha sug-
gests noble motives for an invasion, to “create their peace/ Who groan under the tyranny of a 
proud,/ Lascivious monarch,” which Lorenzo happily incorporates into his rhetoric, promising to 
“advance/ Our liberty, restore the ancient laws/ Of the republic.” Lorenzo's characterization of 
his rule as a restoration of an “ancient…republic” marked by “liberty” would certainly have res-
onated with the public of 1631 as discussions of republicanism and subjects' rights expanded. 
However, Shirley emphasizes Lorenzo's opportunistic appropriation of the phrase, advocating 
caution for his audience members. It is notable that neither Sciarrha nor Lorenzo believes in the 
political concepts they pay lip service to, using them instead as a pretext for their own reasons to 
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assassinate the Duke. Shirley's implication is that one ought to apply the same skepticism to con-
temporary political rhetoric. 
 Lorenzo recurs to the discourse of liberty in his instructions to his instrument, Depazzi, a 
comic character driven half-mad by the trials of being a traitor. Depazzi receives a letter from 
Lorenzo promising “something...to give Florence liberty” and containing instructions to “in the 
depth of night...cunningly disperse some rumours in the city, that the duke is dead; the people 
must be distracted” (134). Lorenzo's seizure of power relies on the people not for their support or 
judgment but for chaos. After the plot fails (thanks to Amidea), Lorenzo suggests that the Duke 
reassure the frightened multitude by appearing in person. Only at this point does Lorenzo reveal, 
in the play's only aside, intentions of unmixed villainy, “I hope they'll tear him; would he were 
dead any way!” (147) The animalistic crowd likely to “tear” the Duke apart like Julius Caesar's 
Cinna the poet are characterized as incapable of rational thought or political consciousness: 
 

Confusion on the giddy multitude, 
That, but two minutes ere the duke came at them, 
Bellow'd out Liberty shook the city with 
Their throats, no sooner saw him, but they melted 
With the hot apprehension of a gallows: 
And when a pardon was proclaim'd, (a fine 
State-snaffle for such mules,) they turn'd their cry 
To acclamations, and deaf'd heaven to beg 
His long and prosperous reign. (148) 

 
Unlike the citizens of London who refused to welcome Richard as their king, the citizens of 
Florence will support any cause, be it “Liberty” or Alexander's “long and prosperous reign.” 
From Lorenzo's perspective, the crowd is politically useless.  
 Depazzi, however, suggests a way in which the “giddy multitude” was far from irrelevant 
to politics. After begging Lorenzo to relieve him of his duties, “I would humbly entreat your 
lordship to excuse me, and get somebody else hereafter to be your traitor, in my stead,” he pro-
poses a fascinating alternative way to support Lorenzo—as a member of parliament: “My lord, I 
may do you service with a leading voice in the country; the kennel will cry on my side if it come 
to an election: you our your friend shall carry it in the commonwealth” (156, 158). Beyond the 
irony that Depazzi should view the office of an M.P. as roughly equivalent to that of a traitor, his 
offer indicates the increasing political clout of the country and the growing number of ways in 
which political structures can be manipulated by traitors. 
 Depazzi is one of the few characters, however, to mention the instruments of government, 
focused as all are on pursuing personal concerns. Indeed, Lorenzo's near-victory arrives as a con-
sequence of the Duke's distraction by romantic desire. The virtuous Amidea, dead at her brother's 
hand despite an unwavering commitment to chastity, is laid out as a trap for the Duke. Discover-
ing that the maiden awaiting him in bed is, in fact, a corpse, the Duke starts back and calls Lo-
renzo in: 
 

Duke:  Some traitor's hid within the chamber; see 
 My Amidea's dead! 
Lor:    Dead! 'tis impossible 
 Yet, she has a wound upon her breast. 
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Duke:  I prithee kill me: — 
 Ha! wilt thou murder me, Lorenzo—Villain!— 
 Oh, spare me to consider; I would live 
 A little longer: treason! 
Lor:     A little longer, say you? 
 It was my duty to obey you, sir. (183) 

 
The Duke is, of course, correct that “Some traitor's hid within the chamber,” though he does not 
suspect the truth of his words. His fatal deployment of the hyperbolic language of courtly love, “I 
prithee kill me” proves his undoing as Lorenzo is only too happy to act on “my duty to obey 
you.” Reminded what real “treason” is, the Duke's dying words invoke another story dramatized 
by Shakespeare: “Thus Caesar fell by Brutus” (183). Finally, and belatedly, the Duke draws the 
right parallel. His last lines offer himself as a moral tale, “let princes gather/ My dust into a glass, 
and learn to spend/ Their hour of state, that's all they have; for when/ That's out, Time never 
turns the glass again,” a lesson reminiscent of the previous generation's tragedies and, of course, 
histories (184). 

Florence is spared the rule of Lorenzo, however, by Sciarrha's revenge for his sister's 
death. Lorenzo proposes, first, that he and Sciarrha rule jointly, “I'll but wear the title,/ The pow-
er we'll divide” (185), a promise he never anticipates having to keep. Feigning acquiescence, 
Sciarrha reminds Lorenzo that “You told a tale once of a commonwealth,/ And liberty” which 
Lorenzo admits was “was to gain a faction/ With discontented persons, a fine trick/ To make a 
buz of reformation” (185). Sciarrha then initiates a duel in which both are mortally wounded. 
Ultimately, Lorenzo does not die because he murders the Duke of Florence; he dies because he 
urged Sciarrha's sister to dishonor their family. It is a private vendetta that removes the very real 
political threat of Lorenzo. 

This shockingly apolitical death is followed closely by an equally apolitical conclusion. 
Surveying the bodies Alonzo, in a role familiar to readers of Shakespeare, remarks that “I never 
heard/ Such killing stories; but 'tis meet we first/ Settle the state. – Cosmo, you are the next/ Of 
blood to challenge Florence” (187). The expected response from Cosmo would accept the rule 
and reflect on the work to be done in righting the state; Richard III ends in just such a way with 
Henry Richmond's speech: 

 
Abate the edge of traitors, gracious Lord, 
That would reduce these bloody days again 
And make poor England weep in streams of blood. 
Let them not live to taste this land's increase 
That would with reason would this fair land's peace. 
Now civil wounds are stopped; peace lives again. 
That she may long live here, God say amen. (Richard III, 5.5.35-41) 

 
Dramatic and political decorum are restored together as a way of containing the represented regi-
cide within the bounds of the play. The expected response, however, does not follow Alonzo's 
invitation to Cosmo: 
 

Pray defer 
That till the morning. Drag that murderer 
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To prison. Florio, you must not expect 
Your liberty, till all things be examin'd. 
Lorenzo, now I am above thy malice, 
And will make satisfaction to Oriana.— 
'Tis a sad night, my lords; by these you see 
There is no stay in proud mortality.52 

 
Alonzo's plan to “settle the state” is deferred along with more trivial concerns—the trial of Flo-
rio, a reconcilement with Oriana—and implicitly placed at the same level of importance. Such a 
presumption is disconcerting and has, in a sense, been the problem all along. The settlement and 
preservation of the state should not take a back seat to private concerns of honor and romance. 
The fact that Cosmo too does not appear to understand this bodes ill for Florence. 
 There are two groups within the audience vulnerable to criticism here: first, those who 
prefer light entertainment and romance to the difficult work of political consciousness and, se-
cond, and more significantly, those who are familiar with drama, but who are not able to discern 
and apply its moral and political lessons. A wide cross-section of both groups was likely found in 
the court and the monarch's own tastes placed him, at a minimum, in the first group. The Shake-
spearean subtext of Traitor underscores a message about analyzing and applying the lessons of-
fered by drama as Shirley urges his audience to take their entertainment seriously. 
 
THE POLITICIAN: BEWARE THE PLAYER KING 
 

The Politician possesses a more complex relationship to older drama whose legacy has 
grown during the nearly ten years between the two. Politician dates from 1639, around the time 
of Shirley's move from Ireland to London. Eight Shakespeare plays had been published in quarto 
between the composition of Traitor and Politician, including Richard II in 1634, Hamlet in 
1637, and 1 Henry IV in 1632 and 1639. Shirley draws on all three texts to create a play where 
the monarch is misled by manipulation of dramatic precedent while the audience is invited to 
recognize another, more fitting, parallel.53 Shirley offers the audience two competing typologies 
for the King of Norway: that of Richard II (the exemplum favored by the scheming Gotharus) or 
that of Henry IV. Gotharus persuades the King that he is caught up in one Shakespearean narra-
tive (the seizure of the crown by a rebellious subject) while he is revealed to the audience to be 
implicated in a different Shakespearean plot ending with the reconciliation of the king and his 
seemingly wayward son.  

Previously, in The Changeling and Traitor, playwrights rewarded audience members for 
their familiarity with printed drama, using the epistemological gap between characters' 
knowledge and audience knowledge to heighten dramatic tension in the play. In Politician, the 
characters too are assumed to be familiar with theatrical precedents, which are shown to have 
migrated beyond the theater and have become a tool at the service of unscrupulous politicians. 
There is a new sense of the necessity of fitting a life—especially a royal life—to theatrical ex-
empla and of the dangers inherent in this practice.54 The problem is not, however, that Shirley's 
monarch aligns himself with a fictional character, but that he aligns himself with the wrong fic-
tional character, misrecognizing his own precedent and believing himself part of a tragic narra-
tive: an error in judgment that almost makes it so. 

The King does not come to this misrecognition on his own; instead, he lets his perception 
be directed by the corrupt instrument Gotharus.55 Like Iago, Gotharus plots and directs his own 
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play and the part he provides for the king is that of Richard II, presenting the King's loyal son 
Turgesius as a threatening Bolingbroke. Turgesius, along with his aged uncle Olaus, is absent 
from the court, fighting a war on the King's behalf. Shirley reveals both to be figures of loyalty 
and good counsel and their absence from the play's initial scenes symbolizes the degenerate na-
ture of the Norwegian court. The martial prowess and popularity of Turgesisus recalls that pos-
sessed by Bolingbroke while the venerable nature of Olaus connects him to the wise, aged char-
acters of Richard's court, John of Gaunt and York.  

In Richard II, Gaunt and York symbolize the purer values of a vanished time and their 
deaths confirm the futility of its return. York's position as Richard's deputy, “left to underprop 
his land,/ Who, weak with age, cannot support myself,” foreshadows the ease with which he is 
forced to yield to Bolingbroke and those “braving arms” (Richard II, 2.2.82-83, 2.3.143). His 
final admonishment, “you that do abet him in this kind/ Cherish rebellion and are rebels all,” 
however, marks the crucial difference between Bolingbroke and Turgesius (2.3.146-147). Turge-
sius, the rightful heir, is neither “braving arms” against Norway nor acting as a “rebel”; how can 
he when he is the rightful heir apparent? Over the course of the play, the spurious parallels to 
Richard II suggested to the King by Gotharus serve, conversely, to demonstrate to the audience 
just how inappropriate such comparisons are and to heighten the contrast between the situation 
depicted by Shirley and that portrayed by Shakespeare.  

The following acts of the play demonstrate the mechanisms by which Gotharus persuades 
the King to view himself as another Richard. Gotharus's scheme rests, first, on corrupting Turge-
sius's most loyal friend, Aquinus, and, second, on counterfeiting “The prince's character” in a 
damning letter.56 The corruption of Aquinus appears successful to courtiers Hormenus and Cortes 
who carefully study his body language while conversing with Gotharus, “That leg confirms he is 
corrupt already” (112). Experts at observation and deduction, even the courtiers cannot spot 
Aquinus as an actor—as indeed the audience cannot until the revelation in the fourth act that he 
has only feigned corruption to trap Gotharus. The counterfeit “character” of the prince likewise 
fools the King whose outrage renders him receptive to Gotharus's suggestion that Turgesisus in-
tends to seize the crown: 

 
King:  More letters from the proud ambitious boy. 
 He dares to give us precepts; and writes here, 

We have too much forgot ourself, and honour, 
In making thee our queen; puts on his grace 
A discontent, and says, the triumph he 
Expected, the reward of his young merit, 
Will be ungloried in our sudden match, 
And weak election…. 
He threatens us, if we proceed, with his 
Command and power I'the army. Raise new forces 
To oppose them, and proclaim them rebels, traitors! (124) 

 
Gotharus's ability to “counterfeit” Turgesisus's “character” is a more complex forgery than copy-
ing his handwriting. To “counterfeit” meant also “to depict, delineate, portray”and “to adulter-
ate.”57 In forging the prince's character, then, Gotharus offers the King a spurious Turgesius, “a 
personality invested with distinctive attributes and qualities, by a novelist or dramatist” that 
closely resembles Bolingbroke.58 
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 Gotharus's letters present Turgesius as threatening the kingdom with its own army in or-
der to seize the crown from his father who holds it by “weak election.” The exact meaning of the 
phrase is ambiguous—much like Hamlet's reflection that Claudius “popped in betwixt the elec-
tion and my hopes”—but it certainly conveys the impression that the king lacks popular support. 
Marpisa also emphasizes this fact, and its dangers, advising the king the he should “Rather than 
disgrace your son,/ Divide me from your heart” because “the people love him” (TP, 124). Ac-
cording to Richard, appeal to the common people is also the most notable, and dangerous, aspect 
of Bolingbroke: 
 

Ourself, Bushy, Bagot here and Green 
Observed his courtship to the common people-  
How he did seem to dive into their hearts 
With humble and familiar courtesy, 
What reverence he did throw away on slaves, 
Wooing poor craftsmen with the craft of smiles 
And patient underbearing of his fortune, 
As 'twere to banish their affects with him. 
Off goes his bonnet to an oyster-wench. 
A brace of draymen bid God speed him well, 
And had the tribute of his supple knee 
With 'Thanks, my countrymen, my loving friends', 
As were our England in reversion his, 
And he our subjects' next degree in hope. (Richard II, 1.4.23-36) 
 

The ensuing acts of Shirley's play demonstrate the extent to which Turgesius is, similarly, a pop-
ular favorite, but the crucial difference between the two—sure to be noticed by the audience—is 
that Turgesius is already “our subjects' next degree in hope” and, as heir apparent, the kingdom 
is “in reversion his.” 

This distinction between Turgesius and Bolingbroke is deliberately obscured by Go-
tharus, who cautions the king against a peaceful response: “You may surrender up your crown; 
'twill shew/ Brave on Turgesius' temples, whose ambition/ Expects it” (TP, 139). Gotharus here 
conjures an image straight out of the Shakespearean scene where Richard invites Bolingbroke to 
“seize the crown. . .On this side my hand, and on that side thine,” forcing him to remove it phys-
ically from his grasp (Richard II, 4.1.182-183). The effect in Shakespeare's scene is to show 
Richard's deposition not a consensual granting of “the commons' suit” (4.1.155) but as a yielding 
to force and submission to providence—providence that will ultimately lead England to decades 
of civil war before the fortunate accession of Henry VII. 

Gotharus's narrative contains no such predictions of providential deliverance, portraying 
Turgesisus as an ambitious rebel poised to usher in an era of bloodshed and chaos: 

 
But let your kingdom suffer, 

Her heart to be torn by civil wars, 'tis none 
Of mine! and let him, in the blood of many 
Fathers, be made a king, your king, and you, 
That now command, be taught obedience! 
Creep to your child; exchange your palace for 
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A prison, and be humbled till you think 
Death a preferment: (TP, 140). 

 
Gotharus's final image of a king who will “exchange your palace for/ A prison, and be humbled 
till you think/ Death a preferment” clearly owes its lineage to Shakespeare's Richard II. Go-
tharus's words combine two of Richard's most famous speeches. The “exchange” of the “palace 
for/ A prison” recalls Richard's surrender to Bolingbroke: 
 

I'll give my jewels for a set of beads, 
My gorgeous palace for a hermitage 
… 
And my large kingdom for a little grave, 
A little, little grave, an obscure grave. (Richard II, 3.3.147-154) 

 
The humbling of the imprisoned monarch “till you think/ Death a preferment” echoes Richard's 
final moments and his lengthy (and only) soliloquy, “I have been studying how I may compare/ 
This prison where I live unto the world” (5.5.1-2), a winding reflection that concludes with a 
longing to transcend the earthly plane: 
 

But whate'er I be, 
Nor I nor any man that but man is 
With nothing shall be pleased till he be eased 
With being nothing. (Richard II, 5.5.38-41) 

 
Gotharus thus threatens the King with Richard's fate—unless, that is, he reaches out to stop his 
own Bolingbroke, Turgesius. 
 Gotharus's employment of Richard II as the model for his own plot is most evident in 
Shirley's recapitulation of Shakespeare's exchange between Richard and Bolingbroke on the cas-
tle walls. The staging of Shakespeare's central scene (3.3) would have been striking as well as 
symbolic, with Richard aloft and Bolingbroke waiting with his army in “the base court.” These 
visual elements are replicated in Shirley's play as Turgesisus, Olaus, and the army stand below 
with the King and Gotharus on the walls. Structurally, the scenes resemble one another as well. 
In Shakespeare's play, the scene is the first meeting between Richard and Bolingbroke since his 
return while in Shirley's it is the first meeting we have witnessed between king and son. In 
Shirley's play, Gotharus mediates the exchanges between the king and prince exactly as North-
umberland mediates the interchange between Richard and Bolingbroke. And, if the action of Pol-
itician were to conform to Richard II in the way Gotharus threatens, the wall scene would in both 
cases shift the balance of power from the monarch to the commander of the army, a fate the 
blinkered King is convinced awaits him.  

In Shakespeare's play, the wall scene provides the tipping point where Richard and Bol-
ingbroke symbolically change places, like the “two buckets” Richard describes as passing each 
other with “The emptier ever dancing in the air,/ The other down, unseen and full of water” 
(4.1.185-187). It remains famously unclear, however, to what extent Richard's surrender to Bol-
ingbroke is coerced. Richard himself first refers to Bolingbroke as king, proleptically transferring 
the title to his rival, “What says King Bolingbroke? Will his majesty/ Give Richard leave to live 
till Richard die?” and immediately after descends to the “Base court where kings grow base” 
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seemingly of his own free will (3.3.173-74, 3.3.180). Bolingbroke greets Richard with “fair du-
ty,” kneeling and addressing him as “My gracious lord,” but Richard rejects his gesture as a 
piece of theater, “Up, cousin, up. Your heart is up, I know,/ Thus high at least, although your 
knee be low,” presenting himself as forced to cede power, “What you will have, I'll give, and 
willing too;/ For do we must what force will have us do.”59 But Shakespeare maintains a delicate 
balance in the text, leaving unresolved the issue of whether Bolingbroke is pure “force” or an 
agent of God's will. 

There is no such ambiguity in the character of Turgesius once he appears in the play's 
third act. Shirley's decision to delay his introduction places the audience in the same position as 
the King for the first two acts and renders them equally vulnerable to Gotharus's construction of 
the situation (including, potentially, believing in its parallels to Richard II). With the revelation 
of Turgesius, however, Shirley turns the expectations created by Gotharus on their head and sug-
gests an alternate archetype to audience members who are in the know. Unlike Bolingbroke, who 
threatened to “use the advantage of my power/ And lay the summer's dust with showers of blood/ 
Rained from the wounds of slaughtered Englishmen” if his demands were not met (3.3.42-44), 
Turgesisus immediately expresses horror at the idea of civil conflict, For what sins/ Hath angry 
heaven decreed to punish Norway,/ And lay the scene of wrath in her own bowels?” (TP, 136). 
He believes equally strongly in the bonds of kingship, declaring it “not possible a father should/ 
Be so unkind to his own blood and honour” and disregarding his own safety, “'tis obedience to 
give up our breath,/ When fathers shall conspire their children's death” (TP, 136, 139). 

It is thus patently absurd when, upon hearing of Turgesisus's approach, the King calls 
him a “a bold traitor,” refers to his own accompanying army as “rebels,” and refuses to trust ei-
ther his son or his brother “Olaus, that incendiary” (141). The King sees with Gotharus's eyes 
and, in contrast to Shakespeare's Richard, delivers fewer than ten lines during the scene on the 
walls with Gotharus, literally and figuratively, speaking for him and treating Turgesius as a trai-
tor. Finding that “The gates are shut against us,” Turgesius refuses to “batter down the walls” as 
Olaus suggests: 

 
Your counsel I obey'd I' the wars abroad; 
… 
But give me leave to tell you, sir, at home 
Our conquest will be loss, and every wound 
We give our country is a crimson tear 
From our own heart. They are a viperous brood 
Gnaw through the bowels of their parent: I 
Will rather die without a monument, 
Than have it bear my name, to have defaced 
One heap of stones. (TP, 142) 

 
Turgesius's resolve to distinguish himself from the “viperous brood” that “Gnaw through the 
bowels of their parent” is a far cry from Bolingbroke's threat of “showers of blood.” Yet, upon 
his appearance, Gotharus treats Turgesius as though he had given Bolingbroke's speech, high-
lighting for the audience the very unfitness of the parallel: 
 

Thus from my master, to the prince of Norway 
…. 
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But when pride 
Of your own fames, and conquest in a war, 
Hath poison'd the obedience of a son, 
And tempted you to advance your sword, new bath'd 
In enemy's blood, against your countrys' bosom, 
Thus we receive you, and declare your piety 
And faith lost to your country, and your father. (143) 

       
Turgesius's response is puzzled, “My lord, all this concerns not me; we have/ But done our du-
ties, and return to lay/ The trophies at his feet, whose justice did/ Make us victorious, more than 
our own valour” (143). The language echoes the conditions offered by Bolingbroke to Richard, 
“Even at his feet to lay my arms and power/ Provided that my banishment repealed/ And lands 
restored again be freely granted,” but the sentiment is entirely different; while Bolingbroke's sur-
render is conditional, Turgesius's is not. 
 The unconditional nature of Turgesius's loyalty is underscored by his assertion of his 
right to speak with the king “without all titles but his son” (143). Turgesisus's insistence on see-
ing the King as his father underscores once more the crucial difference between him, the natural 
heir, and Bolingbroke. At the king's appearance Turgesisus, like Bolingbroke, kneels in his “filial 
duty.” Like Richard, the King rejects the gesture as “but counterfeit,” certain that Turgesisus has 
arrived “To force our blessing” (145). Shirley's King does agree meet the prince on the terms of 
family, “while he contains within/ The piety of a son, we shall embrace him” (146). Unlike Bol-
ingbroke, who came seeking “lineal royalties” and “Enfranchisement immediate” (Richard II, 
3.3.113-114) Turgesisus's arrival comes without demand for land or power. Turgesius's piety is 
further confirmed by a sudden series of events that appear to result in the prince's death at the 
hands of Aquinus, whom Olaus kills in retaliation. Turgesius's death at Gotharus's behest abrupt-
ly relocates treasonous rebellion not with the prince, but with the King, “In thy own bosom; thou 
hast kill'd thy son” (TP, 147). 
 Turgesisus's death is an abrupt departure from the narrative of Richard II and viewers, 
who knew the parallel to be false in any case, are left to seek a more fitting parallel. Shirley sug-
gests one possibility, 1 Henry IV, in the scenes of popular revolt that follow the prince's death. 
The clearest allusion to Shakespeare's most popular play occurs when Gotharus, pursued by a 
mob wishing to tear him limb from limb, encounters the flattering courtier Sueno. He robs Sueno 
of his clothing, promising not to betray him, then stabs him, hoping the mob will mistake Sueno's 
body for his own. Meanwhile he, like Falstaff fleeing Douglas (1 Henry IV, 5.4.75), lies on the 
ground feigning death, as the stage directions tell us, “He smears himself with Sueno's blood, 
and falls down as dead” (TP, 158). Unfortunately for Gotharus, Sueno is not quite dead himself 
and manages to inform the mob that “Gotharus murdered me, and shifted clothes” (159). The 
delay, however, has afforded Gotharus a chance to sneak off again and the mob rush off in hot 
pursuit. In a sudden reversal, Gotharus is revealed to the audience not as a clever Iago or Richard 
III, but as the comic, cowardly Falstaff.  

The audience, with a perspective no longer limited by Gotharus's narrative, is encouraged 
to view him in place of Falstaff and try the archetypes of 1 Henry IV on instead. And, just as Hal 
must cast off Falstaff to transform himself into King Henry, Turgesius must be rid of Gotharus to 
reconcile with his father. The reconciliation of father and son is the driving engine of the second 
half of Shirley's play, replacing the tragic script of Richard II and reasserting the order disturbed 
by Gotharus. The play not only follows the rules of tragicomedy more generally, moving from a 
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seemingly inevitable tragic conclusion through apparently miraculous circumstances, but moves 
from a tragic Shakespearean model to am harmonious Shakespearean conclusion.  

The most naïve viewer of the events depicted by Shirley is not, however, any audience 
member, but the King himself who—still unaware of the newer, more fitting parallel— remains 
wrapped in Gotharus's Richard II narrative until the play's last moments. Informed by his coun-
selors that, following the prince's demise, “discontent is broke into/ A wild rebellion, and many 
of your subjects/ Gather in tumults, and give out they will/ Revenge the prince's death” the king 
finds himself at the mercy of a mob rule. The state's army appears ready to attack, reinforcing the 
King's persistent notion of himself as Shakespeare's besieged monarch. Nor are the parallels en-
tirely absent. Just as Green once informed Richard that “the Earl of Worcester/ Hath broken his 
staff, resigned his steward ship,/ And all the household servants fled with him/ To Bolingbroke” 
(Richard II,  2.2.58-61), Hormensus tells Shirley's king that “The army, which you thought scat-
tered and broke,/ Is grown into a great and threat'ning body,/ Led by the duke Olaus, your lov'd 
uncle,/ Is marching hither; all your subjects fly to him” (TP, 163). 

Acting on Hormensus's information, and without realizing that Turgesius is still alive, it 
is appropriate that the next time we see the king—in the play's final scene—he is giving the part 
of Richard his best performance: 

 
 To whom now must I kneel? Where is the king? 

For I am nothing, and deserve to be so.— 
Unto you, uncle, must I bow, and give 
My crown? Pray take it; with it give me leave 
To tell you what it brings the hapless wearer, 
Beside the outside glory; for I am 
Read in the miserable fate of kings. 
You think it glorious to command, but are 
More subject than the poorest pays you duty; 
And must obey your fears, your want of sleep, 
Rebellion from your vassals, wounds even from 
Their very tongues, whose quietness you sweat for, 
For whose dear health you waste, and fright your strength 
To paleness, and your blood into a frost. 
You are not certain of a friend or servant, 
To build your faith upon; your life is but 
Your subjects' murmur, and your death their sacrifice. (168) 
           

Norway's speech is like a combination of Richard's three longest disquisitions on kingship whose 
debts are evidenced not in direction quotation, but in a profusion of verbal and thematic reso-
nances.60 The opening question, “To whom must I kneel? Where is the king?” parallels Richard's 
inquiries of Bolingbroke during the scene on the walls, “What must the King do now? Must he 
submit?...Must he lose/ The name of King?” (3.3.143-145) The following assertion that “I am 
nothing, and deserve to be so” echoes Richard's conclusion that “whate'er I be,/ Nor I nor any 
man that but man is/ With nothing shall be pleased till he be eased/ With being nothing” (5.5.38-
41). A few lines later, he offers Olaus the crown, as Richard had done with Bolingbroke, promis-
ing to relate “what it brings the hapless wearer,/ Beside the outside glory; for I am/ read in the 
miserable fate of kings.” Shirley's king has clearly been studying the same material as Shake-
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speare's Richard who was, too, well-versed in these “miserable fates” and who expressed the de-
sire to “sit upon the ground/ And tell sad stories of the death of kings” (3.2.155-156). Richard's 
disquisition on kingship led, rapidly, to the account Shirley's king promises of “what it brings the 
hapless wearer”:  
 

For within the hollow crown 
That rounds the mortal temples of a king 
Keeps death his court; and there the antic sits, 
Scoffing his state and grinning at his pomp. (3.2.160-163) 

 
For Richard, the crown is like a perspective painting, containing within it a grinning memento 
mori. For Shirley's King, however, the list of ills accompanying the crown is more mundane 
though he shares Richard's opinion that kings are “subjected” by subjects who “hourly” trample 
on their sovereign's head;/ For on my heart they tread now whilst I live” (3.3.157-158, 3.3.176). 
The reversal of positions, so that the king is “More subject than the poorest pays you duty,” is the 
keynote of both monarchs' theatrical self-pity.61  

The King's rendition of Richard is halted by Turgesius's appearance. The miraculous rev-
elation that his son is alive (and that he does not seek his death) provides the King, and Shirley, 
the opportunity to try on one final Shakespearean role, that of Lear: 

 
King:  Ha! do not fright me in my tears, which should 

Be rather blood, for yielding to thy death. 
I have let fall my penitence, though I was 
Counsell'd by him, whose truth I now suspect, 
In the amaze and puzzle of my state— 

Tur: Dear sir, let not one thought afflict you more. (TP, 168) 
 
He appears posed to indulge in another lengthy speech until prevented by his son. Perhaps, like 
England's monarch, Shirley's king is a bit overeager to theatricalize his life as it unfolds and per-
haps he, like Charles, has a preference for Shakespeare. In particular, his reference to “the amaze 
and puzzle of my state” is a markedly Shakespearean phrase out of keeping with Shirley's own 
style. Furthermore, the reconciliation between father and son closely follows that between Lear 
and Cordelia as the king wonders if he can believe his eyes, “I know not what to credit; art Tur-
gesius?” and the prince responds that he is “And do account your blessing and forgiveness,/ (If I 
have err'd,) above the whole world's empire./ The army, sir, is yours” (169). This concludes any 
possibility of a parallel to Richard II as the King is shown what the audience already knows: that 
Turgesius is loyal and the king deceived. 
 There is a hint, however, that Norway's monarch has not fully absorbed the play's lesson 
about the power (and perils) of drawing theatrical parallels to contemporary events. Following 
his tearful reconciliation with Turgesius the king seems prepared to continue acting the part of 
Lear, abdicating his power and conferring the crown upon his son: 
 

King:    'Tis in thee, Turgesius, 
To dispose all, to whom I give my crown.— 
Salute him king, by my example. 

Tur:      Stay; 
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Upon your duty stay! Will you be traitors, 
Consent your lawful king should be depos'd?— 
Sir, do not wound your son, and lay so great 
A stain upon his hopeful, his green honour. 
I now enjoy good men's opinions; 
This change will make them think I did conspire, 
And force your resignation: wear it still; 
By justice and yourself, it shall not touch 
My brow, till death translate you to a kingdom 
More glorious, and you leave me to succeed, 
Better'd by your example, in the practice 
Of a king's power and duty. (175) 

 
Treating the crown as a piece of property and not a divinely conferred office, just as Lear does, 
Turgesisus prevents his father from dividing the office of the king from his still-living body. A 
doctrinal object to the division of the body politic from the body natural is not, however, what 
prompts Turgesius to stop his father. The prince worries instead that the king's yielding of the 
crown hard on the heels of a popular uprising would  “wound your son” by laying “so great/ A 
stain upon his hopeful, his green honour.” He is able to anticipate the popular reaction, “This 
change will make them think I did conspire,/ And force your resignation,” demonstrating that, 
while he preserves his loyalty and to the principles of hereditary monarch he does also—unlike 
his father—understand the value of public opinion and the necessity of popular support. The 
power wielded by the populace has grown demonstrably between the time of Shakespeare's play 
and that of Shirley's. The canny Bolingbroke might have known how to harness the force of pop-
ularity, but prince Turgesius feels that he himself must be guided by it. 
 Politician offers an additional lesson to the populace itself by revealing drama as a tool at 
the disposal of politicians. Implicitly, Shirley urges the audience to read real-life political situa-
tions not simply according to theatrical models, but according to the correct theatrical models. 
Butler has argued for the Caroline theaters as the “focus around which this society could consti-
tute itself and develop its own self-consciousness” and reminded us that “theatre audiences, were 
themselves drawn from those same parliamentary classes from which the political challenge to 
Charles in 1640 would come.”62 As societal self-consciousness grew and disappointment mor-
phed into dissent people kept watching, and reading, plays. As shown in Chapters One and Two, 
drama was the medium through which audience members learned to be political subjects, to 
weigh and judge their intellectual and affective responses. Consequently, later in the century, the 
form (drama) became displaced from the space of the theater and was used as a model for engag-
ing with high-stakes, real-life political decisions and, in some cases, to manipulate those who are 
not better and more careful readers of theatrical precedents. The “pamphlet wars” of the 1640s 
provide an excellent chance to witness the cooption of theatrical precedent for explicitly politi-
cal, sometimes radical, ends.  
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CHAPTER FIVE 
 
THE COMPANY PLAYS KEEP 
THE THEATRICAL LEGACY IN NON-DRAMATIC LITERATURE, 1640-1660 
   

From Stories of this nature both Ancient and Modern which abound, the Poets also, and 
som English, have bin in this point so mindfull of Decorum, as to put never more pious 
words in the mouth of any person, then of a Tyrant. I shall not instance an abstruse 
Author, wherein the King might be less conversant, but one whom wee well know was 
the Closet Companion of these his solitudes, William Shakespeare; who introduces the 
Person of Richard the third, speaking in as high a strain of pietie, and mortification, as is 
utterd in any passage of this Book [Eikon Basilike]; and sometimes to the same sense and 
purpose with some words in this place. 

- John Milton, Eikonoklestes 
 

Then, O then most sadly [Parliament] fel into the same Condition, that Richard the third 
was in, when (alas!) ful sore against his wil, the whole care and burden of the Kingdom, 
was cast upon his shoulders; then (alas!) and from thenceforth, (wo and alas) they were 
forced (out of meer Necessity) to begin to seize upon…all he had, to their great 
discomfort and displeasure. 

- Edward Symmons, A Vindication of King Charles 
 
“A KINGDOM FOR A STAGE”: NEWS AND DRAMA  

 
By all metrics playbooks—cheap to produce, easily portable, and aimed at a wide 

readership—were a form of “popular print.” The term itself is heavily associated with the civil 
war and interregnum, but as critics like Margaret Spufford have demonstrated, the market for 
such “small books” was well in place before the 1640s.1 This chapter examines the popular 
printed brethren of the playbook—newsbooks, speeches, and polemics—during the years of the 
civil wars and interregnum to demonstrate that, on the side of production and consumption, plays 
kept company with texts that were explicitly political and addressed to a widely-conceived 
reading public. 

The popular print of this era is acknowledged by all theorists of the public sphere 
(including Habermas) to have been the crucible that forged our conception of the “public.” 
Previous chapters have discussed the way in which the early modern theater itself provided a 
space for the development of individual political consciousness and collective engagement with 
political issues. It is in these decades, however, that theatrical culture and the culture of popular 
print dovetail to the extent that it is not possible to talk about drama in the 1640s and 50s without 
situating it in the context of the “pamphlet wars.” It is appropriate, then, to begin with the form 
most often associated with these polarizing print attacks: the newsbook. 

 “News” was not news in 1642. So-called “newsbooks” had their origins in the 1620s in 
England and earlier on the Continent.2 The first English incarnation of the newspaper was the 
“coronto” (or “curanto”), a brief missive bearing “a true relation of affaires of Europe” (as a 
1622 headline claimed) or “the last newes from severall parts of the world” (in 1623).3 The 
impetus for the development of the English newspaper was the Thirty Years' War and its 
growing centrality to domestic politics. Enterprising publishers capitalized on a growing hunger 
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for information, especially on the part of Protestants eager to learn how their continental fellows 
were faring against the Habsburgs. Dominance of the newsbook market was won by a man 
named Nathaniel Butter, widely recognized by modern scholars as the progenitor of the English 
newspaper.4 
 Butter's name might look familiar to readers of seventeenth-century drama. He had begun 
publishing plays no later than 1605, beginning with Thomas Heywood's tale of Queen Elizabeth 
If You Know Not Me, You Know Nobody (performed by Queen Anne's Men) and its companion 
piece by Samuel Rowley concerning Henry VIII, When You See Me, You Know Me (performed 
by Prince Henry's Men).5 These titles remained a staple commodity for Butter along with other 
plays including the first quarto of King Lear. Butter did not, however, publish any newly-
acquired plays after 1610; all subsequent playbook publications were republications. In 1611, he 
made a seamless transition from drama to current events, publishing his first news item, Newes 
from Spaine, a translation of a recent edict by Philip III.6 Butter began regular newsbook 
production in 1622. In the intervening decade a handful of his publications offered news from 
Europe, but he mostly published a variety of material catering to popular taste including sermons 
and anti-Catholic polemics. Butter never published solely newsbooks, but by the 1620s the 
newsbook had displaced the playbook as his top saleable commodity. 
 Butter's monopoly did not survive the opening of the press floodgates that occurred in 
1641. And while he continued to contribute to the outpouring of newsbooks and “Diurnals,” 
speeches and declarations, petitions and polemics, and other manner of “paper bullets” that 
accompanied the onset of the civil wars, Butter was no longer alone in following his audience 
out of the theaters and into the streets of London.7 
 The analogy between the theater as an institution and the “theater” taking place within the 
Houses of Parliament was longstanding.8 The previous chapter argued that the coincidence of the 
expansion of the theaters in the 1630s with Charles's proroguing of parliament meant that the 
theaters themselves became a site of political discussions off stage as well as on. This chapter 
asserts the converse, examining the way in which the summoning of the Long Parliament in 
November 1640 shifted the locus of public political engagement from the boards of the theaters 
to the floors of the Houses. With more attention being paid to the “theater” of parliament than the 
theaters of London issues once accessed by the public through the stage now went directly into 
the sphere of print. 

Of course, the Houses of Parliament did not admit hoards of spectators even for the price 
of admission although, as Chris Kyle has shown, it was very possible to make oneself an auditor 
of parliamentary debates.9 The physical difficulty of attending House sessions gave rise to a 
surge in texts purporting to be copies of speeches, transcripts of debates, or declarations from 
parliament—in essence, texts offering themselves as substitutes for spectatorship.10 Such texts 
had already been circulating in manuscript for decades, as Kyle and Peacy discuss.11 The move to 
print that came with the 1640s suggests a growing readership. It is no wonder, then, that 
relatively little drama—almost none of it recently composed—was published in the 1640s. With 
relatively unrestricted presses, an unprecedented amount of interest in Parliament, and an 
insatiable public demand for news, the usual audience for play texts was instead engaged in 
avidly watching its own populace make history. 

If the case of Nathaniel Butter demonstrates a coincidence of news and drama on the side 
of production, the relative wax and wane of their respective publishing patterns during the 1640s 
argues for overlap on the side of consumption. We have too little evidence in either case about 
the actual audience, the men and women who paid for texts or heard them read aloud, to 
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substantiate this coincidence. We must therefore speak instead of the anticipated or intended 
audience, a creature at the heart of Walter Benjamin's conception of “mass culture,” as recent 
work by Jeffrey Knapp has pointed out.12 The term “intended” brings with it the specter of the 
intentional fallacy, but it is crucial to bear in mind that authors were not the only people whose 
livelihood depended upon the ability to anticipate audience desires. 

It is therefore helpful to survey the activity of the printers and publishers of drama who, 
in 1641, had to cope with a profoundly altered market for texts. This chapter considers only those 
publishers who were already involved in printing drama prior to the 1640s—the “veterans” of 
drama production—whom the change in the market would have affected most profoundly.13 In 
choosing my subjects, I selected printers and publishers who were consistently productive both 
before and after 1641, who had published at least two plays a minimum of two years before 
1641, and whose output depended to some extent on drama.14 I was left with a pool of twelve 
publishers and eight printers, very few of whom have been studied in any detail.15 

 
Publishers     Printers 
John Benson     Bernard Alsop 
Edward Blackmore    John Beale 
Nathaniel Butter    Thomas Fawcet 
Francis Constable    Thomas Harper 
William Cooke     Felix Kingston 
Andrew Crooke     Leonard Lichfield 
Hugh Perry     John Okes 
Richard Royston    Elizabeth Purslowe 
Henry Seile 
William Sheares 
Thomas Walkley 
John Wright 
 
We have seen something already of the path taken by Butter. William Cooke, the publisher of 
James's Shirley's The Traitor, followed a similar pattern. Of the twelve publishers only Butter 
and Cooke concentrated on producing newsbooks, but all—with the notable exception of 
Crooke—spent the early years of the 1640s publishing speeches, diurnals, and firsthand accounts 
of goings-on in Parliament and on the battlefield.  

In early 1640s the publication of news was not in itself the partisan action it would later 
become with the operation of the Oxford presses. As penalties for unlicensed publication grew 
stiffer, and Parliament grew more aggressive in routing out undesirables, more and more 
publications were anonymous in nature.16 For this reason, it becomes difficult to trace the 
activities of publishers, printers, and authors after 1643. A glimpse at these first years of the 
1640s, however, still provides evidence for what the reading public was expected to be interested 
in buying. 
 The almost immediate move from playbooks to newsbooks suggests that Butter, Cooke, 
Constable, Benson, Blackmore, Perry, Royston, Seile, Sheares, Walkley, and Wright all believed 
their patrons would read news in the place of plays. With the exception of Walkley, none of the 
eleven men published a single dramatic text between 1641 and 1643.17 Cumulatively, however, 
they published thousands of items during the period. Wright was the most prolific of the group, 
as he had always been, keeping up his pattern of publishing widely and almost indiscriminately. 
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Wright had begun his publishing career in 1605, with the anonymous True Chronicle Historie of 
King Leir (itself almost certainly an opportunistic bid to cash in on Shakespeare's new version). 
His involvement with playbooks was limited to a stable of popular favorites—moneymakers like 
Faustus, Mucedorus, and The Shoemaker's Holiday—all of which he republished frequently. 
Additionally, he traded in reports of miracles, tales of murders, sonnets, ballads, folk tales, and 
sermons. It is unsurprising that Wright turned with the wind of popular interest, dabbling in 
every genre the 1640s came to offer; his primary commitment was to profit. 
 It is appropriate then, that, after being arrested, Wright began to work as a whistle-blower 
for the Parliamentary government, routing out the producers of unofficial speeches, declarations, 
and petitions claiming to be accurate records of Parliamentary sessions.18 In a way, these 
scurrilous printed speeches, dialogues, and letters were more obviously descended from drama 
than newsbooks because of their reliance on reported, often wholly fictitious, speech. The task of 
inventing words for historical figures is fundamentally similar to the task of the playwright, 
particularly in the case of history plays. The king's actual words, too, could be appropriated for 
contemporary political ends, a point well demonstrated by a consideration of the use King 
James's works in the interregnum decades. 
 
THE KING'S SPEECH 

 
This study began with a discussion of the way in which Shakespeare and his fellow 

playwrights put James's printed words onstage, inviting audiences to engage both intellectually 
and affectively with issues raised by the king. The 1640s witnessed a resurgence of interest in 
King James in the popular press.19 In printing his works in the first place, James had taken a bold 
step toward making the monarch accessible. Forty years later, James's words were treated as 
public property, available to be sundered and repurposed at the whim of the author. Where the 
theater had used James's works to prompt meditation on the part of the audience, fostering the 
development of collective political consciousness and individual political subjectivity, the tracts 
of the 1640s aimed more simply to deploy James's words as weapons for partisan ends. The very 
nature of public property, however, meant that the king's speech could be—and was—cited 
equally often by opposing sides on a number of divisive issues.20 

Searching for legal precedents in order to avoid the dreaded charge of “innovation” 
authors on different sides of key questions of government sought to claim James as their own, 
using the former monarch's own words to avoid accusations of speaking against the state. The 
case of Abigail Dexter and a seditious pamphlet entitled King James His Judgement of a King 
and of a Tyrant encapsulates a question that England's subjects were increasingly forced to 
confront: can the king be made to speak against the King? The pamphlet in question came to the 
attention of the House of Lords in September of 1642 and, on the tenth, “the Lords ordered that 
[the] wildly seditious attack on King Charles…should be burnt and the Lord Chief Justice of the 
King's Bench was directed to examine the printer, publisher and author.”21 The state identified 
Dexter's husband, Gregory, as the printer of the tract and William White, who worked for the 
Dexters, as the journeyman. Under interrogation, White blamed the crime on Gregory Dexter but 
Abigail, though she admitted that the pamphlet was “printed in her house by her husband 
appointment” refused to name the author.22 Imprisoned for months, Abigail Dexter's defense, 
articulated in a petition to Parliament from November 29, rested on her assertion that 
“conceiving by the title that it was some of King James his works and soe not like to give any 
offence” she had printed the tract in ignorance.23 
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Her appeal to the court was unsuccessful, but is valuable for the questions it raises of 
whether apparently seditious content is nullified when revealed to have been written by the king. 
If, as James was fond of reminding the populace, the king is the lex loquens, was it therefore 
impossible for him to speak against the interest of the state? Or could the errors of the body 
natural be separated from, and censured by, the apparatus of the body politic? An affirmative 
response to this second question eventually enabled the state to execute King Charles, but the 
issue was one in circulation, being debated in lower-stakes venues, well before 1649. 

Many of James's words were coopted by competing strains of Protestantism in their 
ongoing disagreements about the proper advancement of the Protestant cause by the state. James 
came to be cited by many as an ideal Protestant prince (typically to contrast him with Charles). 
Whether James's doctrines were more pro- or anti- Puritan, however, sparked debate. The first of 
James's words to appear in the popular press in the 1640s was his satirical caricature of a puritan 
drawn from the Basilikon Doron which prefaced two satirical “Characters”, the “Round-Head” 
and “Holy Sister,” and presented the former king as an early practitioner of a newly popular 
genre with its roots in the theater.24 

The reprinting of James's description of a Puritan is a relative bit of fun, however, when 
compared to the soon-to-be-censored King and Tyrant that appeared in print a couple of weeks 
later.25 King and Tyrant contains very little text actually written by James. A small extract from 
his 1609 speech to parliament is used to argue in favor of a contractual understanding of kingship 
allowing for disobedience on the part of the subjects if the monarch violates his covenant: 

 
A King (saith King James) in a settled Kingdome, binds himselfe to a double Oath; to the 
observation of the fundamentall Laws of His Kingdome, Tacitly; as by being a King, and 
so bound to protect, as well the People, as the Laws f his Kingdome: and expressly by his 
Oath at his Coronation. So as every just King in a settled Kingdome is bound to observe 
that Paction (or Covenant) made to his People by his Laws, in framing his government 
agreeable thereunto, according to that Paction made with Noah after the Deluge 
(Gen.9.22) And therefore a King governing in a settled Kingdome, leaves to be a King, 
and degenerates into a Tyrant, as soone as he leaves off to rule according to his Laws. 
Therefore all Kings that are not Tyrants, or perjured, will be glad to be bound themselves 
within the limits of their Laws; and they that perswade them the contrary, are Vipers and 
Pests both against them and the Common-Weale. This was the opinion of our geud King 
JAMES.26 

 
The author's core tenet is expounded upon at greater length in his own words as he asserts that  
“a King…leaves to be a King so soon as he leaves off and failes to rule according to his Laws” 
so that “the Covenant on his part is infringed, so as the People are no longer his Subjects to obey 
him in his lawlesse Government” (A1v). The tract's author explicitly condemns “practicing 
Tyranny under the name of Prerogative,” a pointed dig at Charles that purports to use his own 
father's words to condemn his actions (A2r).27 
 King and Tyrant, however, grossly misrepresents James's views on obedience by the 
simple expedient of leaving out a key passage denouncing rebellion. The omitted portion of the 
1609 speech is included instead in a rival pamphlet from the same year, The Dutie of a King in 
his Royall Office.28 The missing passage in the original follows the sentence “And therefore a 
King governing in a settled Kingdome, leaves to be a King, and degenerates into a Tyrant, as 
soone as he leaves off to rule according to his Laws” and contends that: 
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In which case the Kings conscience may speake unto him, as the pore widow said to 
Philip of Macedon; Either governe according to yoru Law, Aut ne Rex sis. And though no 
Christian man ought to allow any rebellion of people against their Prince, yet doeth God 
never leave Kings unpunished when they transgresse these Limits: For in that same 
Psalme where God saith to Kings, Vos deii estis, he immediately thereafter concludes, 
But ye shall die like men. The higher we are placed, the greater shall our fall be. Ut 
casus, sic dolor: the taller the trees be, the more in danger of the winde; and the tempest 
beates sorest upon the highest mountains.29 

 
Since this utterly contradicts the thesis of King and Tyrant it is small wonder that it was left out. 
It does, however, demonstrate the ease with which James's words could be, and were, 
manipulated to serve either side in contemporary conflicts. 
 Several additional responses to King and Tyrant rushed to represent James's views more 
accurately.30 Two texts in particular were obviously intended as a response to King and Tyrant, 
aping the layout and wording of the title page but substituting James's “correct” position. The 
first, King James His Judgement by way of counsel and advice to all His loving Subjects, 
purported to be edited by “Doctor Willet,” presumably Andrew Willet, prolific Protestant 
theologian who was especially active during James's reign and who died in 1621.31 The 
impression overall, then, is of a tract intended to represent traditional Protestant views against 
which those expressed in King and Tyrant would appear as blasphemous innovation. The author 
accepts without question the idealized image of himself that James sought to construct, 
enumerating the ways in which he presided over a perfect Protestant kingdom where, “Christians 
went hand in hand, conferring freely, and edifying one another” and the king gave “light by his 
Christian life to all his Subjects.”32 Essentially, the pamphlet treats James's own works as 
scripture, the revealed word on how to view the past regime's Protestant utopia. The second tract, 
King Charles His Defence Against some trayterous Observations upon King James His 
Judgement of a King and of a Tyrant, identified itself as a response to the seditious pamphlet in 
the title and gave the impression of being by the current king which, it transpired, it was not.33  

Such appropriating—even fictionalizing—of a living monarch's words was unusual, but 
grew less so over the course of the 1640s. The Defence is relatively typical in its posturing; the 
title is designed to give the impression that Charles is the author of the pamphlet, incensed by the 
“trayterous Observations” about his father contained in “His Judgment of a King and of a 
Tyrant.”34 Readers must make it to the second page before realizing that the author is not 
Charles, but an unnamed third party. Furthermore, it is revealed that the Defence is, truth be told, 
rather a weak one: 

 
This Kingdome that so many yeares hath flourished in a most tranquill and peaceable 
estate…hath found, how our gracious Soveraigne Lord King Charles hath been, and still 
is seduced by evil Counsellours, moving and animating his Majestie to those actions, 
which have heaped on his sacred Person, not onely the hate of many of his loving 
Subjects, but their bitter exclamations, condemning him as one unworthy to reign over 
them, & as a King that hath forfeited his Crowne by acts of Tyranny; amognst which sort 
of clamrous people, or rather barking dogs, one subtle Machiavillian…hath published in 
print a sheet of paper intituled King James his judgement of a King and of a Tyrant. 
Wherein he labours to prove King Charles (by part of a Speech which his Royall 
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Majestie of famous memory once uttered) to be a Tyrant, and that the people are no 
longer his subjects to obey him in his Government. (A1v-A2r) 

 
The image the writer constructs is one of Charles as a puppet, being “move[ed] and animat[ed]” 
by evil counselors “to those actions, which have heaped on his sacred Person, not onely the hate 
of many of his loving Subjects, but their bitter exclamations.” The Charles depicted here is 
entirely passive, apparently helpless against the evil counselors or, indeed, the (seemingly 
paradoxical) “hate of many of his loving Subjects.” Vindication of Charles from the charge of 
tyranny is offered on the grounds that “it cannot be said he governes like a Tyrant, for he 
governes not at all,” forced to defer to “his Parliament, who no sooner command, but are in all 
things obeyed” (A2v-A3r). Again, the king's submissiveness is notable; he cannot be a tyrant not 
because he is a good ruler, but because he cannot be said to be ruling at all.  

It is unclear whether the pamphlet's studied neutrality is, in fact, a partisan, pro-
Parliament position. The author disclaims any personal stance on the division, “For my part I 
cannot rightly declare (neither would I, nor durst I presume if I could) which side hath greatest 
cause to complaine,” while implying that conditions do not permit speaking against the king 
(A2v). He appeals several times to the judgment of the readers, asking them to consider 
hypothetical scenarios that could condemn rather than defend Charles. After his definition of a 
tyrant as “hee that hath none other aime but his owne private profit, without caring for that of his 
subjects” the author concludes, in a single brief paragraph, “Now whether his Majestie be such a 
person, I leave to the judgement of impartiall understanding men,” an invitation which leaves 
open the possibility of an affirmative answer to the question (A2r). The final paragraph simply 
reserves judgment, leaving open the possibility of tyranny, “put the case our King were a Tyrant 
and guilty of all whatsoever this Traytor doth lay to his charge…Who shall take upon him the 
person of such a Judge? Who shall appoint their punishment?” (A4r) This final recourse of 
submitting to God and trusting him to judge the king renders the subject's judgment, ultimately, 
irrelevant for “A King is not to be cur'd or censurd by any humane Lawes, but left unto the King 
of Kings” (A4v). 

The Defence relies on orthodox theories about the subject's loyalty to the body politic 
while leaving out any commentary on the person of the king and serves as an excellent example 
of kind of equivocation required by the early stages of conflict in the 1640s. It is also indicative 
of the way in which Charles's person provided an obstacle, rather than an asset, to orthodox 
theories of obedience as the disconnect between the desires of the king (the body natural) and the 
interests of the state (the body politic) became more visible.  

Other pamphlets attempted to obscure these fissures by attributing James's words to 
Charles. Such was the case with 1643's, His Majesties Declaration in Defence of the True 
Protestant Religion. Although the fine print of the title did remark that it was “As It was 
maintained by his Royall Father King James of blessed memorie” this is hardly an admission that 
James is the author. Any implications about James as author would be further negated by the 
large royal arms on the title page and the claim to be published “according to the true copie 
written with his Majesties owne hand and by his speciall Command appointed to be printed.”35 
Charles's support of the “true Protestant Religion” would be a matter of great concern in 1643. 
The allocation of James's words to Charles was an attempt to authenticate him as the right kind 
of prince—not the Catholicism-inclined ruler his detractors would paint him as, but an upright 
Protestant like his father. The archetype of the ideal Protestant king, over the course of the 
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decade, became increasingly defined as King James. To lend weight to their causes, different 
stripes of Protestants wrangling over the former king's posthumous allegiance.36 

1645 found James's 1616 Star Chamber speech—a passionate defense of royal 
prerogative—republished with a list on the title page emphasizing its relevance to “The Lawes of 
the Land. The Prerogative of the King. The Liberty of the Subject. And, The Union of the two 
Kingdomes, England and Scotland.”37 Emphasizing judges' subservience to the king, and the 
king's position as above the law, the speech served as a pointed message to the Long Parliament, 
particuarly since it employed the hot-button word, “Prerogative”: 

 
Now having spoken of your Office in generall, I am next come to the limits wherein you 
are bound your selves, which likewise are three. First, Incroach not upon the Prerogative 
of the Crowne: If there fall out a question that concernes my Prerogative or mystery of 
State, deale not with it, till you consult with the King or his Councell, or both: for they 
are transcendent matters, and must not be sliberely caried with over-rash wilfulnesse; for 
so may you wound the King through the sides of a private person…That which concernes 
the mysterie of the Kings power, is not lawfull to bee disputed; for that is to wade into the 
weakenesse of Princes, and to take away the mysticall reverence, that belongs unto them 
that sit in the Throne of God. (D1v-D2r) 

 
At the time of the re-publication of James's speech “mysterie of the Kings power” had been 
“disputed” in parliament and in print, on the battlefields and in the courts for a full five years; in 
1645, the Star Chamber speech was not published to halt behavior which, by this point, was 
obviously unavoidable, but to censure Parliament in the words of its own model prince. The idea 
that any subject could pass judgment on his king was anathema to James and his prediction that 
so doing would “wound the King through the sides of a private person” was to be fulfilled almost 
literally in Charles's execution. 
 The years leading up to the regicide saw few appearances of the former king in print.38 
The journey taken by James's words during the 1640s concluded in almost the same place in 
which it began; with the republication of King and Tyrant in 1647.39 The most major change 
since 1642, however, lies not in the text of the pamphlet but in the state's reaction—or lack of 
reaction—to it. What had, five years previously, been condemned as treasonous and ordered to 
be burned was, in January of 1647, published “according to Order of Parliament” (A1r). There 
could be no better indicator of the distance travelled by the English government between 1642 
and 1647 than the reappearance of what had been called seditious as an official government-
sanctioned statement. 
 Thanks to stringent printing regulations imposed in 1649, King James did not make any 
posthumous speeches in the 1650s.40 Although several “histories' of his reign appeared—nearly 
all with a prominent anti-Stuart bent—none of James's own texts were republished. The pointed 
political material that made them so suitable to the pamphlet wars of the 1640s disqualified them 
from appearing under the rule of Parliament. The new imperative was that the Stuarts be, if not 
openly criticized, at least neutralized by the press. The 1650s revision of the Basilikon Doron 
provides a case in point; James's text on government was instead rewritten into bland aphoristic 
quatrains about parents and children in the Patrikon Doron.41 The only Jamesian text to be 
reprinted from the previous decade was a collection of “Witty apophthegms” (1643, 1650, 1658) 
whose attraction lay in is apolitical presentation of James as a wit and moralist. This particular 
caricature of James was popular in the 1640s as was that of James as innocent murder victim (an 
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old anti-Buckingham rumor with fresh appeal). The former king had become the property of 
popular culture, transformed into a character in a number of entertaining texts including Strange 
Apparitions, Or The Ghost of King James, a forerunner of the pamphlet play. 
 The prolix James, still speaking more than twenty years after his death, stands in sharp 
contrast to the silent Charles, the king best remembered through images.42 If James was a textual 
monarch, Charles was king of of the image. Charles loathed public speaking, made all the more 
painful by his well-known stutter, and unlike his father had no concern with rendering the inner 
workings of his mind legible to others. Charles was most commanding when he himself was 
silent, all body politic and no body natural. It is somehow entirely appropriate that Eikon 
Basilike, the “royal portrait” which gave rise to the cult of Charles the Martyr, was not composed 
by the king.43 Charles's scaffold speech too, supposedly transcribed by those present at the 
regicide, is impossible to authenticate. 

In this way, Charles became a popular character almost without having been a king first.44 
Perceived as distant and cold, Charles was haunted by the absence the personal in his “personal 
rule.”45 He was alienating while in power and most arresting when deprived of it. Perhaps it was 
this paradoxical relation to rule—most a king when he was only playing—which led Andrew 
Marvell to describe Charles as the “Royal Actor.” Marvell's apt characterization of Charles at the 
same time recalled another king whose power lay not in commanding the kingdom but in 
commanding an audience: Shakespeare's Richard II. Marvell's implication that Charles was 
another Richard was one voiced and encouraged by Charles's contemporary supporters. His 
critics, however, offered their own competing Shakespearean model in Richard III. 
 
A TALE OF TWO RICHARDS: SHAKESPEARE IN POLEMIC 

 
In 1608 Shakespeare's Richard II appeared in quarto for the fourth time, advertising a 

major change from the last edition ten years earlier: “new additions of the Parliament Sceane, 
and the deposing of King Richard,” a feature meant to attract new customers. What the title page 
calls the “Parliament Sceane” modern critics typically refer to as the “deposition scene” (4.1). It 
is an appropriate congruence of terms since, increasingly under Stuart rule, any discussion about 
the exercise and extent of monarchical powers entailed consideration of the exercise and extent 
of parliamentary powers. Charles I may have come under siege because of his years of “personal 
rule,” but his father had been embroiled in the same controversial issues for much of his reign. 
The issue was frequently framed as that of the proper relationship between the King, the head of 
the body politic, and Parliament, the representative body (or “members”) of the realm. It was a 
conflict between competing interpretations of the metaphor of the body politic: was the head of 
the body the more essential, steering, as it did, the members? Or should the needs of the 
representative body itself sway the head?  

Political debates on the proper relationship between head and body necessitated the 
inclusion of another corpus, the body of literature concerning monarchs. The previous section 
examined the way in which the collapse of pre-publication licensing in 1641 transformed the 
king's words, and his image, into public property leaving the character of Charles I open to 
rewriting in a way that no living monarch before him had been. Historical monarchs, though, had 
always been fair game and by the mid-seventeenth century vernacular histories of England were 
an increasingly popular genre.46 The growth of popular historiography is a rich topic on which 
scholars like D.R. Woolf have written extensively.47 Its relevance here, however, is to the role of 
plays, particularly Shakespeare's, in mediating popular representations of historical figures. 
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Appendices B 1, 2 and 3 show comparative charts of printed texts about monarchs from 
1590-1660. A couple of significant trends are evident. First, the Plantagenet monarchs and the 
Wars of the Roses held a consistent fascination for English readers; Shakespeare's plays 
participated in and capitalized on an existing interest rather than evoking it. Second, drama in 
general played a central role in shaping the popular image of monarchs. Marlowe, Peele, 
Rowley, and Heywood, and many unknown dramatists contributed their versions of historical 
rulers, demonstrating that Shakespeare was not the only playwright to contribute kings as 
characters to the public sphere. A study of the figure of Henry III, for instance, would not use 
Shakespeare at all.48 However, a consideration of the most polarizing figures of the period, 
Richard III and Richard III, the extremes of tyrannical rule and divine right monarchy, absolutely 
must. 

Historical figures such as Richards II and III are palimpsests, multi-layered records of all 
previous incarnations, and the most widely-known examples must leave the clearest impressions. 
Shakespeare's Richard plays remained consistently popular well through the 1630s. Additionally, 
Shakespeare's influence in presentations of Richards II and III seems all the more likely in cases 
of popular print—the more the author appears to have in mind dissemination to a mass audience 
the more likely he or she is to draw from popular culture.49 Or, to put it another way, the wider 
the intended audience, the less learned the archetype. The question to ask of 1640s and 50s 
depictions of historical figures is not which version of the monarch in question would have been 
most familiar to the author of a tract, but which would have best suited its intended audience. 

To get an idea, first, of how important the figures of Richard II and Richard III were to 
discussions politics during 1640-50 (regardless of whether they were based on Shakespeare's 
plays) I turned to Early English Books Online. A search for “Richard the Third” yielded close to 
250 hits in 100 different texts published between 1640 and 1660 while the same procedure for 
“Richard the Second” gave nearly one thousand hits (989) in 244 texts.50 Of course, not every 
text appearing in the search results involved contemporary politics, but the vast majority did. An 
overview of the results demonstrates that both Richard II and Richard III were alive, well, and 
active in contemporary debates about the powers of king and parliament. 

With our retrospective view of history (shaped as it is through the prism of Shakespeare), 
we would expect to see the figure of Richard III used fairly consistently over the 1640s and 50s 
as a way, first, for Parliamentarians to insult Charles and, subsequently, for Royalists to insult 
Cromwell. This is not borne out by the evidence. A snapshot of public perceptions of Richard III 
in the years 1640-60 is more varied than we, thinking only of Shakespeare's villain, would 
suppose. Principally, the parallel to Cromwell is infrequently drawn—and then not explicitly—
thanks to the stringent control of the press exercised by the Protectorate government.51 Before the 
1650s, however, the archetype of Richard III was used by both Parliamentarians casting 
aspersions upon Charles and by Royalists abusing Parliament as a corporate entity. Tracing the 
life cycle of Richard III during these two decades reveals three general phases that correlate with 
the changing political situation (and thus the use popular print authors had for historical 
archetypes): Richard the manipulator of the public (1641-45), Richard the “reluctant” king 
(1648-49), and Richard as God's instrument (post-regicide). 

The first Richard we encounter in the popular press is the master manipulator of public 
opinion, active from 1641-1645 (although far more so in the first three years before stricter 
regulations were imposed). In these tracts, the figure of Richard proved useful in condemning the 
corruption of men who aided him in his schemes—churchmen, counselors, and, of course, 
Buckingham. Focusing on this aspect of Richard's character allows authors to cast a wide net of 
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criticism, sparing the person of the monarch and criticizing favorite public scapegoats notably 
the prelacy and royal favorite Buckingham. The example of Richard was, in a sense, cited as a 
way of warning the public not to believe promises too readily for and to view attempts at 
political persuasion with suspicion for, as Cavalier hero John Suckling wrote in 1641, “there was 
not among all our princes a greater Courter of the people, then Richard the third.”52 Tyranny, it is 
implied, may wear a friendly face.  

Richard's manifest comfort with telling outright lies lent additional weight to warnings 
not to believe all the news that was spread, in print or in person. Two frequently cited examples 
were Richard's false rumor of his wife's death (spread quickly to facilitate his next, politically 
expedient, marriage) and the aspersions he cast on the legitimacy of King Edward's heirs. The 
first was accomplished through Buckingham, providing a convenient opportunity for polemicists 
to draw parallels with the recently deceased favorite of the same name.53 The second required the 
assistance of corrupt churchmen who preached sermons peddling Richard's lies, a point 
expounded upon in anti-prelacy tracts.54 In both cases, the case of Richard III is relevant not to 
the monarch himself but to the corrupt society in which he is embedded. Author John Bramhill 
took the analogy a stage further in 1643 when he analogized newsbooks, or “Mercuries,” to 
Richard's agents, comparing published indictments of the institution of monarchy “cast abroad 
thus by the cunning of their sublimated and Mercuriall Prompters” to the way in which ““it [was] 
given out among the People by Richard the third, that his Wife was dead, when she was in good 
health.”55 In Bramhill's analogy, monarchy is Richard's discarded—and soon to be deceased—
wife whose good health is belied by the false reports of his agents (the press). The identity of 
Richard, or of the new wife, in Bramhill's analogy is obscure, but it makes the most sense to 
assume that Bramhill intends to portray the Parliamentary leaders as the rumor-spreaders, the 
scheming Richard with another bride in reserve. Here, as elsewhere, Parliament, not King 
Charles, is shown to have cribbed techniques from Richard. 

Richard's hypocrisy is implicit in the view of him as expert at controlling public opinion 
and it is through Richard the hypocrite that we reach Richard the reluctant king (1648-49). 
Shakespeare's influence is most apparent in this version of Richard in the recurrence of one scene 
in particular: Richard's staged refusal of the crown. A scheme to get the Lord Mayor to entreat 
him to accept the offer of kingship, Richard's feigned unwillingness to concern himself with 
worldly matters encapsulates his canny villainy and its guise of holiness (3.7.44-246). 
Buckingham directs Richard in the scene, ordering him to “stand between two churchmen” 
whom he calls “Two props of virtue for a Christian prince” (3.7.47, 3.7.96). The clergymen are 
“props” in the sense of supports (the surface meaning of Buckingham's statement) but with the 
suggestion of also stage properties.56 The scene reveals Richard's humility and reluctance to rule 
as mere show, a piece of theater designed to manipulate public perception. It evidently stuck in 
the mind of seventeenth-century audiences as emblematic of governmental hypocrisy for the 
scene is referred to, scathingly, in critiques from both Royalist and Parliamentary factions. 

The most notable and most explicit linking of Richard III with Charles came from none 
other than John Milton. In his Eikonoklastes, a point-by-point refutation of Eikon Basilike 
published at the behest of the nascent parliamentary government, Milton argued that Charles had 
learned his more manipulative tactics for rule from Shakespeare's famous tyrant. Milton sought 
to replace the Royalist image of Charles with his own, borrowed, as it transpired, from 
Shakespeare's play: 
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From Stories of this nature both Ancient and Modern which abound, the Poets also, and 
som English, have bin in this point so mindfull of Decorum, as to put never more pious 
words in the mouth of any person, then of a Tyrant. I shall not instance an abstruse 
Author, wherein the King might be less conversant, but one whom wee well know was 
the Closet Companion of these his solitudes, William Shakespeare; who introduces the 
Person of Richard the third, speaking in as high a strain of pietie, and mortification, as is 
utterd in any passage of this Book; and sometimes to the same sense and purpose with 
some words in this place, I intended, saith he, not onely to oblige my Friends but mine 
enemies. The like saith Richard, Act. 2. Scen. 1,  

 
I doe not know that Englishman alive.  
With whom my soule is any jott at odds,  
More then the Infant that is borne to night;  
I thank my God for my humilitie.  

 
Other stuff of this sort may be read throughout the whole Tragedie, wherein the Poet us'd 
not much licence in departing from the truth of History, which delivers him a deep 
dissembler, not of his affections onely, but of Religion.57  

 
Milton's insults are manifold. To start, one need not be learned (one could even read only 
English poetry!) to realize that tyrants so often speak piously that to do so is almost an indicator 
of tyranny. One need only, indeed, have read Shakespeare, hardly an “abstruse Author” but a 
popular favorite (in whose praise Milton had himself written 1632 folio).  

The further allegation that Shakespeare was the “Closet Companion of these his 
solitudes” proves a criticism on several levels.  The word “closet” carried the sense of being both 
a place for study and devotion as well as “the private apartment of a monarch or potentate.”58 To 
say that Shakespeare was Charles's “Closet Companion” is thus to say, first, that Shakespeare 
was the king's object of study and devotion (a role which ought to have been filled by the Bible) 
and second, that it was through his study of Shakespeare in general, and Richard III in particular, 
that Charles learned his political skills. Milton's decision to conclude the discussion with the 
assertion that “the Poet us'd not much licence in departing from the truth of History” augments 
the charges against Charles by citing not only literary but historical precedent, defending 
Shakespeare's Richard as a reliable representation of the past and, by extension, accusing Charles 
of being a recognizable type: the tyrant.    
 Milton's use of Shakespeare is complex but its message is clear: Charles studied 
Shakespeare when he should have been studying the Bible and in so doing learned not the way to 
become a godly king but the way to appear to be one. Ironically, however, Milton himself 
invests Shakespeare's play with an almost scriptural authority as he quotes and cites chapter and 
verse (or rather, act and scene) in support of his argument. In this practice—sadly for scholars—
he was alone.  

The parallels between Charles and Richard were drawn less sharply by other authors, like 
John Cook who wrote in a 1649 screed that the king possessed “the cruelty of Richard the third,” 
along with “all the subtilty, treachery, deep dissimulation, abominable projects, and dishonorable 
shifts, that ever were separately in any that swayed the English Scepter.”59 Royalist Edward 
Symmons complained of many such comparisons, contributing his own sarcastic image of 
Charles-as-Richard slaughtering the Parliament-as-princes: 
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Even as Richard the Third did grutch at those two innocent Princes, whose by right the 
Kingdome was, and thereupon did murder them, to get the Scepter into His own Hands, 
and the Crown upon His own Head: So this man [Charles] aymes at the destruction of the 
most blessed Parliament, whose the Kingdome now by right is, and in whose Hand all 
Power and Authority is lodged and fastned.60 

 
Symmons's 1648 defense of Charles, provoked by the publication of The Kings Cabinet Opened, 
went on to wield the Richard III comparison against parliamentary supporters by reimagining the 
members of Parliament in place of Shakespeare's monarch: 
 

Then, O then most sadly they fel into the same Condition, that Richard the third was in, 
when (alas!) ful sore against his wil, the whole care and burden of the Kingdom, was cast 
upon his shoulders; then (alas!) and from thenceforth, (wo and alas) they were forced (out 
of meer Necessity) to begin to seize upon…all he had, to their great discomfort and 
displeasure. (157) 

 
The exclamations of feigned reluctance, “O”, “alas!,” “out of meer Necessity”, in particular 
invoke Shakespeare's scene as Symmons urges his readers to be as skeptical of Parliament as a 
corporate entity as they would be of a monarch protesting too much. 
 After the regicide, references to Richard III turned markedly neutral, giving us the safely 
nonpartisan Richard-as-God's-instrument. Strict press controls were exercised by the 
Parliamentary government so that, by the time Cromwell was installed as Lord Protector in 1653, 
no one dared to make the comparisons in print that might have suggested to themselves in 
private. Immediately after the regicide, Richard III was named in connection with the thorny 
question of whether lawful princes could gain power by force—a question that would only gain 
currency with the consolidation of Cromwell's power. Former Royalist and publishing 
impresario Marchamont Nedham produced a 1650 tract, The Case of the Common-wealth of 
England Stated, in which he argued for the tradition, and wisdom, of accepting government by 
the sword: 
 

Next, Edward the second was forced by Armes to surrender his Right to his Sonne 
Edward the third, whose Grand-child Richard the second was in like manner by force of 
Armes deprived by Henry of Lancaster, whose Sonne Henry the fifth made good not 
onely that Title, but craved out a new one with his Sword to the Crown of France… 
Sonne Edward the fifth left the Crown in the bloody hands of Richard the third, from 
whence it was wrested by Henry the seventh. This Henry (from whom the late King 
derived his Claime) came in with an Army, and (as one hath well observed) by meer 
Power was made King in the Army, and by the Army; so that in the very Field where he 
got the Victory, the Crown was set upon his Head…And soon after, upon Autho|rity thus 
gotten, he called a Parliament, and in that Parliament was the Crown entailed upon him 
and his Heirs. Thus both his Crown and his Parliament were founded upon Power.61 
 

Nedham's attitude here very much anticipates that of Thomas Hobbes, viewing the role of the 
government as restraining the worse natures of the subjects “for publique Peace and quiet.” He 
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also stresses the foundational role played by Parliament in the transfer of power, no doubt a bid 
for favor with the new regime he had criticized so recently. 
 Nedham's acknowledgement of the “the bloody hands of Richard the third” was 
commonplace; no writer, with the exception of the revisionist George Buck, held Richard III up 
as a good man. Richard was known for his bloody rise to power and was often included as an 
example for divine retribution in religious writings, particularly those concerning the “theater of 
God's judgment.”62 It is primarily in this capacity that Richard is referred to in 1650s texts. One 
exception was James Howell's 1656 dialogue, Some Sober Inspections Made into Carriage and 
Consults of the Late Long-Parliament, where Polyander (speaking on behalf of “many men”) 
asserts that “Richard the third. . .was said to be a good King though a bad man, a character clean 
contrary to that I heard some abroad give of the last King who they said was a good man but an 
ill King.”63 By the conclusion of the 1650s, no ruler living (or recently deceased) was said to be 
like Richard III. Richard had returned to a point very much like where he began in the 1640s: a 
canny ruler but a bad man, too often aided by a corrupt society. 

If Richard III was the prototype for a king who gained power by force Richard II was the 
archetype of one who lost it. So widespread was discussion of Richard II that an overall snapshot 
of his role in public discourse during the period is not possible within the scope of this chapter. 
One explanation for the prevalence of references to Richard II is that, in his story, one could 
observe a king's souring relationship with Parliament. The many stages of the process—and the 
accompanying opportunities to deflect blame from either the monarch or the institution of 
parliament—attracted authors across the political spectrum. As the 1640s progressed, however, 
the way in which the figure of Richard II was treated in the popular press altered considerably as 
the sentencing and execution of the monarch became an increasingly realistic possibility.  

Between 1641 and 1649, popular representations of Richard's story shifted from 
narratives of a misled king to debates about a monarch on trial that took up Carlisle's crucial 
question, “What subject can give sentence on his king?”64 With this alteration came a 
concomitant shift in source material so that, by the time of the regicide, the presentation of 
historical events in popular discourse had become more literary—specifically, more theatrical. 
Where texts from the early 1640s concerned a broad period of Richard's reign and drew mostly 
from Holinshed and other chronicle sources, those from 1648-49 focused narrowly on Richard's 
deposition and drew more widely from literary sources including Shakespeare. 

Before the escalation of conflicts the most common explanation of Richard's fate was the 
familiar one of a weak king misled by bad counselors. The villains, as in Shakespeare's play, 
were the nobles, “Bushy, Bagot and their complices/ The caterpillars of the commonwealth,” 
whom Bolingbroke vowed “to weed and pluck away” (2.3.165-7). The condemnation of 
“caterpillar” was not unique to Shakespeare; it has for centuries referred to “one who preys upon 
society.”65 Still, certain 1640s pamphleteers telling the Richard II story display a predilection for 
the term that suggests they may be getting their history from Shakespeare. An anonymous tract 
from 1641 blamed “those faithfull Ministers of State…these caterpillers were delinquents and 
laboured the demolition and overthrow of the whole Estate.”66 A 1642 text by one Thomas 
Taylor refers to Busy, Green, and Scroop by name “as cankers and caterpillars of the 
Commonwealth.”67 Poet Thomas May, who had been a kind of proto-historiographer royal to 
Charles, upbraided the members of Richard's Parliament (and, by extension, his own) for the 
laxity that enabled caterpillars and their seduced king to control the state: 
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But in such reforming Parliaments, upon whom so much businesse lyes, not only the 
inconstancie of the people hath been seene in historie, but the unstedfastnesse of the 
Representative Body it selfe...The most unhappie instance in this case, was that 
Parliament of Richard the second...But being fa|tally distracted, the major part of Lords 
and Bi|shops wrought upon by the King, and the House of Commons too far prevailed 
with by Bushy the Speaker, and his Instruments, they utterly deser|ted the Common-
wealth, and looking only upon the Kings present desire, assented to such things as made 
the Prerogative a thing boundlesse; that he himselfe (as the Storie reports) was heard 
glo|rying to say, That there was no free and absolute Monarch in Europe but himselfe. 
Upon which, the same bad counsell which had before brought him out of love with 
Parliaments, brought him to as great an abuse of that power which hee had now gotten 
over a Parliament.68 

 
The creature May names the “reforming Parliament” was invoked by other writers of the early 
1640s as an attempt to distinguish criticism of an historic parliament from that of a current one 
(or at least to retain plausible deniability about doing so).69 
 It might be useful to examine in detail two representative texts about Richard II from 
1642-43. Both the anonymous The Life and Death of King Richard the Second (1642) and 
Thomas Fannant's A True Declaration of That Memorable Parliament Which Wrought Wonders 
(1643)—also published under the title The Bloody Parliament in the Raigne of an Unhappy 
Prince—use the figure of Richard II to illustrate the dangers of misgovernment. 70 Both are 
typical of the majority of popular texts about Richard published before 1647, in that Richard 
himself is not present as a character, appearing instead as the symbolic figurehead of the 
kingdom being passed haphazardly from one group of conspirators to another. The account of his 
deposition, mentioned in both, and murder, included only in Fannant's text are relevant insofar as 
they illustrate the consequences of Richard's earlier actions. 
 Both tracts draw from a broader swath of Richard's reign than Shakespeare's play, 
arguing for their debt to historical sources, primarily Holinshed, not dramatic ones. The episode 
described in both—and cited frequently by other authors—is the calling of the “Merciless 
Parliament” in which Gloucester, Arundel, and Warwick confronted Richard about the damage 
being done by his favorites—Suffolk (Michael De la Pole), Ireland (Robert de Vere), Alexander 
Neville, and Tresillian—in an attempt to condemn them as traitors.71 These events are absent 
from Shakespeare's play, which limits itself to the final two years of Richard's reign.72 

The key points for the Life and Death are the circumstances leading up to the 1388 
Parliament (in which Richard's first group of favorites were accused and convicted of treason) 
and an account of the transfer of power to Bolingbroke.73 In direct contrast Shakespeare's version 
of events, the author characterizes Richard's surrender not as resignation in the face of military 
strength, but as a wise decision to share the government of the realm: 

 
After dinner the Duke [Bolingbroke] entered the Castle, all armed, his Basenet excepted; 
King Richard came down to meet the Duke, who as soon as he saw the King, fell down 
on his knees; and coming neer unto him, he kneeled the second time, with his hat in his 
hand, and the King put off his Hood, and then spake first fair Cousen Lancaster ye are 
right welcome: The Duke bowing low down to the ground, answered, My Lord, I am 
come before you sent for me, the reason why I will shew you; The common fame among 
your people is such, That ye have for the space of 20 or 22 yeers, ruled them very 
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rigorously; but if it please our Lord, I will help you to govern better: The King answered, 
Fair Cousen Lancaster, sith it pleaseth you, it pleaseth me very well.74 

 
In Holinshed and Shakespeare, Bolingbroke (however honestly) asks Richard for nothing except 
his inheritance; in this author's account, his offer becomes instead one of assistance in the cause 
of good government. In this way, the author turns Richard's deposition and the ensuing popular 
election of Bolingbroke into a celebratory lesson about listening to counsel and being willing to 
compromise monarchical privilege for the good of the realm. Extraordinarily, the work 
concludes with an account of Richard happily living out his days, effacing the circumstances of 
his death. 
 True Declaration extrapolates from the events of 1386-88 and a warning against 
covetousness, directed toward the nobility. Richard's fault in Fannant's text is his passivity as, 
puppet-like, he is guided by his counselors against Parliament's concern for the state. Gloucester, 
Arundel, and Warwick emerge as heroes in this account as they force the king to take notice of 
the behavior of his favorites only to be tried for treason in Parliament. The trail scene opposes 
Richard's mercy (appropriate to God's deputy) with Parliament's demands for justice. The men 
are convicted and sentenced to death despite Richard's protests, demonstrating that, in some 
instances, the king cannot trump the law. A summary mention of Richard's deposition and death 
is affixed to the description seemingly as an afterthought. The text as a whole shows Richard as 
weak, but merciful, and his advisers, including those in Parliament, as strong-willed and self-
regarding. The unusual choice to characterize Gloucester as a virtuous adviser—without 
precedent in any sources—serves Fannant's goal of encouraging virtuous behavior on the part of 
all subjects and particularly the nobility. 

Remarkably, Fannant's text remains completely unaltered under its new title, The Bloody 
Parliament in the Raigne of an Unhappy Prince. The “Memorable Parliament Which Wrought 
Wonders” has now become “Bloody,” presumably for the sentence imposed upon the virtuous 
nobles. The reference to Richard as the “Unhappy Prince” is designed to catch the eye of 
Royalists and to lend the story a tragic air (even though virtually nothing happens to Richard 
himself). The existence of the same text with two different title pages—not an unknown 
marketing strategy during the period—argues that Richard II's story had not yet begun to be 
appropriated for polemical ends. By 1648, however, all accounts of Richard's reign would focus 
instead upon his deposition and death and Richard would be pressed into service by warring 
sides of the regicide debate. 

As early as 1643, debates about the legality of deposing Charles were in the air, and it is 
clear that Parliamentary supporters cited Richard II, along with the Edward II, as precedent. 
Peter Heylyn, in The Rebells Catechism (1643), claimed that the parliamentarians desired “an 
alteration of the present Government” which “they made good by the sad examples of King 
Edward the second, and King Richard the second, who did not long enjoy either life or Crown, 
after they came into the hands of those who rebelled against them.”75 John Taylor, writing in 
response to 1645 pamphlets by William Prynne, demands that his readers remember that: 

 
Divine vengeance was the reward for the deposing of a lawfull King, for so all the world 
knowes Richard the Second was; above eighty yeares was this wofull Land an unnaturall 
bloody Theatre, wherein English-men against English-men did act all manner of 
unchristian cruelties…and to such a passe as this hath Master Prinne and his Faction 
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done their best to bring it to againe, as within these three yeares they have prettily begun 
and prosecuted.76  
 

The increasing fear of inciting a second War of the Roses is discernible in the public discourse, 
which throbs with reminders about the consequences of deposing a lawful monarch.77 Taylor's 
image of England as “unnaturall bloody Theatre, wherein English-men against English-men did 
act all manner of unchristian cruelties” would have been particularly evocative for readers who 
had watched the Wars of the Roses enacted onstage. Even without this resonance, Taylor's image 
of England, “this wofull Land,” transformed into a stage upon which atrocities would be acted is 
frightening and apt. 
 1648 found public discussion in a fever pitch. Richard Osborne, author of The 
Independent's loyalty. Or, The most barbarous plot (to murther his sacred Majestie), claimed 
that Lord Wharton and several other members of Parliament had been caught plotting against 
Charles's life, “At his first accesse to the King...shaking his head hee said; This Man is not fit to 
reigne: This was more then King Henry the fourth did speake to encourage Tyrrell to assassine 
King Rich. the second.”78 Osborne interprets the remark as a coded instruction like Henry II's 
comment about the “turbulent priest” or, Osborne specifies, Henry IV's remark about Richard II. 
In Shakespeare's play Henry is reported (though never heard) to have said “Have I no friend will 
rid me of this living fear,” although the murderer in his rendition is Piers of Exton not Tyrrell 
(Richard II, 5.4.2). Charles hardly needed to fear conspiracies and assassinations, however, when 
Parliament was happy to provide historical examples justifying the trial, and eventual execution, 
of the king.  

The anonymous tract, The People Informed of their Oppressors and Oppressions with a 
Remedy against both, presented the case of Richard II as precedent for the trial and sentencing of 
a monarch before Parliament: 

 
When the people would no longer bear the ill Government of Richard the second (who 
chastisid them with rods, but this King hath done it with scorpions) a Parliament was 
called by command of the Nobility and Articles were drawn up against him, and brought 
into Parliament, where being publiquely read, the judgement of Parliament was 
demanded concerning the truth of those Articles, they agreed that the Crimes were 
notorious, and that the King was worthy for the same to be deposed from all kingly 
Dignity, in prosecution whereof Commissioners were appointed by both Houses to 
pronounce the sentence of deposition against King Richard.79 

 
The author omits any mention of Bolingbroke and describes the entire process as orderly and 
efficient—not an impression sustained by any of the chronicle accounts. This whitewashing of 
history serves an obvious purpose, and that, as the author admits, is to situate the desired 
action—the trial and deposition of Charles—in the Common Law tradition: 
 

That Kings may be deposed, is cleer by the forementioned Precedent, and that Precedents 
are Law, will not be denyed by any man that deserves to wear a bare Gown. The 
Common Law of England, is the general Custom of England which custom must 
necessarily have a beginning, and that was a Precedent which hath been still continued. 
That this Kings Crimes have deserved deposing (since it is sufficiently proved, that there 
is Law to warrant such an action,) will not, I am confident, be denyed. (A4v) 
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Arguments about bringing the captive Charles to trial were embroiled in the legal issue of what 
established precedent. 

Distinctions were to be made, in particular, about the difference between trial, deposition, 
and execution. The last was unheard of and, up until the moment it occurred, seemed impossible. 
Royalist Nedham maintained that neither Richard II nor Edward II established precedent for a 
legal deposition since “not one of our Princes ha[s] ever been brought to publike Tryal, nor put to 
death, for any offence whatsoever,” adding an admonition that equated deposition with a death 
sentence, “both of them being (to the dishonor of our Nation) deposed, were afterwards cruelly 
murthered in private.”80 Nedham makes a vital distinction, however, between deaths of kings “in 
private” after their deposition and deaths of kings in public as a result of state policy. It was a 
distinction that Prynne, a staunch supporter of Parliament and vocal critic of Charles, would 
stress in an anti-regicide speech, Part of the Famous Speech of William Prynn Esq, Decemb. 48, 
Touching K. Charles I. 
 Prynne, though a staunch Parliamentarian, rejected all suggested precedents for 
sentencing Charles to execution. His condemnation of Parliament's actions asks, in its own 
language, the question Shakespeare gives to the Bishop of Carlisle,  “What subject can give 
sentence on his king? / And who sits here that is not Richard's subject?” (Richard II, 4.1.122-
123) Prynne's main objective is to illustrate the unprecedented nature of the sentencing of a king 
by his own subjects. Richard II and Edward II are mentioned and rejected because, first, they 
were Catholic and, second, they resigned to military force without having been put on trial. In 
Prynne as in Shakespeare, the divestiture of power, the process of becoming “unking'd,” can only 
be accomplished by the monarch himself: 
 

And as for Richard II. though he was Deposed after Henry IV. was Crowned by pretence 
in Parliament: yet this Deposition was after his resignation only, not before it: and 
without any Formal tryal or arraignment, or any Capital Judgment of Death against him; 
for which I find no president in any Parliament of England, Scotland, France, nor yet in 
Denmark it self, though an Elective Kingdom.81 

 
The example of Richard II is brought in quite near the end of Prynne's larger argument, yet its 
presence is crucial for it suggests the extent to which the historical precedent of Richard II was 
being used to justify contemporary condemnations of Charles. 
 Prynne is probably best known to literary scholars as the author of Histriomastix (1632), 
an infamous attack on the stage that led to his being fined and pilloried which, in turn, resulted in 
having his ears lopped off. It seems, then, that no one could have had a better reason to hate the 
theater and shun all plays than William Prynne. Yet, strangely his critique was written in 
dramatic form and evinces a deep knowledge of the theatrical world and a familiarity with the 
plays being performed. Prynne was a force to be reckoned with in the House and the press, 
performing as well as Burbage and publishing as voluminously as Shakespeare. He even mixed 
his political commentary with his theatrical knowledge at least once in his anti-Cromwell text, 
King Richard the Third Revived (1657).  It is not implausible, then, that to reach a wide audience 
and underscore a serious point, that Prynne's speech might draw from Shakespeare's play, 
employing a familiar and popular version of the monarch that would have broad appeal. 
 There is no smoking gun in Prynne's case, but rather a consilience of evidence that argues 
for his familiarity with, and possible use of, Shakespeare's play. Prynne's account of Richard's 
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resignation and deposition follows that presented in Shakespeare's play more closely than it does 
any of the chronicle accounts. Indeed, it is possible to find in Prynne's description the structure 
of Shakespeare's deposition scene. He states that Richard II was “Deposed after Henry IV. was 
Crowned by pretence in Parliament” (4.1.108-114); that “this Deposition was after his 
resignation only, not before it” (Richard's resignation, 4.1.178-202; Deposition, 4.1.203-22); and 
that he was deposed “without any Formal tryal or arraignment, or any Capital Judgment of Death 
against him,” (viz. Nothumberland's fruitless attempts to get Richard to read the articles against 
him, 4.1.222-227, 4.1.243, 4.1.269). Shakespeare's play had appeared in the second folio in 1632 
as well as in quarto in 1634. The quarto edition preserved the advertisement of the “Parliament 
Scene” that was no longer new, but which possessed new relevance in the later years of Stuart 
rule. Additionally, the 1634 play takes its title, “Life and Death” rather than “Tragedie” from the 
folios not the 1615 quarto. The inclusion of the reference to Parliament thus cannot be explained 
as a simple copying of the earlier title.  

Prynne's potential use of Shakespeare demonstrates an additional change from the earlier 
pamphlets, which relied heavily on historical sources, especially Holinshed, for their information 
about Richard's reign. Life and Death has a slightly more complex textual history, for though the 
author is indebted to Holinshed, it contains at least one reference to an event that has its origin in 
Samuel Daniel's verse history of the civil wars: 

 
The Duke with high sharp voyce, bade bring forth the Kings horses, and then two little 
Nags, not worth forty Franks, were brought forth; the King was set on the one, and the 
Earl of Salisbury on the other82 
 
Straight towards London in this heate of pride, 
The Duke set forward as they had decreed,  
With whom the Captive King must ride, 
Most meanely mounted on a simple steed:83 
 

No other account contains any mention of Richard being led to London on an inferior horse. 
Furthermore, Life and Death shares its title with the most recent Shakespeare quarto and its 
relation of the events of 1398-99 closely follow the play, raising the possibility that Shakespeare 
was a source for it as well. 
 Shakespeare's Richard II was in the water, particularly around the time of the regicide. 
Popular presentations of Richard changed over the course of the decade as the trial, deposition, 
and execution of the king became an increasingly real, increasingly polarizing, possibility.  
 
THE “ROYAL ACTOR”: THE HORATIAN ODE AND RICHARD II 

 
The execution of Charles I was an epochal event in literary as well as political culture of 

early modern England. The Parliamentary government exercised far stricter press controls and 
one-time Royalist writers appeared either to change sides (as in the case of Nedham) or adopt a 
position of studied neutrality and retreat. The second strategy has been discussed most frequently 
in relation to the enigmatic figure of Andrew Marvell. Although Marvell did not in any sense 
write for the popular press—the first collection of his poems was printed in 1681, though many 
had previously circulated in manuscript—he does in a way provide a fitting conclusion to a 
chapter on the popular print of the 1640s as the author of the poem that as become the most 
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iconic encapsulation of the moment of transition between hereditary monarchy and 
parliamentary government, An Horatian Ode Upon Cromwell's Return from Ireland.  

In the Ode, Marvell recapitulates the Shakespeare's fraught contrast between Richard and 
Bolingbroke in the figures of Charles I and Oliver Cromwell. Shakespeare's play provided 
Marvell with characters on whom to base the conflict he portrays between  “ancient rights” of 
divine kingship and the “forcèd pow'r” of emergent republicanism.84 The perfect balance of the 
Ode, its refusal to come down entirely in favor of either Charles or Cromwell, is its most notable 
feature and has been extensively discussed by critics. Written in 1650 and circulated in 
manuscript, the Ode was not printed until 1681 and even then was excised at the last minute from 
most copies of Marvell's Miscellaneious Poems. Its equivocal praise was perfectly in line with 
the Horatian tradition but, evidently, under both regimes was felt to be too openly critical to print 
safely. Marvell went on to write poetry openly praising Cromwell, as in his First Anniversary, 
and the Ode is less indicative of his personal political loyalties than it is emblematic of English 
political culture at a transitional moment. 

The poem is carefully balanced around “The axe's edge” (60) which provides the literal 
and emotional center of the Ode just as Shakespeare's Richard II pivoted on the fulcrum of the 
wall scene, the midpoint of the text and site of Richard's symbolic descent into the “base 
court...where Kings grow base” (Richard II, 3.3.180). Marvell draws from the wall scene to 
recast Shakespeare's passive, static monarch and active, forceful general in his Charles and 
Cromwell. The centrality of Charles to a poem ostensibly in praise of Cromwell has puzzled 
critics and often been cited as evidence of Marvell's secret Royalist sympathies. What Marvell 
accomplishes is not, however, a Royalist critique masquerading as praise, but a skillful 
construction of contrast between the virtues of the monarchical age and those of the new 
republican age.85 In this aim, Marvell's poem differs from Shakespeare's play, which finds in 
Bolingbroke not a virtuous republican but an instrument of God poised to usher in decades of 
bloodshed and civil war.  

The concept of the providential hero, however, is vital to both Marvell's and 
Shakespeare's depictions of the displaced monarch. This notion of providence was conspicuously 
absent from Shirley's use Richard II in The Politician, in which lineal succession was self-
evidently in line with God's law. As the institution of hereditary monarchy lost its widespread 
support through the 1640s, authors and citizens alike elected to view seemingly inexplicable 
historical events as part of God's plan. As in James's writing, and Macbeth, truest obedience was 
due to God and, therefore, to his earthly deputy—whoever that may be. Shakespeare embodies 
this doctrine of obedience in the character of York who, describing Bolingbroke's triumph, 
reflects that “Heaven hath a hand in these events,/ To whose high will we bound our calm 
contents./ To Bolingbroke we are sworn subjects now,/ Whose state and honour I for aye allow” 
(Richard II, 5.2.37-40). Bolingbroke too views himself as an agent of fortune, responding to 
York's warning to, “Take not, good cousin, further than you should,/ Lest you mis-take: the 
heavens are o'er our heads” with “I know it, uncle, and oppose not myself /Against their will” 
(3.3.16-19).The force that accompanies Bolingbroke, and Cromwell, raises the specter of might 
versus right. Richard's parting comment before his departure for London, “do we must what 
force will have us do” (3.3.206), highlights his helplessness in the face of Bolingbroke. 
Shakespeare's deliberate obfuscation of Bolingbroke's motives refuses to let audiences resolve 
the question of whether he rules by strength alone or by a combination of force and divine 
privilege.86 
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Marvell's Cromwell similarly attempts to reconcile the apparently inherent contradiction 
between force and fortune, enabling might to become right through providential design. This 
synthesis is perhaps best captured in the stanza: 

 
'Tis madness to resist or blame 
The force of angry heaven's flame. 
And if we would speak true, 
Much to the man is due. (HO, 25-28) 
 

Marvell characterizes Cromwell as at once an elemental avenger, “the force of angry Heaven's 
flame,” a weapon wielded by a higher power, and a mere “man” who deserves his “due.” The 
contradictions in the Ode's Cromwell persist to the final stanzas where the “War's and Fortune's 
son” is seen to “March indefatigably on” (HO, 113-114).  The ambiguity of “indefatigably”—
can Cromwell not stop himself or can he not be stopped?— concludes the poem where it began: 
on the threshold between an era of divine right kingship and an age of popular republicanism. 
The fate of the realm is identified with a single figure, but, as in Shakespeare, the nature of that 
fate remains unknown and, perhaps, unknowable. 
 Shakespeare's Bolingbroke is, like Cromwell, the “Wars and Fortunes son” and Richard, 
like Charles, was a monarch identified with the “inglorious Arts of Peace” (HO, 10). As 
Northumberland, criticizing Richard's profligacy, scoffs, “Wars hath not wasted it, for warred he 
hath not,/ But basely yielded upon compromise/…/More hath he spent in peace than they in 
wars” (Richard II, 2.2.252-255). Richard even appears to assent to his own frailty, “Weak men 
must fall, for heaven still guards the right” (3.2.62), a comment that remarks on the divide 
between his physical body and his metaphysical office that will assume primary importance in 
the following scenes. Shakespeare's contrast between what Kristian Smidt calls “divine right and 
mortal frailty” provides the subject for the Ode as well. 87 Marvell's encapsulation of the contrast 
between the two comes in the tenth stanza: 
 

Though Justice against Fate complain, 
And plead the ancient Rights in vain: 
But those do hold or break 
As Men are strong or weak. (HO, 37-40) 
       

Here “Justice” and “ancient Rights”—clearly synecdochic for hereditary monarchy—are only of 
any use if the king himself is strong. With a king who is weak, a king like Richard or, as Marvell 
goes on to illustrate, like Charles, the institution of kingship cannot help but die with the 
monarch, a double demise which Marvell captures in his portrait of the regicide itself. 
 Marvell's “restless Cromwell” (9) who “Urged his active star” (12) serves as a force for 
ceaseless motion, including a socially threatening upward mobility: “from his private gardens 
where,/ He lived reserved and austere” (29-30). His ability to “by industrious valour climb” (33) 
imbues him with implicit Machiavellian motives, as Blair Worden and others have discussed, 
and reveals him, in the metaphor of the kingdom as a well-tended garden, to be an unusually 
fast-growing weed. 88 Marvell selects images for Cromwell that are wholly natural but still 
dangerous; he is “the three-forked lightening” who will “his fiery way divide” while “burning 
through the air” (13, 16, 21). He is indiscriminately destructive, splitting “his own side,” 
alighting on sacred “palaces and temples,” and ultimately striking the king as “Ceasar's head at 
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last/ Did through his laurels blast” (15, 22, 23-24).89 It is a depiction of the regicide that makes it 
at once natural and unnatural, an act of “heaven” and a piece of inexplicable violence. 

Marvell expands upon this paradox in his portrait of the regicide and, through his 
characterization of Charles, suggests that the active destruction of Cromwell is nevertheless 
preferable to the torpor of hereditary monarchy: 

 
That thence the royal actor borne 
The tragic scaffold might adorn, 
          While round the armed bands 
        Did clap their bloody hands. 
He nothing common did or mean 
Upon that memorable scene, 
          But with his keener eye 
          The axe's edge did try; 
Nor call'd the gods with vulgar spite 
To vindicate his helpless right, 
          But bowed his comely head 
          Down as upon a bed. 
This was that memorable hour 
Which first assur'd the forced pow'r. (HO, 53-66) 

 
Charles's actions—in direct contrast to the frantic force identified with Cromwell—are in fact 
passive non-actions. He does not do anything “common” or “mean.” He does not call upon the 
gods. He submits sleepily to execution “bow'd his comely head,/ Down as upon a bed.” He 
“adorn[s]” the scaffold like a decorative ornament. In short, his “helpless right” cannot stand 
against Cromwell's “forced pow'r.” Counterintuitively, however, it is exactly as this passive 
figure, the monarch acting the part of the king, that Charles wields the most power.  Marvell's 
description of the regicide halts the forward motion of the poem and encourages a sort of 
nostalgic meditation on the King and the entire institution of monarchy, presenting the readers 
with a tableau to contemplate. 

The widely-observed theatricality of the regicide contributes to this effect. Charles is the 
“royal actor” not just because of his historical involvement in the theater, but because, at the 
moment of his execution when he should be most powerless, he commands our attention. Raised 
upon the “tragick scaffold” and applauded by the “armed bands,” Charles's loss of political 
authority is shown produced a mastery of theatrical power. Shakespeare's Richard exemplifies 
this same transformation as the disenfranchised monarch demands attention and forestalls all 
other dramatic action. When Richard appears on the battlements, York exclaims, “Yet looks he 
like a king...Alack, alack for woe/ That any harm should stain so fair a show!” (3.3.68-71) The 
statement that Richard “looks like a king” is equivocal, suggesting both something in Richard's 
exterior and in his own gaze which manifest his royal status. Like Charles, Richard's power lies 
all in his appearance of majesty, his “fair show.” And, as in Marvell, it is the king's “keener eye” 
that proves his inner exaltation and highlights the disparity between the political authority he has 
lost and the theatrical power he exhibits. 

Unlike Richard, whose power of speech seems only to grow with his loss of political 
power, stalling the deposition scene with metaphysical reflections on kingship, Charles does not 
speak. Making kings speak was a privilege of playwrights. It was a liberty taken by pamphleteers 
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with the speeches and letters of James and Charles. After the regicide, however, even pamphlet-
playwrights, polemicists employing dramatic form, hesitated to adopt the dead king's voice. 
Pamphleteers readily drew the character of Cromwell, but none would put words in Charles's 
mouth. Even in the eponymous Famous Tragedie of King Charles I (1649) the monarch appears 
only once, as a corpse, in the conclusion's silent tableau. Charles, it seemed, was forever inviting 
the public to look at him: onstage, in portraits, in the frontispiece to Eikon Basilike, at his own 
execution. It is a pointed, and poignant, contrast to James, who was all too human in his flaws 
and desires. The popular press of the 1640s admits almost nothing of Charles the man, and he is 
still discussed today as more of a symbol than a character. 
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CHAPTER SIX 
 
THEATER WITHOUT THEATERS 
DRAMA IN PRINT, 1642-1660  
 

Though Johnson, Shakespeare, Goffe, and Davenant, 
Brave Suckin, Beaumont, Fletcher, Shurley want 
The life of action, and their learned lines 
Are loathed, by the Monsters of these times; 
Yet your refined Soules, can penetrate 
Their depth of merit, and excuse their Fate. 

- Prologue, The Famous Tragedie of King Charles I 
 

If hee bee curs't that yt does a bad king slay 
hees th' doubly Curs'd yt makes ye good away 
    -  Anonymous 17th-century reader, epigraph on 

The Maid's Tragedy (Houghton Library copy) 
 
EXIT, PURSUED BY A PARLIAMENT 

 
The closure of the theaters in 1642 was not perceived then, as it is now, to signify the end 

of the theater as an institution. Playing had been suspended frequently on account of the plague 
as well as during state occasions and periods of civil unrest. A particularly lengthy hiatus, such 
as that following James's death in 1625, typically led to the reformulation of existing companies 
in a Darwinian struggle to outlast the closure. Theater companies were adaptive and used to 
changing their business models during lean periods. It is therefore unlikely that those involved in 
running the London theater companies—of which there were at least six in 1642—interpreted the 
September 3rd Order of the Lords and Commons concerning Stage-playes as a sign of permanent 
suspension.1 Indeed, there is evidence that Parliament may not have intended it as such, 
particularly when compared to the stringent ordinance of 1648 that prescribed the razing of 
theaters, the whipping and imprisonment of actors, and the fining of audience members. 

The temporary character of the 1642 ordinance is argued by its publication format—
hastily affixed to a longer declaration  “For the appeasing and quieting of all unlawfull Tumults 
and Insurrections.” This longer announcement was intended to halt a reported spate of looting in 
the guise of parliamentary support. The declaration upbraids those “who had much damnified the 
houses and taken the goods of divers persons without Law or other authority” (A2r) while 
observing that the victims in this case “were pretended popish Recusants, and other malignant 
persons” (A2v), presumably mitigating the looters' behavior. The initial declaration concludes by 
stating Parliament's intention to “preserve the peace of the Kingdome, by disarming of all 
Recusants, and such others as shall be knowne or justly suspected to be enemies thereunto, and 
to the pious and good endeavours of this Parliament” (A3r) while warning the populace at large 
not to do so without express permission: 

 
They doe thereby further Order and Command that no person doe presume either alone, 
or accompanied with others, to break or violently enter the House of any whosoever, 
under colour of pretence of disarming Recusants or other persons pretended to be 
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enemies to the peace of the Kingdome; without the particular command of such as are 
intrusted or deputed by the Parliament. (A3r) 
 

Search of property and seizure of goods, in other words, is acceptable only when supervised by 
Parliament. 
 The single paragraph devoted to halting stage plays that follows this annoucement is 
presented as part of the same mission to restore public order. As Susan Wiseman and others have 
discussed, this fact implies that theaters were just as dangerous, if not more so, for the crowds 
they amassed as for the content of the plays. The declaration stresses the unseemliness of 
continuing “publike Sports” like “publike Stage-playes” during a time of “publike Calamities” 
that demands “all possible means to appease and avert the Wrath of God” and ends with a 
recommendation for prayer and repentance: 
 

It is therefore thought fit, and Ordained by the Lords and Commons in this Parliament 
Assembled, that while these sad Causes and set times of Humiliation doe continue, 
publike Stage-playes shall cease, and be forborne. Instead of which, are recommended to 
the people of this Land, the profitable and seasonable Considerations of Repentance, 
Reconciliation, and peace with God, which probably may produce outward peace and 
prosperity, and bring agine Times of Joy and Gladnesse to these Nations. (A4r-v) 

 
The substitution of “Considerations of Repentance, Reconciliation, and peace with God” for 
“publike Stage-playes” has been read as evidence of a Puritanical triumph over the stage.2 The 
specific recommendation, however, is that plays “shall cease and be forborne” only “while these 
sad Causes and set times of Humiliation doe continue.” This proscription leaves open the 
possibility of the return of the theater with the end of the wars.3 

Before Parliament's second ordinance concerning plays, those subjects whose livelihood 
depended upon the theater had every reason to expect the closure to be temporary. The second 
declaration of February 11, 1648 precluded the possibility of a return (seemingly) once and for 
all. Its very title, Ordinance of the Lords and Commons Assembled in Parliament, For, The utter 
suppression and abolishing of all Stage-Playes and Interludes. With the Penalties to be inflicted 
upon the Actors and Spectators flexed the muscles of the ascendant parliamentary state; there 
must be “utter suppression” of plays and entertainments or else not only “Actors” but even 
“Spectators” can expect “Penalties.” The views expressed by Parliament in 1648 are far more in 
line with stereotypically Puritan complaints about the stage, describing it as “the occasion of 
many and sundry great vices and disorders, tending to the high provocation of Gods wrath and 
the displeasure, which lies heavy upon this Kingdome and to the disturbance of the peace” 
(A2r).4 Parliament also complained that drama “yet is presumed to be practiced by divers in 
contempt thereof” (A2r-v), implying that the 1642 declaration had been widely ignored and 
arguing the need for more stringent enforcement of the prohibition. 
 The enforcement tactics recommended in the ordinance certainly fit the bill, ordering that 
“That all Stage-Players...are hereby declared to be, and are, and shall be taken to be Rogues, and 
punishable, within the Statutes...whether they be wanderers or no, and notwithstanding any 
License whatsoever from the King or any person or persons to that purpose” (A2v). No longer 
were playing licenses from Charles or Henrietta Maria acceptable excuses for flouting 
parliamentary regulation. This reference to licenses suggests that, on more than one occasion, 
such an excuse had been offered by those involved in the illegal performances that are known to 
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have occurred.5 This fact, in turn, argues for the staging of plays as a site of conflict between 
royal and parliamentary authority. The questionable legality of staging or attending a play 
between 1642 and 1648—depending on whether your allegiance lay with Charles or 
Parliament—demonstrates how closely theater was linked to political commitment for England's 
subjects. 
 The 1648 ordinance summarily resolved any questions of legality, prescribing corporal 
punishment for those who violated the prohibition; “common Players” witnessed acting were 
liable “to be openly and publikely whipt in some Market Towne” and had to swear an oath 
against ever playing again or risk being committed “to the common Goale” (A2v-A3r). 
Hearkening back to 1642's concerns about the amassing of crowds and public order, Parliament 
also “authorized and required” local authorities to “to pull downe and demolish...all Stage-
Galleries, Seates, and Boxes, erected or used, or which shall be erected or used for the acting, or 
playing, or seeing acted and plaid, such Stage-Playes” (A2v). Without actors or venues, the 
public staging of drama became well nigh impossible. Having criminalized the supplying of 
plays to the populace, the declaration also sought to eradicate, or at least suppress, demand for 
them by fining “every person or persons which shall be present, and a Spectator at any such 
Stage-play” the amount of “five shillings” (A3v). By February of 1648, then, the professional 
theater, purveyor of popular culture and space for political engagement, was suddenly no more. 
 The question of what happened to drama between 1642 and 1660 is typically framed in 
such a way as to expect a uniform response. The most remarkable thing about drama in this 
period, however, is its variousness. These decades witnessed such turmoil in institutions 
associated with the production of drama—the stage and the press—that there is no single answer. 
Drama that predated the closure, often by decades, was frequently published, as were new 
dramatic texts designed, seemingly, without performance in mind.6 In effect, to address “what 
happened” to drama as a genre during these decades is to investigate two entirely separate 
questions: first, what happened to the decades' worth of plays produced by the professional 
theaters and, second, what happened to drama that was newly composed after 1642? This chapter 
concentrates on addressing the latter question, in large part because it became apparent to me that 
a full investigation of the former deserves its own book-length study.7 

The previous chapter examined the relationship between drama and the popular press, 
illustrating how plays, their producers, and their consumers were bound together in the fabric of 
popular political culture. Nowhere was this connection more evident than in the short-lived 
phenomenon of “pamphlet plays,” newsbooks written in dramatic form that were broadly 
satirical and aimed at a wide readership. Pamphlet plays account for a substantial proportion of 
newly-composed dramatic texts, particularly during in the 1640s. A full index of all dramatic 
texts (roughly 350) published between 1641 and 1660 is available in Appendix C 1.8 The more 
narrowly focused Appendix C 2 lists all extant drama both written and printed between 1642 and 
1660 and classifies each text as one of three types.9 “Closet” refers to drama written to be read, 
whether individually or in a social setting, and includes translations.10 “Occasional/ 
Entertainment” designates pieces where spectacle or staging is integral to the work, including 
masques, civic pageants, processionals and, by 1653, opera. Unlike closet drama, occasional 
drama was intended to be, and almost certainly was, staged. Finally, “Pamph” refers to pamphlet 
plays; neither private (for they appeared en masse from the presses) nor refined, these texts were 
the offspring of jobbing playwrights and scurrilous pamphleteers. 

Closet and occasional drama had their own progenitors—in universities, banqueting 
houses, the Inns of Court, and palaces—and are essential to the transformation of drama into the 
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literary, bourgeois pastime it became during the Restoration. Recalling Knapp's characterization 
of “mass culture” as that which anticipates a mass audience and the centrality of collective 
experience to the development of the public sphere, this chapter focuses on the most popular of 
the categories of new drama that emerged after 1642 by discussing the pamphlet play. 
 
“REALLY ACTED”: THE DRAMA OF POLITICS IN PAMPHLET PLAYS 
  

Among other things, the closure of the theaters meant that, suddenly, a lot of people were 
out of work. Those involved in the book trade prospered, benefiting from the lapse of pre-
publication licensing and an insatiable demand for topical material. But those whose livelihood 
depended upon the existence of playing companies were shaken by the 1642 declaration and 
felled by the 1648 ordinance. Some lucky few, like William D'Avenant and James Shirley, relied 
on the patronage of, first, the Stuarts and, later, of the Protectorate. Others—those whose names 
we are less likely to know—would have needed to find a new source of income.11 Given the 
close connection between drama and pamphlets, it seems probable that the anonymous authors of 
pamphlet plays possessed some connection to the theater. Indeed, Wiseman cites a claim from 
1643's The Actor's Remonstrance that explicitly “claimed that playwrights were reduced to 
writing pamphlets.”12 Analyzing the role of the theatrical past in the plays renders it all the more 
likely; pamphlet plays evince a deep familiarity with older drama on the part of the writers and 
depend on it, in turn, from the readers. 
 The anonymity of pamphlet plays has proved an obstacle to author-centric narratives of 
theater history. Most pamphlet plays are presented as having been “written” by fictional 
personae, the same “Mercuries” who narrated popular (and biased) news reports. Who the men 
behind the masks were remains strikingly difficult to determine. Certainly one author was the 
famous Parliamentarian-turned-Royalist-turned-Parliamentarian Marchamont Nedham, publisher 
of Mercurius Pragmaticus and probable author of 1647's The Levllers Levell'd.13 Another was 
publishing impresario Samuel Sheppard who had a hand in at least seven different newsbooks 
and who turned a self-critical eye upon the Parliament in his Committee-Man Curried plays, 
depicting strife and in-fighting among hypocritical reformers.14 It has been more difficult to 
reveal the identity of Melancholicus. There is a credible suggestion that Martin Parker, prolific 
producer of ballads and chapbooks, did much of the writing.15 Perhaps the biggest name in 
pamphlet drama, however, was that of John Crouch, who is supposed to have written 1 Crafty 
Cromwell, Kentish Fayre, and five Mrs. Parliament plays.16 After 1649, Crouch gave up drama 
to write the seditious and often obscene newsbook The Man in the Moon, with which his brother 
Edward assisted.17 
 There is no evidence in any of these cases that the authors and producers of newsbooks 
worked for theater companies. However, as data on playbook publication and dramatic repertory 
show, they need not have done so in order to absorb its idiom, internalize its conventions, and 
become well-versed in decades' worth of drama. If they did not, indeed, it makes a more 
compelling case for drama as the medium of choice for political engagement. Chapter Four 
argued that drama of the 1620s and 30s catered to an audience of the literate gentry who were 
familiar with plays from a specifically textual standpoint and suggested that it is in this audience 
that we can discern the first instantiation of the group that would become Habermas's bourgeois 
public. It argued, more broadly, for the migration of this discourse from popular entertainment to 
popular print, a hypothesis supported by pamphlet plays' own characterization of their 
relationship to their theatrical forbearers. 
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The dedications and prologues of pamphlet plays often specifically invoke the theatrical 
past and offer themselves as substitutes for drama denied the stage. Take, for example, 
Sheppard's 1 The Committee-Man Curried (1647).18 Its title page apes the familiar style of a 
playbook; directly below the title, where a company or playhouse affiliation would usually 
appear, is printed “A Comedy presented to the view of all Men” (A1r). The change to the title 
page immediately contrasts the claims made by stage plays, e.g. “Severall times acted at the 
Globe and Blackfriars, to Great Acclaim,” with what a printed play is able to accomplish, 
“presented to the view of all men.” Sheppard characterizes his audience is as being more broadly 
wide-reaching even than that of the most popular theater. The prologue underscores the pamphlet 
play's inheritance of the stage tradition: 

 
Since it is held a crime, that on the Stage 
Wit should present it selfe (since that the Age) 
Degenerates so farre, that nothing may 
Be countenanc't, that shews but like a Play; 
How shall these Sceanes scape free (ye wiser few) 
That are not retrograded with the crew 
O' the reforming ones, since tis enacted 
That nought but firey Faction shall be acted; 
And since the prudent now have ordered so, 
Fooles onely speake Cum privilegio. 
We in obedience, so as we can, 
Have given words to a Committee-man.    (A1v) 

 
The prologue's observation that “nothing may/ Be countenanc't that shews but like a Play” turns 
on the shades of meaning in the word “shews” to ask, implicitly, whether a dramatic text that is 
not “shew[ed]” because it is not staged circumvents the new ordinance. It also points out the 
irony of banning stage plays when, in the theater of parliament, “firey Faction” is acted every 
day.  
 The play's ironic “obedience” in depicting only the “Fooles” who support Parliament 
draws a parallel between the play's characters and the authors of sincere pro-Parliament tracts. 
There is little in Sheppard's prologue to align the stage with the Royalists or the Parliamentarians 
with aesthetic bankruptcy. He addresses his lines to “ye wiser few” and denounces “the crew/ O' 
the reforming ones,” but the clear lines drawn by later writers between king and stage, and 
between class and culture, are absent here.19  

The appropriation of drama, “culture” in general, to the Royalist cause is exemplified by 
the 1647 Beaumont and Fletcher folio. The folio also marked the spectacular entry of Humphrey 
Moseley into the publishing scene. Moseley was the man who ensured, by the assiduous 
republication of older drama and the incorporation of ideological paratextual material, that by the 
time of the Restoration, English drama would be inextricably linked with Royalism.20 The 
increasingly royalist ethos of popular drama is attested to by the “Prologue to the Gentry” of the 
1649 Famous Tragedie of King Charles I. The prologue on the whole presents the gentry as 
essential to the preservation of English culture and, implicitly, nationhood. It opens with its own 
pantheon of dramatists and allies them with the king: 

 
Though Johnson, Shakespeare, Goffe, and Davenant, 
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Brave Sucking, Beaumont, Fletcher, Shurley want 
The life of action, and their learned lines 
Are loathed, by the Monsters of these times; 
Yet your refined Soules, can penetrate 
Their depth of merit, and excuse their Fate 
… 
[Parliamentarians] Can finde no better engine to advance 
Their Thrones, then vile, and beastly Ignorance: 
Their bloudy Myrmidons, o'th' Table round 
Project, to raze, our Theaters to the ground:21     
 

The “raz[ing]” of the theaters “to the ground” prefigures the collapse of hierarchies and 
distinctions advocated by some of the more radical Protestant sects (in particular the Levellers) 
which the prologue's author characterizes as the coming of general chaos, “Throwing the Nobles 
and the Gentry downe/ Levelling, all distinctions, to the Crowne” (A4r). In its connection 
between the “raz[ing]” of the theaters and the “Levelling [of] all distinctions,” the prologue 
posits a causal connection between the absence of theaters and the “world turned upside down” 
discussed at length by Christopher Hill.22 Drama is characterized here as not only a reflection but 
an agent of social construction, the foundation of a well-ordered state. Parliament's decision to 
close the theaters, shown in this light, looks not like the maintenance of public safety and public 
morals but like an aggressive strike against the people of England—a rebellion, in fact. 
 The appropriation of theater, and particularly the playwrights of the foregoing decades, 
for England and Englishness, brought the drama to prominence as an ideological battleground. 
Fighting for control of drama was, by extension, fighting for control of the narrative of 
contemporary events. The Famous Tragedie's lament that the older playwrights  “want/ The life 
of action” thus does not simply mean that the plays cannot be produced. Older generations of 
playwrights like Shakespeare and Jonson also lack the “life of action” because, unlike the events 
of Famous Tragedie, they had either to invent their stories or, in the case of history plays, to tell 
them many years post facto. Contemporary political drama, by contrast, was being “really acted” 
as rapidly as authors can transcribe it. The venerable pun about the theatrum mundi was given 
new relevance by the idea that the events portrayed were actually happening. For instance, the 
ballad on the title page of The Levellers Levell'd (1647) frames contemporary political events as 
a play being watched by Pragmaticus and, by extension, the readers: 
 

No King, the Levellers do crie, 
Let Charles impeached be; 
And for his conscience let him die, 
When (hey boyes) up goe we. 
… 
Bring forth the King, chop off his Head, 
We ne're our wish shall gaine, 
Till we upon his trunk do tread, 
His Blood must wash our staine. 

 
Roome for these Traitors, now they come 
To act upon the Stage: 
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Strike up lowd musick, Fife and Drum, 
For Tumults, War, and Strage.23 

 
After the prescient “Bring forth the King, chop off his Head,” the narrator exhorts readers to 
move themselves aside, “Roome for these Traitors, now they come/ To act upon the Stage,” 
percipitating the realization that the “Stage” is the same space that readers occupy. Current 
events have, it seems, literalized the Prologue to Henry V, producing “A kingdom for a stage, 
princes to act,/ And monarchs to behold the swelling scene” (Henry V, 1.1.3-4). Where 
Shakespeare pleaded with his audience to accept the theater's miniturized version of great events, 
however, Pragmaticus reminds his audience that, stage or no stage, the events in contemporary 
political dramas have been acted. The function of the pamphlet play is to record that action and 
recreate it for the folks at home, “These sonnes of Belial, you must onely read;/ And yet this Play 
was acted once indeed” (A1v). 
 Pragmaticus's reminder that “this Play was acted once indeed” manages to suggest at one 
and the same time that civil broils are a substitute for theater—that people are watching one 
instead of the other—and that pamphlet drama is a substitute for performance. The prologue to 
Craftie Cromwell24 also presents pamphlet drama as assuming the function of the theater: 
 

An Ordinance from our pretended State, 
Sowes up the Players mouths, they must not prate 
Like Parrats what they're taught upon the Stage, 
Yet we may Print the Errors of the Age 
All their projections cannot hinder so, 
But if we write, the Presses needs must goe.    (A1v) 

 
Crouch's prologue, with its image of actors as mere “Parrats” implies that the true political (and 
intellectual) work of drama is in the writing and, thus, not so easily stopped by parliamentary 
ordinance, for “if we write, the Presses needs must goe.” The understanding spectators Jonson 
wished for have become instead discerning readers of pamphlet plays, eager to judge drama in 
the court of public opinion as Sheppard reflects in his prologue to the second part of The 
Committee-Man Curried: 
 
 Besides you might consider, that the Age 

Allowes not wit to enter on the Stage 
As formerly, the sweat of Johnsons braine, 
Nor yet the Comick Fletchers easier straine, 
Which once a Hackney Coach convey'd you to 
Where you sate scorning all the raine could doe, 
And for your twelvepences a peece could sit 
As sterne brow'd Judges of all fresher wit: 
 And therefore since 'tis so, you Gentile all, 
Would blast your owne blisse, to be criticall, 
The Author praise you, for to thinke the store 
Of wit is wasted by those werre before, 
And that the fatnesse of the soile being spent, 
Mens braines grown barren, you'd not raise the rent.25 
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The “sterne brow'd Judges of all fresher wit,” eager to “be criticall” still exist. Theater audiences 
were not eradicated with the stages and, the implication is, they still buy and read drama. The 
apparatus of the theater excursion, the “Hackney Coach” and the “twelvepences,” may now 
belong to a former era, but the critical politically-engaged public remains and were still the target 
audience for plays. 
 The issue of determining genre within the small set of pamphlet plays is a difficult one 
,for it highlights the disparity between the plays' characterization of themselves and our 
perception of them. There are a couple of ways to subdivide the extant group of pamphlet plays 
into more finely-grained categories that would reveal more about how, precisely, they engaged 
ideas of the political. The first is to take the title pages at their word and group the texts by these 
generic attributions. The second is to read through the plays and group them into general 
conceptual categories. Using the self-reported genre, the list of 32 pamphlet plays breaks down 
as follows: 
 
Tragi-Comedy 

• Mercurius Britannicus, or The English Intelligencer (The Censure of Judges, or The Court Cure), 
1641 

• The Scottish Politic Presbyter Slain by an English Independent, or The Independents' Victory 
over the Presbyterian Party, 1647 

• 1 Crafty Cromwell, or Oliver Ordering Our New State, 1648 
• 2 Crafty Cromwell, or Oliver in His Glory as King, 1648 
• 1 Newmarket Fair, or A Parliament Outcry of State Commodities, Set to Sale, 1649 
• 2 Newmarket Fair, or Mistress Parliament's New Figaries, 1649 
• Cromwell's Conspiracy, 1660 

Tragedy 
• The Famous Tragedy of King Charles I, 1649 
• The Rebellion of Naples, or The Tragedy of Massenello, 1649 
• The Distracted State, 1651 

Comedy 
• 1 The Committee-Man Curried, 1647 
• The Prince of Prigs' Revels, 1651 
• The Scots Figaries, 1652  

Discourse 
• Tyrannical Government Anatomized, or A Discourse Concerning Evil Counsellors, 1642 
• News Out of the West, or The Character of a Mountebank, 1647 

Allegorical Description 
• The Parliament of Bees, 1641 

Interlude  
• The Levellers Levelled, or The Independents' Conspiracy to Root Out Monarchy, 1647 

Contestation 
• The Devil and the Parliament, or The Parliament and the Devil, 1648 

Dialogue 
• Women Will Have Their Will, or Give Christmas His Due, 1649 

Character 
• The Jovial Crew, or The Devil Turned Ranter, 1651 

Mock-Comedy  
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• The Gossips' Brawl, or The Women Wear the Breeches, 1655 
No description given 

• Canterbury His Change of Diet, 1641 
• 2 The Committee-Man Curried, 1647 
• Ding-Dong, or Sir Pitiful on His Death-bed, 1648 
• Mistress Parliament Presented in Her Bed, 1648 
• Mistress Parliament, Her Gossiping, 1648 
• Mistress Parliament, Her Invitation of Mistress London, 1648 
• The Kentish Fair, or The Parliament Sold to Their Best Worth, 1648 
• Mistress Parliament Brought to Bed, 1648 
• A Bartholomew Fairing, 1649 
• A New Bull-Baiting, or A Match Played at the Town Bull of Ely by Twelve Mongrels, 1649 
• The Disease of the House, or The State Mountebank Administering Physic to a Sick Parliament, 

1649 
 
Of the pamphlet plays that give themselves a generic attribution, the most common is the “Tragi-
Comedy.” Nancy Maguire, Lois Potter, and others have written about the mode of tragicomedy 
and its particular suitability to the mid-seventeenth century.26 It is worth remembering, however, 
that seventeenth-century definitions of tragicomedy varied widely from what we have come to 
accept the term to mean, particularly during the interregnum years: 
 

It is necessary, then, to recognize the existence of two distinct, but not incompatible, 
concepts of tragicomedy in the period. One is the romantic, sometimes pastoral, form, 
essentially courtly in its values, though not necessarily in its appeal. The other...exploits 
the tension between comedy and tragedy, which is also the tension between the world of 
the play and the world outside the play.27 
 

 As a theatrical genre, tragicomedy was characterized by sudden reversals of fortune in the face 
of seemingly inevitable tragic circumstances. There was a great emphasis on Providence and the 
subservience of human agency to divine will, both characteristics that fit well with the 
increasingly dismal position of the king's supporters who kept up hope for a miraculous reversal. 
  The understanding of contemporary political life as a tragicomedy—amplified by storied 
incidents like Charles and Buckingham's sneaking into Madrid in disguise, the cornered king 
escaping through a casement window, and young Charles II being smuggled to safety dressed as 
a page—had to do with the tension Potter cites between the world inside the play and out. Or, to 
put it another way, between how things ought to have gone (according to the script) and how 
they did go. Time, they might well have said, was out of joint. Many pamphlet plays pick up on 
this sense of confusion and belatedness, as in the prologue of 1 Crafty Cromwell: “Smooth 
Plautus, Aristophanes his veine/ We now affect, not Sophocles high streine:/ Yet thus we differ, 
they for mirth were fixt,/ But we have Joy and Dolor, both commixt” (A1v). The inability of the 
contemporary playwright to produce drama in a harmonious vein is one more symptom of the 
jarring times. The “confused music” (A2v) that opens The Levellers Levell'd underscores this 
point. To veteran theater patrons the message is clear: we are in a time of chaos, an antimasque 
with which the “high streine” of tragedians is incompatible. The only drama that can suit the 
times is instead a kind of travesty of tragedy, a bathetic reinterpretation of tragic patterns that 
draws on successful tragedians of the foregoing age, particularly Shakespeare and Marlowe. 
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 Tragicomedies were not, however, the only plays to respond to or reinterpret foregoing 
literary traditions nor was the presentation of a travesty of tragedy the sole way in which this was 
accomplished. Leaving aside the plays' self-classification, it is possible to group the 32 pamphlet 
plays into conceptual categories based on how, and to what end, they engage in political 
commentary.  
 
Academic Dialogue 

• The Parliament of Bees, 1641 
• Canterbury His Change of Diet, 1641 
• Mercurius Britannicus, or The English Intelligencer (The Censure of Judges, or The Court Cure), 

1641 
• Tyrannical Government Anatomized, or A Discourse Concerning Evil Counsellors, 1642 

 
Satirical Comedy 

• 1 The Committee-Man Curried, 1647 
• 2 The Committee-Man Curried, 1647 
• The Scottish Politic Presbyter Slain by an English Independent, or The Independents' Victory 

over the Presbyterian Party, 1647 
• The Prince of Prigs' Revels, 1651 
• The Jovial Crew, or The Devil Turned Ranter, 1651 
• The Scots Figaries, 1652  

 
Comedy of the Body Politic 

• News Out of the West, or The Character of a Mountebank, 1647 
• Ding-Dong, or Sir Pitiful on His Death-bed, 1648 
• Mistress Parliament Brought to Bed, 1648 
• Mistress Parliament Presented in Her Bed, 1648 
• Mistress Parliament, Her Gossiping, 1648 
• Mistress Parliament, Her Invitation of Mistress London, 1648 
• The Disease of the House, or The State Mountebank Administering Physic to a Sick Parliament, 

1649 
 

Interlude 
• The Kentish Fair, or The Parliament Sold to Their Best Worth, 1648 
• 1 Newmarket Fair, or A Parliament Outcry of State Commodities, Set to Sale, 1649 
• 2 Newmarket Fair, or Mistress Parliament's New Figaries, 1649 
• Women Will Have Their Will, or Give Christmas His Due, 1649 
• A Bartholomew Fairing, 1649 
• A New Bull-Baiting, or A Match Played at the Town Bull of Ely by Twelve Mongrels, 1649 
• The Gossips' Brawl, or The Women Wear the Breeches, 1655 

 
Travesty of Tragedy 

• The Levellers Levelled, or The Independents' Conspiracy to Root Out Monarchy, 1647 
• 1 Crafty Cromwell, or Oliver Ordering Our New State, 1648 
• 2 Crafty Cromwell, or Oliver in His Glory as King, 1648 
• The Devil and the Parliament, or The Parliament and the Devil, 1648 
• Cromwell's Conspiracy, 1660 
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Tragedy 

• The Famous Tragedy of King Charles I, 1649 
• The Rebellion of Naples, or The Tragedy of Massenello, 1649 
• The Distracted State, 1651 

 
There is not space within the scope of this chapter to discuss the nuances of each category of 
pamphlet play. I will, however, give a brief overview of the criteria employed in designing the 
genres and move on to discuss the three genres that rely most heavily on the established English 
dramatic tradition: satirical comedies, travesties of tragedy, and tragedies themselves. 
 What I have called “Academic Dialogues” are texts that come out of a long classical 
tradition that was also central to Renaissance humanist pedagogy. As a genre, this never went out 
of fashion and happily coexisted alongside published and performed plays while they were 
operating.28 It is unsurprising, therefore, to find several such dialogues in the early 1640s. The 
examples included in W.W. Greg's catalogue of English drama, and in the more recent Database 
of Early English Playbooks, all predate the 1642 closure of the theaters.29 This serves as a prime 
example of the fluidity (or capriciousness) of genre definitions. 
 “Satirical Comedy” I take to refer to the type of pamphlet drama which displays the most 
direct inheritance of the Jonsonian tradition: comedies of humors and city comedies with 
elements of the morality play in their tendency toward Horatian (reforming) satire.30 These 
comedies are somewhat in line with the idea of the “reforming” stage that presents vice punished 
and virtue rewarded and purports to educate its audience through such examples. The continuity 
of this group of pamphlet plays with city comedy is clear, as is its practice of dramatizing 
generational conflict within families to symbolize division and friction within the social structure 
over all.  
 “Comedy of the Body Politic,” an admittedly unwieldy title, takes the familiar metaphor 
and literalizes it in its characters. Often the physicking of the diseased body politic becomes the 
healing or tending of a particular person—usually the indefatigable Mrs. Parliament. 
Additionally, many plays display a fascination with mountebanks and charlatans: false 
physicians to the commonwealth. As discussed in Chapter 2, a long tradition of political writing 
(including that by King James) concerned the proper maintenance of the body politic using the 
language of the body natural. Responding to this discourse of the “natural” order of embodiment, 
pamphlet plays gloried in depicting the body as debauched, transformed, and otherwise 
perverted. The “mountebanks” who purported to heal the monstrous body politic were 
denounced as charlatans and the return of true physicians—counselors and king—was called for. 
 The mountebank had much in common with another charlatan figure familiar to comedy, 
the cheating merchant. The group of “Fair” plays—Kentish, Newmarket, and Bartholomew—
center around the selling of Parliament's defective goods. Before the regicide, during a surge of 
optimism that followed uprisings in Wales and a Royalist standoff in the siege of Rochester, 
Parliament and its accessories are portrayed as damaged goods for sale with the implication that 
their worth is so low that they belong alongside the booths characters like Jonson's Ursula the pig 
lady. Post-regicide, readers are offered the sad spectacle of the dismantled monarchy being sold 
at a cut-rate. No longer the goods to be traded in, but the vendors of goods, the Parliamentarians 
are scornfully characterized as merchants who have no sense of true worth. Neither, presumably, 
do the customers who believe their appraisals of items such as the king's crown. The plays 
illustrate the cheapening of what was once held dear and still possesses great intrinsic worth. 
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Although I have categorized the “fair” plays as “interludes,” they do not entirely fit with 
the other specimens in this category, which are brief, slapstick pieces of comedy that rely 
primarily on bodily humor. Two of the plays concern the kind of “world upside down” in which 
women “wear the breeches” or “have their will,” but there is not much in the text that obviously 
relates to politics. Not so with the “New Bull-Bayting,” which connects itself doubly to the 
world of the theater by dramatizing a favored activity of theater patrons and by being written as a 
play. The “dogs” in this case are political figures, while the “Bull” is Oliver Cromwell. One need 
not squint to see the relevance of the action to the politics of 1649. 

This leaves only “Tragedy” and “Travesty” to explain and, in truth, the two genres are 
(by accident or by design) quite difficult to distinguish during the period. There is some question 
of whether a piece like The Rebellion of Naples should qualify as a pamphlet play, rather than a 
piece of closet drama. It is longer than the usual “pamphlet” (nearly 80 pages) and affects a style 
much more like closet drama. The Distracted State, too, stretches to 30 double-columned pages. 
The Famous Tragedie is itself 40 pages long and contains dedicatory and prefatory material. 
With so few examples of pamphlet tragedies—a genre most heavily represented in closet 
drama—one wonders if there is really such a creature. Certainly, in part, the satirical purpose of 
comedy was far better suited to the aims of polemic. Several Prologues protest that the times, 
degraded as they are, are not even deserving of tragedy.  

This is where the Travesties—a kind of precursor to the mock heroic—come in, satirizing 
parliamentary would-be heroes and proving their efforts at ruling the state to be, like their efforts 
at high poetic style, risible. Famous Tragedie fits this model to some extent, centering as it does 
on the scheming of Cromwell and Fairfax. In truth, it is a hybrid text: its production values are 
low enough to make it a travesty like Crafty Cromwell, but it is filled with high-minded pleas for 
loyalty and idealized portrayals of Cavalier heroes that demand it be accorded more respect. It is 
tempting to think that the absence of a second “pamphlet tragedy” of this kind indicates the 
fracturing of English dramatic culture after 1649.31 
 
SPIRIT OF THE (ST)AGE: SCRIPTING POLITICS 
  

Satiric comedy certainly was the genre that best suited the political aims of pamphlet 
drama, and two of the most successful satiric comedies were Sheppard's Committee Man Curried 
plays. The plot structure of these plays accords almost entirely with that of city comedy; only the 
figures of social satire have changed. The Dramatis Personae of the first installment illustrates 
how neatly Sheppard's characters fit the types of the city comedy. “Suck-dry, a committee-man, 
a lover of Hornes wife” is the canny shyster who aims to cuckold and, similarly, to cozen the 
people. “Loyalty, a Cavaliere” is the young man without much capital (or in this case much luck) 
whom we would eventually expect to triumph over the older and more corrupt figures. (A 
significant difference from the typical city comedy plot, however, lies in the fact that Loyalty's 
success is to be obtained not by his wit but by his steadfast virtue.) “Rebellion, a Round-head, 
Unkle to Loyalty,” provides the representative of the miserly older generation whose avarice 
leads him to political amorality which will ultimately be punished. There is also the character of 
the hypocritical priest and an easy-laughs foreigner, in this case a Russian, who competes with 
Suck-dry for the love of Horne's wife. 

Sheppard establishes from the start that, like many cuckolders, Suck-dry is also a conman 
but, in this instance, a state-sanctioned one who is provided with “blankes to signe on all 
occasions” which allow him to “pocket up the Commons Coyn” (A2v). Suck-dry, the committee-
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man of the title, is a profiteer pure and simple, making use of other people's money and other 
men's wives. Rebellion, too, supports the parliamentary government for profit. Loyalty 
introduces him as a miserly character “One that leans on/ His bags as on his staffe, and commits 
Sodomy/ With Mammon” with only “pretended zeale/ For Church and State” (A2v), whom 
veterans of the theater know will eventually be gulled by his nephew, a process depicted in full 
in the second part of the play. Rebellion displays a self-consciousness about the symbolic 
implications of his name, remarking of Loyaltie that “Betwixt his name and I/ There is a very 
vast antipathy” (A2v), also implicitly acknowledging city comedy's own roots in the morality 
tradition. In place of the defeat of Vice by Christian virtues, however, the Committee-Man plays 
settle for exposing the vices of supposedly virtuous characters to public view and contrasting 
them with the more subtle, patient virtue of Loyaltie and his bretheren. 

The parliament supporters gather together in a tavern scene where veritas in vino 
establishes the hypocrisy of committee-men, excise-men, and priests, all of whom confess to 
supporting the current regime not out of their professed ideals but for financial gain. The tavern 
scene serves the double purpose of exposing hypocrisy and demonstrating that excessive 
drinking occurs among the strait-laced parliament men too, refuting a charge often made against 
the royalists that associated drinking with moral turpitude. The tavern scene contains one of two 
references to Shakespeare plays in the text. Just as with their counterparts in Chapter 3, allusions 
to Shakespeare in these city comedies serve purely to produce a frisson of recognition for an 
initiated theater audience. The drawer of the tavern visited in 1 Committee-Man is, seemingly, 
the same man who was employed in Hal's tavern in 1 Henry IV, repeatedly responding with an “I 
come, I come, Sir” (A4v, B2r) even as he fails to do so. The play's other reference to 
Shakespeare is to Hamlet when Common-curse (the excise-man) starts terribly at the noise of a 
crowd outside. Suck-dry observes that “Thou tremblest as if thy sinnes had met thee, or thy 
fathers ghost” (A4r), and Common-curse responds that, far worse, he fears “the rage o'the 
incensed multitude, whose malice is inveterate against me” (A4r); Hamlet's otherworldly visitor 
pales in comparison to the specter of a popular uprising.  
 1 Committee-Man concludes with the “curr[ying]” of Suck-dry by the Russian lover of 
his mistress, an act which it is possible to read symbolically—the English authority takes a sound 
beating by a foreign rival while cuckolding one of its own merchants—but which may just be for 
the pure pleasure of physical comedy. The close ties of the Committee-Men characters to their 
city comedy counterparts are expanded upon in the second part of the play which, more than the 
first, is a pure recapitulation of the form. 2 Committee-Man opens with the wedding of Suck-dry 
to a widow (“Mrs. Harlot”) and his immediate cuckolding by Time-server the priest. The 
correspondence between the sexual hypocrisy of unfaithful wives and the political hypocrisy of 
priests like Time-server is made explicit when he responds to her inquiry, “Can you deceive the 
world so?” with “As easily as Whores their jealous husbands; I must seeme holy to the publike 
view...'tis out-sides men are taken with” (B1v). The political commentary of 2 Committee-Man, 
however, basically stops with this observation as the play proceeds with the substance of the 
comedy. This involves, in one plot, the adventures of Loyalty under parliamentary rule and, in a 
second, the cowardice of Rebellion, who shirks his responsibilities as Common-curse's second in 
a duel and, Falstaff-like, runs away at the first sign of conflict. 
 Loyalty does not ever appear to be in any serious peril. He is, at first, attacked by two 
hired men (at the behest of Common-curse) whom he wounds before escaping. His safety is 
more or less assured by the inept, buffoonish nature of a parliamentary Constable descended 
from Dogberry. In response to a complaint at Loyalty's assault, the Constable replies, “In troth 
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neighbour, and in good deed law, I am very sorry for your hurts; on my life this was one of the 
carriers.” Corrected by the wounded man, “Cavaliers you meane,” the Constable easily 
acquiesces, “I Cavalier, would I had him in hold, the Committee, I believe would order him” 
(A4v). Loyalty bumbles his way through a house full of loose women and trapped doors before a 
final scene in which, in classic trickster fashion, he feigns deathly illness in order to persuade his 
uncle Rebellion to pay off his creditors. Compelled by Loyalty's invocation of honor, Rebellion 
complies with the request.  

Loyalty then offers Rebellion a “device ere I depart the world, worth of your 
observation” (B3v), which turns out to be a metaphorical depiction of the trick he is in the midst 
of playing on his gull, Rebellion. It is a parodic masque, a device in keeping with the city 
comedy tradition where plays often conclude with a masque that resolves the plot and reveals the 
deceptions and devices employed by tricksters. The masque in 2 Committee-man represents 
Loyalty's own revival by Rebellion's money: 

 
Recorders. Enter Sleep and Death, bearing a young man betwixt them naked, they Lay 
him down, dance about him. Enter Poverty, she bewailes over him, and danceth with the 
rest. Death and Sleep seem to strive for the body, Sleep prevaileth. Enter Mammon, and 
placing two bags of gold under either arme, he reviveth, danceth with Sleep and Poverty, 
then Exeunt. (B4r) 

 
Rebellion, however, is not a good interpreter of the symbolic, asking Loyalty “What's the 
concepit of this” (B4r). Loyalty replies that “This is a vision, Sir, forewarnes what is to come, 
and is an excellent preparative for me” and Rebellion, still not understanding, remarks that “I 
understand not what was meant, but much I like their postures” (B4r). An untrained reader of 
theater, Rebellion cannot deduce his own end, even when shown it clearly. Loyalty then reveals 
himself to be well indeed, and Rebellion “fool'd out of my money” runs off toward self-
destruction, “I shall run mad, I can't contain my selfe, what shall I do?/ Ile get an halter, and on 
the next tree/ Ile put an end unto my miserie” (B4v). Loyalty concludes the play with a call for 
celebration, “Come, let's away, Rebellion's hang'd and dead,/ Loyalty with applause will shew 
his head” (B4v). There is, certainly, some encouragement to found in the Loyalty plot; his false 
illness and seemingly miraculous revival offers a hopeful outcome for the king's supporters. 
 The way in which the Committee-Man plays figure the conflict between the supporters of 
the king and the supporters of parliament as a division within the family is wholly typical of 
pamphlet plays. The Scottish Politick Presbyter Slain takes the conceit even further in its 
depiction of strife in the household of Anarchie, an Independent married to a Puritan, Priscilla, 
with a Royalist son, Monielesse.32 The family strife is set against the straightforward main plot of 
the play, which has to do with the arraignment and (patently unfair) trial of Liturgie, “an 
Episcoparian,” by the Machiavellian Scottish Presbyters, headed by the morally bankrupt 
Directory. The fractiousness of the family group is appropriate to civil disagreements at play 
within the country, in that the father and mother—analogically, the king and parliament—cannot 
agree on how to raise the next generation. In this instance, however, the marital discord is 
between two sects of parliamentary supporters who appear not to notice that the future of the 
family line lies in Royalism. Anarchy, the Independent, belongs to a newly-evolved faction 
within the parliamentary party while Priscilla represents the strain of parliamentarian eager to 
jump into bed—in her case quite literally—with the Presbyterians. 
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 Anarchy and Priscilla's conflict has to do with the question of educating the next 
generation, modeled in Monielesse. Anarchy asserts that “learning doth support the world” while 
Priscilla objects to the universities on principle since “we in this age of ours (the heavens be 
praised) have little use of learning, if he can read his Psalter and cast up his accounts for bread 
and salt, he's a sufficient Scholler” (A3v). She follows this up with the observation that the 
university men, “those tippling Black-coats” have been “reduc'd….to a new modell'd garbe” 
thanks to the “most pious Acts” of Parliament” (A3v). Upon the appearance of Monielesse, 
Anarchy inquires “what newes abroad” and he replies “none that makes for me; the King must 
not yet see Whitehall, Cromwell won't have it so,” goading Anarchy into a tirade which 
incorporates all the typical Independent arguments against monarchy: 
 

We can grow great without him, what profit doth the world receive by Kings, who at the 
best are but relenting Tyrants, whose power is disonant from Gods appointment: how 
bravely Holland thrives guided by the States, where people rule the people, there's a 
strong sympathy in nature, the mutuall love they talk of that was wont to be 'twixt 
Subjects and their Kings, is now for ever lost.     (A4v) 
 

Monielesse shrugs off his father's comments, “Sir, I know you are an enemy to Monarchie, and 
would digresse even from your principles, should you allow of Kingly Government, which 
makes your words invalid,” and receives Anarchy's praise for it, “Well said, I like thee, that 
adversities bleake stormes have not unriveted thy fixt resolves, but thou still art faithfull to thy 
Master” (A4v). The exchange paints the Independents as politically inconsistent and 
ineffectual—opposing both parliamentary ideals and Royalist ones while espousing none of their 
own.  
 This scene provides the first and last appearance of Monilesse in the play. He concludes it 
with a soliloquy, reflecting that he never dreamed that “want should so oppresse me, that I 
should be constrained to wait on this man for a dinner” (B1v), a rather mild hardship to have 
suffered. Monilesse displays some awareness of this, “Yet of my wants, how dare I so 
complaine?/ Shall I not suffer with my Soveraigne,” but longs for the king's return not so much 
for Royalist ideals, but because “the Citizens now doe triumph o're the Courtiers,” making life 
much less comfortable for the likes of Monilesse (B1r). Monilesse's own comfort is set ahead of 
any and all ideological commitments, a subtle indictment of the king's supporters along with the 
parliamentarian fictions. 
 The denouement of the play occurs when Anarchy finds Priscilla in bed with the 
Presbyter Directory. Following a stage direction, “Directory and Priscilla put forth in a bed both 
sleeping. Enter Anarchy with a Torch” that seems deliberately to recall Othello's entrance to the 
sleeping Desdemona, prepared to “Put out the light and then put out the light,” Anarchy launches 
into a lengthy soliloquy (in alternate verse and prose) reminiscent of both Macbeth and Othello 
and prepares to enact vengeance: 
 

Titan to the Antipodes is gone, 
To luminate another Horizon, 
 Tis now dead midnight, Morpheus Deaths eldest brother 
Hover about this place, and charme the sence 
Of these two creatures made of impudence 
… 
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O woman, woman, who art compounded of all ill, I durst have pawn'd my soule this wife 
of mine, had harbored a soule as white as the Alpine snow, but she is ulcerous and 
deformed, who knowes how often they have met, and walled in their active sweats? what 
woman may be trusted? (B3v) 

 
At this point, the play's tone changes from that of satirical comedy to a travesty of Shakespearean 
tragedy as an obviously comic character attempts to enact a scene far removed from his register. 
Anarchy then follows Evadne, the female avenger of The Maid's Tragedy, in binding his victims 
to the bed before confronting them with their crime in the form of a pageant, like Vindice in The 
Revenger's Tragedy and Hieronimo in The Spanish Tragedy before him.  

The concluding masque was clearly, by this point, an established part of the revenge 
genre and Anarchy, determined to “stab you by the booke, and torture you not opening a veine” 
(B4r), follows his cues precisely. The “Dumbe Shew,” however concerns not the adulterous 
crimes of Priscilla and Directory, but the current political situation as, “One representing 
Directory, accompanied with a rabble in the habit of Elders, running as flying from Souldiers, 
who pursue them with their swords drawne” (B4r). It serves the typical function of a dumb show, 
acting as a gloss on the action of the plot and ensuring that the readers of the play realize that the 
adultery for which Anarchy is about to take revenge is not that between the fictional persons of 
Priscilla and Directory, but between their representative bodies. In other words, the dumb show 
clarifies that what looks like a conclusion within a well-established theatrical tradition (the 
revenge play) is, in fact, being used to typify and criticize the political issues of the day. As 
Anarchy dispenses with Directory, Priscilla pleads with him, in a definite reference to Macbeth, 
to spare her “If thou wert born of woman” (B4v). Analogically, Priscilla is Macbeth and Anarchy 
Macduff—neither of whom, of course, are the progenitors of kings. Anarchy does spare Priscilla 
who then conveniently dies of grief. With the strains of the Presbytery expunged, Anarchy is 
poised to control the family and clear the way for the restoration of the likes of Liturgie, who 
resolved to “live a while in private. I know an Independent Army will crop the Presbyterie in the 
bud, and brake this bed of Snakes” (B2v). 

The conclusion of The Scottish Politick Presbyter Slain incorporates a parody of tragic 
conventions in the same way that contemporary city comedies had done in Shakespeare's time. 
The attempts by fundamentally comic characters to act a tragic part are ridiculous, but can also 
be read on a more abstract metaphorical level. The same can be said of the role of tragedy in 
Nedham's The Levellers Levell'd. The Levellers, who had recently formalized their declaration of 
popular sovereignty in the Agreement of the People, were a safe target for satire, scorned as they 
were by Royalists and Parliamentarians alike. The play centers on the alliance between a group 
of Leveller conspirators—Apostacie, Conspiracie, Treacherie, Democracie, and Impietie—and 
two Independent ministers, Regicide and Patricide and depicts their inept and, needless to say, 
unsuccessful attempt to assassinate the king. The play designates itself as an “Interlude,” a 
theatrical term referring to a short between-the-acts comedy and a wonderfully dismissive 
metaphor for the civil disruption occurring in England. The implication is that one should not 
take the Levellers, or their kind, seriously as a political threat; their actions are a mere interlude, 
a chaotic antimasque preceding the restoration of order to England.  

Where the Committee-Man plays and The Scottish Politick Presbyter Slain had taken a 
relatively neutral stance toward Royalism, however, The Levellers Levell'd declares itself from 
the outset to be a participant in the Royalist cause. It is the first pamphlet play to appear with a 
dedication to the king, an extraordinary thing for what was essentially an issue of the newsbook. 
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It is unlikely that Nedham thought his words would actually reach King Charles, but they 
provided an unmistakable rallying cry for support for “my Soveraigne Lord Charles (who 
maugre the fury of the Levellers, is yet) by the grace of God, of England, Scotland, France and 
Ireland King” (A2r). What is more, it rallies support specifically around the cause of drama, an 
association which now seems second-nature to us, but which would not have done so at the time. 
The chorus-like figure of Mercurius Pragmaticus provides the clearest nexus of newsbooks, 
public opinion, and the dramatic tradition. Nominally the author of the newsbook (and the play), 
Pragmaticus at once involves the readers in the play and controls their interpretation of the action 
by commenting on it. The figure of Pragmaticus is highly suggestive of the strong parallel 
between the function of newsbooks and that of drama, involved as both are with provoking and 
engaging public opinion on political issues.  

The noble Pragmaticus and the vanishing “Genius of England” are the sole virtuous 
characters in Nedham's play. The vast majority of the text is devoted to depicting the somewhat 
bumbling conspiracy of the Levellers, with Conspiracie as the parodic Brutus of the bunch. In a 
scene that demonstrates the ignorance of the Puritan Levellers, who find themselves accidentally 
behaving like Catholics, they swear an oath of loyalty to each other on Cataline's effigy, “this 
sacred Relique… this brave spirit, that once made Rome to tremble at his nod” (A3v) and 
promise to kill Charles. They conclude with a promise that once “Charles his Crowne shall be 
ours…we will share it” (A3v), an image of the destruction which might be wrought by popular 
sovereignty and  an image designed to convey the fundamentally ridiculous idea of treating the 
sacred emblem of kingship like a mere piece of property. The assassination plan is introduced 
with a question reminiscent of Richard III (as well as Henry II's reported demand concerning 
Thomas a Becket), “Is there no one that dares put forth his hand, and gall His vitall thread?” 
(B3v). The answer, of course, is “yes,” but Regicide and Patricide fail in their Titus-like plot to 
kill Charles as he rides out hunting as all the heavens conspire against them and their own 
supporters turn against them. The audience is left with the clear message that “those which 
strive/ Against Lawfull Kings their Plots shall never thrive” (A4v). 

There is in Nedham's play as in others a self-consciousness about fitting current political 
events to dramatic models on the parts of both the characters in the plays and the royalist authors. 
After concluding that “K. Charles must die,/ His bloud dissolves the English Monarchie,” the 
Leveller Conspiracie declares that “for I long to see/ The first Scene acted of this Tragedie” 
(A4r, Levellers Levell'd). Nedham implicitly contrasts the limited perspective of the villains, who 
cannot see that the “Tragedie” will end with their own downfall, with the more informed 
perspective of the anticipated readers, who know from precedent that conspiracies don't end well 
in plays. This move on Nedham's part is typical of the way in which travesty-tragedies work pre-
regicide; the portraits of parliamentarians in Royalist plays characterize their political failings 
one and the same as being bad readers of earlier plays whose overreaching cannot even be taken 
seriously enough to qualify as tragic. Readers are invited to recognize the correct narrative as 
tragicomic, an inappropriate importation of low characters into high models.  

The Crafty Cromwell plays, from February and March of 1648, demonstrate this process 
best with their self-conscious incorporation of Marlowe and Shakespeare's most famous tragic 
protagonists, Tamburlaine, Faustus, Macbeth, and Hamlet. The verses on the front page of 1 
Crafty Cromwell imagine the posthumous celebration of Cromwell and his supporters in the New 
Model Army and introduce the scenes to follow as a kind of anti-history play, portraying not the 
providential honor which befalls the victors but the absurdity that fate should favor such a crew. 
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Shall Cromwell not be famous made 
Unto the after-times, 
Who durst a THRONE for to invade, 
And Act the worst of Crimes? 
 
Shall not his Nose DOMINICALL, 
In Verse be celebrated? 
Shall famous HARRY MARTIN fall 
And not be nominated? 
 
Shall PRIDE the Drayman, JOICE the Taylor, 
And all the Holy Crew; 
With HAMMOND, now K. CHARLES his Jaylor, 
And STAINS, that Holy Jew, 
 
Be read hereafter? (sure they shall) 
And if my Muse give ayd, 
This shall be their Memoriall, 
THESE ROGUES THEIR KING BETRAYD     (A1r) 

 
The anti-heroic nature of the parliamentary cause is declared by the author's scornful image of a 
panegyric devoted to Cromwell's “Nose Domincall” or a chronicle history of an assorted lot who 
sound like Shakespeare's rude mechnicals, “Pride the Drayman, Joice the Taylor,/…/With 
Hammond, now K. Charles his Jaylor,/ And Stains, that Holy Jew.” Sheppard implicitly 
champions the alignment of good art and good rulership with the Royalist cause, while 
remaining self-conscious about its own participation in such a discourse, answering his own 
question about whether they would be “read hereafter” with a confident “sure they shall.” The 
vogue for memorializing recent history started by Shakespeare's history plays has become a 
struggle to write the history of the conflict even as it is happening and, what's more, to write it in 
dramatic form. Again the Parliamentarians are characterized in terms of the theater, set to “Act 
the worst of Crimes” by following an established script. The question of who has established the 
script is answered by the play's use of Marlowe, and Shakespeare. 
 Cromwell's malefactions are portrayed as being inspired by the “Ghost of Pym,” a 
Senecan shade who self-consciously invokes The Spanish Tragedy, “From the black Lake that 
runs round Erebus I come, permitted by the King of Flames, to visit those that my Co-partners 
were, when I was cloath'd in flesh,” and the ghost of old Hamlet, “I, that for the same am doom'd 
for evermore to frie in flames, with an admired swift velocitie, proper to spirits, and aeriall 
formes, now tread on English ground” (A4v). Pym anoints Cromwell as his successor, not an 
avenger in the tradition of the revenge play but, instead, a persecutor. Pym's Ghost contemplates 
the sleeping Cromwell and channels Macbeth, “all things are husht & still the world's asleepe: 
thou perfect Image of grim Death, whose drinke is Lethe, all-oppressing Sleepe hang on his eyes, 
whos factious soule is charm'd with soporiferous draughts of idle ease” (A4v). He presents the 
slumbering Cromwell, “the embleme of Democracie, the very abstract of Sedition” and urges 
him to “be bold my Cromwell and inexorable, / For such a Will hell doth afford to thee,/ Thou 
shalt not feare to fetter Majestie” (A4v). It is obvious that Cromwell is a puppet, not in control of 
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his own actions and directed not, as he would imagine and his supporters assert, by the 
providential will of God, but by “such a Will [as] hell doth afford to thee.” 
 The rapid chain of associations between Pym's ghost and the demonic otherwordly 
figures of Elizabethan drama immediately sets the readers up to anticipate both Cromwell's 
success and his eventual downfall. Inspired by Pym, an amalgamation of Don Andrea, Hamlet's 
ghost, and Macbeth, Cromwell's success would, at its best, ever be a part of a Faustian bargain. 
Awakened, Cromwell starts like Richard III from his nightmares and speaks like Faustus to the 
shade of Helen or Macbeth to his airy dagger, “Stay gentle Shade, and if Hels King give leave, 
let me imbrace thee in my longing armes-Deluding fancie, how doest thou perswade that I should 
thus discourse with my owne shade---Here's none, I did but dreame” (A4v). As Hamlet vowed to 
remember the Ghost's words to him, “Hold, hold, my heart!/ And you, my sinews, grow not 
instant old, /But bear me stiffly up. Remember thee?” (Hamlet, 1.5.93-95), Cromwell asks that 
the  “all-powerfull Destinies” to ensure “that my Heart faile not, nor my Sinewes shrink till I 
have brought to passe what I intend, til I have made my selfe Lord Paramount, and…quite 
dissolved all Monarchy” (B1r). Compared to Cromwell's stated goal, the Ghost's request in 
Hamlet seems much less morally ambiguous.  
 The series of echoes with which Sheppard opens this Act of 1 Crafty Cromwell are not 
quotations, deployed in a self-conscious literary fashion, but references drawn from memory of 
plays that were favorites on the stage and the page. Sheppard seems to be offering his audience 
an über-tragedy, an over-the-top pastiche with everything remarkable from Faustus, Macbeth, 
Richard III, and Hamlet. In this way, Sheppard satirizes the parliamentarians, presenting them as 
ludicrously self-aggrandizing, revealing the contrast between what the Parliamentarians might 
think they are accomplishing and what they, in fact, are. The remainder of 1 Crafty Cromwell 
continues in this same vein, preserving Shakespeare and Marlowe as refined counterpoints to the 
play's bumbling villains. A pair of Jesuits conjure a devil, but prove incompetent at interpreting 
the most straightforward of prophecies: 
 

When the time comes that you shall see 
A headlesse Body Active be, 
… 
If that same Body and the Head, 
By Friendly Hands be soldred, 
Then happy Dayes may chance ensue, 
Or else for aye bid Peace adue     (B2v) 

 
Colonel Hammond, Charles's jailor, lays out a Hamlet-like conflict of conscience that, it 
becomes apparent, has more to do with the fate of his body than of his soul: 
 

On what a ticklish point I stand; and like a man walkes a rig'd Battlement: If he digresse 
to the right hand or the left, hazards the bruising of his fleshly tenement, and forfeiture of 
Soule; so I, betwixt the fealtie I owe unto my rightfull King, and the commands of an all-
powerfull State, am doubly plagued; the one desires me shew a Subjects Duty, the other 
doth command a Traytors hate; If I obey the one, then I accrew my Soveraigns 
displeasure; If satisfie the other, then live I liable to Imprisonment, or if they please, to 
Death.  (B3r) 
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Sheppard's entire play is saturated with scorn and poses a question to his audience: if these are 
the protagonists we must overcome, if this is the opposition, how difficult could it be to turn 
tragic circumstances comic? 
 2 Crafty Cromwell, probably not by Sheppard, amplifies the themes of the play's first 
part, further exposing the hypocrisy of a supposedly democratic government that (according to 
the Royalist dramatists) has more in common with tyrannical rulers. The Leveller Rainsborough 
opens Act Three by being “drawne in a Chariot, Six Trumpeters sounding before him” just like 
Marlowe's Tamburlaine and totally contrary to all Leveller doctrines which he proceeds to 
articulate, “A mutuall band must made amongst us be, to make one fortune common to us all and 
from henceforth we must be surely fixt to fall together, or together rise” (B1v). The main tragic 
protagonist in this case is Fairfax who seems, in contrast to Cromwell, entirely conscious of his 
own damnation. Wondering whether “Heaven behold one stand to staine these times, yet to the 
Stigian streames not headlong hurled” and lamenting his inability to escape punishment “since in 
my breast, I beare my Hell about mee, and cannot scape those terrors hem me round” (A4r-v) the 
play's author deliberately identifies Fairfax with the doomed and tortured Mephistopheles. His 
self-hatred and its accompanying bid for power owes much also to Richard III, reflecting as he 
does that no devil in the world is “halfe so horrid as my selfe I deeme, when on my owne 
deformties I gaze, amidst black depth, or a polluted mind” (A4v). Like Macbeth, Fairfax seems 
to have “murdered sleep” by his actions, tortured by visions: 
 

when sleep, the Brother most resembling death, locks up all others eyes, I am disturbed, 
with horrid Dreames, and dreadfull Visions, sometime me thinks my King Plast on his 
throne, haz past his doom and I must die.  
And then soon after fancy doth perswade,  
I am surrounded with a multitude, 
Heaven ore my head, Hell burnes beneath my feet 
As both inrag'd to fight with flames would meet. (B1r) 

 
The irregular alternation of verse and prose suggests that, perhaps, the text was originally given 
to the compositor in blank verse, a nicety abandoned to serve the constraints of space. The 
attention paid to the language and characters argues a deliberate connection of both satirical 
tragicomedies to famous earlier tragedies, including Shakespeare's. 
 The first, and in some sense only, attempt at serious tragedy in a pamphlet play can be 
found in 1649's The Famous Tragedie of King Charles I. The title invokes the genre of the 
history play. This is, however, misleading, for the monarch of the title appears only once, as a 
corpse, in a tableau at the conclusion. The events that form the substance of the play include 
conspiratorial banter between Cromwell and Hugh Peters, Royalist resistance to the siege at 
Colchester, Cromwell's seduction of General Lambert's wife, and the deaths of the Royalist 
heroes, George Lisle and Charles Lucas. The play, although it accords with historical fact, 
characterizes itself as a tragedy, acknowledging (even while it attempts to mitigate) the despair 
spreading among Royalists following the regicide. In its appropriation of recent events, Famous 
Tragedie does its part to coopt drama, and the arts more generally, for the Royalist side.33 Yet the 
recurrence of theatrical metaphors and language throughout the play does not simply draw a 
distinction between the sensitive and educated Royalists and the ignorant, buffoonish 
Parliamentarians—as it might appear to at first glance—but identifies both groups with specific, 
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and inescapable, roles in the theatrical process. The Royalists, including the king, are revealed to 
be actors while the Parliamentarians are characterized as the authors in charge of the script. 

This division first appears on the title page that, beneath its catalogue of Latin insults, 
describes the action of the play: 

 
In which is included, The several Combinations and machinations that brought that 
incomparable Prince to the Block, the overtures hapning at the famous Siege of 
Colchester, the Tragicall fals of Sir Charls Lucas and Sir George Lisle, the just reward of 
the Leveller Rainsborough, Hamilton, and Bailies, Trecheries, In delivering the late 
Scottish Army into the hands of Cromwell and the designe the Rebels have, to destroy the 
Royal Posterity.34 
 

The reference to “combinations” and “machinations” brings up for the first, but certainly not the 
last time, the idea of plotting. Combination, in the sense of “conspiracy, self-interested or illegal 
confederacy,”35 and machination, in the sense of “an intrigue, plot, or scheme,”36 suggest that the 
narrative drive of the piece, the “designe” which will lead “that incomparable Prince to the 
Block” and “destroy the Royal Posterity,” comes from the Parliamentary side. The Royalists, in 
contrast, are presented in terms of the “overture” at Colchester and the “Tragicall fals” of Lucas 
and Lisle. The “Tragicall fals” and the “overture,” meaning both a “beginning” and an 
“overthrow”,37 consciously invoke theatrical terms to describe real-life political events. And 
although the Royalists act in these events, it is the Parliamentarians—perhaps acting as agents of 
providence—who plan them. 
 This division between the helpless Royalists, bound by fate, and the active 
Parliamentarians persists throughout the play.  Susan Wiseman has observed in the Cromwell-
Peters relationship a “reliance on manipulative rhetoric” which, though employed for immoral 
purposes, demonstrates great “linguistic and mental dexterity” on the part of the enemy.38 The 
ability of Cromwell and Peters to employ speeches and rhetoric “both at the Presse and Pulpit to 
render Kingly Government obnoxious and incompatible with the Peoples Rights” (FT, B2v-B3), 
combines the power of the author with that of the orator (think Mark Antony in Julius Caesar). 
Cromwell unequivocally characterizes himself as a playwright in his opening speech of Act 
Three, declaring that “now my plots work, the Stage grows great with horror” (FT, D2v). His 
words—unsurprisingly given Peters's earlier description of him as being “born (as the Third 
Richard who once rul'd this Land) with his mouth full of teeth” (FT, B4)—echo the opening 
soliloquy of Shakespeare's Machiavellian villain: “Plots have I laid, inductions dangerous / By 
drunken prophecies, libels, and dreams” (Richard III, 1.1.32-33). Just as Richard and 
Buckingham appeared throughout Shakespeare's play as expert playwrights and stage managers, 
Cromwell, Peters, and the other Parliamentarians do so in Famous Tragedie.  

The play takes the analogy between Peters and Buckingham further, as Lois Potter has 
observed.39 Like Buckingham, Peters is essential to the setting up and putting down of kings. 
Recognized by Cromwell as a skilled rhetorician, “Nectar hangs upon thy lippes” and “the most 
absurd Syllogisme, or eare-deceiving paradox, maintain'd by thee, shall seem oraculous” (FT, 
B1-B1v), Peters not only recalls earlier Shakespeare characters but draws his inspiration from 
them.  His observation that “The people who raise Kings unto the Crowne/ Are ladders, standing 
still, to let them downe” (FT, B3v), echoes Richard II's scornful characterization of 
Northumberland, “thou ladder wherewithal/ The mounting Bolingbroke ascends my throne” 
(Richard II, 5.1.55-56).40 In contrast to Shakespeare's world, however, in Charles's England it is 
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the people themselves, not the self-interested nobility, who have the power to raise and lower 
kings.  

Except, of course, that in both plays it is ultimately God who is the author of all things. 
The providentialism of Shakespeare's histories is remarkable and has been attributed to his desire 
to create and maintain a pro-Tudor mythology. Equally notable—and perhaps equally 
comforting—is the providentialism implicit in Famous Tragedie. Royalist characters recognize 
that the Parliamentarians control their fates, as when Lucas (concluding a lengthy death speech) 
calls out to God to “Take vengeance on the Authors of my death” (FT, E3). They also display an 
awareness of the extent to which they play but a part in a history already determined by God, as 
in Capel's injunction: 

 
Let us provide us fame when we are dead, that the next Age, when they shall read the 
Story of this unnaturall, uncivill Warre, and amongst a crowd of Warriours find our 
Names filed with those that durst passe through all horrors by death and vengeance for 
their King and Soveraigne:  
 They may sing Peans to our valiant Acts,  
 And yeild us a kind plaudit for our facts.  (FT, C3-C3v) 

 
Though Wiseman sees Capel's speech as another example of the play's Royalist attempt to “co-
opt the agreement of the future,” the closing couplet indicates that, beyond this, the Royalists are 
conscious of themselves as actors of a predetermined script, or “Story.” 41 He anticipates the 
transformation of their piece of history into a literary representation, imaging the audience in 
“the next Age” when the “valiant Acts” of war will become literal acts in a play and will, at the 
conclusion, draw a “plaudit,” a round of applause. 
 Lucas and Lisle, in the scene of their “Tragicall fals,” take this self-consciousness to an 
entirely new level, not only in their improbably long death speeches, but in their references to 
other tragic, and specifically Shakespearean, protagonists.  Lucas's reaction to the news that he 
will be executed, “this my propheticke Soule still whisper'd to me” (FT, C3-C3v) recalls 
Hamlet's response to receiving the Ghost's message, “Oh my prophetic soul! My uncle!” 
(Hamlet, 1.5.41).  His (nearly) final words, “Here then I bid farewell, unto this Stage of misery, 
my life hath been but one continued Scene” (FT, E2), borrow the analogy of Macbeth's famous 
assertion that “Life's but a walking shadow; a poor player, / That struts and frets his hour upon 
the stage” (Macbeth, 5.5.24-25).  Lisle's parting observation, “the Gods created Man but for their 
sport” (FT, E3v) echoes King Lear's Gloucester, “As flies to wanton boys are we to th' gods. / 
They kill us for their sport” (Lear, 4.1.38-39).  The concentration of references to Shakespearean 
tragedy in this short space serves the function not just of “augmenting the tragedy of Charles I's 
suffering”42 by showing the deaths of his loyal supporters, but to highlight aggressively the 
dramatic, and particularly the tragic, status of the Royalists and their cause. 

The concluding tableau of Famous Tragedie does, as Dale Randall points out, act “in 
curious accord with the old custom of not bringing a living king to the stage,” an observation 
significant not simply for what it says about the continued unease inherent in dramatizing recent 
history but also for the fact that the only political authority figure on the stage at the time is the 
dead monarch. 43 Similar as Famous Tragedie might be in many ways to Richard II, the disparity 
between their closing scenes is crucial for what it says about the difference between the two 
moments of marked political uncertainty and pronounced historical change. The final scene of 
Richard II also displays the eponymous monarch's body, but the former king does not appear 
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accompanied only by the bodies of his loyal servants and a faceless “chorus.” When Exton enters 
with Richard's coffin, the stage holds Henry IV (Bolingbroke), York, Northumberland, 
Fitzwater, Harry Percy, and the Bishop of Carlisle. Most important is the presence of the living 
king, a counterpoint to the coffin and an answer to the question of who shall succeed Richard. 
The future, in Shakespeare's text, still lies with the institution of monarchy, even if that 
institution finds itself marked with blood guilt. In the world of Famous Tragedie, however, 
monarchy itself appears to have met its death with King Charles.  
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CODA 
 
 READ ONLY 
 THE CIRCULATION AND ANNOTATION OF PLAYBOOKS 
 

I would like to conclude this study by initiating a new and related inquiry investigating 
my hypothesis that the closure of the theaters solidified an existing tradition of reading drama 
into the dominant mode of engagement with plays. It became evident to me in charting 
publication patterns that the folio editions of drama—Jonson, Shakespeare, and Beaumont and 
Fletcher—that have been given the most credit for elevating the status of plays are actually only 
part of an extended transformation of expectations on the part of the audience. More drama was 
published in more different formats in the 1630s than in any of the preceding decades, including 
the boom years of the 1590s. The 1650s too witnessed a flood of dramatic texts, old and new, in 
a variety of formats aimed at diverse demographics of readers. The ascendancy of the publishing 
business in the eighteenth century is widely acknowledged as is the role played by edited 
volumes of Shakespeare. Yet, I would contend, you cannot get to eighteenth-century editions of 
Shakespeare without the twenty years during which plays were, of necessity, primarily texts to 
be read. In histories of reading and of theater, scholars have underestimated the profound effect 
of these years and the extent to which our conception of drama as a primarily literary endeavor 
was formed by habits that grew out of the closure of the theaters.  

As part of investigating the way in which seventeenth-century readers responded to 
dramatic texts I began looking for material evidence of readers’ engagement in seventeenth-
century texts. Most studies of early marginalia have focused either on marginalia that are 
attributable to a single individual, as with Anthony Grafton’s work on Gabriel Harvey, or on 
more “serious” texts, as with William Sherman’s excellent Used Books.1 Conventional scholarly 
wisdom said that playbooks were not very likely to be marked up unless they had been used as 
promptbooks. I was surprised to find that this was not the case at all. When I could, I made brief 
visits to the Houghton, Firestone, Beinecke, Bodleian, and British Libraries and scoured plays 
for any marks on the pages. I surveyed 235 playbooks and found that approximately half (116) 
contained at least one pre-1800 annotation.2 More library visits invariably led to more 
discoveries and I became persuaded that the work I had begun here—principally that involving 
the 1650s—depended upon gathering and analyzing material evidence of early readers of 
playbooks. I plan to move forward with this project, including plans for a searchable, open-
source database of playbook marginalia (provisionally titled the “Dirty Books Project”) and to 
advocate for the profound effects of reading drama on the evolution of the English theater.3  

Playbook annotations are valuable for what they can tell us about how early readers 
approached drama: what it was for, what its literary status was, and, importantly, whether people 
were as much (or more) habituated to reading it as to watching it. In the exploratory spirit, I 
would like to offer a very preliminary look at some trends based on my own (confessedly 
limited) data set.4 I’d like to begin by positing four categories of readers or (in Sherman’s more 
accurate term) users of playbooks, though the groups are not mutually exclusive. 

The first and most familiar figure is the commonplacing reader; this reader engages with 
the play with an eye out for well-turned phrases on familiar topics that could be collected 
together in a manuscript commonplace book. The reader’s concern is with applying the words or 
content of a play to the world at large and was a popular and well-documented way of reading in 
the seventeenth-century.5 Commonplacing marks vary widely. Some readers use the classic 
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“manicule” (less common later in the century) while others use quotation marks, arrows, 
underlining, and other idiosyncratic symbols. This was probably the most popular way of reading 
roughly contemporaneous with the plays’ publication and the archive yields much evidence to 
support and advance Zachary Lesser and Peter Stallybrass’s argument in “The First Literary 
Hamlet and the Commonplacing of Professional Plays” that “by the mid-seventeenth century, 
Shakespeare was beginning to be canonized, but for precisely the opposite reasons: not for his 
commonplaces but for his genius.”6 

The second type of reader was also easily recognizable as the editing reader; this reader 
engages with the play with an eye toward regularizing and perfecting a text specifically for 
reading. The kinds of changes made by this reader are detail-oriented. Spelling is corrected, 
speech prefixes are added or corrected, and act and scene divisions (themselves a convention of 
printed drama) are added. The editing reader’s changes regularize the text and the action. For 
instance, if a character is speaking and was not earlier brought on stage, the editing reader will 
add an entrance at some point of his choosing to ensure continuity. The corrections are typically 
written in fair hand, usually Italic, for the ease of other readers, contrasting notably with the 
nearly illegible “notes to self” made by other readers. 

Examples of this type of reader proliferate during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries and 
many playbooks annotated by well-known Shakespeareans—George Steevens, Edward Capell, 
Lewis Theobald, and the unscrupulous John Payne Collier—provide some of the best examples. 
More surprising is the fact that much “amateur” editing seemingly takes place much earlier, 
hinting at the seventeenth-century roots of the eighteenth-century editorial tradition. My 
observations support Sonia Massai’s excellent work on Shakespeare’s centrality in the history 
editing of drama.7 These early amateur editors seem mostly concerned with marking the division 
between acts and the entrances and exits of the characters. They correct speech prefixes and 
mark asides. They seldom make adjustments to the text, but when they do it is to correct obvious 
typos. Unlike the later editors, they do not compare and collate editions. Sometimes, early editors 
will include a manuscript list of the dramatis personae if the printed copy of the play has not 
already done so. If any pages of the text are missing, they will often supply them in manuscript.8  
 It is difficult to tell from the kinds of changes made by early editing readers whether the 
goal was to produce a specific reading experience or to harmonize the text with what would have 
been represented on stage. In part, this ambiguity shows us how much we still do no know about 
how people read drama: did they imagine the entrances and exits? Were they aware of act and 
scene breaks as much as they would have been in the theater? Did they read plays socially, 
perhaps aloud? Were the texts, in fact, used for closet performances and, if so, how might this 
alter our conception of “closet ” and “professional” drama as categories? 

Early editing readers also raise the possibility of substantial overlap with a third type, the 
performance-focused reader. The material hallmarks of a performance-focused reader are 
wholesale cuts to the texts, notes on entrances and exits, and the reallocation or cutting of lines. 
This type of reader has been widely studied by scholars thanks to the early identification and 
ensuing critical discussion of prompt books.9 Working texts from the Shakespearean theater are, 
however, certainly not the only ones annotated in preparation for a performance. The British 
Library’s Garrick Collection offers a wealth of examples thanks to its namesake’s practice of 
circulating his copies of the plays among friends.10 Copies of plays from later performances in 
the newly independent United States can be found in the Harvard Theatre Collection and it is 
more than possible that many playbooks in this and other university libraries have been 
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annotated for student productions. Students are also notable for employing the cryptic notes, 
checks, and underlining many of us grace our own books with.  

They did not, however, invent the practice. Material evidence of substantive engagement 
with the play text by a seventeenth-century reader is a kind of Holy Grail for hopeful literary 
scholars. It is, indeed, a rare thing to find, but does exist in the case of the annotating reader. Like 
the commonplacing reader, the annotating reader engages with the text but, unlike the 
commonplacing reader, the annotating reader directs his or her attention to specific words, 
phrases, or characters within the play’s own bounds. As a category of readership it is necessarily 
miscellaneous; there exist as many motives for annotation as there do readers to annotate. It is 
almost a category by exclusion—not oriented toward commonplacing, performance, or the 
production of a reading edition. It can include everything from extensive marginal commentary 
to a single mark. In at least one case, a copy of The Merry Wives of Windsor held by the 
Firestone, an early reader seemed to be involved in a one-man campaign of censorship; all oaths 
(and there are plenty) show evidence of having been inked out (although the ink has since faded). 
Many readers appear to have used playbooks as scrap paper, practicing their handwriting and 
doing household sums in the margins, demonstrating the extent to which playbooks were 
commonplace objects for at least some early owners.  

That we treat plays instead as venerable objects has been a major obstacle to realizing the 
scholarly potential of the annotations in some copies. Much of evidence of early readers’ habits 
has been effaced by the same mechanisms that preserved the play texts. Collectors have a 
tendency to value “clean” copies of rare books (a tradition continued by resources like EEBO), 
resulting in a preservation bias against copies with annotations. Similarly, the tendency to collect 
early modern drama in high style—with gilded pages, Moroccan leather, and elaborate binding—
means that the vast majority of play quartos have been cropped, eradicating or truncating early 
marginalia. The progressive elevation of the author’s text is literalized in the collectors’ desire to 
eradicate all extraneous elements of the material incarnation of this text.11  

It is still valuable, however, to note the presence of annotation even if its semantic 
content has been lost to time. Essentially, it is possible to ask two questions about textual 
annotations: one, are they present and, two, what do they mean. It is highly tempting to leap over 
the first question in eagerness to engage in conjectures about the second, but a broad survey of 
which plays were (at some point in their lifetime) annotated is necessary to establish a baseline 
for reader behavior during different historical periods as well as to address the question of 
whether specific texts, or specific kinds of texts, were annotated more frequently than others. 

I should say at the outset that my own interest in Shakespeare led me to begin with his 
works. The result is that Shakespeare is almost certainly overrepresented in my sample of 
annotated plays. It is not possible to say whether Shakespeare’s plays were annotated more 
frequently than comparable works by his contemporaries (though I cherish a private hope that 
they were). I also began my project with the assumption that readers would annotate cheaper 
quartos more readily than expensive folios. I have, however, found at least one example with 
which to counter this assumption: a 1632 Shakespeare folio held by the Firestone Library. The 
Firestone folio has been extensively annotated by at least two different early readers. Nearly 
three-quarters of the pages bear readers’ marks, including commonplacing symbols (manicules 
and, Twitter users take note, a #), underlining, textual emendations, additions of stage directions, 
and marginal comments. Unusually, the folio has been read with great attention all the way 
through, though the earlier plays have more instances of annotation than the later plays. This 
may or may not have anything to do with the genre of the later plays in the volume (tragedies). 
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Then, as now, readers started with the best of intentions but ultimately gave more (and more 
scrupulous) attention to the beginning of a text than the end.  

It’s not clear to what extent the readers of the Firestone second folio are as exceptional as 
they appear. The volume, however, has convinced me that a survey of playbook marginalia 
absolutely must include folios and plays in collection (as well as the smaller brethren of quartos, 
octavos and duodecimos). Perhaps there was a general sense that folios were “serious” books and 
therefore ought to be read more seriously. More information on the provenance of volumes 
would shed light on the motivations and peculiarities of readers and could be integrated into a 
marginalia database. Data pooling and collaborative research would make an enormous 
difference in this and other cases and could even help identify specific readers.  

The galling fact that readers were not inclined to sign (and especially not to date) their 
annotations means that, as scholars, we are left considering what trace evidence can tell us 
without our cracking the code of anonymity. At the heart of this issue is our desire to know at 
what point began treating plays as objects of literary analysis or, put another way, how the 
scholarly reading and editing practices applied to drama by the middle of the eighteenth century 
evolved in the decades before then. It is at this point that the meaning of annotations begins to 
matter more than their presence or absence since they promise to reveal something about the way 
early readers thought. Of course, frustratingly, a reader’s intention is neither fully discoverable 
nor provable, but individual cases are still highly suggestive and enable some scholarly 
conjecture about what motivated readers. 
 Take, for example, the commonplacing readers of the Houghton copies of Edward III 
(1596Q, call number STC 7501) and Henry V (1619Q, call number STC 22291). The reader of 
Edward III uses small pencil “X”s to highlight sententiae: 
 

1) “No let the Captaine talke of boystrous war,” (C2r) 
 2) “The sick man best sets downe the pangs of death,” (C2r) 
 3) “The man that starves the sweetnes of a feast,” (C2r) 
 4) “Love cannot sound wel but in lovers toungs,” (C2r) 

5) “For vertues store by giving doth augment,” (C3r) 
6) “Religion is austere and bewty gentle,” (C3v) 
7) “Age is a cyncke, not a flatterer,” (C4r) 
8) “What mighty men misdoo, they can amend:” (D1v) 
9) “An honourable grave is more esteemd,/ Then the polluted closet of a king,/ The 
greater man, the greater is the thing,/ Be it good or bad that he shall undertake,” (D2r) 

 10) “Deepe are the blowes made with a mightie Axe,” (D2r) 
 11) “An evill deed done by authoritie,/ Is sin and subornation: Decke an Ape” (D2r) 
 12) “Lillies that fester, smel far worse then weeds,” (D2r) 

13) “Thus from the harts aboundant speakes the tongue,” (D3r) 
14) “For faults against themselves, give evidence,/ Lust as a fire, and me like lanthorne 
show,” (D3v) 

 
The rest of the copy of Edward III is clean, the reader perhaps feeling that it had been thoroughly 
mined for commonplaces by this point. With each quotation one can almost imagine the heading 
it would come under (e.g. “Virtue,” for number five, “Age” for number seven). The 
commonplacing reader of Henry V, in contrast, marks idiosyncratically and, mostly, for humor. 
Quotations are highlighted by a thin, brown ink line in the margin: 
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1) “Tis a simple one, but what tho; twil serve to toste cheese, / And it will endure cold as 
another man’s sword will,” (B1r) 
2) “That live honestly by the pricke of their needle, / But it is thought straight we keepe a 
bawdy-house” (B1v) 
3) “Good Bardolfe put thy nose betweene the sheetes, / And do the office of a warning 
[sic] pan.” (B2r) 
4) “For your owne conscience turne upon your bosomes, / As dogs upon their masters 
worrying them.” (B3v) 
5) “His nose was as sharpe as a pen;” (B4v) 
6) “And he cryed three times, God, God, God, / Now I to comfort him, bad him not 
thinke of God, / I hope there was no such need.” (B4v) 
7) “Selfe-love my Liege is not so vile a thing / As selfe-neglecting.” (C1v) 
8) “Tis hot indeed, blowes go and come, / Gods vassals drop and dye.” (C2v) 
9) “They would have me as familiar / With mens pockets, as their Gloves and their / 
Handkerchers, they will steale any thing.” (C2v) 
10) “Can barley broth, a drench for swolne Iades, / Their sodden water decockt such 
lively blood?” (C4r) 
11) “And pumples, and his breath blowes at his nose / Like a coale, sometimes red, 
sometimes plew;” (D1v) 
12) “For when cruelty and lenity play for a Kingdome, / The gentlest gamester is the 
sooner winner.” (D1v) 
13) “Every man service is the Kings: / But every mans soule is his owne.” (D4v) 
14) “The man that once did sell the Lyons skin / While the beast lived, was kild with 
hunting him.” (E2v) 
15) “Captaine Gower, what call you the place where / Alexander the big was borne?” 
(E4v) 
16) “And being toucht, as hot as Gun-powder: / And quickly will returne an iniury.” 
(F2v) 
17) “And brings bread and salt, and bides mee / Eate my Leeke: twas in a place, looke 
you,” (F4r) 
18) “Heere he comes swelling like a Turky-cocke.” (F4r) 
19) “Thou shalt have a face that is not worth sun-burning. / But doest thou thinke, that 
thou and I,” (G2r) 
20) “Dost thou love me?” / Kate. “I cannot tell.” / Harry. “No: Can any of your 
Neighbours tel, / Ile aske them.” (G2v) 
21) “But I pray thee sweete Kate, use me mercifully, / Because I love the cruelly.” (G2v) 
22) “Before God Kate you have witchcraft /In your kisses:” (G3r) 

 
The majority of the lines marked for attention by the Henry V reader are spoken by comic 
characters and, it seems reasonable to assume, struck the reader because of their wit. The 
exceptions are either aphoristic (7, 12, 13, 14) or romantic (19-22). The focus on humorous 
characters suggests that Henry V initially appealed to this reader for its elements of comedy and 
that, along the way, well-turned phrases about ruling and romancing added to the appeal. The 
impression of Henry V as primarily comic is not one we retain today, but the reader’s behavior 
suggests that it may have been regarded as such in its own time. Conversely, the commonplacing 
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in Edward III supports our continuing notion of the history plays as falling into the same didactic 
tradition as A Mirror for Magistrates, one well-suited to dispensing general rules. 
 Commonplacing, annotating, and editing readers of play texts all offer the tantalizing 
prospect of getting inside the mind of the “early reader” and comparing his or her approaches to 
ours. Beyond this exciting prospect, however, studying the material evidence of early readers’ 
interactions with play texts has the potential to shape our understanding of how new plays were 
written and old plays performed in the mid-to-late seventeenth century. The 1640s and 1650s are 
of vital importance to the development of the English theater in this respect because they account 
for nearly twenty years during which plays were more frequently read than seen. Certainly the 
drama of the Restoration was written with a double audience—of spectators and readers—in 
mind. But, like so many other things, it seems implausible that the practice began anew with 
1660. Learning more about the material lives of playbooks is crucial to then tracing evolution of 
the early modern theater and understanding the horizon of expectations of its audiences.
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NOTES 
                                                
1 See William Sherman, Used Books: Marking Readers in Renaissance England, University of Pennsylvania Press, 
2008, and Anthony Grafton, "'Discitur Ut Agatur': How Gabriel Harvey Read His Livy." In Annotation and Its Texts 
ed.  Stephen A. Barney, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1991), 108-129. 
2 Many more contained post-1800 annotations and would, certainly, be of interest to scholars in other contexts 
including the history of editing, book collecting (especially by early Americans), and studies of nineteenth and 
twentieth-century readers (particularly university students). 
3 Scholars like Andrew Gurr and David Scott Kastan have addressed the second point in their work on theater 
history. See Gurr, "A New Theatre Historicism." In From Script to Stage in Early Modern England, eds by Peter 
Holland and Stephen Orgel, (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2004),  71-88; Kastan, "Performances and Playbooks: 
The Closing of the Theatres and the Politics." In Reading, Society and Politics in Early Modern England, eds Kevin 
Sharpe and Steven N. Zwicker, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003, 167-184. 
4 An index is available as as Appendix C 5. For copyright reasons, I have not included any of the images I used for 
my research in this document. 
5 For a recent, helpful overview of scholarly work on commonplace books see Victoria E. Burke, "Recent Studies in 
Commonplace Books." English Literary Renaissance 43, no. 1 (2013): 153-177. For a more in-depth study consult 
Fred Schurink, “Manuscript Commonplace Books, Literature, and Reading in Early Modern England." Huntington 
Library Quarterly: Studies in English and American History and Literature 73 (2010): 453-469. 
6 Zachary Lesser and Peter Stallybrass, "The First Literary Hamlet and the Commonplacing of Professional Plays." 
Shakespeare Quarterly 59 (2008): 371-420. 371. 
7 Sonia Massai, Shakespeare and the Rise of the Editor, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2007. 
8 Although this practice is more characteristic of readers from the eighteenth century or later, perhaps because plays 
remained more intact in earlier centuries. 
9 G. Blakemore Evans’s collection of "Shakespearean Prompt-Books of the Seventeenth Century” is still available 
online through the University of Virginia at < http://bsuva.org/bsuva/promptbook/> (Accessed May 15th, 2014). See 
also Michael Cordner, “Actors, Editors, and the Annotation of Shakespearean Playscripts,” Shakespeare Survey 55, 
(2002): 181-198; John D. Cox "Open Stage, Open Page? Editing Stage Directions in Early Dramatic Texts,” In 
Textual Performances: The Modern Reproduction of Shakespeare's Drama, eds Lukas Erne and Margaret Jane 
Kidnie, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004): 178-193; Simon Palfrey and Tiffany Stern, Shakespeare in 
Parts, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2007); and Paul Werstine, Early Modern Playhouse Manuscripts and the 
Editing of Shakespeare, (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2012). 
10 See “Introduction” in George Morrow Kahrl and Dorothy Anderson The Garrick Collection of Old English Plays: 
a Catalogue with an Historical Introduction, (London: British Library, 1982). The prohibition against digital 
photography in the BL, however, means that these are not included in my image sets. 
11 This liberation of the play text from the confines of its surroundings is clearest in the Kemble-Devonshire copies 
of the plays—once at Chatsworth and now mostly held by the Huntington Library—which have been laid into fresh 
sheets of paper and collated by nineteenth-century actor John Philip Kemble. The trail of a marginalium is 
sometimes evident in these cropped playbooks, but as of now there is no way of reconstructing what it might have 
said. 
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Appendix A, Table 1  
 
London%Playing%Companies,%1613542 
 
The%King’s%Men%(1603542)%

• Formerly the Lord Chamberlain’s Men (1594-1603)%

• Playing at the Globe and Blackfriars%

• Disbanded by 1642 ordinance%

• Significant playwrights Shakespeare, Jonson, Fletcher, Massinger, Davenant, Shirley%

 

The%Palsgrave’s/King%of%Bohemia’s%Company%(1613525)%

• Formerly Prince Henry’s Men (1603-12) and the Admiral’s Men (1594-1603)%

• Playing at the Fortune%

• Disbanded in long plague of 1625%

• Remnants probably constituted the King and Queen of Bohemia’s Company (c. 1626)%

• Significant playwrights Dekker, W. Rowley, S. Rowley%

 

The%Prince’s%Men%(1608525)%

• Charles’s company before his accession%

• Played at combination of the Red Bull, Cockpit, Curtain, and Phoenix%

• Disbanded in long plague of 1625%

• Significant playwrights, W. Rowley, Dekker%

 

The%Red%Bull/Revels%Company%(1619522)%

• Remnant of Queen Anne’s Company (1603-19), Worcester’s Men (1590-1603)%

• Playing at the Red Bull, Phoenix%

• Significant playwrights Massinger, Dekker%

 

Lady%Elizabeth’s%Men%(1611525)%
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• Granted a near-monopoly on provincial playing; absent from London 1615-22%
• Playing at the Phoenix%
• Disbanded by long plague of 1625%
• Later revived as Queen of Bohemia’s Players (1628-41)%
• Significant playwrights Middleton, Fletcher, Massinger, Ford%

 

Queen%Henrietta’s%Men%(1625536)%
• Playing at the Cockpit, Phoenix%
• Disbanded by plague closure of 1636/7%
• Significant playwrights Shirley, Ford, Heywood%

 

Red%Bull%Company%(1626542)%
• Distinct from previous Red Bull/Revels Company%
• Playing at the Red Bull%
• Formed after the 1625 closure, disbanded by 1642 ordinance%
• Very few extant plays or surviving records%

 

King%and%Queen%of%Bohemia’s%Company%(1626531)%
• Remnant of Palsgrave’s and Lady Elizabeth’s companies%
• Playing at the Fortune%
• Very little surviving information—much of it is conjectural%

 

King’s%Revels%(1630536)%
• Playing at Salisbury Court and Fortune%
• Disbanded by 1636/7 plague closure%
• Merged with Queen’s Men in 1637 following closure%
• Significant playwrights Brome, Randolph%
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Prince%Charles’s%Men%(1631542)%
• Charles II’s company%
• Playing at Salisbury Court, the Red Bull, and the Fortune%
• Disbanded by 1642 ordinance%
• Very few extant plays or surviving records%

 

Queen’s%Men%(1637542)%
• Reconstituted Queen Henrietta’s Men with King’s Revels players%
• Playing at Salisbury Court%
• Disbanded by 1642 ordinance%
• Significant playwrights Brome and Shirley%

 

Beeston’s%Boys%(1637542)%
• Formed after 1636/7 closure%
• Playing at the Cockpit%
• Disbanded by 1642 ordinance%
• Significant playwrights Brome, Glapthorne%

 
 
 %
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Appendix A, Table 2   
 
Subsequent publications by play, 1590-1625 
 
Includes%titles%first%published%between%1590%and%1625%(regardless%of%the%date%of%their%first%
performance)%that%appear%in%print%at%least%once%more.%Excludes%titles%with%only%one%appear5
ance%in%print%and%plays%by%Jonson%and%Shakespeare%that%appear%only%in%the%folio%volumes.%
 
First Pub-
lished 

Author Play Subsequent Dates 

1590% Marlowe, Christopher% 1 Tamburlaine% 1593, 1597, 1605%
1590% Marlowe, Christopher% 2 Tamburlaine% 1593, 1597, 1606%
1590% Marlowe, Christopher% 1 & 2 Tamburlaine% 1593, 1597%
1591% Lyly, John% Endymion% 1632%
1591% Anonymous% 1 Troublesome Reign of King 

John%
1611, 1622%

1591% Anonymous% 2 Troublesome Reign of King 
John%

1611, 1622%

1591% Anonymous% 1 & 2 Troublesome R. of KJ% 1611, 1622%
1591% Anonymous% Fair Em, the Miller's Daughter% 1631%
1592% Lyly, John% Gallathea% 1632%
1592% Lyly, John% Midas% 1632%
1592% Anonymous% Arden of Faversham% 1599, 1633%
1592% Anonymous% Soliman and Perseda% 1599%
1592% Kyd, Thomas% The Spanish Tragedy% 1594, 1599, 1602, 1603, 1610, 

1615, 1618, 1623, 1633%
1593% Peele, George% Edward the First% 1599%
1593% Anonymous% Jack Straw% 1604%
1594% Shakespeare, William% Titus Andronicus% 1600, 1611, 1623, 1632%
1594% Lodge, Thomas and 

Greene, Robert%
A Looking Glass for London and 
England%

1598, 1602, 1605, 1617%

1594% Shakespeare, William% 2 Henry VI (The First Part of the 
Contention)%

1600, 1619, 1623, 1632%

1594% Anon / Shakespeare% Taming of a Shrew% 1596, 1607, 1623, 1631, 1632%
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First Pub-
lished 

Author Play Subsequent Dates 

1594% Greene, Robert% Friar Bacon and Friar Bongay% 1630, 1655%
1594% Greene, Robert% Orlando Furioso% 1599%
1594% Lyly, John% Mother Bombie% 1598, 1632%
1594% Marlowe, Christopher% Edward II% 1598, 1612, 1622%
1594% Daniel, Samuel% Cleopatra% 1595, 1598, 1599, 1601, 1605, 

1607, 1611, 1623%
1595% Shakespeare, William% 3 Henry VI (The True Tragedy of 

Richard, Duke of Gloucester)%
1600, 1619, 1623, 1632%

1596% Anonymous% The Reign of King Edward III% 1599%
1597% Shakespeare, William% Richard II% 1598, 1608, 1615, 1623, 1632, 

1634%
1597% Shakespeare, William% Richard III% 1598, 1602, 1605, 1612, 1622, 

1623, 1629, 1632, 1634%
1597% Shakespeare, William% Romeo and Juliet% 1599, 1609, 1623, 1632, 1637%
1598% Shakespeare, William% 1 Henry IV% 1599, 1604, 1608, 1613, 1622, 

1623, 1632, 1632Q, 1639%

1598% Anonymous% The Famous Victories of Henry 
V%

1617%

1598% Shakespeare, William% Love's Labours Lost% 1623, 1631, 1632%
1598% Anonymous% Mucedorus (and Amadine)% 1606, 1610, 1611, 1613, 1615, 

1618, 1619, 1621, 1626, 1629, 
1631, 1634, 1639, 1656%

1600% Jonson, Ben% Every Man Out of His Humour% 1616, 1640%
1600% Shakespeare, William% Henry V% 1602, 1619, 1623, 1632%
1600% Anonymous% 1 Sir John Oldcastle% 1619%
1600% Shakespeare, William% 2 Henry IV% 1623, 1632%
1600% Shakespeare, William% Much Ado About Nothing% 1623, 1632%
1600% Shakespeare, William% A Midsummer Night's Dream% 1619, 1623, 1632%
1600% Anonymous% The Weakest Goeth to the Wall% 1618%
1600% Shakespeare, William% The Merchant of Venice% 1619, 1623, 1632, 1637, 1652%
1600% Dekker, Thomas% The Shoemaker's Holiday% 1610, 1618, 1624, 1631, 1657%
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First Pub-
lished 

Author Play Subsequent Dates 

1601% Jonson, Ben% Every Man In His Humour% 1616, 1640%
1601% Marston, John% Jack Drum's Entertainment% 1616%
1601% Jonson, Ben% Cynthia's Revels% 1616, 1640%
1602% Guarini, Giovanni Bat-

tista%
Il Pastor Fido% 1633%

1602% Marston, John% Antonio and Mellida% 1633%
1602% Marston, John% Antonio's Revenge% 1633%
1602% Jonson, Ben% The Poetaster% 1616, 1640%
1602% Shakespeare, William% The Merry Wives of Windsor% 1619, 1623, 1630, 1632%
1602% Anonymous% Thomas Lord Cromwell% 1613%
1602% Heywood, Thomas% How a Man May Choose a Good 

Wife from a Bad%
1605, 1608, 1614, 1621, 1630, 
1634%

1603% Alexander, William% Darius% 1604, 1616, 1637%
1603% Shakespeare, William% Hamlet% 1604, 1611, 1623, 1625, 1632, 

1637%
1603% Anonymous% Philotus% 1612%
1603% Gwinne, Matthew% Nero% 1638%
1604% Dekker and Middleton% The Honest Whore Part I% 1605, 1615, 1635%
1604% Marlowe, Christopher% Dr. Faustus% 1609, 1611, 1616, 1619, 1620, 

1624, 1628, 1631%
1604% Daniel, Samuel% Masque at Hampton Court% 1623%
1604% Dekker, Webster, et al.% Arches of Triumph% 1613%
1604% Alexander, William% The Monarchic Tragedies% 1616, 1637%
1604% Jonson, Ben% Coronation Triumph% 1616, 1640%
1604% Jonson, Ben% Entertainment at Althorp% 1616, 1640%
1605% Rowley, William% When You See Me You Know 

Me%
1613, 1621, 1632%

1605% Marston, John% The Dutch Courtesan% 1633%
1605% Heywood, Thomas% 1 If You Know Not Me, You 

Know Nobody%
1606, 1608, 1610, 1613, 1623, 
1632, 1639%

1605% Jonson, Ben% Sejanus% 1616, 1640%
1605% Chapman, George% All Fools% 1652%
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First Pub-
lished 

Author Play Subsequent Dates 

1605% Daniel, Samuel% Philotas% 1607, 1611, 1623%
1606% Heywood, Thomas% 2 If You Know Not Me, You 

Know Nobody%
1609, 1623, 1633%

1606% Chapman, George% The Gentleman Usher% 1652%
1606% Daniel, Samuel% The Queen's Arcadia% 1607, 1611, 1623%
1606% Chapman, George% Sir Giles Goosecap% 1636%
1606% Marston, John% Parasitaster, or The Fawn% 1633, 1652%
1606% Marston, John% The Wonder of Women, or So-

phonsiba%
1633, 1652%

1606% Anonymous% Wily Beguiled% 1614, 1623, 1630, 1635, 1638, 
1653%

1606% Day, John% The Isle of Gulls% 1633%
1606% Jonson, Ben% Hymenaei% 1616, 1640%
1607% Tomkis, Thomas% Lingua% 1615, 1617, 1622, 1632, 1657%
1607% Anonymous% The Fair Maid of the Exchange% 1625, 1637%
1607% Middleton, Thomas% The Phoenix% 1630%
1607% Middleton, Thomas% Michaelmus Term% 1630%
1607% Beaumont, Francis% The Woman Hater% 1648%
1607% Chapman, George% Bussy D'Ambois% 1641, 1652%
1607% Sharpham, Edward% Cupid's Whirligig% 1611, 1616, 1630%
1607% Wilkins, George% The Miseries of Enforced Mar-

riage%
1611, 1629, 1637%

1607% Marston, John% What You Will% 1633, 1652%
1607% Sharpham, Edward% The Fleer% 1610, 1615, 1631%
1607% Dekker, Thomas and 

John Webster%
Sir Thomas Wyatt% 1612%

1607% Heywood, Thomas% A Woman Killed with Kindness% 1617%

1607% Jonson, Ben% Volpone% 1616, 1640%
1607% Alexander, William% The Alexandraean Tragedy% 1616, 1637%
1607% Alexander, William% Julius Caesar% 1616, 1637%
1608% Middleton, Thomas% A Trick to Catch the Old One% 1616%
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First Pub-
lished 

Author Play Subsequent Dates 

1608% Anonymous% The Merry Devil of Edmonton% 1612, 1617, 1626, 1631, 1655%
1608% Shakespeare, William% King Lear% 1619, 1623, 1632, 1655%
1608% Middleton, Thomas% A Yorkshire Tragedy% 1619%
1608% Heywood, Thomas% The Rape of Lucrece% 1609, 1614, 1630, 1638%
1608% Middleton, Thomas% A Mad World, My Masters% 1640%
1608% Markham, Gervase% The Dumb Knight% 1633%
1608% Chapman, George% The Conspiracy and Tragedy of 

Charles Duke of Byron%
1625%

1608% Jonson, Ben% The Masque of Blackness% 1616, 1640%
1608% Jonson, Ben% The Masque of Beauty% 1616, 1640%
1608% Jonson, Ben% The Masque at Lord Hadding-

ton's Marriage%
1616, 1640%

1609% Greville, Fulke% Mustapha% 1633%
1609% Shakespeare, William% Troilus and Cressida% 1623, 1632%
1609% Jonson, Ben% The Masque of Queens% 1616, 1640%
1609% Shakespeare and Fletcher% Pericles% 1611, 1619, 1630, 1635%

1610% Mason, John% The Turk% 1632%
1610% Fletcher, John% The Faithful Shepherdess% 1629, 1634, 1656%
1611% Barry, Lording% Ram Alley, or Merry Tricks% 1636%
1611% Jonson, Ben% Catiline His Conspiracy% 1616, 1635, 1640%
1612% Jonson, Ben% The Alchemist% 1616, 1640%
1612% Webster, John% The White Devil% 1631%
1613% Beaumont, Francis% Masque of Inner Temple and 

Gray's Inn%
1647, 1653%

1613% Chapman, George% Masque of Middle Temple and 
Lincoln's Inn%

1614%

1613% Marston, John et al.% The Insatiate Countess% 1616, 1631%
1613% Beaumont and Fletcher% The Knight of the Burning Pestle% 1613, 1635%

1614% Cooke, Joshua?% Greene's Tu Quoque, or The City 
Gallant%

1622, 1628%
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First Pub-
lished 

Author Play Subsequent Dates 

1615% Daniel, Samuel% Hymen's Triumph% 1623%
1615% Beaumont and Fletcher% Cupid's Revenge% 1630%
1615% Tomkis, Thomas% Albumazar% 1634, 1640%
1615% Heywood, Thomas% The Four Prentices of London% 1632, 1635%
1616% Beaumont and Fletcher% The Scornful Lady% 1625, 1630, 1635, 1639, 1651, 

1661?%
1616% Haughton, William% Englishmen for My Money% 1626, 1631%
1617% Jonson, Ben% Lovers Made Men (masque)% 1641%
1617% Middleton and Rowley% A Fair Quarrel% 1622%
1618% Holiday, Barton% Technogamia or the Marriage of 

the Arts%
1630%

1618% Field, Nathaniel% Amends for Ladies% 1639%
1619% Beaumont and Fletcher% The Maid's Tragedy% 1622, 1630, 1638, 1641, 

1650[60?]%
1619% Beaumont and Fletcher% A King and No King% 1625, 1631, 1639, 1655%
1620% Beaumont and Fletcher% Philaster% 1622, 1628, 1634, 1639, 1652, 

1652[61]%
1621% Fletcher and Massinger% Thierry and Theodoret% 1648%
1622% Shakespeare, William% Othello% 1623, 1630, 1632, 1655%
1622% Dekker and Massinger% The Virgin Martyr% 1631, 1651%
1622% Jonson, Ben% Masque of Augurs% 1641%
1622% May, Thomas% The Heir% 1633%
1623% Jonson, Ben% Time Vindicated to Himself% 1641%
1623% Massinger, Philip% The Duke of Milan% 1638%
1623% Webster, John% The Duchess of Malfi% 1640%
1624% Jonson, Ben% Neptune's Triumph% 1641%
1624% Massinger, Philip% The Bondman% 1638%
1624% Anonymous% Nero (Piso's Conspiracy)% 1633%
1625% Jonson, Ben% The Fortunate Isles% 1641%

 
 
%
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Appendix A, Table 3 
 
Plays in Print   
 
1613-1625 
 
Author Title Issue STC/Win

g 
Greg DEEP 

Dekker,&Thomas;&Webster,&
John;&Harrison,&Stephen&

Arches&of&Triumph& 1613&Broad@
sheet&

12863a& 208b& 0382&

Sidney,&Philip& The&Entertainment&at&Wanstead&(The&La@
dy&of&May)&

1613F&Coll& 22544& 152d& 5047.01&

Anonymous& Mucedorus&(and&Amadine)& 1613Q& 18234& 151e& 0263&
Anonymous& Thomas&Lord&Cromwell& 1613Q& 21533& 189b& 0333&
Beaumont,&Francis& Masque&of&Inner&Temple&and&Gray's&Inn& 1613Q& 01663& 309a& 0587&
Cary,&Elizabeth& Mariam,&the&Fair&Queen&of&Jewry& 1613Q& 04613& 308a(i)& 0585&
Chapman,&George& Masque&of&Middle&Temple&and&Lincoln's&

Inn&
1613Q& 04981& 310a(*)& 0589&

Chapman,&George& The&Revenge&of&Bussy&D'Ambois& 1613Q& 04989& 307a& 0584&
Heywood,&Thomas& 1&If&You&Know&Not&Me,&You&Know&Nobody& 1613Q& 13332& 215e& 0397&
Heywood,&Thomas& The&Brazen&Age& 1613Q& 13310& 313a& 0594&
Heywood,&Thomas& The&Silver&Age& 1613Q& 13365& 317a& 0604&
Marston,&John;&Machin,&Lewis;&
Barkstead,&William&

The&Insatiate&Countess& 1613Q& 17476& 315a(i)& 0597&
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Author Title Issue STC/Win
g 

Greg DEEP 

Rowley,&Samuel& When&You&See&Me&You&Know&Me& 1613Q& 21418& 212b& 0387&

Shakespeare,&William& 1&Henry&IV& 1613Q& 22284& 145f& 0246&

Stephens,&John& Cynthia's&Revenge,&or&Maenander's&Ec@
stasy&

1613Q& 23248& 314a(*)& 0595&

Campion,&Thomas& The&Entertainment&at&Cawsome& 1613Q&Coll& 04545& 318a& 5044.01&

Campion,&Thomas& The&Lord's&Masque& 1613Q&Coll& 04545& 319a& 5044.02&

Heywood,&Thomas& 1&Edward&the&Fourth& 1613Q&Coll& 13344& 153d& 5045.01&

Heywood,&Thomas& 2&Edward&the&Fourth& 1613Q&Coll& 13344& 154d& 5045.02&

Middleton,&Thomas& The&Entertainment&on&Michaelmas&Day&
1613&

1613Q&Coll& 17904& 312a& 0592.50&

Middleton,&Thomas& The&Triumphs&of&Truth& 1613Q&Coll& 17904& 311a(†)& 5046.01&

Beaumont,&Francis;&Fletcher,&
John&

The&Knight&of&the&Burning&Pestle& 1613Q1& 01674& 316a& 0602&

Anonymous& The&Masque&of&Flowers& 1614Q& 17625& 320a(*)& 0605&

Anonymous& Wily&Beguiled& 1614Q& 25819& 234b& 0435&

Campion,&Thomas& The&Masque&at&the&Earl&of&Somerset's&
Marriage&

1614Q& 04539& 324a(*)& 0612&

Chapman,&George& Masque&of&Middle&Temple&and&Lincoln's&
Inn&

1614Q& 04982& 310b& 0591&

Cooke,&Joshua?& Greene's&Tu&Quoque,&or&The&City&Gallant& 1614Q& 05673& 323a& 0609&
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Author Title Issue STC/Win
g 

Greg DEEP 

Heywood,&Thomas& How&a&Man&May&Choose&a&Good&Wife&
from&a&Bad&

1614Q& 05597& 191d& 0338&

Heywood,&Thomas& The&Rape&of&Lucrece& 1614Q& 13361a& 273c& 0525&

Munday,&Anthony& Himatia@Poleos& 1614Q& 18274& 322a& 0608&

Tailor,&Robert& The&Hog&Hath&Lost&His&Pearl& 1614Q& 23658& 321a& 0607&

Daniel,&Samuel& Hymen's&Triumph& 1615&8vo& 06257& 325a& 614&

Anonymous& Mucedorus&(and&Amadine)& 1615@18Q& XXXXX& XXXX& 0264.05&

A.,&R.& The&Valiant&Welshman&(Caradoc&the&
Great)&

1615Q& 00016& 327a& 0617&

Anonymous& Mucedorus&(and&Amadine)& 1615Q& 18235& 151f& 0264&

Anonymous& Work&for&Cutlers&(Sword,&Rapier,&and&
Dagger)&

1615Q& 25981& 331a& 0627&

Beaumont,&Francis;&Fletcher,&
John&

Cupid's&Revenge& 1615Q& 01667& 328a& 0618&

Dekker,&Thomas;&Middleton,&
Thomas&

The&Honest&Whore&Part&I& 1615Q& 06503& 204d(*)& 0365&

Heywood,&Thomas& The&Four&Prentices&of&London& 1615Q& 13321& 333a& 0629&

Kyd,&Thomas& The&Spanish&Tragedy& 1615Q& 15091a& 110g(*)& 0156&

Munday,&Anthony& Metropolis&Coronata& 1615Q& 18275& 332a& 0628&

Shakespeare,&William& Richard&II& 1615Q& 22312& 141e& 0223&
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Author Title Issue STC/Win
g 

Greg DEEP 

Sharpham,&Edward& The&Fleer& 1615Q& 22386& 255c& 0496&

Smith,&Wentworth&(?)& The&Hector&of&Germany,&or&The&Palsgrave,&
Prime&Elector&

1615Q& 22871& 329a& 0621&

Tomkis,&Thomas& Lingua& 1615Q& 24105& 239b& 0451&

Anonymous& Band,&Cuff,&and&Ruff,&or&Exchange&Ware&at&
the&Second&Hand&

1615Q1& 01355& 326a& 0615&

Tomkis,&Thomas& Albumazar& 1615Q1& 24100& 330a& 0623&

Anonymous& Band,&Cuff,&and&Ruff,&or&Exchange&Ware&at&
the&Second&Hand&

1615Q2& 01356& 326b& 0616&

Tomkis,&Thomas& Albumazar& 1615Q2& 24101& 330b& 0624&

Alexander,&William& Croesus& 1616&8vo&Coll& 00345& 209b& 5049.02&

Alexander,&William& Darius& 1616&8vo&Coll& 00345& 196c& 5049.01&

Alexander,&William& Julius&Caesar& 1616&8vo&Coll& 00345& 261b& 5049.04&

Alexander,&William& The&Alexandraean&Tragedy& 1616&8vo&Coll& 00345& 260b& 5049.03&

Jonson,&Ben& Catiline&His&Conspiracy& 1616F&Coll& 14751& 296b& 5051.16&

Jonson,&Ben& Coronation&Triumph& 1616F&Coll& 14751& 200b& 5051.17&

Jonson,&Ben& Cynthia's&Revels& 1616F&Coll& 14751& 181b(*)& 5051.06&

Jonson,&Ben& Entertainment&at&Althorp& 1616F&Coll& 14751& 201b& 5051.18&

Jonson,&Ben& Epicene,&or&The&Silent&Woman& 1616F&Coll& 14751& 304b(*)& 5051.13&

Jonson,&Ben& Every&Man&In&His&Humour& 1616F&Coll& 14751& 176b& 5050.01&
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Author Title Issue STC/Win
g 

Greg DEEP 

Jonson,&Ben& Every&Man&Out&of&His&Humour& 1616F&Coll& 14751& 163d(*)& 5051.02&

Jonson,&Ben& Hymenaei& 1616F&Coll& 14751& 237b& 5051.24&

Jonson,&Ben& Love&Freed&from&Ignorance&and&Folly& 1616F&Coll& 14751& 344a& 5051.29&

Jonson,&Ben& Love&Restored& 1616F&Coll& 14751& 345a& 5051.30&

Jonson,&Ben& Mercury&Vindicated&from&the&Alchemists&
at&Court&

1616F&Coll& 14751& 348a& 5051.32&

Jonson,&Ben& Oberon,&the&Faery&Prince& 1616F&Coll& 14751& 343a& 5051.28&

Jonson,&Ben& Prince&Henry's&Barriers&(The&Lady&of&the&
Lake)&

1616F&Coll& 14751& 342a& 5051.27&

Jonson,&Ben& Sejanus& 1616F&Coll& 14751& 216b& 5051.11&

Jonson,&Ben& The&Alchemist& 1616F&Coll& 14751& 303b& 5051.15&

Jonson,&Ben& The&Challenge&at&Tilt& 1616F&Coll& 14751& 346a& 5051.31&

Jonson,&Ben& The&Entertainment&at&Highgate&(The&Pe@
nates)&

1616F&Coll& 14751& 339a& 5051.19&

Jonson,&Ben& The&Entertainment&at&Theobalds,&1607&
(The&Genius)&

1616F&Coll& 14751& 341a& 5051.21&

Jonson,&Ben& The&Entertainment&of&the&Two&Kings&of&
Great&Britain&and&Denmark&(The&Enter@
tainment&at&Theobalds,&1606)&(The&
Hours)&

1616F&Coll& 14751& 340a& 5051.20&

Jonson,&Ben& The&Golden&Age&Restored& 1616F&Coll& 14751& 349a& 5051.34&
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Author Title Issue STC/Win
g 

Greg DEEP 

Jonson,&Ben& The&Irish&Masque& 1616F&Coll& 14751& 347a& 5051.33&

Jonson,&Ben& The&Masque&at&Lord&Haddington's&Mar@

riage&

1616F&Coll& 14751& 271b& 5051.25&

Jonson,&Ben& The&Masque&of&Beauty& 1616F&Coll& 14751& 270b& 5051.23&

Jonson,&Ben& The&Masque&of&Blackness& 1616F&Coll& 14751& 269b& 5051.22&

Jonson,&Ben& The&Masque&of&Queens& 1616F&Coll& 14751& 280b& 5051.26&

Jonson,&Ben& The&Poetaster& 1616F&Coll& 14751& 186b(*)& 5051.08&

Jonson,&Ben& Volpone& 1616F&Coll& 14751& 259b& 5051.12&

Beaumont,&Francis;&Fletcher,&

John&

The&Scornful&Lady& 1616Q& 01686& 334a& 0631&

Haughton,&William& Englishmen&for&My&Money& 1616Q& 12931& 336a& 0640&

Marlowe,&Christopher& Dr.&Faustus& 1616Q& 17432& 205d& 0372&

Marston,&John& Jack&Drum's&Entertainment& 1616Q& 07244& 177b(i)& 0315&

Marston,&John;&Machin,&Lewis;&

Barkstead,&William&

The&Insatiate&Countess& 1616Q& 17477& 315b& 0599&

Middleton,&Thomas& A&Trick&to&Catch&the&Old&One& 1616Q& 17897& 262b& 0507&

Middleton,&Thomas& Civitatis&Amor& 1616Q& 17878& 338a& 0645&

Munday,&Anthony& Chrysanaleia:&The&Golden&Fishing,&or&

Honor&of&Fishmongers&

1616Q& 18266& 335a& 0639&

S.,&S.& The&Honest&Lawyer& 1616Q& 21519& 337a(*)& 0643&
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Sharpham,&Edward& Cupid's&Whirligig& 1616Q& 22382& 247c& 0479&

Anonymous& The&Famous&Victories&of&Henry&V& 1617Q& 13073& 148b(i)& 0254&

Anonymous& The&Merry&Devil&of&Edmonton& 1617Q& 07495& 264c& 0511&

Heywood,&Thomas& A&Woman&Killed&with&Kindness& 1617Q& 13372& 258b& 0502&

Jonson,&Ben& Lovers&Made&Men&(The&Masque&at&Lord&
Hay's)&

1617Q& 14775& 350a& 0646&

Lodge,&Thomas&and&Greene,&
Robert&

A&Looking&Glass&for&London&and&England& 1617Q& 16682& 118e& 0179&

Middleton,&Thomas& The&Triumphs&of&Honor&and&Industry& 1617Q& 17899& 351a& 0647&

Middleton,&Thomas;&Rowley,&
William&

A&Fair&Quarrel& 1617Q& 17911& 352a(i)& 0648&

Tomkis,&Thomas& Lingua& 1617Q& 24106& 239c& 0452&

Anonymous& Mucedorus&(and&Amadine)& 1618Q& 18236& 151g& 0265&

Anonymous& The&Weakest&Goeth&to&the&Wall& 1618Q& 25145& 171b& 0300&

Belchier,&Dabridgcourt& Hans&Beer@Pot&(See&Me&and&See&Me&Not)& 1618Q& 01803& 354a& 0653&

Dekker,&Thomas& The&Shoemaker's&Holiday& 1618Q& 06525& 175c& 0309&

Field,&Nathaniel& Amends&for&Ladies& 1618Q& 10851& 356a(i)& 0655&

Holiday,&Barten& Technogamia&or&the&Marriage&of&the&Arts& 1618Q& 13617& 353a& 0651&

Kyd,&Thomas& The&Spanish&Tragedy& 1618Q& 15092& 110h& 0158&
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Munday,&Anthony& Siderothriambos,&or&Steel&and&Iron&Tri@
umphing&

1618Q& 18278& 355a& 0654&

Anonymous& 1&Sir&John&Oldcastle& 1619Q& 18796& 166b& 0292&
Anonymous& Mucedorus&(and&Amadine)& 1619Q& 18237& 151h& 0266&
Anonymous& Swetnam&the&Woman@Hater&Arraigned&by&

Women&
1619Q& 23544& 361a& 0674&

Anonymous& Two&Wise&Men&and&All&the&Rest&Fools& 1619Q& 04991& 361a& 0673&
Beaumont,&Francis;&Fletcher,&
John&

A&King&and&No&King& 1619Q& 01670& 360a& 0668&

Beaumont,&Francis;&Fletcher,&
John&

The&Maid's&Tragedy& 1619Q& 01676& 357a(*)& 0658&

Marlowe,&Christopher& Dr.&Faustus& 1619Q& 17433& 205e& 0373&
Middleton,&Thomas& A&Yorkshire&Tragedy& 1619Q& 22341& 272b& 0522&
Middleton,&Thomas& The&Inner@Temple&Masque,&or&The&

Masque&of&Heroes&
1619Q& 17887& 358a& 0666&

Middleton,&Thomas& The&Triumphs&of&Love&and&Antiquity& 1619Q& 17902& 359a& 0667&
Shakespeare,&William& A&Midsummer&Night's&Dream& 1619Q& 22303& 170b& 0298&
Shakespeare,&William& Henry&V& 1619Q& 22291& 165c& 0290&
Shakespeare,&William& King&Lear& 1619Q& 22293& 265b& 0516&
Shakespeare,&William& The&Merchant&of&Venice& 1619Q& 22297& 172b& 0302&
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Shakespeare,&William& The&Merry&Wives&of&Windsor& 1619Q& 22300& 187b& 0329&

Heywood,&Thomas& 1&Edward&the&Fourth& 1619Q&Coll& 13345& 153e& 5052.01&

Heywood,&Thomas& 2&Edward&the&Fourth& 1619Q&Coll& 13345& 154e& 5052.02&

Shakespeare,&William& 2&Henry&VI&(The&First&Part&of&the&Conten@

tion)&

1619Q&Coll& 26101& 119c& 5053.01&

Shakespeare,&William& 3&Henry&VI&(The&True&Tragedy&of&Richard,&

Duke&of&Gloucester)&

1619Q&Coll& 26101& 138c& 5053.02&

Shakespeare,&William;&Fletch@

er,&John&

Pericles& 1619Q&Coll& 26101& 284d& 5053.03&

Beaumont,&Francis;&Fletcher,&

John&

Philaster& 1620Q& 01681& 363a(*)& 0675&

Cumber,&John&(?)& The&Two&Merry&Milkmaids,&or&The&Best&

Words&Wear&the&Garland&

1620Q& 04281& 364a& 0684&

Jonson,&Ben& Epicene,&or&The&Silent&Woman& 1620Q& 14763& 304c(i)& 0579&

Marlowe,&Christopher& Dr.&Faustus& 1620Q& 17434& 205f& 0374&

Middleton,&Thomas;&Rowley,&

William&

The&World&Tossed&at&Tennis& 1620Q& 17909& 365a(*)& 0685&

Squire,&John& Tes&Irenes&Trophaea,&or&The&Triumphs&of&

Peace&

1620Q& 23120.5& 366a& 0687&

Middleton,&Thomas& The&Entertainment&at&Bunhill&on&the&

Shooting&Day&(The&Archer)&

1621&8vo&Coll& 17886& 370a& 5054.02&
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Middleton,&Thomas& The&Entertainment&at&Sir&Francis&Jones's&

at&Christmas&(The&Triumph&of&Temper@

ance)&

1621&8vo&Coll& 17886& 375a& 5054.07&

Middleton,&Thomas& The&Entertainment&at&Sir&Francis&Jones's&

at&Easter&(The&Seasons)&

1621&8vo&Coll& 17886& 376a& 5054.08&

Middleton,&Thomas& The&Entertainment&at&Sir&Francis&Jones's&

Welcome&(Comus&the&Great&Sir&of&Feasts)&

1621&8vo&Coll& 17886& 374a& 5054.06&

Middleton,&Thomas& The&Entertainment&at&Sir&William&

Cokayne's&in&Easter&Week&(The&Cock)&

1621&8vo&Coll& 17886& 369a& 5054.01&

Middleton,&Thomas& The&Entertainment&at&Sir&William&

Cokayne's&upon&Simon&and&Jude's&Day&

(The&Year's&Funeral)&

1621&8vo&Coll& 17886& 373a& 5054.05&

Middleton,&Thomas& The&Entertainment&at&the&Conduit&Head&

(The&Water&Nymph)&

1621&8vo&Coll& 17886& 371a& 5054.03&

Middleton,&Thomas& The&Entertainment&for&the&General&Train@

ing&(Pallas)&

1621&8vo&Coll& 17886& 372a& 5054.04&

Middleton,&Thomas& The&Entertainment&of&the&Lords&of&the&

Council&by&Sheriff&Allen&(Flora's&Wel@

come)&

1621&8vo&Coll& 17886& 377a& 5054.09&

Middleton,&Thomas& The&Entertainment&of&the&Lords&of&the&

Council&by&Sheriff&Ducie&(Flora's&Serv@

ants)&

1621&8vo&Coll& 17886& 378a& 5054.10&

Sidney,&Philip& The&Entertainment&at&Wanstead&(The&La@

dy&of&May)&

1621F&Coll& 22545& 152e& 5055.01&
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Anonymous& Mucedorus&(and&Amadine)& 1621Q& 18237.5& 151i& 0267&

Fletcher,&John;&Massinger,&
Philip&

Thierry&and&Theodoret& 1621Q& 11074& 368a& 0689&

Heywood,&Thomas& How&a&Man&May&Choose&a&Good&Wife&
from&a&Bad&

1621Q& 05598& 191e& 0339&

Middleton,&Thomas& The&Sun&in&Aries& 1621Q& 17895& 367a& 0688&

Rowley,&Samuel& When&You&See&Me&You&Know&Me& 1621Q& 21419& 212c& 0388&

Sidney,&Philip& The&Entertainment&at&Wanstead&(The&La@
dy&of&May)&

1622F&Coll& 22545.5& 152e& 5055.01&

Beaumont,&Francis;&Fletcher,&
John&

Philaster& 1622Q& 01682& 363b& 0676&

Beaumont,&Francis;&Fletcher,&
John&

The&Maid's&Tragedy& 1622Q& 01678& 357b& 0660&

Cooke,&Joshua?& Greene's&Tu&Quoque,&or&The&City&Gallant& 1622Q& 05674& 323b& 0610&

Dekker,&Thomas;&Massinger,&
Philip&

The&Virgin&Martyr& 1622Q& 17644a& 380a(*)& 0695&

Jonson,&Ben& Masque&of&Augurs& 1622Q& 14777& 381a(*)& 0699&

Markham,&Gervase;&Sampson,&
William&

Herod&and&Antipater& 1622Q& 17401& 382a(*)& 0701&

Marlowe,&Christopher& Edward&II& 1622Q& 17440& 129d(*)& 0202&

May,&Thomas& The&Heir& 1622Q& 17713& 384a& 0704&
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Middleton,&Thomas& The&Triumphs&of&Honor&and&Virtue& 1622Q& 17900& 383a& 0703&
Middleton,&Thomas;&Rowley,&
William&

A&Fair&Quarrel& 1622Q& 17912& 352b& 0650&

Shakespeare,&William& 1&Henry&IV& 1622Q& 22285& 145g& 0247&
Shakespeare,&William& Othello& 1622Q& 22305& 379a& 0692&
Shakespeare,&William& Richard&III& 1622Q& 22319& 142f& 0231&
Shakespeare,&William& Romeo&and&Juliet& 1622Q& 22325& 143e(*)& 0237&
Tomkis,&Thomas& Lingua& 1622Q& 24107& 239d& 0453&
Anonymous& 1&Troublesome&Reign&of&King&John& 1622Q&Coll& 14647& 101c& 5056.01&
Anonymous& 2&Troublesome&Reign&of&King&John& 1622Q&Coll& 14647& 102c& 5056.02&
Shakespeare,&William& 1&Henry&IV& 1623F&Coll& 22273& 145h& 5061.17&
Shakespeare,&William& 1&Henry&the&Sixth& 1623F&Coll& 22273& 399a& 5061.20&
Shakespeare,&William& 2&Henry&IV& 1623F&Coll& 22273& 167b& 5061.18&
Shakespeare,&William& 2&Henry&VI&(The&First&Part&of&the&Conten@

tion)&
1623F&Coll& 22273& 119d& 5061.21&

Shakespeare,&William& 3&Henry&VI&(The&True&Tragedy&of&Richard,&
Duke&of&Gloucester)&

1623F&Coll& 22273& 138d& 5061.22&

Shakespeare,&William& A&Midsummer&Night's&Dream& 1623F&Coll& 22273& 170c& 5061.08&
Shakespeare,&William& All's&Well&That&Ends&Well& 1623F&Coll& 22273& 395a& 5061.12&
Shakespeare,&William& Antony&and&Cleopatra& 1623F&Coll& 22273& 405a& 5061.35&
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Shakespeare,&William& As&You&Like&It& 1623F&Coll& 22273& 394a& 5061.10&

Shakespeare,&William& Coriolanus& 1623F&Coll& 22273& 401a& 5061.26&

Shakespeare,&William& Cymbeline,&King&of&Britain& 1623F&Coll& 22273& 406a& 5061.36&

Shakespeare,&William& Hamlet& 1623F&Coll& 22273& 197e& 5061.32&

Shakespeare,&William& Henry&V& 1623F&Coll& 22273& 165d& 5061.19&

Shakespeare,&William& Julius&Caesar& 1623F&Coll& 22273& 403a& 5061.30&

Shakespeare,&William& King&John& 1623F&Coll& 22273& 398a& 5061.15&

Shakespeare,&William& King&Lear& 1623F&Coll& 22273& 265c& 5061.33&

Shakespeare,&William& Love's&Labours&Lost& 1623F&Coll& 22273& 150b& 5061.07&

Shakespeare,&William& Macbeth& 1623F&Coll& 22273& 404a& 5061.31&

Shakespeare,&William& Measure&for&Measure& 1623F&Coll& 22273& 392a& 5061.04&

Shakespeare,&William& Much&Ado&About&Nothing& 1623F&Coll& 22273& 168b& 5061.06&

Shakespeare,&William& Othello& 1623F&Coll& 22273& 379b& 5061.34&

Shakespeare,&William& Richard&II& 1623F&Coll& 22273& 141f& 5061.16&

Shakespeare,&William& Richard&III& 1623F&Coll& 22273& 142g& 5061.23&

Shakespeare,&William& Romeo&and&Juliet& 1623F&Coll& 22273& 143d& 5061.28&

Shakespeare,&William& The&Comedy&of&Errors& 1623F&Coll& 22273& 393a& 5061.05&

Shakespeare,&William& The&Merchant&of&Venice& 1623F&Coll& 22273& 172c& 5061.09&

Shakespeare,&William& The&Merry&Wives&of&Windsor& 1623F&Coll& 22273& 187c& 5061.03&
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Shakespeare,&William& The&Taming&of&the&Shrew& 1623F&Coll& 22273& 120d& 5061.11&

Shakespeare,&William& The&Tempest& 1623F&Coll& 22273& 390a& 5061.01&

Shakespeare,&William& The&Two&Gentlemen&of&Verona& 1623F&Coll& 22273& 391a& 5061.02&

Shakespeare,&William& The&Winter's&Tale& 1623F&Coll& 22273& 397a& 5061.14&

Shakespeare,&William& Titus&Andronicus& 1623F&Coll& 22273& 117d& 5061.27&

Shakespeare,&William& Troilus&and&Cressida& 1623F&Coll& 22273& 279b& 5061.25&

Shakespeare,&William& Twelfth&Night,&or&What&You&Will& 1623F&Coll& 22273& 396a& 5061.13&

Shakespeare,&William;&Fletch@
er,&John&

Henry&the&Eighth&(All&Is&True)& 1623F&Coll& 22273& 400a& 5061.24&

Shakespeare,&William;&Middle@
ton,&Thomas&

Timon&of&Athens& 1623F&Coll& 22273& 402a& 5061.29&

Sidney,&Philip& The&Entertainment&at&Wanstead&(The&La@
dy&of&May)&

1623F&Coll& 22546a& 152e& 5055.01&

Anonymous& Wily&Beguiled& 1623Q& 25820& 234c& 0436&

Heywood,&Thomas& 1&If&You&Know&Not&Me,&You&Know&Nobody& 1623Q& 13333& 215f& 0398&

Heywood,&Thomas& 2&If&You&Know&Not&Me,&You&Know&Nobody& 1623Q& 13338& 224c& 0415&

Jonson,&Ben& Time&Vindicated&to&Himself& 1623Q& 14782.5& 385a& 0706&

Kyd,&Thomas& The&Spanish&Tragedy& 1623Q& 15093a& 110i(*)& 0159&

Massinger,&Philip& The&Duke&of&Milan& 1623Q& 17634& 386a& 0707&

Middleton,&Thomas& The&Triumphs&of&Integrity& 1623Q& 17901& 387a& 0709&
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Webster,&John& The&Devil's&Law&Case& 1623Q& 25173& 388a& 0710&

Webster,&John& The&Duchess&of&Malfi& 1623Q& 25176& 389a& 0711&

Daniel,&Samuel& Cleopatra& 1623Q&Coll& 06238& 132i& 5060.01&

Daniel,&Samuel& Hymen's&Triumph& 1623Q&Coll& 06238& 325b& 5060.05&

Daniel,&Samuel& Masque&at&Hampton&Court& 1623Q&Coll& 06238& 207c& 5060.02&

Daniel,&Samuel& Philotas& 1623Q&Coll& 06238& 223e& 5060.03&

Daniel,&Samuel& The&Queen's&Arcadia& 1623Q&Coll& 06238& 227d& 5060.04&

Anonymous& Nero&(Piso's&Conspiracy)& 1624Q& 18430& 410a& 0719&

Dekker,&Thomas& The&Shoemaker's&Holiday& 1624Q& 06526& 175d& 0310&

Jonson,&Ben& Neptune's&Triumph& 1624Q& 14779& 407a& 0714&

Marlowe,&Christopher& Dr.&Faustus& 1624Q& 17435& 205g& 0375&

Massinger,&Philip& The&Bondman& 1624Q& 17632& 408a& 0715&

Webster,&John& Monuments&of&Honor& 1624Q& 25175& 409a& 0718&

Anonymous& The&Fair&Maid&of&the&Exchange& 1625Q& 13318& 242b& 0461&

Beaumont,&Francis;&Fletcher,&

John&

A&King&and&No&King& 1625Q& 01671& 360b& 0669&

Beaumont,&Francis;&Fletcher,&

John&

The&Scornful&Lady& 1625Q& 01687& 334b& 0632&

Jonson,&Ben& The&Fortunate&Isles& 1625Q& 14772& 411a& 0721&
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Shakespeare,&William& Hamlet& 1625Q& 22278& 197d& 0351&
Chapman,&George& The&Conspiracy&of&Charles&Duke&of&Byron& 1625Q&Coll& 04969& 274b& 5063.01&
Chapman,&George& The&Tragedy&of&Charles&Duke&of&Byron& 1625Q&Coll& 04969& 275b& 5063.02&
Middleton,&Thomas& A&Game&at&Chess& 1625Q1& 17882& 412a& 0722&
Middleton,&Thomas& A&Game&at&Chess& 1625Q2& 17883& 412b(i)& 0723&
Middleton,&Thomas& A&Game&at&Chess& 1625Q3& 17884& 412c& 0725&

 
 
 
 
1626-1640 
 
Author Title Issue STC/Wing Greg DEEP 

Anonymous& Mucedorus&(and&Amadine)& 1626Q& 18238& 151j& 0268&

Anonymous& The&Merry&Devil&of&Edmonton& 1626Q& 07496& 264d& 0512&
Haughton,&William& Englishmen&for&My&Money& 1626Q& 12932& 336b& 0641&
Middleton,&Thomas& The&Triumphs&of&Health&and&Prosperity& 1626Q& 17898& 413a& 0726&
Heywood,&Thomas& 1&Edward&the&Fourth& 1626Q&Coll& 13346& 153f& 5064.04&
Heywood,&Thomas& 2&Edward&the&Fourth& 1626Q&Coll& 13346& 154f& 5064.02&
Hawkins,&William& Apollo&Shroving& 1627&8vo& 12963& 414a& 0727&
Newman,&Thomas;&Terence& The&Andrian&Woman&(Andria)& 1627&8vo&Coll& 23897& 415a& 5065.01&
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Newman,&Thomas;&Terence& The&Eunuch& 1627&8vo&Coll& 23897& 416a& 5065.02&
Sidney,&Philip& The&Entertainment&at&Wanstead&(The&

Lady&of&May)&
1627F&Coll& 22547& 152f& 5066.01&

Gomersall,&Robert& Lodovick&Sforza& 1628&8vo& 11995& 418a& 0729&
Sidney,&Philip& The&Entertainment&at&Wanstead&(The&

Lady&of&May)&
1628F&Coll& 22548& 152f& 5066.01&

Beaumont,&Francis;&Fletcher,&
John&

Philaster& 1628Q& 01683& 363c& 0678&

Cooke,&Joshua?& Greene's&Tu&Quoque,&or&The&City&Gal@
lant&

1628Q& 05675& 323c& 0611&

Dekker,&Thomas& Britannia's&Honor& 1628Q& 06493& 419a& 0730&
Marlowe,&Christopher& Dr.&Faustus& 1628Q& 17435.5& 205h& 0376&
Reynolds,&Henry;&Tasso,&Tor@
quato&

Aminta& 1628Q& 23696& 417a& 0728&

Anonymous& Mucedorus&(and&Amadine)& 1629Q& 18238.5& 151k& 0269&
Anonymous& Wine,&Beer,&Ale,&and&Tobacco&Contend@

ing&for&Superiority&
1629Q& 11541& 426a& 0742&

Carlell,&Lodowick& The&Deserving&Favorite& 1629Q& 04628& 423a& 0735&
D'Avenant,&William& Albovine,&King&of&the&Lombards& 1629Q& 06307& 422a& 0734&
Dekker,&Thomas& London's&Tempe,&or&The&Field&of&Hap@

piness&
1629Q& 06509& 421a& 0733&

Fletcher,&John& The&Faithful&Shepherdess& 1629Q& 11069& 287b& 0554&
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Ford,&John& The&Lover's&Melancholy& 1629Q& 11163& 420a(*)& 0731&

Massinger,&Philip& The&Roman&Actor& 1629Q& 17642& 424a(*)& 0737&

Shakespeare,&William& Richard&III& 1629Q& 22320& 142h& 0232&

Shirley,&James& The&Wedding& 1629Q& 22460& 425a& 0739&

Wilkins,&George& The&Miseries&of&Enforced&Marriage& 1629Q& 25637& 249c& 0485&

Anonymous& Pathomachia,&or&The&Battle&of&Affec@
tions&(Love's&Loadstone)&

1630Q& 19462& 434a& 0751&

Anonymous& Wily&Beguiled& 1630Q& 25821& 234d& 0437&

Anonymous& Wine,&Beer,&Ale,&and&Tobacco&Contend@
ing&for&Superiority&

1630Q& 11542& 426b& 0743&

Beaumont,&Francis;&Fletcher,&
John&

Cupid's&Revenge& 1630Q& 01668& 328b& 0619&

Beaumont,&Francis;&Fletcher,&
John&

The&Maid's&Tragedy& 1630Q& 01679& 357c& 0661&

Beaumont,&Francis;&Fletcher,&
John&

The&Scornful&Lady& 1630Q& 01688& 334c& 0633&

D'Avenant,&William& The&Cruel&Brother& 1630Q& 06302& 427a& 0745&

D'Avenant,&William& The&Just&Italian& 1630Q& 06303& 428a& 0746&

Dekker,&Thomas& The&Honest&Whore&Part&II& 1630Q& 06506& 435a& 0752&

Greene,&Robert& Friar&Bacon&and&Friar&Bongay& 1630Q& 12268& 121b& 0187&
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Heywood,&Thomas& How&a&Man&May&Choose&a&Good&Wife&
from&a&Bad&

1630Q& 05599& 191f& 0340&

Heywood,&Thomas& The&Rape&of&Lucrece& 1630Q& 13362& 273d& 0526&

Holiday,&Barten& Technogamia&or&the&Marriage&of&the&
Arts&

1630Q& 13618& 353b& 0652&

Jonson,&Ben& Love's&Triumph&Through&Callipolis& 1630Q& 14776& 437a& 0755&

Massinger,&Philip& The&Picture& 1630Q& 17640& 436a(*1
*2)&

0753&

Massinger,&Philip& The&Renegado,&or&The&Gentleman&of&
Venice&

1630Q& 17641& 430a& 0749&

Middleton,&Thomas& A&Chaste&Maid&in&Cheapside& 1630Q& 17877& 433a& 0750&

Middleton,&Thomas& Michaelmus&Term& 1630Q& 17891& 244b& 0466&

Middleton,&Thomas& The&Phoenix& 1630Q& 17893& 243b& 0464&

Shakespeare,&William& Othello& 1630Q& 22306& 379c& 0693&

Shakespeare,&William& The&Merry&Wives&of&Windsor& 1630Q& 22301& 187d& 0330&

Shakespeare,&William;&Fletcher,&
John&

Pericles& 1630Q& 22337& 284e(*)& 0547&

Sharpham,&Edward& Cupid's&Whirligig& 1630Q& 22383& 247d& 0480&

Shirley,&James& The&Grateful&Servant& 1630Q& 22444& 429a& 0747&

Randolph,&Thomas& Aristippus/The&Jovial&Philosopher& 1630Q1&Coll& 20686& 431a& 5069.01&
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Randolph,&Thomas& The&Conceited&Pedlar/&The&University&
Pedlar&

1630Q1&Coll& 20686& 432a& 5069.02&

Randolph,&Thomas& Aristippus/The&Jovial&Philosopher& 1630Q2&Coll& 20686.5& 431b& 5070.01&

Randolph,&Thomas& The&Conceited&Pedlar/&The&University&
Pedlar&

1630Q2&Coll& 20686.5& 432b& 5070.02&

Randolph,&Thomas& Aristippus/The&Jovial&Philosopher& 1630Q3&Coll& 20687& 431d& 5071.01&

Randolph,&Thomas& The&Conceited&Pedlar/&The&University&
Pedlar&

1630Q3&Coll& 20687& 432d& 5071.02&

Jonson,&Ben& The&New&Inn,&or&The&Light&Heart& 1631&8vo& 14780& 442a& 0762&

May,&Thomas& Antigone,&the&Theban&Princess& 1631&8vo& 17716& 450a& 0775&

Mabbe,&James;&Rojas,&Fernando&
de&

The&Spanish&Bawd&(Calisto&and&Melibo@
ea)&

1631F& 04911.2& 439a(i*)& 0757&

Anonymous& Fair&Em,&the&Miller's&Daughter& 1631Q& 07676& 113b& 0166&

Anonymous& Mucedorus&(and&Amadine)& 1631Q& 18239& 151l& 0270&

Anonymous& The&Merry&Devil&of&Edmonton& 1631Q& 07497& 264e& 0513&

Beaumont,&Francis;&Fletcher,&
John&

A&King&and&No&King& 1631Q& 01672& 360c& 0670&

Chapman,&George& Caesar&and&Pompey&(The&Wars&of&Cae@
sar&and&Pompey)&

1631Q& 04992& 444a(i*)& 0764&

Chettle,&Henry& Hoffman,&or&A&Revenge&for&a&Father& 1631Q& 05125& 438a& 0756&

Dekker,&Thomas& Match&Me&in&London& 1631Q& 06529& 440a& 0759&
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Dekker,&Thomas& The&Shoemaker's&Holiday& 1631Q& 06527& 175e& 0311&

Dekker,&Thomas;&Massinger,&
Philip&

The&Virgin&Martyr& 1631Q& 17645& 380b& 0697&

Drue,&Thomas& The&Duchess&of&Suffolk& 1631Q& 07242& 451a& 0776&

Fletcher,&Phineas& Sicelides& 1631Q& 11083& 443a& 0763&

Goffe,&Thomas& The&Raging&Turk& 1631Q& 11980& 447a& 0770&

Haughton,&William& Englishmen&for&My&Money& 1631Q& 12933& 336c& 0642&

Heywood,&Thomas& 1&The&Fair&Maid&of&the&West,&or&A&Girl&
Worth&Gold&

1631Q& 13320& 445a& 0768&

Heywood,&Thomas& 2&The&Fair&Maid&of&the&West,&or&A&Girl&
Worth&Gold&

1631Q& 13320& 446a& 0769&

Heywood,&Thomas& London's&Ius&Honorarium& 1631Q& 13351& 448a& 0772&

Jonson,&Ben& Chloridia& 1631Q& 14762& 452a& 0777&

Marlowe,&Christopher& Dr.&Faustus& 1631Q& 17436& 205i& 0377&

Marston,&John;&Machin,&Lewis;&
Barkstead,&William&

The&Insatiate&Countess& 1631Q& 17478& 315c(i)& 0600&

Shakespeare,&William& Love's&Labours&Lost& 1631Q& 22295& 150c& 0258&

Shakespeare,&William& The&Taming&of&the&Shrew& 1631Q& 22327& 120e& 0185&

Sharpham,&Edward& The&Fleer& 1631Q& 22387& 255d& 0497&

Shirley,&James& The&School&of&Compliment& 1631Q& 22456& 441a& 0760&

Townshend,&Aurelian& Albion's&Triumph& 1631Q& 24155& 453a(*)& 0778&
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Townshend,&Aurelian& Tempe&Restored& 1631Q& 24156& 454a& 0780&

Webster,&John& The&White&Devil& 1631Q& 25179& 306b& 0583&

Jonson,&Ben& Bartholomew&Fair& 1631Q&Coll& 14753.5& 455a(*)& 5072.01&

Jonson,&Ben& The&Devil&is&an&Ass& 1631Q&Coll& 14753.5& 457a& 5072.04&

Jonson,&Ben& The&Staple&of&News& 1631Q&Coll& 14753.5& 456a& 5072.03&

Randolph,&Thomas& Aristippus/The&Jovial&Philosopher& 1631Q&Coll& 20688& 431e& 5073.01&

Randolph,&Thomas& The&Conceited&Pedlar/&The&University&
Pedlar&

1631Q&Coll& 20688& 432e& 5073.02&

Lyly,&John& Campaspe&(Alexander,&Campaspe,&and&
Diogenes)&

1632&12mo&Coll& 17088& 84e& 5074.03&

Lyly,&John& Endymion& 1632&12mo&Coll& 17088& 99b& 5074.04&

Lyly,&John& Gallathea& 1632&12mo&Coll& 17088& 105b& 5074.05&

Lyly,&John& Midas& 1632&12mo&Coll& 17088& 106b& 5074.06&

Lyly,&John& Mother&Bombie& 1632&12mo&Coll& 17088& 125c(i)& 5074.07&

Lyly,&John& Sappho&and&Phao& 1632&12mo&Coll& 17088& 82d(i)& 5074.01&

Shakespeare,&William& 1&Henry&IV& 1632F&Coll& 22274& 145j& 5076.17&

Shakespeare,&William& 1&Henry&the&Sixth& 1632F&Coll& 22274& 399b& 5076.20&

Shakespeare,&William& 2&Henry&IV& 1632F&Coll& 22274& 167c& 5076.18&

Shakespeare,&William& 2&Henry&VI&(The&First&Part&of&the&Con@
tention)&

1632F&Coll& 22274& 119e& 5076.21&
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Shakespeare,&William& 3&Henry&VI&(The&True&Tragedy&of&Rich@
ard,&Duke&of&Gloucester)&

1632F&Coll& 22274& 138e& 5076.22&

Shakespeare,&William& A&Midsummer&Night's&Dream& 1632F&Coll& 22274& 170d& 5076.08&

Shakespeare,&William& All's&Well&That&Ends&Well& 1632F&Coll& 22274& 395b& 5076.12&

Shakespeare,&William& Antony&and&Cleopatra& 1632F&Coll& 22274& 405b& 5076.35&

Shakespeare,&William& As&You&Like&It& 1632F&Coll& 22274& 394b& 5076.10&

Shakespeare,&William& Coriolanus& 1632F&Coll& 22274& 410b& 5076.26&

Shakespeare,&William& Cymbeline,&King&of&Britain& 1632F&Coll& 22274& 406b& 5076.36&

Shakespeare,&William& Hamlet& 1632F&Coll& 22274& 197f& 5076.32&

Shakespeare,&William& Henry&V& 1632F&Coll& 22274& 165e& 5076.19&

Shakespeare,&William& Julius&Caesar& 1632F&Coll& 22274& 403b& 5076.30&

Shakespeare,&William& King&John& 1632F&Coll& 22274& 398b& 5076.15&

Shakespeare,&William& King&Lear& 1632F&Coll& 22274& 265d& 5076.33&

Shakespeare,&William& Love's&Labours&Lost& 1632F&Coll& 22274& 150d& 5076.07&

Shakespeare,&William& Macbeth& 1632F&Coll& 22274& 404b& 5076.31&

Shakespeare,&William& Measure&for&Measure& 1632F&Coll& 22274& 392b& 5076.04&

Shakespeare,&William& Much&Ado&About&Nothing& 1632F&Coll& 22274& 168c& 5076.06&

Shakespeare,&William& Othello& 1632F&Coll& 22274& 379d& 5076.34&

Shakespeare,&William& Richard&II& 1632F&Coll& 22274& 141g& 5076.16&

Shakespeare,&William& Richard&III& 1632F&Coll& 22274& 142i& 5076.23&
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Shakespeare,&William& Romeo&and&Juliet& 1632F&Coll& 22274& 143f& 5076.28&

Shakespeare,&William& The&Comedy&of&Errors& 1632F&Coll& 22274& 393b& 5076.05&

Shakespeare,&William& The&Merchant&of&Venice& 1632F&Coll& 22274& 172d& 5076.09&

Shakespeare,&William& The&Merry&Wives&of&Windsor& 1632F&Coll& 22274& 187e& 5076.03&

Shakespeare,&William& The&Taming&of&the&Shrew& 1632F&Coll& 22274& 120f& 5076.11&

Shakespeare,&William& The&Tempest& 1632F&Coll& 22274& 390b& 5076.01&

Shakespeare,&William& The&Two&Gentlemen&of&Verona& 1632F&Coll& 22274& 391b& 5076.02&

Shakespeare,&William& The&Winter's&Tale& 1632F&Coll& 22274& 397b& 5076.14&

Shakespeare,&William& Titus&Andronicus& 1632F&Coll& 22274& 117e& 5076.27&

Shakespeare,&William& Troilus&and&Cressida& 1632F&Coll& 22274& 279c& 5076.25&

Shakespeare,&William& Twelfth&Night,&or&What&You&Will& 1632F&Coll& 22274& 396b& 5076.13&

Shakespeare,&William;&Fletcher,&

John&

Henry&the&Eighth&(All&Is&True)& 1632F&Coll& 22274& 400b& 5076.24&

Shakespeare,&William;&Middle@

ton,&Thomas&

Timon&of&Athens& 1632F&Coll& 22274& 402b& 5076.29&

Brome,&Richard& The&Northern&Lass& 1632Q& 03819& 463a& 0787&

Field,&Nathan;&Massinger,&Philip& The&Fatal&Dowry& 1632Q& 17646& 464a& 0788&

Goffe,&Thomas& The&Courageous&Turk& 1632Q& 11977& 458a& 0782&

Hausted,&Peter& The&Rival&Friends& 1632Q& 12935& 465a& 0789&
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Heywood,&Thomas& 1&If&You&Know&Not&Me,&You&Know&No@
body&

1632Q& 13334& 215g& 0399&

Heywood,&Thomas& 1&The&Iron&Age& 1632Q& 13340& 467a(i)& 0791&
Heywood,&Thomas& 2&The&Iron&Age& 1632Q& 13340& 468a& 0793&
Heywood,&Thomas& London's&Fountain&of&Arts&and&Sciences& 1632Q& 13347& 466a& 0790&
Heywood,&Thomas& The&Four&Prentices&of&London& 1632Q& 13322& 333b& 0630&
Marmion,&Shackerley& Holland's&Leaguer& 1632Q& 17443& 461a& 0785&
Mason,&John& The&Turk& 1632Q& 17618& 286b& 0552&
Massinger,&Philip& The&Emperor&of&the&East& 1632Q& 17636& 459a& 0783&
Massinger,&Philip& The&Maid&of&Honor& 1632Q& 17638& 470a(i)& 0799&
Randolph,&Thomas& The&Jealous&Lovers& 1632Q& 20692& 469a(*)& 0794&
Rowley,&Samuel& When&You&See&Me&You&Know&Me& 1632Q& 21420& 212d& 0389&
Rowley,&William& A&New&Wonder,&A&Woman&Never&Vexed& 1632Q& 21423& 460a& 0784&
Shakespeare,&William& 1&Henry&IV& 1632Q& 22286& 145i& 0248&
Tomkis,&Thomas& Lingua& 1632Q& 24108& 239e& 0454&
Guarini,&Giovanni&Battista& Il&Pastor&Fido& 1633&12mo& 12416& 183b& 0324&
Gomersall,&Robert& Lodovick&Sforza& 1633&8vo&Coll& 11993& 418b& 5084.01&
Marston,&John& Antonio&and&Mellida& 1633&8vo&Coll& 17471& 184b& 5086.01&
Marston,&John& Antonio's&Revenge& 1633&8vo&Coll& 17471& 185b(i)& 5086.02&
Marston,&John& Parasitaster,&or&The&Fawn& 1633&8vo&Coll& 17471& 230c(i)& 5086.06&
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Marston,&John& The&Dutch&Courtesan& 1633&8vo&Coll& 17471& 214b(i)& 5086.04&

Marston,&John& The&Wonder&of&Women,&or&Sophonsiba& 1633&8vo&Coll& 17471& 231b(i)& 5086.08&

Marston,&John& What&You&Will& 1633&8vo&Coll& 17471& 252b(i*)& 5086.10&

Greville,&Fulke& Alaham& 1633F&Coll& 12361& 489a& 5085.01&

Greville,&Fulke& Mustapha& 1633F&Coll& 12361& 278b& 5085.01&

Sidney,&Philip& The&Entertainment&at&Wanstead&& 1633F&Coll& 22549& 152g& 5088.01&

Anonymous& Arden&of&Faversham& 1633Q& 00735& 107c(*)& 0143&

Anonymous& Nero&(Piso's&Conspiracy)& 1633Q& 18431& 410b& 0720&

Anonymous& The&Costly&Whore& 1633Q& 25582& 472a(*)& 0802&

Day,&John& The&Isle&of&Gulls& 1633Q& 06414& 235b& 0443&

Drummond,&William&(?)& The&Entertainment&at&Edinburgh& 1633Q& 05023& 487a& 0819&

Fisher,&Jasper& Fuimus&Troes&(The&True&Trojans)& 1633Q& 10886& 482& 0813&

Ford,&John& Love's&Sacrifice& 1633Q& 11164& 478a& 0809&

Ford,&John& The&Broken&Heart& 1633Q& 11156& 480a& 0811&

Ford,&John& Tis&Pity&She's&a&Whore& 1633Q& 11165& 486a(i)& 0817&

Goffe,&Thomas& Orestes& 1633Q& 11982& 485a& 0816&

Heywood,&Thomas& 2&If&You&Know&Not&Me,&You&Know&No@
body&

1633Q& 13339& 224d& 0416&

Heywood,&Thomas& Londini&Emporia,&or&London's&Merca@
tura&

1633Q& 13348& 483a& 0814&
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Heywood,&Thomas& The&English&Traveller& 1633Q& 13315& 484a& 0815&

Kyd,&Thomas& The&Spanish&Tragedy& 1633Q& 15094& 110j& 0161&

Markham,&Gervase& The&Dumb&Knight& 1633Q& 17400& 277b& 0533&

Marlowe,&Christopher& The&Jew&of&Malta& 1633Q& 17412& 475a& 0806&

Marmion,&Shackerley& A&Fine&Companion& 1633Q& 17442& 481a& 0812&

Massinger,&Philip& A&New&Way&to&Pay&Old&Debts& 1633Q& 17639& 474a& 0805&

May,&Thomas& The&Heir& 1633Q& 17714a& 384b& 705.50&

R.,&W.& A&Match&at&Midnight& 1633Q& 21421& 476a& 0807&

Rowley,&William& All's&Lost&by&Lust& 1633Q& 21425& 471a& 0801&

Shirley,&James& Contention&for&Honor&and&Riches& 1633Q& 22439& 473a& 0804&

Shirley,&James& The&Bird&in&a&Cage&(The&Beauties)& 1633Q& 22436& 479a& 0810&

Shirley,&James& The&Wedding& 1633Q& 22461& 425b& 0740&

Shirley,&James& The&Witty&Fair&One& 1633Q& 22462& 477a& 0808&

Shirley,&James& The&Triumph&of&Peace& 1633Q1& 22458.5& 488a,b(
*)&

0820&

Shirley,&James& The&Triumph&of&Peace& 1633Q2& 22459& 488b,a(
*)&

0820.50&

Shirley,&James& The&Triumph&of&Peace& 1633Q3& 22459b& 488c(i)& 0822&

Taylor,&John& The&Triumphs&of&Fame&and&Honor& 1634&8vo& 23808& 495a& 0830&
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Mabbe,&James;&Rojas,&Fernando&
de&

The&Spanish&Bawd&(Calisto&and&Melibo@
ea)&

1634F&Coll& 00291& 439a(i*)& 5089&

Anonymous& Mucedorus&(and&Amadine)& 1634Q& 18240& 151m& 0271&

Beaumont,&Francis;&Fletcher,&
John&

Philaster& 1634Q& 01684& 363d& 0679&

Carew,&Thomas& Coelum&Britnnicum& 1634Q& 04618& 496a& 0831&

Dekker,&Thomas& The&Noble&Spanish&Soldier&(The&Noble&
Soldier,&or&A&Contract&Broken&Justly&Re@
venged)&

1634Q& 21416& 490a& 0824&

Fletcher,&John& The&Faithful&Shepherdess& 1634Q& 11070& 287c& 0555&

Fletcher,&John;&Shakespeare,&Wil@
liam&

The&Two&Noble&Kinsmen& 1634Q& 11075& 492a& 0827&

Ford,&John& Perkin&Warbeck& 1634Q& 11157& 491a(*)& 0825&

Heywood,&Thomas& A&Maidenhead&Well&Lost& 1634Q& 13357& 493a& 0828&

Heywood,&Thomas& How&a&Man&May&Choose&a&Good&Wife&
from&a&Bad&

1634Q& 05600& 191g& 0341&

Heywood,&Thomas&and&Brome,&
Richard&

The&Late&Lancashire&Witches& 1634Q& 13373& 494a& 0829&

Randolph,&Thomas& The&Jealous&Lovers& 1634Q& 20693& 469b& 0796&

Shakespeare,&William& Richard&II& 1634Q& 22313& 141h(*)& 0224&

Shakespeare,&William& Richard&III& 1634Q& 22321& 142j& 0233&

Tomkis,&Thomas& Albumazar& 1634Q& 24102& 330c& 0625&
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Rutter,&Joseph& The&Shepherds'&Holiday& 1635&8vo& 21470& 499a& 0835&

Daniel,&Samuel& Cleopatra& 1635&Q&Coll& 06243.8& 132i& 5060.01&

Daniel,&Samuel& Hymen's&Triumph& 1635&Q&Coll& 06243.8& 325b& 5060.05&

Daniel,&Samuel& Masque&at&Hampton&Court& 1635&Q&Coll& 06243.8& 207c& 5060.02&

Daniel,&Samuel& Philotas& 1635&Q&Coll& 06243.8& 223e& 5060.03&

Daniel,&Samuel& The&Queen's&Arcadia& 1635&Q&Coll& 06243.8& 227d& 5060.04&

Anonymous& Wily&Beguiled& 1635Q& 25822& 234e& 0438&

Beaumont,&Francis;&Fletcher,&
John&

Cupid's&Revenge& 1635Q& 01669& 328c& 0620&

Beaumont,&Francis;&Fletcher,&
John&

The&Knight&of&the&Burning&Pestle& 1635Q& 01675& 316b& 0603&

Beaumont,&Francis;&Fletcher,&
John&

The&Scornful&Lady& 1635Q& 01689& 334d& 0634&

D'Avenant,&William& The&Triumphs&of&the&Prince&d'Amour& 1635Q& 06308& 502a& 0838&

Dekker,&Thomas;&Middleton,&
Thomas&

The&Honest&Whore&Part&I& 1635Q& 06505& 204e& 0368&

Heywood,&Thomas& Londini&Sinus&Salutis,&or&London's&Har@
bor&of&Health&and&Happiness&

1635Q& 13348a& 500a& 0836&

Jones,&John& Adrasta,&or&The&Woman's&Spleen&and&
Love's&Conquest&

1635Q& 14721& 501a& 0837&

Kynaston,&Francis&(?)& Corona&Minervae& 1635Q& 15100& 503a(ii)& 0839.05&
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Shakespeare,&William;&Fletcher,&
John&

Pericles& 1635Q& 22339& 284f& 0549&

Shirley,&James& The&Traitor& 1635Q& 22458& 498a& 0834&

Jonson,&Ben& Catiline&His&Conspiracy& 1635Q1& 14760& 296c& 0570&

Randolph,&Thomas& Aristippus/The&Jovial&Philosopher& 1635Q1&Coll& 20690& 431c& 5090.01&

Randolph,&Thomas& The&Conceited&Pedlar/&The&University&
Pedlar&

1635Q1&Coll& 20690& 432c& 5090.02&

Jonson,&Ben& Catiline&His&Conspiracy& 1635Q2& 14760.5& 296d& 0571&

Randolph,&Thomas& Aristippus/The&Jovial&Philosopher& 1635Q2&Coll& 20689& 431f& 5091.01&

Randolph,&Thomas& The&Conceited&Pedlar/&The&University&
Pedlar&

1635Q2&Coll& 20689& 432f& 5091.02&

Anonymous& The&Presentment&of&Bushell's&Rock& 1636Q& 04187.5& 511a(*)& 0851&

Barry,&Lording& Ram&Alley,&or&Merry&Tricks& 1636Q& 01503& 292c& 0563&

Chapman,&George& Sir&Giles&Goosecap& 1636Q& 12052& 228b(*)& 0422&

D'Avenant,&William& The&Platonic&Lovers& 1636Q& 06305& 506a& 0845&

D'Avenant,&William& The&Wits& 1636Q& 06309& 507a(*)& 0846&

Dekker,&Thomas& The&Wonder&of&A&Kingdom& 1636Q& 06533& 508a& 0848&

Heywood,&Thomas& A&Challenge&for&Beauty& 1636Q& 13311& 509a& 0849&

Heywood,&Thomas& Love's&Mistress/&Cupid&and&Psyche& 1636Q& 13352& 504a(*)& 0840&

Massinger,&Philip& The&Great&Duke&of&Florence& 1636Q& 17637& 505a& 0844&
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Sackville,&Edward&(?)& The&Entertainment&at&Richmond& 1636Q& 05026& 512a& 0853&

Sampson,&William& The&Vow&Breaker,&or&The&Fair&Maid&of&
Clifton&

1636Q& 21688& 510a& 0850&

Rutter,&Joseph;&Corneille,&Pierre& 1&The&Cid& 1637&12mo& 05770& 525a& 0869&

Heywood,&Thomas& Amphrisa,&or&The&Forsaken&Shepherd@
ess&

1637&8vo&Coll& 13358& 530a& 5093.03&

Heywood,&Thomas& Apollo&and&Daphne& 1637&8vo&Coll& 13358& 529a& 5093.02&

Heywood,&Thomas& Jupiter&and&Io& 1637&8vo&Coll& 13358& 528a& 5093.01&

Fletcher,&John;&Massinger,&Philip& The&Elder&Brother& 1637/61Q& 11067& 515b& 0859&

Alexander,&William& Croesus& 1637F&Coll& 00347& 209c& 5092.02&

Alexander,&William& Darius& 1637F&Coll& 00347& 196d& 5092.01&

Alexander,&William& Julius&Caesar& 1637F&Coll& 00347& 261c& 5092.04&

Alexander,&William& The&Alexandraean&Tragedy& 1637F&Coll& 00347& 260c& 5092.03&

Anonymous& The&Fair&Maid&of&the&Exchange& 1637Q& 13319& 242c& 0462&

D'Avenant,&William& Britannia&Triumphans& 1637Q& 14718& 526a& 0871&

D'Avenant,&William& Luminalia,&or&The&Festival&of&Light& 1637Q& 16923& 527a& 0872&

Fletcher,&John;&Massinger,&Philip& The&Elder&Brother& 1637Q& 11066& 515a& 0856&

Heywood,&Thomas& Londini&Speculum,&or&London's&Mirror& 1637Q& 13349& 522a& 0866&

Heywood,&Thomas& The&Royal&King&and&the&Loyal&Subject& 1637Q& 13364& 516a& 0860&

Milton,&John& Comus& 1637Q& 17937& 524a& 0868&
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Nabbes,&Thomas& Hannibal&and&Scipio& 1637Q& 18341& 513a& 0854&

Nabbes,&Thomas& Microcosmus& 1637Q& 18342& 514a& 0855&

Shakespeare,&William& Hamlet& 1637Q& 22279& 197g& 0352&

Shakespeare,&William& Romeo&and&Juliet& 1637Q& 22326& 143g& 0239&

Shakespeare,&William& The&Merchant&of&Venice& 1637Q& 22298& 172e(i)& 0303&

Shirley,&James& Hyde&Park& 1637Q& 22446& 517a& 0861&

Shirley,&James& The&Example& 1637Q& 22442& 521a& 0865&

Shirley,&James& The&Gamester& 1637Q& 22443& 523a& 0867&

Shirley,&James& The&Grateful&Servant& 1637Q& 22445& 429b& 0748&

Shirley,&James& The&Lady&of&Pleasure& 1637Q& 22448& 518a& 0862&

Shirley,&James& The&School&of&Compliment& 1637Q& 22457& 441b& 0761&

Shirley,&James& The&Young&Admiral& 1637Q& 22463& 519a& 0863&

W.,&J.& The&Valiant&Scot& 1637Q& 24910& 520a& 0864&

Wilkins,&George& The&Miseries&of&Enforced&Marriage& 1637Q& 25638& 249d& 0486&

Cowley,&Abraham& Love's&Riddle& 1638&8vo& 05904& 539a& 0889&

Suckling,&Sir&John& Aglaura& 1638F& 23420& 541a& 0893&

Sidney,&Philip& The&Entertainment&at&Wanstead&(The&
Lady&of&May)&

1638F&Coll& 22550& 152h& 5096.01&

Berkeley,&William& The&Lost&Lady& 1638F1& 01901.5& 534a& 0877&

Anonymous& Wily&Beguiled& 1638Q& 25823& 234f(i)& 0439&
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Beaumont,&Francis;&Fletcher,&
John&

The&Maid's&Tragedy& 1638Q& 01680& 357d& 0662&

Ford,&John& The&Fancies&Chaste&and&Noble& 1638Q& 11159& 532a& 0874&

Greene,&Robert& 1&Selimus& 1638Q& 12310b& 130a(ii)& 0205&

Heywood,&Thomas& Porta&Pietatis,&or&The&Port&or&Harbor&of&
Piety&

1638Q& 13359& 546a& 0901&

Heywood,&Thomas& The&Rape&of&Lucrece& 1638Q& 13363& 273e& 0527&

Heywood,&Thomas& The&Wise&Woman&of&Hogsdon& 1638Q& 13370& 535a& 0880&

Killigrew,&Henry& The&Conspiracy&(Pallantus&and&Eudora)& 1638Q& 14958& 537a& 0884&

Kirke,&John& The&Seven&Champions&of&Christendom& 1638Q& 15014& 545a& 0900&

Massinger,&Philip& The&Bondman& 1638Q& 17633a& 408b(*)& 0716&

Massinger,&Philip& The&Duke&of&Milan& 1638Q& 17635& 386b& 0708&

Nabbes,&Thomas& Covent&Garden& 1638Q& 18339& 542a(i)& 0897&

Nabbes,&Thomas& Tottenham&Court& 1638Q& 18344& 540a(i)& 0890&

Rowley,&William& A&Shoemaker&a&Gentleman& 1638Q& 21422& 531a& 0873&

Shirley,&Henry& The&Martyred&Soldier& 1638Q& 22435& 533a(*)& 0875&

Shirley,&James& The&Duke's&Mistress& 1638Q& 22441b& 536a(*)& 0881&

Shirley,&James& The&Royal&Master& 1638Q& 22454& 538a(*)& 0887&

Nabbes,&Thomas& The&Presentation&for&the&Prince& 1638Q&Coll& 18343& 544a& 5094.02&

Nabbes,&Thomas& The&Spring's&Glory& 1638Q&Coll& 18343& 543a& 5094.01&
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Randolph,&Thomas& Amyntas/&The&Impossible&Dowry& 1638Q&Coll& 20694& 548a& 5095.02&
Randolph,&Thomas& The&Muses'&Looking&Glass& 1638Q&Coll& 20694& 547a& 5095.01&
May,&Thomas& Cleopatra& 1639&12mo& 17717& 553a(i)& 0904&
May,&Thomas& Julia&Agrippina& 1639&12mo& 17718& 554a(i)& 0905&
Carlell,&Lodowick& 1&Arviragus&and&Philicia& 1639&12mo&Coll& 04627& 551a& 5097.01&
Carlell,&Lodowick& 2&Arviragus&and&Philicia& 1639&12mo&Coll& 04627& 552a& 5097.02&
Mayne,&Jasper& The&City&Match& 1639F& 17750& 568a& 0927&
Berkeley,&William& The&Lost&Lady& 1639F2& 01902& 534b(*)& 0878&
Anonymous& Mucedorus&(and&Amadine)& 1639Q& 18241& 151n& 0272&
Beaumont,&Francis;&Fletcher,&
John&

A&King&and&No&King& 1639Q& 01673& 360d& 0671&

Beaumont,&Francis;&Fletcher,&
John&

Philaster& 1639Q& 01685& 363e(i)& 0680&

Beaumont,&Francis;&Fletcher,&
John&

The&Scornful&Lady& 1639Q& 01690& 334e& 0635&

Cartwright,&William& The&Royal&Slave& 1639Q& 04717& 570a& 0931&
Chapman,&George;&Shirley,&James& Chabot,&Admiral&of&France& 1639Q& 04996& 550a& 0903&

D'Avenant,&William& Salmacida&Spolia& 1639Q& 06306& 571a& 0933&
Davenport,&Robert& A&New&Trick&to&Cheat&the&Devil& 1639Q& 06315& 561a(i)& 0916&
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Dekker,&Thomas;&Middleton,&
Thomas&

The&Bloody&Banquet& 1639Q& 06181& 567a& 0926&

Field,&Nathaniel& Amends&for&Ladies& 1639Q& 10853& 356b& 0657&

Fletcher,&John& Monsieur&Thomas&(Father's&Own&Son)& 1639Q& 11071& 558a(i)& 0910&

Fletcher,&John& Wit&without&Money& 1639Q& 01691& 563a& 0920&

Fletcher,&John;&Massinger,&Philip& The&Bloody&Brother& 1639Q& 11064& 565a& 0923&

Ford,&John& The&Lady's&Trial& 1639Q& 11161& 555a& 0906&

Glapthorne,&Henry& Albertus&Wallenstein& 1639Q& 11912& 564a(*)& 0921&

Glapthorne,&Henry& Argalus&and&Parthenia& 1639Q& 11908& 557a(*)& 0908&

Heywood,&Thomas& 1&If&You&Know&Not&Me,&You&Know&No@
body&

1639Q& 13335& 215h& 0400&

Heywood,&Thomas& Londini&Status&Pacatus,&or&London's&
Peaceable&Estate&

1639Q& 13350& 566a& 0925&

Lower,&William& The&Phoenix&in&Her&Flames& 1639Q& 16873& 569a& 0930&

Massinger,&Philip& The&Unnatural&Combat& 1639Q& 17643& 559a& 0911&

Shakespeare,&William& 1&Henry&IV& 1639Q& 22287& 145k& 0249&

Shirley,&James& The&Ball& 1639Q& 04995& 549a& 0902&

Shirley,&James& The&Maid's&Revenge& 1639Q& 22450a& 562a(*)& 0918&

Zouche,&Richard& The&Sophister&(Fallacy,&or&The&Troubles&
of&Great&Hermenia)&

1639Q& 26133& 556a& 0907&

Nabbes,&Thomas& Covent&Garden& 1639Q&Coll& 18337& 542a(i)& 5099.06&
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Nabbes,&Thomas& Hannibal&and&Scipio& 1639Q&Coll& 18337& 513a& 5099.01&

Nabbes,&Thomas& Microcosmus& 1639Q&Coll& 18337& 514a& 5099.02&

Nabbes,&Thomas& The&Bride& 1639Q&Coll& 18337& 576a& 5099.09&

Nabbes,&Thomas& The&Presentation&for&the&Prince& 1639Q&Coll& 18337& 544a& 5094.02&

Nabbes,&Thomas& The&Spring's&Glory& 1639Q&Coll& 18337& 543a& 5094.01&

Nabbes,&Thomas& The&Unfortunate&Mother& 1639Q&Coll& 18337& 581a& 5099.10&

Nabbes,&Thomas& Tottenham&Court& 1639Q&Coll& 18337& 540a(i)& 5099.03&

Freeman,&Ralph& Imperiale& 1639Q1& 11369& 560a& 0912&

Freeman,&Ralph& Imperiale& 1639Q2& 11369.5& 560a?& 0913&

Rutter,&Joseph;&Corneille,&Pierre& 2&The&Cid& 1640&12mo& 05771& 596a& 0966&

Jonson,&Ben;&Horace& Q.&Horatius&Flaccus&His&Art&of&Poetry& 1640&12mo&Coll& 13798& 585a(i)& 5104.01&

Freeman,&Ralph& Imperiale& 1640&8vo& 11369a& 560b& 0914&

Randolph,&Thomas& The&Jealous&Lovers& 1640&8vo& 20693a& 469c& 0797&

Richards,&Nathaniel& Messalina,&the&Roman&Empress& 1640&8vo& 21011& 578a& 0942&

Sandys,&George;&Grotius,&Hugo& Christ's&Passion& 1640&8vo& 12397& 579a(i*)& 0943&

Carew,&Thomas& Coelum&Britnnicum& 1640&8vo&Coll& 04620& 496b& 5100.01&

Randolph,&Thomas& Amyntas/&The&Impossible&Dowry& 1640&8vo&Coll& 20695& 548b& 5105.02&

Randolph,&Thomas& The&Muses'&Looking&Glass& 1640&8vo&Coll& 20695& 547b& 5105.01&

Tatham,&John& Love&Crowns&the&End& 1640&8vo&Coll& 23704& 600a(i)& 5107.01&
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Heywood,&Thomas& Love's&Mistress/&Cupid&and&Psyche& 1640/61Q& 13354& 504c& 842.50&

Habington,&William& The&Queen&of&Aragon&(Cleodora)& 1640F& 12587& 588a(i)& 0956&

Jonson,&Ben& A&Tale&of&a&Tub& 1640F&Coll& 14754& 617a& 5101.15&

Jonson,&Ben& Bartholomew&Fair& 1640F&Coll& 14754& 455a(*)& 5072.01&

Jonson,&Ben& Catiline&His&Conspiracy& 1640F&Coll& 14753& 296e& 5103.15&

Jonson,&Ben& Chloridia& 1640F&Coll& 14754& 452b& 5101.19&

Jonson,&Ben& Christmas&His&Masque&(Christmas&His&
Show)&

1640F&Coll& 14754& 606a& 5101.07&

Jonson,&Ben& Coronation&Triumph& 1640F&Coll& 14753& 200c& 5103.06&

Jonson,&Ben& Cynthia's&Revels& 1640F&Coll& 14753& 181c& 5103.04&

Jonson,&Ben& Entertainment&at&Althorp& 1640F&Coll& 14753& 201c& 5103.07&

Jonson,&Ben& Epicene,&or&The&Silent&Woman& 1640F&Coll& 14753& 304d& 5103.17&

Jonson,&Ben& Every&Man&In&His&Humour& 1640F&Coll& 14753& 176c& 5103.03&

Jonson,&Ben& Every&Man&Out&of&His&Humour& 1640F&Coll& 14753& 163e& 5103.02&

Jonson,&Ben& For&the&Honor&of&Wales& 1640F&Coll& 14754& 609a& 5101.18a&

Jonson,&Ben& Hymenaei& 1640F&Coll& 14753& 237c& 5103.09&

Jonson,&Ben& Love&Freed&from&Ignorance&and&Folly& 1640F&Coll& 14753& 344b& 5103.23&

Jonson,&Ben& Love&Restored& 1640F&Coll& 14753& 345b& 5103.24&

Jonson,&Ben& Lovers&Made&Men&(The&Masque&at&Lord&
Hay's)&

1640F&Coll& 14754& 350b& 5101.01&
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Jonson,&Ben& Love's&Triumph&Through&Callipolis& 1640F&Coll& 14754& 437b& 5101.18b&

Jonson,&Ben& Love's&Welcome&at&Bolsover& 1640F&Coll& 14754& 614a& 5101.12&

Jonson,&Ben& Masque&of&Augurs& 1640F&Coll& 14754& 381b& 5101.02&

Jonson,&Ben& Mercury&Vindicated&from&the&Alche@
mists&at&Court&

1640F&Coll& 14753& 348b& 5103.27&

Jonson,&Ben& Mortimer&His&Fall& 1640F&Coll& 14754& 615a& 5101.13&

Jonson,&Ben& Neptune's&Triumph& 1640F&Coll& 14754& 407b& 5101.04&

Jonson,&Ben& News&from&the&New&World&Discovered&
in&the&Moon&

1640F&Coll& 14754& 610a& 5101.09&

Jonson,&Ben& Oberon,&the&Faery&Prince& 1640F&Coll& 14753& 343b& 5103.22&

Jonson,&Ben& Pan's&Anniversary,&or&The&Shepherds'&
Holiday&

1640F&Coll& 14754& 611a& 5101.20&

Jonson,&Ben& Pleasure&Reconciled&to&Virtue& 1640F&Coll& 14754& 608a& 5101.17&

Jonson,&Ben& Prince&Henry's&Barriers&(The&Lady&of&
the&Lake)&

1640F&Coll& 14753& 342b& 5103.21&

Jonson,&Ben& Sejanus& 1640F&Coll& 14753& 216c& 5103.08&

Jonson,&Ben& The&Alchemist& 1640F&Coll& 14753& 303c& 5103.16&

Jonson,&Ben& The&Challenge&at&Tilt& 1640F&Coll& 14753& 346b& 5103.25&

Jonson,&Ben& The&Devil&is&an&Ass& 1640F&Coll& 14754& 457a& 5072.04&

Jonson,&Ben& The&Entertainment&at&Highgate&(The&
Penates)&

1640F&Coll& 14753& 339b& 5103.18&
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Jonson,&Ben& The&Entertainment&at&Theobalds,&1607&
(The&Genius)&

1640F&Coll& 14753& 341b& 5103.20&

Jonson,&Ben& The&Entertainment&of&the&Two&Kings&of&
Great&Britain&and&Denmark&(The&Enter@
tainment&at&Theobalds,&1606)&(The&
Hours)&

1640F&Coll& 14753& 340b& 5103.19&

Jonson,&Ben& The&Fortunate&Isles& 1640F&Coll& 14754& 411b& 5101.05&

Jonson,&Ben& The&Golden&Age&Restored& 1640F&Coll& 14753& 349b& 5103.28&

Jonson,&Ben& The&Gypsies&Metamorphosed& 1640F&Coll& 14754& 585b& 5101.06&

Jonson,&Ben& The&Irish&Masque& 1640F&Coll& 14753& 347b& 5103.26&

Jonson,&Ben& The&King's&Entertainment&at&Welbeck& 1640F&Coll& 14754& 613a& 5101.11&

Jonson,&Ben& The&Magnetic&Lady,&or&Humors&Recon@
ciled&

1640F&Coll& 14754& 616a& 5101.14&

Jonson,&Ben& The&Masque&at&Lord&Haddington's&Mar@
riage&

1640F&Coll& 14753& 271c& 5103.13&

Jonson,&Ben& The&Masque&of&Beauty& 1640F&Coll& 14753& 270c& 5103.12&

Jonson,&Ben& The&Masque&of&Blackness& 1640F&Coll& 14753& 269c& 5103.11&

Jonson,&Ben& The&Masque&of&Owls& 1640F&Coll& 14754& 612a& 5101.10&

Jonson,&Ben& The&Masque&of&Queens& 1640F&Coll& 14753& 280c& 5103.14&

Jonson,&Ben& The&Poetaster& 1640F&Coll& 14753& 186c& 5103.05&

Jonson,&Ben& The&Sad&Shepherd,&or&A&Tale&of&Robin&
Hood&

1640F&Coll& 14754& 618a& 5101.16&
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Jonson,&Ben& The&Staple&of&News& 1640F&Coll& 14754& 456a& 5072.03&
Jonson,&Ben& The&Vision&of&Delight& 1640F&Coll& 14754& 607a& 5101.08&
Jonson,&Ben& Time&Vindicated&to&Himself& 1640F&Coll& 14754& 385b& 5101.03&
Jonson,&Ben& Volpone& 1640F&Coll& 14753& 259c& 5103.10&
Brome,&Richard& The&Antipodes& 1640Q& 03818& 586a& 0954&
Brome,&Richard& The&Sparagus&Garden& 1640Q& 03820& 587a(*)& 0955&
Cartwright,&William& The&Royal&Slave& 1640Q& 04718& 570b& 0932&
Chamberlain,&Robert& The&Swaggering&Damsel& 1640Q& 04946& 589a(i)& 0958&
D.,&J.& The&Knave&in&Grain,&New&Vamped& 1640Q& 06174& 580a& 0947&
Fletcher,&John& Rule&a&Wife&and&Have&a&Wife& 1640Q& 11073& 598a& 0968&
Fletcher,&John;&Massinger,&Philip& The&Bloody&Brother& 1640Q& 11065& 565b& 0924&
Fletcher,&John;&Shirley,&James& The&Night&Walker,&or&The&Little&Thief& 1640Q& 11072& 574a& 0936&
Glapthorne,&Henry& Albertus&Wallenstein& 1640Q& 11913& 564a(†)& 0922&
Glapthorne,&Henry& The&Hollander& 1640Q& 11909& 594a& 0964&
Glapthorne,&Henry& The&Ladies'&Privilege&(The&Lady's&Privi@

lege)&
1640Q& 11910& 590a& 0960&

Glapthorne,&Henry& Wit&in&a&Constable& 1640Q& 11914& 591a& 0961&
Gough,&John& The&Strange&Discovery& 1640Q& 12133& 584a(*)& 0952&
Harding,&Samuel& Sicily&and&Naples,&or&The&Fatal&Union& 1640Q& 12757& 599a& 0969&
Heywood,&Thomas& Love's&Mistress/&Cupid&and&Psyche& 1640Q& 13353& 504b& 0842&
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Middleton,&Thomas& A&Mad&World,&My&Masters& 1640Q& 17889& 276b& 0529&
Nabbes,&Thomas& The&Bride& 1640Q& 18338& 576a& 0940&
Nabbes,&Thomas& The&Unfortunate&Mother& 1640Q& 18346& 581a& 0948&
Rawlins,&Thomas& The&Rebellion& 1640Q& 20770& 582a(i)& 0949&
Sadler,&John& Masquerade&du&Ciel& 1640Q& 21542& 595a(*)& 0965&
Sharpe,&Lewis& The&Noble&Stranger& 1640Q& 22377& 597a& 0967&
Shirley,&James& 1&St.&Patrick&for&Ireland& 1640Q& 22455& 593a& 0963&
Shirley,&James& Love's&Cruelty& 1640Q& 22449& 573a& 0935&
Shirley,&James& The&Arcadia& 1640Q& 22453& 583a& 0951&
Shirley,&James& The&Constant&Maid& 1640Q& 22438& 592a& 0962&
Shirley,&James& The&Coronation& 1640Q& 22440& 572a& 0934&
Shirley,&James& The&Humorous&Courtier&(The&Duke)& 1640Q& 22447& 577a& 0941&
Shirley,&James& The&Opportunity& 1640Q& 22451& 575a(*)& 0937&
Tomkis,&Thomas& Albumazar& 1640Q& 24103& 330d(i)& 0626&
Webster,&John& The&Duchess&of&Malfi& 1640Q& 25177& 389b(i*)& 0712&

 
 
&
&
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Appendix B, Table 1 
 
Texts about Monarchs, 1590-1624 
 

Date Title Author Subject Mon-
arch 

1591 A pleasant commodie, of faire Em the Millers daughter of Manchester:  Unknown William I 
1593 The famous chronicle of king Edward the first, sirnamed Edward 

Longshankes,  
Peele, George Edward I 

1593 Licia, or Poemes of loue, in honour of the admirable and singular ver-
tues of his lady, to the imitation of the best Latin poets, and others. 
Whereunto is added the rising to the crowne of Richard the third. 

Fletcher, Giles Richard III 

1594 The troublesome raigne and lamentable death of Edward the second, 
King of England:  

Marlowe, 
Christopher, 

Edward II 

1594 The first part of the contention betwixt the two famous houses of 
Yorke and Lancaster, 

Shakespeare, 
William 

Henry VI 

1594 The true tragedie of Richard the third: wherein is showne the death of 
Edward the fourth, with the smothering of the two yoong princes in the 
Tower: with a lamentable  

Unknown Richard III 

1595 The true tragedie of Richard Duke of York,  Shakespeare, 
William 

Henry VI 

1595 The first fowre bookes of the ciuile warres betweene the two houses of 
Lancaster and Yorke. By Samuel Daniel. 

Daniel, Samuel Richard II 

1595 The first fovvre bookes of the ciuile wars between the two houses of 
Lancaster and Yorke. By Samuel Daniel. 

Daniel, Samuel Richard II 

1596 The raigne of King Edvvard the third:  Unknown Edward III 
1596 A merrie pleasant and delectable historie, betvveene King Edvvard the 

fourth, and a tanner of Tam  
Unknown Edward IV 

1597 The tragedie of King Richard the second. As it hath beene publikely 
acted by the right Honourable the Lorde Chamberlaine his Seruants. 

Shakespeare, 
William 

Richard II 

1597 The tragedy of King Richard the third. Containing, his treacherous 
plots against his brother Clarence: the pittiefull murther of his iunocent 
[sic] nephewes: his  

Shakespeare, 
William 

Richard III 

1598 The troublesome raigne and lamentable death of Edward the second, 
King of England:  

Marlowe, 
Christopher, 

Edward II 

1598 The hystorie of Henrie the fourth. Shakespeare, 
William 

Henry IV 

1598 The history of Henrie the Fourth; vvith the battell at Shrewsburie, be-
tweene the King and Lord Henry Percy, surnamed Henrie Hotspur of 
the north. With the humorous conceits of Sir Iohn Falstalffe [sic]. 

Shakespeare, 
William 

Henry IV 

1598 The famous victories of Henry the fifth:  Unknown Henry V 
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1598 The tragedie of King Richard the second. As it hath beene publikely 
acted by the Right Honourable the Lord Chamberlaine his seruants. By 
William Shake-speare. 

Shakespeare, 
William 

Richard II 

1598 The tragedie of King Richard the second. As it hath been publikely 
acted by the Right Honourable the Lord Chamberlaine his seruants. By 
William Shake-speare. 

Shakespeare, 
William 

Richard II 

1598 The tragedy of King Richard the third. Containing, his treacherous 
plots against his brother Clarence: the pittiefull murther of his iunocent 
[sic] nephewes: his  

Shakespeare, 
William 

Richard III 

1599 The famous chronicle of king Edward the first, sirnamed Edward 
Longshankes,  

Peele, George Edward I 

1599 The raigne of King Edvvard the third:  Unknown Edward III 
1599 The first part of the life and raigne of King Henrie the IIII. Extending 

to the end of the first yeare of his raigne. Written by I.H. 
Hayward, John Henry IV 

1599 The first part of the life and raigne of King Henry the 
fourth: extending to the end of the first yeare of his raigne. Written by 
I.H. 

Hayward, John Henry IV 

1599 The history of Henrie the Fourth; vvith the battell at Shrewsburie, be-
tweene the King and Lord Henry Percy, surnamed Henry Hotspur of 
the north. VVith the humorous conceits of Sir Iohn Falstalffe [sic]. 
Newly corrected by W. Shake-speare. 

Shakespeare, 
William 

Henry IV 

1599 The first booke of the preseruation of King Henry the vij. when he was 
but Earle of Richmond, gra  

Unknown Henry VII 

1599 The first part of the life and raigne of King Henrie the IIII. Extending 
to the end of the first yeare of his raigne. Written by I.H. 

Hayward, John Richard II 

1599 The first part of the life and raigne of King Henry the 
fourth: extending to the end of the first yeare of his raigne. Written by 
I.H. 

Hayward, John Richard II 

1599 The poeticall essayes of Sam. Danyel. Daniel, Samuel Richard II 
1600 The first and second partes of King Edward the Fourth.  Heywood, 

Thomas 
Edward IV 

1600 The second part of Henrie the fourth, continuing to his death, and cor-
onation of Henrie the fift. VVith the humours of sir Iohn Falstaffe, and 
swaggering Pistoll. As it  

Shakespeare, 
William 

Henry IV 

1600 The second part of Henrie the fourth, continuing to his death, and cor-
onation of Henrie the fift. VVith the humours of sir Iohn Falstaffe, and 
swaggering Pistoll. As it  

Shakespeare, 
William 

Henry IV 

1600 The cronicle history of Henry the fift,  Shakespeare, 
William 

Henry V 

1600 The true tragedie of Richard Duke of York,  Shakespeare, 
William 

Henry VI 
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1600 The first part of the contention betwixt the two famous houses of 
Yorke and Lancaster, 

Shakespeare, 
William 

Henry VI 

1601 The vvorks of Samuel Daniel newly augmented. Daniel, Samuel Richard II 
1602 The chronicle history of Henry the fift,  Shakespeare, 

William 
Henry V 

1602 The vvorks of Samuel Daniel newly augmented. Daniel, Samuel Richard II 
1602 The tragedie of King Richard the third. Conteining his treacherous 

plots against his brother Clarence: the pittifull murther of his innocent 
nephewes: his tyrannicall  

Shakespeare, 
William 

Richard III 

1604 The history of Henrie the fourth, vvith the battell at Shrewsburie, be-
tweene the King, and Lord Henry Percy, surnamed Henry Hotspur of 
the north. With the humorous conceits of Sir Iohn Falstalffe [sic]. 
Newly corrected by W. Shake-speare. 

Shakespeare, 
William 

Henry IV 

1605 The first and second partes of King Edward the Fourth.  Heywood, 
Thomas 

Edward IV 

1605 When you see me, you know me. Or the famous chronicle historie of 
King Henry the eight, with the  

Rowley, Sam-
uel 

Henry VIII 

1605 The tragedie of King Richard the third. Conteining his treacherous 
plots against his brother Clarence: the pittifull murther of his innocent 
nephewes: his tyrannicall  

Shakespeare, 
William 

Richard III 

1608 The history of Henry the fourth, vvith the battell at Shrewseburie, be-
tweene the King, and Lord Henry Percy, surnamed Henry Hotspur of 
the north. With the humorous conceites of Sir Iohn Falstalffe [sic]. 
Newly corrected by W. Shake-speare. 

Shakespeare, 
William 

Henry IV 

1608 The tragedie of King Richard the Second: with new additions of the 
Parliament Sceane, and the deposing of King Richard. As it hath been 
lately acted by the Kings Maiesties seruantes, at the Globe. By Wil-
liam Shake-speare. 

Shakespeare, 
William 

Richard II 

1608 The tragedie of King Richard the second. As it hath been publikely 
acted by the Right Honourable the Lord Chamberlaine his seruantes. 
By William Shake-speare. 

Shakespeare, 
William 

Richard II 

1609 The ciuile wares betweene the howses of Lancaster and Yorke correct-
ed and continued by Samuel Daniel one of the groomes of hir Maies-
ties most honorable Priuie Chamber. 

Daniel, Samuel Richard II 

1610 The first part of the life and raigne of King Henrie the IIII. Extending 
to the end of the first yeare of his raigne. Written by I.H. 

Hayward, John Henry IV 

1610 The first part of the life and raigne of King Henrie the IIII. Extending 
to the end of the first yeare of his raigne. Written by I.H. 

Hayward, John Richard II 

1612 The troublesome raigne and lamentable death of Edward the second, 
King of England:  

Marlowe, 
Christopher, 

Edward II 

1612 The first part of the historie of England. By Samuel Danyel. Daniel, Samuel Richard II 
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Date Title Author Subject Mon-
arch 

1612 The tragedie of King Richard the third. Conteining his treacherous 
plots against his brother Clarence: the pittifull murther of his innocent 
nephewes: his tyrannicall  

Shakespeare, 
William 

Richard III 

1613 The first and second partes of King Edward the Fourth.  Heywood, 
Thomas 

Edward IV 

1613 A merry, pleasant, and delectable historie, betweene K. Edward the 
fourth, and a tanner of Tamwor  

Unknown Edward IV 

1613 The liues of the III. Normans, Kings of England: Hayward, John Henry I, Wil-
liam I, Wil-
liam II 

1613 The history of Henrie the fourth, with the battell at Shrewseburie, be-
tweene the King, and Lord Henrie Percy, surnamed Henrie Hotspur of 
the north. VVith the humorous conceites of Sir Iohn Falstaffe. Newly 
corrected by W. Shake-speare. 

Shakespeare, 
William 

Henry IV 

1613 When you see me, you know me. Or the famous chronicle historie of 
King Henry the eight, with the  

Rowley, Sam-
uel 

Henry VIII 

1613 The first part of the historie of England. By Samuel Danyel. Daniel, Samuel Richard II 
1614 The ghost of Richard the Third expressing himselfe in these three 

parts, [brace] 1. His character, 2. His legend, 3. His tragedie : contain-
ing more of him then hath been heretofore shewed, either in chroni-
cles, playes, or poems. 

Brooke, Chris-
topher 

Richard III 

1615 Tragedie of Richard the second Shakespeare, 
William 

Richard II 

1617 The famous victories of Henry the fifth:  Unknown Henry V 
1618 The collection of the historie of England. By S.D. Daniel, Samuel Richard II 
1619 King Edvvard the Fourth,  Heywood, 

Thomas 
Edward IV 

1619 The chronicle history of Henry the fift,  Shakespeare, 
William 

Henry V 

1621 When you see me, you know me. Or the famous chronicle historie of 
King Henry the eight, with the  

Rowley, Sam-
uel 

Henry VIII 

1621 The collection of the history of England: by S.D. Daniel, Samuel Richard II 
1621 The collection of the history of England: by S.D. Daniel, Samuel Richard II 
1622 The troublesome raigne and lamentable death of Edward the second, 

King of England:  
Marlowe, 
Christopher, 

Edward II 

1622 The historie of Henry the Fourth. With the battell at Shrewseburie, 
betweene the King, and Lord Henry Percy, surnamed Henry Hotspur 
of the north. With the humorous conceits of Sir Iohn Falstaffe. Newly 
corrected. By William Shake-speare. 

Shakespeare, 
William 

Henry IV 
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Date Title Author Subject Mon-
arch 

1622 The historie of the raigne of King Henry the Seuenth. Written by the 
Right Honourable, Francis, L  

Bacon, Francis Henry VII 

1622 The tragedie of King Richard the third. Conteining his treacherous 
plots against his brother Clarence: the pittifull murther of his innocent 
nephewes: his tyrannicall  

Shakespeare, 
William 

Richard III 

1623 Comedies, Histories, and Tragedies Shakespeare, 
William 

Richard II 

1623 The whole vvorkes of Samuel Daniel Esquire in poetrie. Daniel, Samuel Richard II 
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Appendix B, Table 2 
 
Texts about Monarchs, 1625-40 
 

Date Title Author Subject Mon-
arch 

1626 The first and second partes of King Edward the Fourth.  Heywood, Thomas Edward IV 

1626 The collection of the history of England: by S.D. Daniel, Samuel Richard II 

1627 A short vievv of the long life and raigne of Henry the Third, King of 
England.  

Cotton, Robert, Sir Henry III 

1628 The deplorable life and death of Edward the Second, King of England.  Hubert, Francis, Sir Edward II 

1628 The history of the reigne of King Henry the Seuenth. Bacon, Francis Henry VII 

1629   The historie of Edvvard the Second. surnamed Carnaruan, one of our 
English kings. 

Hubert, Francis, Sir Edward II 

1629 The first part of the life and raigne of King Henrie the IIII. Extending 
to the end of the first yeare of his raigne. Written by I.H. 

Hayward, John Henry IV 

1629 The history of the reigne of King Henry the Seuenth. Bacon, Francis Henry VII 

1629 The first part of the life and raigne of King Henrie the IIII. Extending 
to the end of the first yeare of his raigne. Written by I.H. 

Hayward, John Richard II 

1629 The tragedie of King Richard the third. Conteining his treacherous 
plots against his brother Clarence: the pittifull murther of his innocent 
nephewes: his tyrannicall  

Shakespeare, Wil-
liam 

Richard III 

1630 The life, and raigne of King Edward the Sixt. Hayward, John Edward VI 

1631 The historie and raigne of Edward the Second.  Hubert, Francis, Sir Edward II 

1631 The battailes of Crescey and Poictiers,  Aleyn, Charles Edward III 

1631 A pleasant commodie, of faire Em the Millers daughter of Manches-
ter:  

Unknown William I 

1632 The historie of Henry the Fourth: vvith the battell at Shrewesbury, 
betweene the King, and Lord Henry Percy, surnamed Henry Hotspur 
of the north. With the  

Shakespeare, Wil-
liam 

Henry IV 

1632 When you see me, you know me. Or the famous chronicle historie of 
King Henry the eight, with the  

Rowley, Samuel Henry VIII 
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Date Title Author Subject Mon-
arch 

1632 Comedies, Histories, and Tragedies Shakespeare, Wil-
liam 

Richard II 

1633 The battailes of Crescey and Poictiers,  Aleyn, Charles Edward III 

1633 The reigne of King Henry the Second,  May, Thomas Henry II 

1634 The life and death of King Richard the second. With new additions of 
the Parliament scene, and the deposing of King Richard. 

Shakespeare, Wil-
liam 

Richard II 

1634 The collection of the history of England. By Samuel Daniel. Daniel, Samuel Richard II 

1634 Tragedy of Richard the Third Shakespeare, Wil-
liam 

Richard III 

1635 The victorious reigne of King Edvvard the Third.  May, Thomas Edward III 

1635 Drammaticke poems. VVritten by Samvell Daniell Esquire, one of the 
groomes of the most honorable prive chamber to Queene Anne. 

Daniel, Samuel Richard II 

1636 The life, and raigne of King Edward the Sixt. Hayward, John Edward VI 

1636 A continuation of The collection of the history of England, beginning 
where Samuel Daniell Esquire ended, with the raigne of Edvvard the 
third, and ending where the honourable Vicount Saint Albones began, 
with the life of Henry the seventh, being a  

Trussel, John Richard II 

1637 The history of the reigne of King Henry the Seuenth. Bacon, Francis Henry VII 

1638 Historie of the life and raigne of Henry the Fourth Hayward, John Henry IV 

1638 The historie of that vvise and fortunate prince, Henrie of that name the 
seventh, King of England  

Aleyn, Charles Henry VII 

1638 Historie of the life and raigne of Henry the Fourth Hayward, John Richard II 

1639 Life and raigne of K. Henrie the fourth Hayward, John Henry IV 

1639 The historie of Henry the Fourth: vvith the battell at Shrewsbury, be-
tweene the King, and Lord Henry Percy, surnamed Henry Hotspur of 
the north. With the  

Shakespeare, Wil-
liam 

Henry IV 

1639 Life and raigne of K. Henrie the fourth Hayward, John Richard II 

1640 The historie of Edvvard the Fourth, King of England. By Wm. 
Habington Esquire. 

Habington, William Edward IV 

1640 A pleasant new ballad of the Miller of Mansfield, in Sherwood and of 
King Henry the second, and h  

Unknown Henry II 
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Appendix B, Table 3 
 
Texts about Monarchs, 1641-60 
 

Date Title Author Subject Monarch 

1641 The historie of the pitifvll life, and unfortunate death of Edward the 
fifth, and the then Duke o  

More, Sir Thomas Edward V and 
Richard III 

1641 A continuation of The collection of the history of Eng-
land, beginning where Samuel Daniell Esquire ended, with the 
raigne of Edvvard the third, and ending where the honourable Vi-
count Saint Albones began, with the life of Henry the seventh, be-
ing a  

Trussel, John Richard II 

1641 An historicall narration of the manner and forme of that memorable 
Parliament, which wrought wonders. Begun at Westminster 1386, 
in the tenth yeare of the reigne of King Richard the Second. Related 
and published by Thomas Fannant, clerke. 

Fannant, Thomas. Richard II 

1641 Historicall narration of the manner and forme of that memorable 
Parliment, which wrought wonders 

Fannant, Thomas. Richard II 

1641 An history of the civill vvarres of England, betweene the two hous-
es of Lancaster and Yorke. The originall whereof is set downe in 
the life of Richard the second; their  

Biondi, Giovanni Fran-
cesco, Sir 

Richard II 

1641 The historie of the pitifull life, and unfortunate death of Edward the 
fifth, and the then Duke of Yorke his brother: with the troublesome 
and tyrannical government of usurping Richard the third, and his 
miserable end. 

More, Thom-
as, Sir, Saint 

Richard III 

1641 The historie of the pitifull life, and unfortunate death of Edward the 
fifth, and the then Duke of Yorke his brother: with the troublesome 
and tyrannical government of usurping Richard the third, and his 
miserable end. 

More, Thom-
as, Sir, Saint 

Richard III 

1642 The life of Henry the Second: King of England. Unknown Henry II 

1642 The troublesome life and raigne of King Henry the Third.  Cotton, Robert, Sir Henry III 

1642 The histories of the lives and raignes of Henry the Third, and Henry 
the Fourth. Kings of England  

Cotton, Robert, Sir Henry III and IV 

1642 The Kings articles and the Parliaments honour. Declaring how the 
Archbishop of Yorke, the Duke of Ireland, the Earle of Suffolke, 
and some false knights and justices, have seduced his Majestie by 
wicked counsell to make suddain warre against the Parliament. And 
how all the aforesaid persons were appealed of treason by the Dnke  

Unknown Henry IV 
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1642 The histories of the lives and raignes of Henry the Third, and Henry 
the Fourth. Kings of England. Written by Sr. Robert Cotton, and Sr. 
Iohn Hayvvard, Knights. 

Cotton, Robert, Sir Henry IV 

1642 A pious and learned speech delivered in the High Court of Parlia-
ment, 1. H. 4. by Thomas Mercks then Bishop of Carlile. Wherein 
hee gravely and judiciously declares his opinion concerning the 
question, what should be done with the deposed King Richard the 
Second. 

Merke, Thomas, d. 
1409. 

Richard II 

1642 The life and death of King Richard the second, who was deposed of 
his crown, by reason of his not regarding the councell of the sage 
and wise of his kingdom, but followed the advice of of [sic] wicked 
and lewd councell 

Well-wisher to the 
Common-wealth. 

Richard II 

1642 The Kings articles and the Parliaments honour. Declaring how the 
Archbishop of Yorke, the Duke of Ireland, the Earle of Suffolke, 
and some false knights and justices, have seduced his Majestie by 
wicked counsell to make suddain warre against the Parliament. And 
how all the aforesaid persons were appealed of treason by the Dnke  

Unknown Richard II 

1643 The upright Protestant,  Palmer, Herbert Edward VI, Eliz-
abeth I, James I 

1643 The histories of the lives and raignes of Henry the Third, and Henry 
the Fourth. Kings of England  

Cotton, Robert, Sir Henry III and IV 

1643 The histories of the lives and raignes of Henry the Third, and Henry 
the Fourth. Kings of England. Written by Sr. Robert Cotton, and Sr. 
Iohn Hayvvard, Knights. 

Cotton, Robert, Sir Henry IV 

1643 Historicall narration of the manner and forme of that memorable 
Parliament, which wrought wonders 

Fannant, Thomas. Richard II 

1643 A mis-led King, and a memorable Parliament. Unknown Richard II 

1643 The Bloody Parliament, in the raigne of an unhappy prince: Unknown Richard II 

1645 An history of the civill vvarres of England, betweene the two hous-
es of Lancaster and Yorke. The originall whereof is set downe in 
the life of Richard the second; their  

Biondi, Giovanni Fran-
cesco, Sir 

Richard II 

1646 The history of the life and reigne of Richard the Third. Composed 
in five bookes by Geo: Buck Esquire. 

Buck, George, Sir Richard III 

1647 St. Edwards ghost: or, anti-Normanisme: Hare, John, Edward the Con-
fessor 

1647 The history of the life and reigne of Richard the Third. Composed 
in five bookes by Geo: Buck Esquire. 

Buck, George, Sir Richard III 

1648 The historie of Edvvard the fourth, King of England.  Habington, William Edward IV 
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1648 Part of the famous speech of William Prynn Esq, Decemb. 48. 
touching K. Charles I. 

Prynne, William Richard II 

1648 Severall speeches delivered at a conference concerning the power 
of Parliament, to proeeed [sic] against their King for misgovern-
ment. 

Robert Parsons (et al.) Richard II 

1648 Severall speeches delivered at a conference concerning the power 
of Parliament, to proeeed [sic] against their King for misgovern-
ment. 

Robert Parsons (et al.) Richard II 

1649 Plantagenets tragicall story: or, The death of King Edward the 
Fourth:  

Wincoll, Thomas Edward IV and 
Richard III 

1649 The life and raigne of King Henry the Eighth.  Herbert of Cherbury, 
Edward Herbert, Baron 

Henry VIII 

1649 Plantagenets tragicall story: or, The death of King Edward the 
Fourth: with the unnaturall voyage of Richard the Third, through 
the Red Sea of his nephews innocent bloud, to his usurped crowne. 
Metaphrased by T.W. Gent. 

Wincoll, Thomas Richard III 

1650 The collection of the history of England· By Samuel Daniel. The 
fourth edition revised, and by his last corrected coppy printed. 
Whereunto is annexed a continuation of the history unto the raigne 
of Henry the Seventh. By John Trussell gent. 

Daniel, Samuel Richard II 

1651 The historie of the pitifull life, and unfortunate death of Edward the 
V.th  

More, Sir Thomas Edward IV 

1651 [The] pleasant history of the miller of Mansfield. Unknown Henry II 

1651 The historie of the pitifull life, and unfortunate death of Edward the 
fifth, and the then Duke of Yorke his brother: with the troublesome 
and tyrannical government of usurping Richard the third, and his 
miserable end. 

More, Thom-
as, Sir, Saint 

Richard III 

1652 The histories of the lives and raignes of Henry the III. and Henry 
the IIII. Kings of England. Wr  

Cotton, Robert, Sir Henry III and IV 

1652 The histories of the lives and raignes of Henry the III. and Henry 
the IIII. Kings of England. Written by Sr. Robert Cotton, and Sr. 
John Hayvvard knights. 

Cotton, Robert, Sir Henry IV 

1654 Cabala: sive Scrinia sacra. Unknown Henry VIII, Eliz-
abeth I, James I, 
Charles I 

1654 Scrinia sacra; secrets of empire, in letters of illustrious persons.  Unknown Henry VIII, Eliz-
abeth I, James I, 
Charles I 
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1654 The idol of the clovvnes, or, Insurrection of Wat the Tyler, with his 
priests Baal and Straw 

Cleveland, John Richard II 

1654 The idol of the clovvnes, or, Insurrection of Wat the Tyler, with his 
fellow kings of the commons, against the English Church, the King, 
the lawes, nobility and gentry, in the fourth yeare of King Richard 
the 2d. anno. 1381. 

Cleveland, John Richard II 

1655 The pleasant history of the miller of Mansfield in Sherwood,  Unknown Henry II 

1657 King Richard the Third revived. Containing a memorable petition 
and declaration contrived by himself and his instruments, whiles 
Protector, in the name of the three  

Prynne, William Richard III 

1657 King Richard the Third revived. Containing a memorable petition 
and declaration contrived by himself and his instruments, whiles 
Protector, in the name of the three  

Prynne, William Richard III 

1658 A pleasant new ballad of King Edward the fourt[h] and a tanner of 
Tamworth as he rode a hunting w  

Unknown Edward IV 

1658 The rustick rampant, or Rurall anarchy affronting monarchy: in the 
insurrection of VVat Tiler. By J.C. 

Cleveland, John Richard II 

1659 Præces principum, or The president of illustrious princes. Habington, William Henry VI and 
Edward IV 

1660 The late warre parallel’d. Or, A brief relation of the five years civil 
warres of Henry the Third  

Chamberlayne, Edward Henry III 
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Appendix C, Table 1!
!
All drama printed 1640-1660: 
 
Author Title Issue Wing Greg DEE

P 
Repub? Performed

? 
Printer Publisher/Booksel

ler 

Killigrew, Thomas! Claracilla (Claricilla)! 1641 12mo 
Coll!

K452! 620a! 5108.
02!

N. 1st! Q HM! Cotes, Thomas! Crooke, Andrew 
(1)!

Killigrew, Thomas! The Prisoners! 1641 12mo 
Coll!

K452! 619a! 5108.
01!

N. 1st! Q HM! Cotes, Thomas! Crooke, Andrew 
(1)!

Anonymous! Canterbury His Change of 
Diet!

1641Q! N702! 603a! 0972! N. 1st! Not! Unknown! Unknown!

Beaumont, 
Francis; Fletcher, 
John!

The Maid's Tragedy! 1641Q! B1594! 357e! 0663! Y. 5th! King's! Purslowe, Elizabeth! Leake, William (2)!

Burnell, Henry! Landgartha! 1641Q! B5751! 604a! 0973! N. 1st! Ogilby's! Unknown! Unknown!
Chapman, George! Bussy D'Ambois! 1641Q! C1941! 246b(

i)!
0473! N. 1st! Paul's! Norton, Alice! Lunne, Robert!

Day, John! The Parliament of Bees! 1641Q! D466! 602a! 0971! N. 1st! Not! Unknown! Lee, William (2)!
Marmion, 
Shackerley!

The Antiquary! 1641Q! M703! 601a! 0970! N. 1st! Q HM! Kingston, Felix! Eglesfield, Francis; 
Williams, John (1)!

Braithwait, 
Richard!

Mercurius Britannicus, or 
The English Intelligencer 
(The Censure of Judges, or 
The Court Cure)!

1641Q1! B4270! 605a! 0974! N. 1st! Not! Unknown! Unknown!
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Author Title Issue Wing Greg DEE
P 

Repub? Performed
? 

Printer Publisher/Booksel
ler 

Braithwait, 
Richard!

Mercurius Britannicus, or 
The English Intelligencer 
(The Censure of Judges, or 
The Court Cure)!

1641Q2! B4270
B!

605b! 0975! Y. 2nd! Not! Unknown! Unknown!

Braithwait, 
Richard!

Mercurius Britannicus, or 
The English Intelligencer 
(The Censure of Judges, or 
The Court Cure)!

1641Q3! B4270
A!

605c! 0976! Y. 3rd! Not! Unknown! Unknown!

Carew, Thomas! Coelum Britnnicum! 1642 8vo 
Coll!

C564! 496c! 5109.
01!

Y. 2nd! Masque! Dawson, John (2)! Walkley, Thomas!

Denham, John! The Sophy! 1642F! D1009! 622a! 0980! N. 1st! King's! Hearne, Richard! Walkley, Thomas!
Anonymous; 
Buchanan, George!

Tyrannical Government 
Anatomized, or A Discourse 
Concerning Evil Counsellors!

1642Q! B5298! 623a! 0981! N. 1st! Not! Unknown! Field, John!

Suckling, Sir John! Brennoralt / Discontented 
Colonel!

1642Q! S6125
A!

621a! 0977! N. 1st! King's! Griffin, Edward (2)! Eglesfield, Francis!

Randolph, Thomas! Amyntas/ The Impossible 
Dowry!

1643 8vo 
Coll!

R241! 548c! 5110.
04!

Y. 3rd! K's Revels! Lichfield, Leonard! Bowman, Francis!

Randolph, Thomas! The Jealous Lovers! 1643 8vo 
Coll!

R241! 469c! 5110.
01!

Y. 3rd! Univ! Daniel, Roger! Ireland, Richard!

Randolph, Thomas! The Muses' Looking Glass! 1643 8vo 
Coll!

R241! 547c! 5110.
03!

Y. 3rd! K's Revels! Unknown! Bowman, Francis!

D'Avenant, 
William!

The Unfortunate Lovers! 1643Q! D348! 624a(
i)!

0982! N. 1st! King's! Hearne, Richard! Coles, Francis!
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Author Title Issue Wing Greg DEE
P 

Repub? Performed
? 

Printer Publisher/Booksel
ler 

Milton, John! Arcades! 1645 8vo 
Coll!

M2160! 625a! 5111.
02!

N. 1st! Ent! Raworth, Ruth! Moseley, 
Humphrey!

Milton, John! Comus! 1645 8vo 
Coll!

M2160! 524b! 5111.
01!

Y. 2nd! Masque! Raworth, Ruth! Moseley, 
Humphrey!

Shirley, James! The Triumph of Beauty! 1646 8mo! S3488! 627a! 0985! N. 1st! Masque! Unknown! Moseley, 
Humphrey!

Shirley, James! The Triumph of Beauty! 1646 8mo 
Coll!

S3481! 627a! 5112.
01!

N. 1st! Masque! Unknown! Moseley, 
Humphrey!

Randolph, Thomas! The Jealous Lovers! 1646 8vo! R239B! 469d! 0798! Y. 4th! Univ! Unknown!  Royston, Richard!
Suckling, Sir John! Aglaura! 1646 8vo! S6121

A!
541b(
*)!

0894! Y. 2nd! King's! Warren, Thomas (1)! Moseley, 
Humphrey!

Suckling, Sir John! Brennoralt / Discontented 
Colonel!

1646 8vo! S6122! 621b! 0978! Y. 2nd! King's! Islip, Susan! Moseley, 
Humphrey!

Suckling, Sir John! The Goblins! 1646 8vo! S6129! 628a! 0986! N. 1st! King's! Islip, Susan! Moseley, 
Humphrey!

Suckling, Sir John! Aglaura! 1646 8vo 
Coll!

S6126! 541b(
*)!

5113.
01!

Y. 2nd! King's! Warren, Thomas (1)! Moseley, 
Humphrey!

Suckling, Sir John! Brennoralt / Discontented 
Colonel!

1646 8vo 
Coll!

S6126! 621b! 5113.
03!

Y. 2nd! King's! Islip, Susan! Moseley, 
Humphrey!

Suckling, Sir John! The Goblins! 1646 8vo 
Coll!

S6126! 628a! 5113.
04!

N. 1st! King's! Islip, Susan! Moseley, 
Humphrey!

Burkhead, Henry! Cola's Fury, or Lirenda's 
Misery!

1646Q! B5734! 626a! 0984! N. 1st! Not! Bourke, Thomas! Unknown!
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Author Title Issue Wing Greg DEE
P 

Repub? Performed
? 

Printer Publisher/Booksel
ler 

Baron, Robert! Deorum Dona! 1647 8vo 
Coll!

B889! 634a! 5116.
02!

N. 1st! Not! Wilson, William! Hardesty, John; 
Huntington, 
Thomas; Jackson, 
Thomas (2)!

Baron, Robert! Gripsius and Hegio, or The 
Passionate Lovers!

1647 8vo 
Coll!

B889! 633a! 5116.
01!

N. 1st! Not! Wilson, William! Hardesty, John; 
Huntington, 
Thomas; Jackson, 
Thomas (2)!

Beaumont, Francis! Masque of Inner Temple and 
Gray's Inn!

1647F Coll! B1581! 309b! 5117.
01!

Y. 2nd! Masque! Raworth, Ruth; 
Warren, Thomas 
(1); White, Robert 
(1); Islip, Susan; 
Griffin, Edward (2); 
Macock, John!

Moseley, 
Humphrey; 
Robinson, 
Humphrey!

Beaumont, 
Francis; Fletcher, 
John!

Love's Cure, or The Martial 
Maid!

1647F Coll! B1581! 661a! 5117.
26!

N. 1st! King's! Raworth, Ruth; 
Warren, Thomas 
(1); White, Robert 
(1); Islip, Susan; 
Griffin, Edward (2); 
Macock, John!

Moseley, 
Humphrey; 
Robinson, 
Humphrey!

Beaumont, 
Francis; Fletcher, 
John!

The Coxcomb! 1647F Coll! B1581! 644a! 5117.
09!

N. 1st! Q Revels! Raworth, Ruth; 
Warren, Thomas 
(1); White, Robert 
(1); Islip, Susan; 
Griffin, Edward (2); 
Macock, John!

Moseley, 
Humphrey; 
Robinson, 
Humphrey!
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Author Title Issue Wing Greg DEE
P 

Repub? Performed
? 

Printer Publisher/Booksel
ler 

Fletcher, John! A Wife for a Month! 1647F Coll! B1581! 665a! 5117.
30!

N. 1st! King's! Raworth, Ruth; 
Warren, Thomas 
(1); White, Robert 
(1); Islip, Susan; 
Griffin, Edward (2); 
Macock, John!

Moseley, 
Humphrey; 
Robinson, 
Humphrey!

Fletcher, John! Beggars' Bush! 1647F Coll! B1581! 643a! 5117.
08!

N. 1st! King's! Raworth, Ruth; 
Warren, Thomas 
(1); White, Robert 
(1); Islip, Susan; 
Griffin, Edward (2); 
Macock, John!

Moseley, 
Humphrey; 
Robinson, 
Humphrey!

Fletcher, John! Bonduca! 1647F Coll! B1581! 655a! 5117.
20!

N. 1st! King's! Raworth, Ruth; 
Warren, Thomas 
(1); White, Robert 
(1); Islip, Susan; 
Griffin, Edward (2); 
Macock, John!

Moseley, 
Humphrey; 
Robinson, 
Humphrey!

Fletcher, John! Four Plays, or Moral 
Representations, in One!

1647F Coll! B1581! 670a! 5117.
35!

N. 1st! Unknown! Raworth, Ruth; 
Warren, Thomas 
(1); White, Robert 
(1); Islip, Susan; 
Griffin, Edward (2); 
Macock, John!

Moseley, 
Humphrey; 
Robinson, 
Humphrey!

Fletcher, John! Love's Pilgrimage! 1647F Coll! B1581! 669a! 5117.
34!

N. 1st! King's! Raworth, Ruth; 
Warren, Thomas 
(1); White, Robert 
(1); Islip, Susan; 
Griffin, Edward (2); 
Macock, John!

Moseley, 
Humphrey; 
Robinson, 
Humphrey!
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Fletcher, John! The Captain! 1647F Coll! B1581! 642a! 5117.
07!

N. 1st! King's! Raworth, Ruth; 
Warren, Thomas 
(1); White, Robert 
(1); Islip, Susan; 
Griffin, Edward (2); 
Macock, John!

Moseley, 
Humphrey; 
Robinson, 
Humphrey!

Fletcher, John! The Chances! 1647F Coll! B1581! 646a! 5117.
11!

N. 1st! King's! Raworth, Ruth; 
Warren, Thomas 
(1); White, Robert 
(1); Islip, Susan; 
Griffin, Edward (2); 
Macock, John!

Moseley, 
Humphrey; 
Robinson, 
Humphrey!

Fletcher, John! The Fair Maid of the Inn! 1647F Coll! B1581! 668a! 5117.
33!

N. 1st! King's! Raworth, Ruth; 
Warren, Thomas 
(1); White, Robert 
(1); Islip, Susan; 
Griffin, Edward (2); 
Macock, John!

Moseley, 
Humphrey; 
Robinson, 
Humphrey!

Fletcher, John! The Humorous Lieutenant! 1647F Coll! B1581! 651a! 5117.
16!

N. 1st! King's! Raworth, Ruth; 
Warren, Thomas 
(1); White, Robert 
(1); Islip, Susan; 
Griffin, Edward (2); 
Macock, John!

Moseley, 
Humphrey; 
Robinson, 
Humphrey!

Fletcher, John! The Island Princess! 1647F Coll! B1581! 650a! 5117.
15!

N. 1st! King's! Raworth, Ruth; 
Warren, Thomas 
(1); White, Robert 
(1); Islip, Susan; 
Griffin, Edward (2); 
Macock, John!

Moseley, 
Humphrey; 
Robinson, 
Humphrey!
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Fletcher, John! The Loyal Subject! 1647F Coll! B1581! 647a! 5117.
12!

N. 1st! King's! Raworth, Ruth; 
Warren, Thomas 
(1); White, Robert 
(1); Islip, Susan; 
Griffin, Edward (2); 
Macock, John!

Moseley, 
Humphrey; 
Robinson, 
Humphrey!

Fletcher, John! The Mad Lover! 1647F Coll! B1581! 637a! 5117.
02!

N. 1st! King's! Raworth, Ruth; 
Warren, Thomas 
(1); White, Robert 
(1); Islip, Susan; 
Griffin, Edward (2); 
Macock, John!

Moseley, 
Humphrey; 
Robinson, 
Humphrey!

Fletcher, John! The Noble Gentleman! 1647F Coll! B1581! 641a! 5117.
06!

N. 1st! King's! Raworth, Ruth; 
Warren, Thomas 
(1); White, Robert 
(1); Islip, Susan; 
Griffin, Edward (2); 
Macock, John!

Moseley, 
Humphrey; 
Robinson, 
Humphrey!

Fletcher, John! The Pilgrim! 1647F Coll! B1581! 658a! 5117.
23!

N. 1st! King's! Raworth, Ruth; 
Warren, Thomas 
(1); White, Robert 
(1); Islip, Susan; 
Griffin, Edward (2); 
Macock, John!

Moseley, 
Humphrey; 
Robinson, 
Humphrey!

Fletcher, John! The Queen of Corinth! 1647F Coll! B1581! 663a! 5117.
28!

N. 1st! King's! Raworth, Ruth; 
Warren, Thomas 
(1); White, Robert 
(1); Islip, Susan; 
Griffin, Edward (2); 
Macock, John!

Moseley, 
Humphrey; 
Robinson, 
Humphrey!
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Fletcher, John! The Woman's Prize, or The 
Tamer Tamed!

1647F Coll! B1581! 660a! 5117.
25!

N. 1st! Unknown! Raworth, Ruth; 
Warren, Thomas 
(1); White, Robert 
(1); Islip, Susan; 
Griffin, Edward (2); 
Macock, John!

Moseley, 
Humphrey; 
Robinson, 
Humphrey!

Fletcher, John! Valentinian! 1647F Coll! B1581! 667a! 5117.
32!

N. 1st! King's! Raworth, Ruth; 
Warren, Thomas 
(1); White, Robert 
(1); Islip, Susan; 
Griffin, Edward (2); 
Macock, John!

Moseley, 
Humphrey; 
Robinson, 
Humphrey!

Fletcher, John! Women Pleased! 1647F Coll! B1581! 664a! 5117.
29!

N. 1st! King's! Raworth, Ruth; 
Warren, Thomas 
(1); White, Robert 
(1); Islip, Susan; 
Griffin, Edward (2); 
Macock, John!

Moseley, 
Humphrey; 
Robinson, 
Humphrey!

Fletcher, John; 
Massinger, Philip!

The Custom of the Country! 1647F Coll! B1581! 640a! 5117.
05!

N. 1st! King's! Raworth, Ruth; 
Warren, Thomas 
(1); White, Robert 
(1); Islip, Susan; 
Griffin, Edward (2); 
Macock, John!

Moseley, 
Humphrey; 
Robinson, 
Humphrey!

Fletcher, John; 
Massinger, Philip!

The Double Marriage! 1647F Coll! B1581! 657a! 5117.
22!

N. 1st! King's! Raworth, Ruth; 
Warren, Thomas 
(1); White, Robert 
(1); Islip, Susan; 
Griffin, Edward (2); 
Macock, John!

Moseley, 
Humphrey; 
Robinson, 
Humphrey!
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Fletcher, John; 
Massinger, Philip!

The False One! 1647F Coll! B1581! 645a! 5117.
10!

N. 1st! King's! Raworth, Ruth; 
Warren, Thomas 
(1); White, Robert 
(1); Islip, Susan; 
Griffin, Edward (2); 
Macock, John!

Moseley, 
Humphrey; 
Robinson, 
Humphrey!

Fletcher, John; 
Massinger, Philip!

The Honest Man's Fortune! 1647F Coll! B1581! 662a! 5117.
27!

N. 1st! L Eliz's! Raworth, Ruth; 
Warren, Thomas 
(1); White, Robert 
(1); Islip, Susan; 
Griffin, Edward (2); 
Macock, John!

Moseley, 
Humphrey; 
Robinson, 
Humphrey!

Fletcher, John; 
Massinger, Philip!

The Knight of Malta! 1647F Coll! B1581! 659a! 5117.
24!

N. 1st! King's! Raworth, Ruth; 
Warren, Thomas 
(1); White, Robert 
(1); Islip, Susan; 
Griffin, Edward (2); 
Macock, John!

Moseley, 
Humphrey; 
Robinson, 
Humphrey!

Fletcher, John; 
Massinger, Philip!

The Little French Lawyer! 1647F Coll! B1581! 639a! 5117.
04!

N. 1st! King's! Raworth, Ruth; 
Warren, Thomas 
(1); White, Robert 
(1); Islip, Susan; 
Griffin, Edward (2); 
Macock, John!

Moseley, 
Humphrey; 
Robinson, 
Humphrey!

Fletcher, John; 
Massinger, Philip!

The Prophetess! 1647F Coll! B1581! 654a! 5117.
19!

N. 1st! King's! Raworth, Ruth; 
Warren, Thomas 
(1); White, Robert 
(1); Islip, Susan; 
Griffin, Edward (2); 
Macock, John!

Moseley, 
Humphrey; 
Robinson, 
Humphrey!
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Fletcher, John; 
Massinger, Philip!

The Sea Voyage! 1647F Coll! B1581! 656a! 5117.
21!

N. 1st! King's! Raworth, Ruth; 
Warren, Thomas 
(1); White, Robert 
(1); Islip, Susan; 
Griffin, Edward (2); 
Macock, John!

Moseley, 
Humphrey; 
Robinson, 
Humphrey!

Fletcher, John; 
Massinger, Philip!

The Spanish Curate! 1647F Coll! B1581! 638a! 5117.
03!

N. 1st! King's! Raworth, Ruth; 
Warren, Thomas 
(1); White, Robert 
(1); Islip, Susan; 
Griffin, Edward (2); 
Macock, John!

Moseley, 
Humphrey; 
Robinson, 
Humphrey!

Fletcher, John; 
Massinger, Philip!

The Wandering Lovers (The 
Lovers' Progress)!

1647F Coll! B1581! 649a! 5117.
14!

N. 1st! King's! Raworth, Ruth; 
Warren, Thomas 
(1); White, Robert 
(1); Islip, Susan; 
Griffin, Edward (2); 
Macock, John!

Moseley, 
Humphrey; 
Robinson, 
Humphrey!

Fletcher, John; 
Rowley, William!

The Maid in the Mill! 1647F Coll! B1581! 653a! 5117.
18!

N. 1st! King's! Raworth, Ruth; 
Warren, Thomas 
(1); White, Robert 
(1); Islip, Susan; 
Griffin, Edward (2); 
Macock, John!

Moseley, 
Humphrey; 
Robinson, 
Humphrey!

Ford, John! The Laws of Candy! 1647F Coll! B1581! 648a! 5117.
13!

N. 1st! King's! Raworth, Ruth; 
Warren, Thomas 
(1); White, Robert 
(1); Islip, Susan; 
Griffin, Edward (2); 
Macock, John!

Moseley, 
Humphrey; 
Robinson, 
Humphrey!
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Middleton, 
Thomas; Fletcher, 
John!

The Nice Valor, or The 
Passionate Madman!

1647F Coll! B1581! 652a! 5117.
17!

N. 1st! King's! Raworth, Ruth; 
Warren, Thomas 
(1); White, Robert 
(1); Islip, Susan; 
Griffin, Edward (2); 
Macock, John!

Moseley, 
Humphrey; 
Robinson, 
Humphrey!

Middleton, 
Thomas; Rowley, 
William!

Wit at Several Weapons! 1647F Coll! B1581! 666a! 5117.
31!

N. 1st! Unknown! Raworth, Ruth; 
Warren, Thomas 
(1); White, Robert 
(1); Islip, Susan; 
Griffin, Edward (2); 
Macock, John!

Moseley, 
Humphrey; 
Robinson, 
Humphrey!

Anonymous! News Out of the West, or 
The Character of a 
Mountebank!

1647Q! N1036
A!

635.5
a!

0994! N. 1st! Not! Unknown! Unknown!

Anonymous! The Scottish Politic 
Presbyter Slain by an 
English Independent, or The 
Independents' Victory over 
the Presbyterian Party!

1647Q! S2097! 636a! 0995! N. 1st! Not! Unknown! Unknown!

Brewer, Anthony 
(?); Brewer, 
Thomas (?)!

The Country Girl! 1647Q! B4425! 632a! 0992! N. 1st! King's! Unknown! Roper, Abel (1)!

Guarini, Giovanni 
Battista!

Il Pastor Fido! 1647Q! G2174! 629a(
i)!

0988! N. 1st! Not! Raworth, Ruth! Moseley, 
Humphrey!

Nedham, 
Marchamont!

The Levellers Levelled, or 
The Independents' 
Conspiracy to Root Out 
Monarchy!

1647Q! N394! 635a! 0993! N. 1st! Not! Unknown! Unknown!
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Sheppard, Samuel! 1 The Committee-Man 
Curried!

1647Q! S3160! 630a! 0990! N. 1st! Not! Unknown! Unknown!

Sheppard, Samuel! 2 The Committee-Man 
Curried!

1647Q! S3168! 631a! 0991! N. 1st! Not! Unknown! Unknown!

Sherburne, 
Edward; Seneca!

Medea! 1648 8vo! S2513! 675a! 1006! N. 1st! Not! Hunt, William (?)! Moseley, 
Humphrey!

Suckling, Sir John! Aglaura! 1648 8vo! S6127! 541c! 0896! Y. 3rd! King's! Wilson, William; 
Griffin, Edward (2); 
Warren, Thomas (1)!

Moseley, 
Humphrey!

Suckling, Sir John! Brennoralt / Discontented 
Colonel!

1648 8vo! S6127! 621c! 0979! Y. 3rd! King's! Wilson, William; 
Griffin, Edward (2); 
Warren, Thomas (1)!

Moseley, 
Humphrey!

Suckling, Sir John! The Goblins! 1648 8vo! S6127! 628b! 0987! Y. 2nd! King's! Wilson, William; 
Griffin, Edward (2); 
Warren, Thomas (1)!

Moseley, 
Humphrey!

Suckling, Sir John! Aglaura! 1648 8vo 
Coll!

S6127! 541c! 5120.
01!

Y. 3rd! King's! Wilson, William; 
Griffin, Edward (2); 
Warren, Thomas (1)!

Moseley, 
Humphrey!

Suckling, Sir John! Brennoralt / Discontented 
Colonel!

1648 8vo 
Coll!

S6127! 621c! 5120.
02!

Y. 3rd! King's! Wilson, William; 
Griffin, Edward (2); 
Warren, Thomas (1)!

Moseley, 
Humphrey!

Suckling, Sir John! The Goblins! 1648 8vo 
Coll!

S6127! 628b! 5120.
03!

Y. 2nd! King's! Wilson, William; 
Griffin, Edward (2); 
Warren, Thomas (1)!

Moseley, 
Humphrey!

Anonymous! 1 Crafty Cromwell, or 
Oliver Ordering Our New 
State!

1648Q! C6772! 672a! 1001! N. 1st! Not! Unknown! Unknown!
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Anonymous! 2 Crafty Cromwell, or 
Oliver in His Glory as King!

1648Q! S2294! 673a! 1002! N. 1st! Not! Unknown! Unknown!

Anonymous! Ding-Dong, or Sir Pitiful on 
His Death-bed!

1648Q! D1495! 674a! 1004! N. 1st! Not! Unknown! Unknown!

Anonymous! Mistress Parliament 
Presented in Her Bed!

1648Q! M2284! 677a! 1009! N. 1st! Not! Unknown! Unknown!

Anonymous! Mistress Parliament, Her 
Gossiping!

1648Q! M2282! 678a! 1010! N. 1st! Not! Unknown! Unknown!

Anonymous! Mistress Parliament, Her 
Invitation of Mistress 
London!

1648Q! M2283! 678.5
a!

1011! N. 1st! Not! Unknown! Unknown!

Anonymous! The Devil and the 
Parliament, or The 
Parliament and the Devil!

1648Q! D1216! 673.5
a!

1003! N. 1st! Not! Unknown! Unknown!

Anonymous! The Kentish Fair, or The 
Parliament Sold to Their 
Best Worth!

1648Q! K324! 674.5
a!

1005! N. 1st! Not! Unknown! Unknown!

Beaumont, Francis! The Woman Hater! 1648Q! B1618! 245b(
i)!

0469! Y. 2nd! Paul's! Wilson, William! Moseley, 
Humphrey!

Fletcher, John; 
Massinger, Philip!

Thierry and Theodoret! 1648Q! F1352! 368b(
i)!

0690! Y. 2nd! King's! Wilson, William! Moseley, 
Humphrey!

Mayne, Jasper! The Amorous War! 1648Q! M1463! 671a(
i)!

0996! N. 1st! Unknown! Unknown! Unknown!

Anonymous! Mistress Parliament Brought 
to Bed!

1648Q1! M2281! 676a! 1007! N. 1st! Not! Unknown! Unknown!
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Anonymous! Mistress Parliament Brought 
to Bed!

1648Q2! M2281! 676b! 1008! Y. 2nd! Not! Unknown! Unknown!

Cavendish, 
William!

The Variety! 1649 12mo! N877! 692a! 1031! N. 1st! King's! Unknown! Moseley, 
Humphrey; 
Robinson, 
Humphrey!

Cavendish, 
William; Shirley, 
James!

The Country Captain 
(Captain Underwit)!

1649 12mo! N877! 681a(
i*)!

0101
5!

N. 1st! King's! Browne, Samuel! Moseley, 
Humphrey; 
Robinson, 
Humphrey!

Cavendish, 
William!

The Variety! 1649 12mo 
Coll!

N877! 692a! 5121.
02!

N. 1st! King's! Unknown! Moseley, 
Humphrey; 
Robinson, 
Humphrey!

Cavendish, 
William; Shirley, 
James!

The Country Captain 
(Captain Underwit)!

1649 12mo 
Coll!

N877! 681a(
i*)!

5121.
01!

N. 1st! King's! Browne, Samuel! Moseley, 
Humphrey; 
Robinson, 
Humphrey!

Anonymous! Women Will Have Their 
Will, or Give Christmas His 
Due!

1649 8vo! W3327! 691a! 1030! N. 1st! Not! P., E.! G., W.!

B., T.! The Rebellion of Naples, or 
The Tragedy of Massenello!

1649 8vo! B199! 689a! 1027! N. 1st! Not! Unknown! G., J.; B., G.!

Wase, Christopher; 
Sophocles!

Electra! 1649 8vo! S4690! 683a! 1018! N. 1st! Not! Unknown! Browne, Samuel!

Anonymous! The Famous Tragedy of 
King Charles I!

1649/60Q! F384! 680b! 1014! Y. 2nd! Not! Unknown! Unknown!
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Anonymous! A Bartholomew Fairing! 1649Q! B981! 679a! 1012! N. 1st! Not! Unknown! Unknown!
Anonymous! A New Bull-Baiting, or A 

Match Played at the Town 
Bull of Ely by Twelve 
Mongrels!

1649Q! O630B! 686a! 1021! N. 1st! Not! Unknown! Unknown!

Anonymous! The Disease of the House, or 
The State Mountebank 
Administering Physic to a 
Sick Parliament!

1649Q! D1667! 682a! 1017! N. 1st! Not! Unknown! Unknown!

Anonymous! The Famous Tragedy of 
King Charles I!

1649Q! F384! 680a! 1013! N. 1st! Not! Unknown! Unknown!

Beaumont, Francis! The Woman Hater! 1649Q! B1619! 245b(
ii)!

0470! Y. 3rd! Paul's! Wilson, William! Moseley, 
Humphrey!

D'Avenant, 
William!

Love and Honor (The 
Courage of Love)!

1649Q! D329! 684a! 1019! N. 1st! King's! Unknown! Moseley, 
Humphrey; 
Robinson, 
Humphrey!

D'Avenant, 
William!

The Unfortunate Lovers! 1649Q! D349! 624a(
ii)!

0983! N. 1st! King's! Unknown! Moseley, 
Humphrey!

Fletcher, John; 
Massinger, Philip!

Thierry and Theodoret! 1649Q! F1353! 368b(
ii)!

0691! Y. 2nd! King's! Wilson, William! Moseley, 
Humphrey!

Peaps, William (?)! Love in Its Ecstasy, or The 
Large Prerogative!

1649Q! P967! 685a! 1020! N. 1st! Not! Wilson, William! Meighen, Mercy; 
Bedell, Gabriel; 
Collins, Thomas 
(1)!

Quarles, Francis! The Virgin Widow! 1649Q! Q118! 690a! 1028! N. 1st! Not! Unknown! Royston, Richard!
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Anonymous! 1 Newmarket Fair, or A 
Parliament Outcry of State 
Commodities, Set to Sale!

1649Q1! T2018! 687a! 1022! N. 1st! Not! Unknown! Unknown!

Anonymous! 2 Newmarket Fair, or 
Mistress Parliament's New 
Figaries!

1649Q1! S2318! 688a! 1025! N. 1st! Not! Unknown! Unknown!

Anonymous! 1 Newmarket Fair, or A 
Parliament Outcry of State 
Commodities, Set to Sale!

1649Q2! T2018
A!

687b! 1023! Y. 2nd! Not! Unknown! Unknown!

Anonymous! 2 Newmarket Fair, or 
Mistress Parliament's New 
Figaries!

1649Q2! S2318
A!

688b! 1026! Y. 2nd! Not! Unknown! Unknown!

Anonymous! 1 Newmarket Fair, or A 
Parliament Outcry of State 
Commodities, Set to Sale!

1649Q3! T2018
B!

687c! 1024! Y. 3rd! Not! Unknown! Unknown!

Rutter, Joseph; 
Corneille, Pierre!

1 The Cid! 1650 12mo! C6309! 525b! 0870! Y. 2nd! Beeston's! Wilson, William! Moseley, 
Humphrey!

Beaumont, 
Francis; Fletcher, 
John!

The Maid's Tragedy! 1650/60Q! B1595! 357f(
i)!

0664! Y. 6th! King's! Unknown! Leake, William (2)!

Cowley, Abraham! The Guardian (Cutter of 
Coleman Street)!

1650Q! C6673! 693a(
i)!

1032! N. 1st! Univ! Newcombe, Thomas 
(1)!

Holden, John!

Fletcher, John; 
Massinger, Philip!

The Elder Brother! 1650Q! B1585! 515c(
*)!

0857! Y. 2nd! King's! Unknown! Moseley, 
Humphrey!

Prestwich, 
Edmund; Seneca!

Hippolytus! 1651 8vo! S2512! 696a! 1036! N. 1st! Not! Dawson, Gartrude! Boddington, 
George!
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Willan, Leonard! Astraea, or Love's True 
Mirror!

1651 8vo! W2262! 695a! 1035! N. 1st! Not! White, Robert (1)! Lloyd, Lodowick; 
Cripps, Henry (2)!

Carew, Thomas! Coelum Britnnicum! 1651 8vo 
Coll!

C565A! 496d! 5122.
01!

Y. 4th! Masque! Unknown! Moseley, 
Humphrey!

Cartwright, 
William!

The Lady Errant! 1651 8vo 
Coll!

C709! 701a! 5124.
02!

N. 1st! Not! Unknown! Moseley, 
Humphrey!

Cartwright, 
William!

The Ordinary, or The City 
Cozener!

1651 8vo 
Coll!

C709! 702a! 5124.
03!

N. 1st! Univ! Unknown! Moseley, 
Humphrey!

Cartwright, 
William!

The Royal Slave! 1651 8vo 
Coll!

C709! 570c! 5124.
01!

Y. 3rd! Univ/King's! Unknown! Moseley, 
Humphrey; 
Robinson, Thomas!

Cartwright, 
William!

The Siege, or Love's 
Convert!

1651 8vo 
Coll!

C709! 703a(
*)!

5124.
04!

N. 1st! Not! Unknown! Moseley, 
Humphrey!

Beaumont, 
Francis; Fletcher, 
John!

The Scornful Lady! 1651/61Q1! B1608! 334g! 0638! Y. 8th! Q Revels! Johnson, Thomas 
(?)!

Kirkman, Francis 
(?)!

Beaumont, 
Francis; Fletcher, 
John!

The Scornful Lady! 1651/61Q2! B1608
A!

334h! 0637! Y. 7th! Q Revels! Johnson, Thomas 
(?)!

Kirkman, Francis 
(?)!

Anonymous! Marcus Tullius Cicero! 1651Q! B4902! 698a! 1038! N. 1st! Not! Cotes, Richard! Sweeting, John!
Beaumont, 
Francis; Fletcher, 
John!

The Scornful Lady! 1651Q! B1609! 334f! 0636! Y. 6th! Q Revels! Wilson, William! Moseley, 
Humphrey!

Dekker, Thomas; 
Massinger, Philip!

The Virgin Martyr! 1651Q! M1052! 380c! 0698! Y. 3rd! RB Revels! Alsop, Bernard! Unknown!
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Randolph, 
Thomas; J., F.; 
Aristophanes!

Plutophthalmia Plutogamia 
(Hey for Honesty, Down 
with Knavery)!

1651Q! A3685! 699a! 1039! N. 1st! Univ! Unknown! Unknown!

S., J.! The Prince of Prigs' Revels! 1651Q! S58! 700a! 1040! N. 1st! Not! Unknown! Horton, George!
Sheppard, Samuel! The Jovial Crew, or The 

Devil Turned Ranter!
1651Q! S3166! 697a! 1037! N. 1st! Not! Unknown! Lee, William (3)!

Tatham, John! The Distracted State! 1651Q! T219! 694a! 1034! N. 1st! Not! Hunt, William (1)! Tey, John!
Goldsmith, 
Francis; Grotius, 
Hugo!

Sophompaneas, or Joseph! 1652 8vo! G2125! 710a! 1047! N. 1st! Not! Hunt, William (1)! Hardesty, John!

Shirley, James! The Brothers/ The Politic 
Father!

1652 8vo! S3460! 723a! 1063! N. 1st! King's! Wilson, William! Moseley, 
Humphrey; 
Robinson, 
Humphrey!

Shirley, James! The Cardinal! 1652 8vo! S3461! 727a! 1067! N. 1st! King's! Warren, Thomas (1)! Moseley, 
Humphrey; 
Robinson, 
Humphrey!

Shirley, James! The Doubtful Heir! 1652 8vo! S3466! 725a! 1065! N. 1st! Ogilby/Kin
g's!

Warren, Thomas (1)! Moseley, 
Humphrey; 
Robinson, 
Humphrey!

Shirley, James! The Imposture! 1652 8vo! S3476! 726a! 1066! N. 1st! King's! Wilson, William! Moseley, 
Humphrey; 
Robinson, 
Humphrey!
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Shirley, James! The Sisters! 1652 8vo! S3485! 724a! 1064! N. 1st! King's! Warren, Thomas (1)! Moseley, 
Humphrey; 
Robinson, 
Humphrey!

Randolph, Thomas! Amyntas/ The Impossible 
Dowry!

1652 8vo 
Coll!

R242! 548d! 5128.
03!

Y. 4th! K's Revels! Unknown! Unknown!

Randolph, Thomas! Aristippus/The Jovial 
Philosopher!

1652 8vo 
Coll!

R242! 431g! 5128.
04!

Y. 7th! Univ! Unknown! Unknown!

Randolph, Thomas! The Conceited Pedlar/ The 
University Pedlar!

1652 8vo 
Coll!

R242! 432g! 5128.
05!

Y. 7th! Univ! Unknown! Unknown!

Randolph, Thomas! The Jealous Lovers! 1652 8vo 
Coll!

R242! 469e! 5128.
01!

Y. 5th! Univ! Unknown! Unknown!

Randolph, Thomas! The Muses' Looking Glass! 1652 8vo 
Coll!

R242! 547d! 5128.
02!

Y. 4th! K's Revels! Unknown! Unknown!

Beaumont, 
Francis; Fletcher, 
John!

Philaster! 1652/61Q! B1598
A!

363g! 0683! Y. 7th! King's! Johnson, Thomas 
(?)!

Kirkman, Francis 
(?)!

Fletcher, John! The Wild Goose Chase! 1652F! B1616! 707a! 1043! N. 1st! King's! Wilson, William! Moseley, 
Humphrey!

Anonymous! The Bastard! 1652Q! M548! 707a! 1044! N. 1st! Not! Unknown! Meighen, Mercy; 
Bedell, Gabriel; 
Collins, Thomas 
(1)!

Beaumont, 
Francis; Fletcher, 
John!

Philaster! 1652Q! B1598! 363f! 0682! Y. 6th! King's! Unknown! Leake, William (2)!
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Brome, Richard! A Jovial Crew, or The 
Merry Beggars!

1652Q! B4873! 708a! 1045! N. 1st! Beeston's! Young, James! Dod, Edward; 
Ekins, Nathaniel!

Chapman, George! Caesar and Pompey (The 
Wars of Caesar and 
Pompey)!

1652Q! C1946! 444a(
ii)!

0766! Y. 2nd! Unknown! Unknown! Unknown!

Manuche, Cosmo! The Just General! 1652Q! M549! 704a! 1041! N. 1st! Not! Legat, John (2)! Meighen, Mercy; 
Bedell, Gabriel; 
Collins, Thomas 
(1)!

Manuche, Cosmo! The Loyal Lovers! 1652Q! M550! 709a! 1046! N. 1st! Not! Unknown! Eglesfield, Thomas!
Middleton, 
Thomas!

The Widow! 1652Q! J1015! 705a! 1042! N. 1st! King's! Unknown! Moseley, 
Humphrey!

Rawlins, Thomas! The Rebellion! 1652Q! R365A! 582a(
ii)!

0950! N. 1st! K's Revels! Unknown! Unknown!

Shakespeare, 
William!

The Merchant of Venice! 1652Q! S2938! 172e(
ii)!

0304! Y. 5th! Chamb/K! Unknown! Leake, William (2)!

Chapman, George! All Fools! 1652Q Coll! C1940
A!

219a! 5125.
03!

Y. 2nd! Q Revels! Hearne, Richard (?)! Unknown!

Chapman, George! An Humorous Day's Mirth 
(The Comedy of Humors)!

1652Q Coll! C1940
A!

159a(
*)!

5125.
02!

Y. 2nd! Admiral's! Hearne, Richard (?)! Unknown!

Chapman, George! Bussy D'Ambois! 1652Q Coll! C1940
A!

246a(
*)!

5125.
06!

Y. 2nd! Paul's! Hearne, Richard (?)! Unknown!

Chapman, George! Monsieur D'Olive! 1652Q Coll! C1940
A!

236a(
*1, 
†2)!

5125.
05!

Y. 2nd! Q Revels! Hearne, Richard (?)! Unknown!
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Chapman, George! The Blind Beggar of 
Alexandria (Irus)!

1652Q Coll! C1940
A!

146a! 5125.
01!

Y. 2nd! Admiral's! Hearne, Richard (?)! Unknown!

Chapman, George! The Gentleman Usher! 1652Q Coll! C1940
A!

226a! 5125.
04!

Y. 2nd! Unknown! Hearne, Richard (?)! Unknown!

Ford, John! Love's Sacrifice! 1652Q Coll! F1466
A!

478a! 5126.
54!

Y. 2nd! Q HM! Hearne, Richard (?)! Unknown!

Ford, John! Perkin Warbeck! 1652Q Coll! F1466
A!

491a(
*)!

5126.
55!

Y. 2nd! Q HM! Hearne, Richard (?)! Unknown!

Ford, John! The Broken Heart! 1652Q Coll! F1466
A!

480a! 5126.
53!

Y. 2nd! King's! Hearne, Richard (?)! Unknown!

Ford, John! The Fancies Chaste and 
Noble!

1652Q Coll! F1466
A!

532a! 5126.
56!

Y. 2nd! Q HM! Hearne, Richard (?)! Unknown!

Ford, John! The Lady's Trial! 1652Q Coll! F1466
A!

555a! 5126.
57!

Y. 2nd! Beeston's! Hearne, Richard (?)! Unknown!

Ford, John! The Lover's Melancholy! 1652Q Coll! F1466
A!

420a(
*)!

5126.
50!

Y. 2nd! King's! Hearne, Richard (?)! Unknown!

Ford, John! Tis Pity She's a Whore! 1652Q Coll! F1466
A!

486a(
i)!

5126.
52!

Y. 2nd! Q HM! Hearne, Richard (?)! Unknown!

Marston, John! Antonio and Mellida! 1652Q Coll! M816! 184a! 5126.
01!

Y. 3rd! Paul's! Hearne, Richard (?)! Unknown!

Marston, John! Antonio's Revenge! 1652Q Coll! M816! 185a! 5126.
02!

Y. 3rd! Paul's! Hearne, Richard (?)! Unknown!

Marston, John! Parasitaster, or The Fawn! 1652Q Coll! M816! 230a! 5126.
05!

Y. 4th! Q Revels! Hearne, Richard (?)! Unknown!
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Marston, John! The Dutch Courtesan! 1652Q Coll! M816! 214a! 5126.
04!

Y. 3rd! Q Revels! Hearne, Richard (?)! Unknown!

Marston, John! The Malcontent! 1652Q Coll! M816! 203a! 5126.
03!

Y. 5th! Q Revels! Hearne, Richard (?)! Unknown!

Marston, John! The Wonder of Women, or 
Sophonsiba!

1652Q Coll! M816! 231a(
i)!

5126.
06!

Y. 3rd! Q Revels! Hearne, Richard (?)! Unknown!

Marston, John! What You Will! 1652Q Coll! M816! 252a! 5126.
07!

Y. 3rd! Paul's! Hearne, Richard (?)! Unknown!

Marston, John; 
Machin, Lewis; 
Barkstead, 
William!

The Insatiate Countess! 1652Q Coll! M816! 315c(
ii)!

5126.
08!

Y. 3rd! Q Revels! Hearne, Richard (?)! Unknown!

Tatham, John! The Scots Figaries! 1652Q1! T235! 711a! 1048! N. 1st! Not! Hunt, William (1)! Tey, John!
Tatham, John! The Scots Figaries! 1652Q2! T235! 711b(

*)!
1049! Y. 2nd! Not! Hunt, William (1)! Tey, John!

Brome, Richard! The City Wit! 1653 8vo! B4866! 721a! 1061! N. 1st! K's Revels! Roycroft, Thomas! Marriot, Richard; 
Dring, Thomas (1)!

Brome, Richard! The Damoiselle! 1653 8vo! B4868! 722a! 1062! N. 1st! Beeston's! Roycroft, Thomas! Marriot, Richard; 
Dring, Thomas (1)!

Shirley, James! The Court Secret! 1653 8vo! S3463! 728a! 1068! N. 1st! Not! Wilson, William! Moseley, 
Humphrey; 
Robinson, 
Humphrey!

Beaumont, Francis! Masque of Inner Temple and 
Gray's Inn!

1653 8vo 
Coll!

B1602! 309c! 5129.
01!

Y. 3rd! Masque! Unknown! Blaiklock, 
Lawrence!
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Brome, Richard! A Mad Couple Well 
Matched!

1653 8vo 
Coll!

B4870! 718a! 5131.
01!

N. 1st! Beeston's! Roycroft, Thomas! Moseley, 
Humphrey; 
Marriot, Richard; 
Dring, Thomas (1)!

Brome, Richard! The City Wit! 1653 8vo 
Coll!

B4870! 721a! 5131.
04!

N. 1st! K's Revels! Roycroft, Thomas! Moseley, 
Humphrey; 
Marriot, Richard; 
Dring, Thomas (1)!

Brome, Richard! The Court Beggar! 1653 8vo 
Coll!

B4870! 720a! 5131.
03!

N. 1st! Beeston's! Roycroft, Thomas! Moseley, 
Humphrey; 
Marriot, Richard; 
Dring, Thomas (1)!

Brome, Richard! The Damoiselle! 1653 8vo 
Coll!

B4870! 722a! 5131.
05!

N. 1st! Beeston's! Roycroft, Thomas! Moseley, 
Humphrey; 
Marriot, Richard; 
Dring, Thomas (1)!

Brome, Richard! The Novella! 1653 8vo 
Coll!

B4870! 719a! 5131.
02!

N. 1st! King's! Roycroft, Thomas! Moseley, 
Humphrey; 
Marriot, Richard; 
Dring, Thomas (1)!

Shirley, James! The Brothers/ The Politic 
Father!

1653 8vo 
Coll!

S3486! 723a! 5132.
01!

Y. 2nd! King's! Wilson, William! Moseley, 
Humphrey; 
Robinson, 
Humphrey!

Shirley, James! The Cardinal! 1653 8vo 
Coll!

S3486! 727a! 5132.
05!

Y. 2nd! King's! Warren, Thomas (1)! Moseley, 
Humphrey; 
Robinson, 
Humphrey!
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Shirley, James! The Court Secret! 1653 8vo 
Coll!

S3486! 728a! 5132.
06!

N. 1st! Not! Wilson, William! Moseley, 
Humphrey; 
Robinson, 
Humphrey!

Shirley, James! The Doubtful Heir! 1653 8vo 
Coll!

S3486! 725a! 5132.
03!

Y. 2nd! Ogilby/Kin
g's!

Warren, Thomas (1)! Moseley, 
Humphrey; 
Robinson, 
Humphrey!

Shirley, James! The Imposture! 1653 8vo 
Coll!

S3486! 726a! 5132.
04!

Y. 2nd! King's! Wilson, William! Moseley, 
Humphrey; 
Robinson, 
Humphrey!

Shirley, James! The Sisters! 1653 8vo 
Coll!

S3486! 724a! 5132.
02!

Y. 2nd! King's! Warren, Thomas (1)! Moseley, 
Humphrey; 
Robinson, 
Humphrey!

Killigrew, Henry! The Conspiracy (Pallantus 
and Eudora)!

1653F! K444! 537b(
*)!

0885! Y. 2nd! King's! Unknown! Hardesty, John!

Anonymous! The Ghost, or The Woman 
Wears the Breeches!

1653Q! G641! 715a! 1058! N. 1st! Unknown! Bentley, William! Heath, Thomas!

Anonymous! Wily Beguiled! 1653Q! P2538! 234g! 0440! Y. 7th! Paul's! Unknown! Gilbertson, 
William!

Chapman, George! Caesar and Pompey (The 
Wars of Caesar and 
Pompey)!

1653Q! C1947! 444a(
iii)!

0767! Y. 3rd! Not! Unknown! Unknown!
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Dekker, Thomas; 
Ford, John; 
Middleton, 
Thomas; Rowley, 
William!

The Spanish Gypsy! 1653Q! M1986! 717a! 1060! N. 1st! L Eliz's! Grismand, John (2)! Marriot, Richard!

Ford, John! The Queen, or The 
Excellency of Her Sex!

1653Q! Q155! 716a! 1059! N. 1st! Unknown! Newcombe, Thomas 
(1)!

Heath, Thomas!

Hemings, William! The Fatal Contract (The 
Eunuch)!

1653Q! H1422! 714a(
i)!

1056! N. 1st! Q HM! Unknown! Marriot, Richard!

Middleton, 
Thomas; Rowley, 
William!

The Changeling! 1653Q! M1981! 712a(
i*)!

1051! N. 1st! L Eliz's! Newcombe, Thomas 
(1)!

Moseley, 
Humphrey!

Shirley, James! Cupid and Death! 1653Q! S3464! 713a! 1053! N. 1st! Masque! Warren, Thomas (1)! Baker, John (1); 
Crooke, John (1)!

Tatham, John! The Scots Figaries! 1653Q! T235A! 711b(
†)!

1050! Y. 2nd! Not! Hunt, William (1)! Chatfield, Stephen!

May, Thomas! Cleopatra! 1654 12mo 
Coll!

M1416! 553a(
ii)!

5135.
01!

Y. 2nd! Unknown! Unknown! Moseley, 
Humphrey!

May, Thomas! Julia Agrippina! 1654 12mo 
Coll!

M1416! 554a(
ii)!

5135.
02!

Y. 2nd! Unknown! Unknown! Moseley, 
Humphrey!

Brome, Alexander 
(?)!

The Cunning Lovers! 1654Q! B4850! 736a! 1081! N. 1st! Beeston's! Unknown! Sheares, William 
(1)!

Webster, John! Appius and Virginia! 1654Q! W1216! 733a(
i)!

1075! N. 1st! Beeston's! Unknown! Marriot, Richard!
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Baron, Robert! Mirza! 1655 8vo! B892! 744a! 1091! N. 1st! Not! Wilson, William! Moseley, 
Humphrey; Dring, 
Thomas (1)!

Shirley, James! The Gentleman of Venice! 1655 8vo! S3469! 747a(
i)!

1094! N. 1st! Ogilby/QH
M!

Wilson, William! Moseley, 
Humphrey!

Shirley, James! The Politician! 1655 8vo! S3483! 752a(
i)!

1098! N. 1st! Ogilby/QH
M!

Wilson, William! Moseley, 
Humphrey!

Carlell, Lodowick! 1 The Passionate Lovers! 1655 8vo 
Coll!

C581! 750a(
i)!

5136.
01!

N. 1st! King's! Newcombe, Thomas 
(1)!

Moseley, 
Humphrey!

Carlell, Lodowick! 2 The Passionate Lovers! 1655 8vo 
Coll!

C581! 751a(
i)!

5136.
02!

N. 1st! King's! Newcombe, Thomas 
(1)!

Moseley, 
Humphrey!

Massinger, Philip! A Very Woman, or The 
Prince of Tarent!

1655 8vo 
Coll!

M1050! 760a! 5139.
03!

N. 1st! King's! Newcombe, Thomas 
(1)!

Moseley, 
Humphrey!

Massinger, Philip! The Bashful Lover! 1655 8vo 
Coll!

M1050! 758a! 5139.
01!

N. 1st! King's! Newcombe, Thomas 
(1)!

Moseley, 
Humphrey!

Massinger, Philip! The Guardian! 1655 8vo 
Coll!

M1050! 759a! 5139.
02!

N. 1st! King's! Newcombe, Thomas 
(1)!

Moseley, 
Humphrey!

Shirley, James! The Brothers/ The Politic 
Father!

1655 8vo 
Coll!

S3486! 723a! 5132.
01!

Y. 3rd! King's! Wilson, William; 
Warren, Thomas (1)!

Moseley, 
Humphrey; 
Robinson, 
Humphrey!

Shirley, James! The Cardinal! 1655 8vo 
Coll!

S3486! 727a! 5132.
05!

Y. 3rd! King's! Wilson, William; 
Warren, Thomas (1)!

Moseley, 
Humphrey; 
Robinson, 
Humphrey!
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Shirley, James! The Court Secret! 1655 8vo 
Coll!

S3486! 728a! 5132.
06!

Y. 2nd! Not! Wilson, William; 
Warren, Thomas (1)!

Moseley, 
Humphrey; 
Robinson, 
Humphrey!

Shirley, James! The Doubtful Heir! 1655 8vo 
Coll!

S3486! 725a! 5132.
03!

Y. 3rd! Ogilby/Kin
g's!

Wilson, William; 
Warren, Thomas (1)!

Moseley, 
Humphrey; 
Robinson, 
Humphrey!

Shirley, James! The Imposture! 1655 8vo 
Coll!

S3486! 726a! 5132.
04!

Y. 3rd! King's! Wilson, William; 
Warren, Thomas (1)!

Moseley, 
Humphrey; 
Robinson, 
Humphrey!

Shirley, James! The Sisters! 1655 8vo 
Coll!

S3486! 724a! 5132.
02!

Y. 3rd! King's! Wilson, William; 
Warren, Thomas (1)!

Moseley, 
Humphrey; 
Robinson, 
Humphrey!

Sidney, Philip! The Entertainment at 
Wanstead (The Lady of 
May)!

1655F Coll! S3768! 152i! 5140.
01!

Y. 9th! Not! Dugard, William! Calvert, George; 
Pierrepont, 
Thomas!

Stanley, Thomas; 
Aristophanes!

The Clouds! 1655F Coll! S5237! 743a! 1089! N. 1st! Not! Unknown! Moseley, 
Humphrey; Dring, 
Thomas (1)!

Anonymous! The Gossips' Brawl, or The 
Women Wear the Breeches!

1655Q! G1315! 748a! 1096! N. 1st! Not! Unknown! Unknown!

Anonymous! The Merry Devil of 
Edmonton!

1655Q! M1856! 264f! 0514! Y. 6th! Chamb/K! Unknown! Gilbertson, 
William!
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Beaumont, 
Francis; Fletcher, 
John!

A King and No King! 1655Q! B1589! 360e! 0672! Y. 5th! King's! Unknown! Leake, William (2)!

Brewer, Anthony! The Lovesick King! 1655Q! B4426! 740a! 1086! N. 1st! Unknown! Unknown! Sweeting, John; 
Pollard, Robert!

Daborne, Robert! The Poor Man's Comfort! 1655Q! D101! 741a! 1087! N. 1st! Q Anne's! Unknown! Sweeting, John; 
Pollard, Robert!

Davenport, Robert! King John and Matilda! 1655Q! D370! 749a! 1097! N. 1st! Q HM! Unknown! Penneycuicke, 
Andrew!

Freeman, Ralph! Imperiale! 1655Q! F2136! 560c! 0915! Y. 4th! Not! Harper, Thomas! Pollard, Robert!
Greene, Robert! Friar Bacon and Friar 

Bongay!
1655Q! G1828! 121c! 0188! Y. 3rd! QE/Palatine! Bell, Jane! Unknown!

Heywood, 
Thomas; Rowley, 
William!

Fortune by Land and Sea! 1655Q! H1783! 739a! 1085! N. 1st! Q Anne's! Unknown! Sweeting, John; 
Pollard, Robert!

Lower, William; 
Corneille, Pierre!

Polyeuctes, or The Martyr! 1655Q! C6316! 753a! 1100! N. 1st! Not! Roycroft, Thomas! Bedell, George; 
Collins, Thomas 
(1)!

Rider, William! The Twins! 1655Q! R1446! 742a! 1088! N. 1st! K's Revels! Unknown! Sweeting, John; 
Pollard, Robert!

Shakespeare, 
William!

King Lear! 1655Q! S2957! 265e! 0517! Y. 5th! King's! Bell, Jane! Unknown!

Shakespeare, 
William!

Othello! 1655Q! S2939! 379e! 0694! Y. 5th! King's! Unknown! Leake, William (2)!
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Sidnam, Jonathan; 
Bonarelli, 
Guidobaldo de'!

Filli di Sciro, or Phillis of 
Scyros!

1655Q! B3554! 745a(
i)!

1092! N. 1st! Not! Macock, John! Crooke, Andrew 
(1)!

Strode, William! The Floating Island 
(Passions Calmed)!

1655Q! S5983! 746a! 1093! N. 1st! Univ! Childe, Thomas! Twyford, Henry; 
Brookes, 
Nathaniel; Place, 
John (1)!

Webster, John! Appius and Virginia! 1655Q! W1217! 733a(
iii)!

1077! Y. 2nd! Beeston's! Unknown! Unknown!

Carlell, Lodowick! 1 The Passionate Lovers! 1655Q Coll! C581A! 750a(
ii)!

5136.
01!

Y. 2nd! King's! Newcombe, Thomas 
(1)!

Moseley, 
Humphrey!

Carlell, Lodowick! 2 The Passionate Lovers! 1655Q Coll! C581A! 751a(
ii)!

5136.
02!

Y. 2nd! King's! Newcombe, Thomas 
(1)!

Moseley, 
Humphrey!

Cox, Robert! Actaeon and Diana! 1655Q Coll! C6710! 754a(
i)!

5138.
01!

N. 1st! Not! Newcombe, Thomas 
(1)!

Cox, Robert!

Cox, Robert! John Swabber! 1655Q Coll! C6710! 757a! 5138.
03!

N. 1st! Not! Newcombe, Thomas 
(1)!

Cox, Robert!

Cox, Robert! Rural Sports, or The Birth of 
of the Nymph Oenone!

1655Q Coll! C6710! 756a! 5138.
02!

N. 1st! Not! Newcombe, Thomas 
(1)!

Cox, Robert!

Kempe, William 
(?)!

Singing Simpkin! 1655Q Coll! C6710! 755a! 5138.
04!

N. 1st! Unknown! Newcombe, Thomas 
(1)!

Cox, Robert!

Goffe, Thomas! Orestes! 1656 8vo 
Coll!

G1006! 485b! 5142.
03!

Y. 2nd! Univ! Unknown! Bedell, George; 
Collins, Thomas 
(1)!
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Goffe, Thomas! The Courageous Turk! 1656 8vo 
Coll!

G1006! 458b! 5142.
02!

Y. 2nd! Univ! Unknown! Bedell, George; 
Collins, Thomas 
(1)!

Goffe, Thomas! The Raging Turk! 1656 8vo 
Coll!

G1006! 447b! 5142.
01!

Y. 2nd! Univ! Unknown! Bedell, George; 
Collins, Thomas 
(1)!

Holland, Samuel! Venus and Adonis! 1656 8vo 
Coll!

H2437! 768a! 1114.
50!

N. 1st! Not! Wilson, Thomas (2) 
(?); Warren, 
Thomas (1) (?)!

Vere, Thomas!

Stanley, Thomas; 
Aristophanes!

The Clouds! 1656F Coll! S5238! 743a! 1089! N. 1st! Not! Unknown! Dring, Thomas (1); 
Moseley, 
Humphrey!

Anonymous! Mucedorus (and Amadine)! 1656Q! G1829! 151o! 0273! Y. 16th! King's! Unknown! Coles, Francis!
Anonymous! The Hectors, or The False 

Challenge!
1656Q! P3315! 762a! 1102! N. 1st! Not! Unknown! Bedell, George; 

Collins, Thomas 
(1)!

Bulteel, John 
(younger)!

London's Triumph for 
Robert Tichborne!

1656Q! B5455! 764a! 1106! N. 1st! Civic Pag! Unknown! Brookes, Nathaniel!

D'Avenant, 
William!

1 The Siege of Rhodes! 1656Q! D339! 763a(
i)!

1103! N. 1st! Dav Opera! Macock, John! Herringman, 
Henry!

Dekker, Thomas; 
Ford, John!

The Sun's Darling! 1656Q! F1467! 767a(
i*)!

1109! N. 1st! Masque! Bell, Jane! Penneycuicke, 
Andrew!

Fletcher, John! The Faithful Shepherdess! 1656Q! F1340! 287d! 0556! Y. 4th! Q Revels! Unknown! Bedell, George; 
Collins, Thomas 
(1)!
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Goffe, Thomas! The Careless Shepherdess! 1656Q! G1005! 761a! 1101! N. 1st! Q HM! Unknown! Rogers, Richard; 
Lee, William (3)!

Lower, William; 
Corneille, Pierre!

Horatius! 1656Q! C6313! 765a! 1107! N. 1st! Not! Unknown! Bedell, George; 
Collins, Thomas 
(1)!

Middleton, 
Thomas; Rowley, 
William; 
Heywood, Thomas!

The Old Law, or A New 
Way to Please You!

1656Q! M1048! 766a! 1108! N. 1st! Unknown! Unknown! Archer, Edward!

Quarles, Francis! The Virgin Widow! 1656Q! Q119! 690b! 1029! Y. 2nd! Not! Unknown! Royston, Richard!
Cox, Robert! Actaeon and Diana! 1656Q Coll! C6711! 754a(

ii)!
5141.
01!

Y. 2nd! Not! Newcombe, Thomas 
(1)!

Archer, Edward!

Cox, Robert! John Swabber! 1656Q Coll! C6711! 757a! 5138.
03!

Y. 2nd! Not! Newcombe, Thomas 
(1)!

Archer, Edward!

Cox, Robert! Rural Sports, or The Birth of 
of the Nymph Oenone!

1656Q Coll! C6711! 756a! 5138.
02!

Y. 2nd! Not! Newcombe, Thomas 
(1)!

Archer, Edward!

Cox, Robert! Simpleton the Smith! 1656Q Coll! C6711! 769a! 5141.
02!

N. 1st! Not! Newcombe, Thomas 
(1)!

Archer, Edward!

Kempe, William 
(?)!

Singing Simpkin! 1656Q Coll! C6711! 755a! 5138.
04!

Y. 2nd! Unknown! Newcombe, Thomas 
(1)!

Archer, Edward!

Anonymous! Lust's Dominion, or The 
Lascivious Queen!

1657 12mo! L3504
AB!

777a(
i)!

1127! N. 1st! Admiral's! Bell, Jane (?)! Kirkman, Francis!

Carlell, Lodowick! Osmond the Great Turk, or 
The Noble Servant!

1657 8vo! C579! 780a! 1131! N. 1st! King's! Unknown! Moseley, 
Humphrey!
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D'Avenant, 
William!

The First Day's 
Entertainment at Rutland 
House!

1657 8vo! D323! 770a! 1115! N. 1st! Dav Opera! Macock, John! Herringman, 
Henry!

D'Ouvilly, George 
Gerbier!

The False Favorite 
Disgraced, or The Reward of 
Loyalty!

1657 8vo! G584! 774a(
i)!

1121! N. 1st! Not! Wilson, William! Crofts, Robert!

Middleton, 
Thomas!

No Wit, No Help Like a 
Woman's!

1657 8vo! M1985! 778a! 1130! N. 1st! L Eliz's! Unknown! Moseley, 
Humphrey!

Tomkis, Thomas! Lingua! 1657 8vo! T1842! 239f(
i)!

0455! Y. 6th! Univ! Unknown! Miller, Simon!

Carlell, Lodowick! Osmond the Great Turk, or 
The Noble Servant!

1657 8vo 
Coll!

C582! 780a! 5143.
02!

N. 1st! King's! Wilson, William! Moseley, 
Humphrey!

Carlell, Lodowick! The Fool Would Be a 
Favorite, or The Discreet 
Lover!

1657 8vo 
Coll!

C582! 779a! 5143.
01!

N. 1st! Q HM! Wilson, William! Moseley, 
Humphrey!

Middleton, 
Thomas!

More Dissemblers Besides 
Women!

1657 8vo 
Coll!

M1989! 781a! 5144.
01!

N. 1st! King's! Unknown! Moseley, 
Humphrey!

Middleton, 
Thomas!

Women Beware Women! 1657 8vo 
Coll!

M1989! 782a! 5144.
02!

N. 1st! King's! Unknown! Moseley, 
Humphrey!

Tatham, John! Love Crowns the End! 1657 8vo 
Coll!

T229! 600a(
ii)!

5145.
01!

Y. 2nd! Unknown! Unknown! Burden, William!

Brome, Richard! The Queen's Exchange! 1657Q! B4882! 772a(
i)!

1117! N. 1st! King's! Unknown! Brome, Henry!

Chapman, George! Bussy D'Ambois! 1657Q! C1944! 246b(
iv)!

0476! Y. 3rd.! Paul's! Unknown! Kirton, Joshua!
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Cokayne, Aston! The Obstinate Lady! 1657Q! C4896! 771a! 1116! N. 1st! Unknown! Godbid, William! Pridmore, Isaac!
Dekker, Thomas! The Shoemaker's Holiday! 1657Q! D863! 175f! 0312! Y. 6th! Admiral's! Unknown! Gilbertson, 

William!
Dekker, Thomas; 
Ford, John!

The Sun's Darling! 1657Q! F1468! 767a(
ii)!

1110! Y. 2nd! Masque! Bell, Jane! Penneycuicke, 
Andrew!

Jordan, Thomas! Fancy's Festivals! 1657Q! J1031! 776a(
i*)!

1124! N. 1st! Ent! Wilson, Thomas (2)! Unknown!

Jordan, Thomas! The Walks of Islington and 
Hogsdon (Tricks of Youth)!

1657Q! J1071! 773a(
i*)!

1118! N. 1st! Red Bull! Wilson, Thomas (2)! Unknown!

Tatham, John! London's Triumphs for 
Richard Chiverton!

1657Q! T226! 775a! 1123! N. 1st! Civic Pag! Bell, Jane! Unknown!

Shirley, James! 1 St. Patrick for Ireland! 1657Q Coll! S3490! 593a! 5144.
50!

Y. 2nd! Ogilby/QH
M!

Unknown! Kirton, Joshua!

Shirley, James! The Constant Maid! 1657Q Coll! S3490! 592a! 5144.
50!

Y. 2nd! Ogilby/QH
M!

Unknown! Kirton, Joshua!

Anonymous! Lust's Dominion, or The 
Lascivious Queen!

1658 12mo! L3504
AB!

777a(
iii)!

1129! Y. 2nd! Admiral's! Bell, Jane (?)! Kirkman, Francis!

Lower, William! The Enchanted Lovers! 1658 12mo! L3314! 790a(
i)!

1139! N. 1st! Not! Vlack, Adrian! Unknown!

Cokayne, Aston! A Masque at Bretbie! 1658 8vo 
Coll!

C4898! 795a! 5147.
03!

N. 1st! Masque! Godbid, William! Unknown!

Cokayne, Aston! The Obstinate Lady! 1658 8vo 
Coll!

C4898! 771b(
i)!

5147.
01!

Y. 2nd! Unknown! Godbid, William! Unknown!

Cokayne, Aston! Trappolin Supposed a Prince! 1658 8vo 
Coll!

C4898! 796a(
i)!

5147.
02!

N. 1st! Unknown! Godbid, William! Unknown!
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Suckling, Sir John! Aglaura! 1658 8vo 
Coll!

S6128! 541d! 5151.
01!

Y. 4th! King's! Newman, Thomas 
(2)!

Moseley, 
Humphrey!

Suckling, Sir John! Brennoralt / Discontented 
Colonel!

1658 8vo 
Coll!

S6128! 621d! 5151.
02!

Y. 4th! King's! Newman, Thomas 
(2)!

Moseley, 
Humphrey!

Suckling, Sir John! The Goblins! 1658 8vo 
Coll!

S6128! 628c! 5151.
03!

Y. 3rd! King's! Newman, Thomas 
(2)!

Moseley, 
Humphrey!

Suckling, Sir John! The Sad One! 1658 8vo 
Coll!

S6130! 811a! 5151.
04!

N. 1st! Not! Newman, Thomas 
(2)!

Moseley, 
Humphrey!

Anonymous! Wine, Beer, Ale, and 
Tobacco Contending for 
Superiority!

1658Q! W2983! 426c! 0744! Y. 3rd! Univ! Bell, Jane! Grove, John!

Chamberlain, 
William!

Love's Victory! 1658Q! C1865! 792a! 1142! N. 1st! Not! Cotes, Ellen! Clavell, Robert!

D'Avenant, 
William!

The Cruelty of the Spaniards 
in Peru!

1658Q! D321! 787a! 1136! N. 1st! Dav Opera! Unknown! Herringman, 
Henry!

Dekker, Thomas; 
Rowley, William; 
Ford, John!

The Witch of Edmonton! 1658Q! R2097! 785a! 1134! N. 1st! Pr Charles! Cottrell, James! Blackmore, 
Edward!

Massinger, Philip! The City Madam! 1658Q! M1046! 788a(
*1,*2)!

1137! N. 1st! King's! Unknown! Penneycuicke, 
Andrew!

May, Thomas! The Old Couple! 1658Q! M1412! 784a! 1133! N. 1st! Unknown! Cottrell, James! Speed, Samuel!
Mayne, Jasper! The Amorous War! 1658Q! M1480! 671a(

ii)!
0997! Y. 2nd! Unknown! Unknown! Unknown!

Meriton, Thomas! Love and War! 1658Q! M1822! 791a! 1141! N. 1st! Not! Unknown! Webb, Charles!
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Meriton, Thomas! The Wandering Lover! 1658Q! M1824! 794a! 1145! N. 1st! Not! Leach, Thomas! Burden, William; 
Collins, Thomas 
(?)!

Swinhoe, Gilbert! The Unhappy Fair Irene! 1658Q! S6263! 793a(
*)!

1143! N. 1st! Not! Streater, John! Place, William!

Tatham, John! London's Triumph, 
Presented by Industry and 
Honor (London's Triumph 
for John Ireton)!

1658Q! T225! 786a(
†)!

1135.
05!

N. 1st! Civic Pag! Mabb, Thomas! Unknown!

Willan, Leonard! Orgula, or The Fatal Error! 1658Q! W2264! 783a! 1132! N. 1st! Not! Mabb, Thomas! Lewis, Stephen; 
Lewis, Thomas!

Mayne, Jasper! The Amorous War! 1658Q Coll! M1480! 671a(
i)!

5148.
02!

Y. 3rd! Unknown! Hall, Henry! Davis, Richard!

Mayne, Jasper! The City Match! 1658Q Coll! M1480! 568b(
i)!

5148.
01!

Y. 2nd! King's! Hall, Henry! Davis, Richard!

Lower, William! The Enchanted Lovers! 1659 12mo! L3315! 790a(
ii)!

1140! Y. 2nd! Not! Unknown! Herringman, 
Henry!

Lower, William; 
Quinault, Philipe!

The Noble Ingratitude! 1659 12mo! Q218! 804a(
i)!

1154! N. 1st! Not! Ramzey, John! Unknown!

B., H. H.; 
Aristophanes!

The World's Idol, Plutus! 1659 8vo! A3686! 805a! 1155! N. 1st! Not! Godbid, William! Skelton, Richard; 
Pridmore, Isaac; 
Marsh, Henry (2)!

Brome, Richard! The Queen and Concubine! 1659 8vo! B4881! 810a! 1156! N. 1st! K's Revels! Taylor, John! Brome, Henry; 
Crooke, Andrew 
(1)!
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Carlell, Lodowick! The Deserving Favorite! 1659 8vo! C578! 423b! 0736! Y. 2nd! King's! Unknown! Moseley, 
Humphrey!

Flecknoe, Richard! The Marriage of Oceanus 
and Britannia!

1659 8vo! F1230
A!

803a! 1153! N. 1st! Masque! Unknown! Unknown!

Mayne, Jasper! The City Match! 1659 8vo! M1467! 568b(
ii)!

0929! Y. 3rd! King's! Hall, Henry! Davis, Richard!

Montague, Walter! The Shepherd's Paradise! 1659 8vo! M2475! 797a(
*)!

1146! N. 1st! Not! Unknown! Dring, Thomas (1)!

Brome, Richard! The English Moor! 1659 8vo 
Coll!

B4872! 806a! 5152.
02!

N. 1st! Q HM! Taylor, John! Brome, Henry; 
Crooke, Andrew 
(1)!

Brome, Richard! The Lovesick Court! 1659 8vo 
Coll!

B4872! 807a! 5152.
03!

N. 1st! Unknown! Taylor, John! Brome, Henry; 
Crooke, Andrew 
(1)!

Brome, Richard! The New Exchange! 1659 8vo 
Coll!

B4872! 809a! 5152.
05!

N. 1st! K's Revels! Taylor, John! Brome, Henry; 
Crooke, Andrew 
(1)!

Brome, Richard! The Queen and Concubine! 1659 8vo 
Coll!

B4872! 810a! 5152.
06!

N. 1st! K's Revels! Taylor, John! Brome, Henry; 
Crooke, Andrew 
(1)!

Brome, Richard! The Weeding of Covent 
Garden!

1659 8vo 
Coll!

B4872! 808a! 5152.
04!

N. 1st! King's! Taylor, John! Brome, Henry; 
Crooke, Andrew 
(1)!

Cokayne, Aston! A Masque at Bretbie! 1659 8vo 
Coll!

C4894
A!

795a! 5147.
03!

Y. 2nd! Masque! Godbid, William! Pridmore, Isaac!
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Cokayne, Aston! The Obstinate Lady! 1659 8vo 
Coll!

C4894
A!

771b(
i)!

5147.
01!

Y. 3rd! Unknown! Godbid, William! Pridmore, Isaac!

Cokayne, Aston! Trappolin Supposed a Prince! 1659 8vo 
Coll!

C4894
A!

796a(
i)!

5147.
02!

Y. 2nd! Unknown! Godbid, William! Pridmore, Isaac!

Shirley, James! The Contention for Honor 
and Riches!

1659 8vo 
Coll!

S3475! 473b(
i)!

5149.
01!

Y. 2nd! Not! Unknown! Crooke, John (1)!

Shirley, James! The Contention of Ajax and 
Ulysses!

1659 8vo 
Coll!

S3475! 789a! 5149.
02!

N. 1st! Ent! Unknown! Crooke, John (1)!

Anonymous! Lady Alimony, or The 
Alimony Lady!

1659Q! L162A! 802a! 1152! N. 1st! Unknown! Unknown! Gilbertson, 
William; Vere, 
Thomas!

Anonymous! The London Chanticleers! 1659Q! L2893! 799a! 1149! N. 1st! Not! Unknown! Miller, Simon!
Chettle, Henry; 
Day, John!

1 The Blind Beggar of 
Bednal Green (1 Tom 
Strowd)!

1659Q! D464! 801a! 1151! N. 1st! Admiral's! Unknown! Pollard, Robert; 
Dring, Thomas (1)!

D'Avenant, 
William!

1 Sir Francis Drake! 1659Q! D327! 798a! 1148! N. 1st! Dav Opera! Unknown! Herringman, 
Henry!

D'Avenant, 
William!

1 The Siege of Rhodes! 1659Q! D341! 763b(
i)!

1105! Y. 2nd! Dav Opera! Macock, John! Herringman, 
Henry!

Glapthorne, Henry 
(?)!

Revenge for Honor (The 
Parricide)!

1659Q! C1951! 730a(
iii)!

1074! N. 1st! Unknown! Unknown! Moseley, 
Humphrey!

Massinger, Philip! The City Madam! 1659Q! M1047! 788a(
†1)!

1138! Y. 2nd! King's! Unknown! Penneycuicke, 
Andrew!

Mayne, Jasper! The Amorous War! 1659Q! M1464! 671b(
i)!

0998! Y. 4th! Unknown! Hall, Henry! Davis, Richard!
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Shirley, James! Cupid and Death! 1659Q! S3465! 713b(
i)!

1054! Y. 2nd! Masque! Unknown! Crooke, John (1); 
Playford, John (1)!

Tatham, John! London's Triumph for 
Thomas Allen!

1659Q! T223! 800a! 1150! N. 1st! Civic Pag! Mabb, Thomas! Unknown!

Webster, John! Appius and Virginia! 1659Q! W1218! 733a(
iv)!

1078! Y. 3rd! Beeston's! Unknown! Moseley, 
Humphrey!

Lower, William; 
Quinault, Philipe!

The Amorous Fantasm! 1660 12mo! Q215! 814a(
i)!

1159! N. 1st! Not! Ramzey, John! Unknown!

Reynolds, Henry; 
Tasso, Torquato!

Aminta! 1660 8vo! T172! 812a! 1157! N. 1st! Not! Unknown! Starkey, John!

Beaumont, Francis! Masque of Inner Temple and 
Gray's Inn!

1660 8vo 
Coll!

B1604! 309c! 5129.
01!

Y. 3rd! Masque! Unknown! Hope, William!

Holland, Samuel! Venus and Adonis! 1660 8vo 
Coll!

H2443! 768a! 1114.
50!

Y. 2nd! Not! Wilson, Thomas (2) 
(?); Warren, 
Thomas (1) (?)!

Holland, Samuel!

Anonymous! Cromwell's Conspiracy! 1660Q! C7193! XXX
X!

1159.
50!

N. 1st! Not! Unknown! Unknown!

S., J.! Andromana, or The 
Merchant's Wife!

1660Q! S3459! 813a! 1158! N. 1st! Not! Unknown! Bellinger, John!

Shirley, James! The Wedding! 1660Q! S3493! 425c! 0741! Y. 3rd! Q HM! Unknown! Leake, William (2)!
!
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Burkhead, Henry! Cola's Fury, or Lirenda's Misery! 1646Q! B5734! Closet!
Baron, Robert! Deorum Dona! 1647 8vo Coll! B889! Occ/Ent!
Baron, Robert! Gripsius and Hegio, or The Passionate Lovers! 1647 8vo Coll! B889! Closet!
Anonymous! News Out of the West, or The Character of a 

Mountebank!
1647Q! N1036A! Pamph!

Anonymous! The Scottish Politic Presbyter Slain by an English 
Independent, or The Independents' Victory over the 
Presbyterian Party!

1647Q! S2097! Pamph!

Guarini, Giovanni Battista! Il Pastor Fido! 1647Q! G2174! Closet!

Nedham, Marchamont! The Levellers Levelled, or The Independents' 
Conspiracy to Root Out Monarchy!

1647Q! N394! Pamph!

Sheppard, Samuel! 1 The Committee-Man Curried! 1647Q! S3160! Pamph!
Sheppard, Samuel! 2 The Committee-Man Curried! 1647Q! S3168! Pamph!
Sherburne, Edward; Seneca! Medea! 1648 8vo! S2513! Closet!

Anonymous! 1 Crafty Cromwell, or Oliver Ordering Our New 
State!

1648Q! C6772! Pamph!

Anonymous! 2 Crafty Cromwell, or Oliver in His Glory as King! 1648Q! S2294! Pamph!

Anonymous! Ding-Dong, or Sir Pitiful on His Death-bed! 1648Q! D1495! Pamph!
Anonymous! Mistress Parliament Presented in Her Bed! 1648Q! M2284! Pamph!
Anonymous! Mistress Parliament, Her Gossiping! 1648Q! M2282! Pamph!
Anonymous! Mistress Parliament, Her Invitation of Mistress 

London!
1648Q! M2283! Pamph!

Anonymous! The Devil and the Parliament, or The Parliament 
and the Devil!

1648Q! D1216! Pamph!

Anonymous! The Kentish Fair, or The Parliament Sold to Their 
Best Worth!

1648Q! K324! Pamph!

Anonymous! Mistress Parliament Brought to Bed! 1648Q1! M2281! Pamph!
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Anonymous! Women Will Have Their Will, or Give Christmas 
His Due!

1649 8vo! W3327! Pamph!

B., T.! The Rebellion of Naples, or The Tragedy of 
Massenello!

1649 8vo! B199! Pamph!

Wase, Christopher; 
Sophocles!

Electra! 1649 8vo! S4690! Closet!

Anonymous! A Bartholomew Fairing! 1649Q! B981! Pamph!
Anonymous! A New Bull-Baiting, or A Match Played at the 

Town Bull of Ely by Twelve Mongrels!
1649Q! O630B! Pamph!

Anonymous! The Disease of the House, or The State Mountebank 
Administering Physic to a Sick Parliament!

1649Q! D1667! Pamph!

Anonymous! The Famous Tragedy of King Charles I! 1649Q! F384! Pamph!
Peaps, William (?)! Love in Its Ecstasy, or The Large Prerogative! 1649Q! P967! Closet!
Anonymous! 1 Newmarket Fair, or A Parliament Outcry of State 

Commodities, Set to Sale!
1649Q1! T2018! Pamph!

Anonymous! 2 Newmarket Fair, or Mistress Parliament's New 
Figaries!

1649Q1! S2318! Pamph!

Prestwich, Edmund; Seneca! Hippolytus! 1651 8vo! S2512! Closet!

Willan, Leonard! Astraea, or Love's True Mirror! 1651 8vo! W2262! Closet!
Anonymous! Marcus Tullius Cicero! 1651Q! B4902! Closet!
S., J.! The Prince of Prigs' Revels! 1651Q! S58! Pamph!
Sheppard, Samuel! The Jovial Crew, or The Devil Turned Ranter! 1651Q! S3166! Pamph!
Tatham, John! The Distracted State! 1651Q! T219! Pamph!
Goldsmith, Francis; 
Grotius, Hugo!

Sophompaneas, or Joseph! 1652 8vo! G2125! Closet!

Anonymous! The Bastard! 1652Q! M548! Closet!
Manuche, Cosmo! The Just General! 1652Q! M549! Closet!
Manuche, Cosmo! The Loyal Lovers! 1652Q! M550! Closet!
Tatham, John! The Scots Figaries! 1652Q1! T235! Pamph!
Baron, Robert! Mirza! 1655 8vo! B892! Closet!
Stanley, Thomas; 
Aristophanes!

The Clouds! 1655F Coll! S5237! Closet!
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Anonymous! The Gossips' Brawl, or The Women Wear the 
Breeches!

1655Q! G1315! Pamph!

Lower, William; Corneille, 
Pierre!

Polyeuctes, or The Martyr! 1655Q! C6316! Closet!

Cox, Robert! Actaeon and Diana! 1655Q Coll! C6710! Closet!
Cox, Robert! John Swabber! 1655Q Coll! C6710! Closet!
Cox, Robert! Rural Sports, or The Birth of of the Nymph Oenone! 1655Q Coll! C6710! Closet!

Holland, Samuel! Venus and Adonis! 1656 8vo Coll! H2437! Closet!
Stanley, Thomas; 
Aristophanes!

The Clouds! 1656F Coll! S5238! Closet!

Anonymous! The Hectors, or The False Challenge! 1656Q! P3315! Closet!
Bulteel, John (younger)! London's Triumph for Robert Tichborne! 1656Q! B5455! Occ/Ent!
D'Avenant, William! 1 The Siege of Rhodes! 1656Q! D339! Occ/Ent!
Lower, William; Corneille, 
Pierre!

Horatius! 1656Q! C6313! Closet!

Cox, Robert! Simpleton the Smith! 1656Q Coll! C6711! Closet!
D'Avenant, William! The First Day's Entertainment at Rutland House! 1657 8vo! D323! Occ/Ent!

D'Ouvilly, George Gerbier! The False Favorite Disgraced, or The Reward of 
Loyalty!

1657 8vo! G584! Closet!

Jordan, Thomas! Fancy's Festivals! 1657Q! J1031! Occ/Ent!
Tatham, John! London's Triumphs for Richard Chiverton! 1657Q! T226! Occ/Ent!
Lower, William! The Enchanted Lovers! 1658 12mo! L3314! Closet!
Chamberlain, William! Love's Victory! 1658Q! C1865! Closet!
D'Avenant, William! The Cruelty of the Spaniards in Peru! 1658Q! D321! Occ/Ent!
Meriton, Thomas! Love and War! 1658Q! M1822! Closet!
Meriton, Thomas! The Wandering Lover! 1658Q! M1824! Closet!
Swinhoe, Gilbert! The Unhappy Fair Irene! 1658Q! S6263! Closet!
Tatham, John! London's Triumph, Presented by Industry and 

Honor (London's Triumph for John Ireton)!
1658Q! T225! Occ/Ent!

Willan, Leonard! Orgula, or The Fatal Error! 1658Q! W2264! Closet!
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Lower, William; Quinault, 
Philipe!

The Noble Ingratitude! 1659 12mo! Q218! Closet!

B., H. H.; Aristophanes! The World's Idol, Plutus! 1659 8vo! A3686! Closet!
Flecknoe, Richard! The Marriage of Oceanus and Britannia! 1659 8vo! F1230A! Occ/Ent!
Shirley, James! The Contention of Ajax and Ulysses! 1659 8vo Coll! S3475! Occ/Ent!
Anonymous! The London Chanticleers! 1659Q! L2893! Closet!
D'Avenant, William! 1 Sir Francis Drake! 1659Q! D327! Occ/Ent!
Tatham, John! London's Triumph for Thomas Allen! 1659Q! T223! Occ/Ent!
Lower, William; Quinault, 
Philipe!

The Amorous Fantasm! 1660 12mo! Q215! Closet!

Anonymous! Cromwell's Conspiracy! 1660Q! C7193! Pamph!
S., J.! Andromana, or The Merchant's Wife! 1660Q! S3459! Closet!

 
!



 

 

Appendix C, Table 2!
!
Drama both written and first published after the 1642 Ordinance: 
 
Author Title Date/Format Wing Type 

Burkhead, Henry! Cola's Fury, or Lirenda's Misery! 1646Q! B5734! Closet!
Baron, Robert! Deorum Dona! 1647 8vo Coll! B889! Occ/Ent!
Baron, Robert! Gripsius and Hegio, or The Passionate Lovers! 1647 8vo Coll! B889! Closet!
Anonymous! News Out of the West, or The Character of a 

Mountebank!
1647Q! N1036A! Pamph!

Anonymous! The Scottish Politic Presbyter Slain by an English 
Independent, or The Independents' Victory over the 
Presbyterian Party!

1647Q! S2097! Pamph!

Guarini, Giovanni Battista! Il Pastor Fido! 1647Q! G2174! Closet!

Nedham, Marchamont! The Levellers Levelled, or The Independents' 
Conspiracy to Root Out Monarchy!

1647Q! N394! Pamph!

Sheppard, Samuel! 1 The Committee-Man Curried! 1647Q! S3160! Pamph!
Sheppard, Samuel! 2 The Committee-Man Curried! 1647Q! S3168! Pamph!
Sherburne, Edward; Seneca! Medea! 1648 8vo! S2513! Closet!

Anonymous! 1 Crafty Cromwell, or Oliver Ordering Our New 
State!

1648Q! C6772! Pamph!

Anonymous! 2 Crafty Cromwell, or Oliver in His Glory as King! 1648Q! S2294! Pamph!

Anonymous! Ding-Dong, or Sir Pitiful on His Death-bed! 1648Q! D1495! Pamph!
Anonymous! Mistress Parliament Presented in Her Bed! 1648Q! M2284! Pamph!
Anonymous! Mistress Parliament, Her Gossiping! 1648Q! M2282! Pamph!
Anonymous! Mistress Parliament, Her Invitation of Mistress 

London!
1648Q! M2283! Pamph!

Anonymous! The Devil and the Parliament, or The Parliament 
and the Devil!

1648Q! D1216! Pamph!

Anonymous! The Kentish Fair, or The Parliament Sold to Their 
Best Worth!

1648Q! K324! Pamph!

Anonymous! Mistress Parliament Brought to Bed! 1648Q1! M2281! Pamph!
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Anonymous! Women Will Have Their Will, or Give Christmas 
His Due!

1649 8vo! W3327! Pamph!

B., T.! The Rebellion of Naples, or The Tragedy of 
Massenello!

1649 8vo! B199! Pamph!

Wase, Christopher; 
Sophocles!

Electra! 1649 8vo! S4690! Closet!

Anonymous! A Bartholomew Fairing! 1649Q! B981! Pamph!
Anonymous! A New Bull-Baiting, or A Match Played at the 

Town Bull of Ely by Twelve Mongrels!
1649Q! O630B! Pamph!

Anonymous! The Disease of the House, or The State Mountebank 
Administering Physic to a Sick Parliament!

1649Q! D1667! Pamph!

Anonymous! The Famous Tragedy of King Charles I! 1649Q! F384! Pamph!
Peaps, William (?)! Love in Its Ecstasy, or The Large Prerogative! 1649Q! P967! Closet!
Anonymous! 1 Newmarket Fair, or A Parliament Outcry of State 

Commodities, Set to Sale!
1649Q1! T2018! Pamph!

Anonymous! 2 Newmarket Fair, or Mistress Parliament's New 
Figaries!

1649Q1! S2318! Pamph!

Prestwich, Edmund; Seneca! Hippolytus! 1651 8vo! S2512! Closet!

Willan, Leonard! Astraea, or Love's True Mirror! 1651 8vo! W2262! Closet!
Anonymous! Marcus Tullius Cicero! 1651Q! B4902! Closet!
S., J.! The Prince of Prigs' Revels! 1651Q! S58! Pamph!
Sheppard, Samuel! The Jovial Crew, or The Devil Turned Ranter! 1651Q! S3166! Pamph!
Tatham, John! The Distracted State! 1651Q! T219! Pamph!
Goldsmith, Francis; 
Grotius, Hugo!

Sophompaneas, or Joseph! 1652 8vo! G2125! Closet!

Anonymous! The Bastard! 1652Q! M548! Closet!
Manuche, Cosmo! The Just General! 1652Q! M549! Closet!
Manuche, Cosmo! The Loyal Lovers! 1652Q! M550! Closet!
Tatham, John! The Scots Figaries! 1652Q1! T235! Pamph!
Baron, Robert! Mirza! 1655 8vo! B892! Closet!
Stanley, Thomas; 
Aristophanes!

The Clouds! 1655F Coll! S5237! Closet!
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Anonymous! The Gossips' Brawl, or The Women Wear the 
Breeches!

1655Q! G1315! Pamph!

Lower, William; Corneille, 
Pierre!

Polyeuctes, or The Martyr! 1655Q! C6316! Closet!

Cox, Robert! Actaeon and Diana! 1655Q Coll! C6710! Closet!
Cox, Robert! John Swabber! 1655Q Coll! C6710! Closet!
Cox, Robert! Rural Sports, or The Birth of of the Nymph Oenone! 1655Q Coll! C6710! Closet!

Holland, Samuel! Venus and Adonis! 1656 8vo Coll! H2437! Closet!
Stanley, Thomas; 
Aristophanes!

The Clouds! 1656F Coll! S5238! Closet!

Anonymous! The Hectors, or The False Challenge! 1656Q! P3315! Closet!
Bulteel, John (younger)! London's Triumph for Robert Tichborne! 1656Q! B5455! Occ/Ent!
D'Avenant, William! 1 The Siege of Rhodes! 1656Q! D339! Occ/Ent!
Lower, William; Corneille, 
Pierre!

Horatius! 1656Q! C6313! Closet!

Cox, Robert! Simpleton the Smith! 1656Q Coll! C6711! Closet!
D'Avenant, William! The First Day's Entertainment at Rutland House! 1657 8vo! D323! Occ/Ent!

D'Ouvilly, George Gerbier! The False Favorite Disgraced, or The Reward of 
Loyalty!

1657 8vo! G584! Closet!

Jordan, Thomas! Fancy's Festivals! 1657Q! J1031! Occ/Ent!
Tatham, John! London's Triumphs for Richard Chiverton! 1657Q! T226! Occ/Ent!
Lower, William! The Enchanted Lovers! 1658 12mo! L3314! Closet!
Chamberlain, William! Love's Victory! 1658Q! C1865! Closet!
D'Avenant, William! The Cruelty of the Spaniards in Peru! 1658Q! D321! Occ/Ent!
Meriton, Thomas! Love and War! 1658Q! M1822! Closet!
Meriton, Thomas! The Wandering Lover! 1658Q! M1824! Closet!
Swinhoe, Gilbert! The Unhappy Fair Irene! 1658Q! S6263! Closet!
Tatham, John! London's Triumph, Presented by Industry and 

Honor (London's Triumph for John Ireton)!
1658Q! T225! Occ/Ent!

Willan, Leonard! Orgula, or The Fatal Error! 1658Q! W2264! Closet!
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Lower, William; Quinault, 
Philipe!

The Noble Ingratitude! 1659 12mo! Q218! Closet!

B., H. H.; Aristophanes! The World's Idol, Plutus! 1659 8vo! A3686! Closet!
Flecknoe, Richard! The Marriage of Oceanus and Britannia! 1659 8vo! F1230A! Occ/Ent!
Shirley, James! The Contention of Ajax and Ulysses! 1659 8vo Coll! S3475! Occ/Ent!
Anonymous! The London Chanticleers! 1659Q! L2893! Closet!
D'Avenant, William! 1 Sir Francis Drake! 1659Q! D327! Occ/Ent!
Tatham, John! London's Triumph for Thomas Allen! 1659Q! T223! Occ/Ent!
Lower, William; Quinault, 
Philipe!

The Amorous Fantasm! 1660 12mo! Q215! Closet!

Anonymous! Cromwell's Conspiracy! 1660Q! C7193! Pamph!
S., J.! Andromana, or The Merchant's Wife! 1660Q! S3459! Closet!

 
!
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D'Avenant, William! The Unfortunate Lovers! 1643Q! D348! Prof! King's! 1638!
Milton, John! Arcades! 1645 8vo 

Coll!
M2160! Occ/Ent! N/A! 1630-34!

Suckling, Sir John! The Goblins! 1646 8vo! S6129! Prof! King's! 1637-41!
Beaumont, Francis; 
Fletcher, John!

Love's Cure, or The Martial 
Maid!

1647F Coll! B1581! Prof! King's! 1606!

Beaumont, Francis; 
Fletcher, John!

The Coxcomb! 1647F Coll! B1581! Prof! Q Revels! 1608-10!

Fletcher, John! A Wife for a Month! 1647F Coll! B1581! Prof! King's! 1624!
Fletcher, John! Beggars' Bush! 1647F Coll! B1581! Prof! King's! 1615-22!
Fletcher, John! Bonduca! 1647F Coll! B1581! Prof! King's! 1611-14!
Fletcher, John! Four Plays, or Moral 

Representations, in One!
1647F Coll! B1581! Prof! Unknown! 1613-19!

Fletcher, John! Love's Pilgrimage! 1647F Coll! B1581! Prof! King's! 1616!
Fletcher, John! The Captain! 1647F Coll! B1581! Prof! King's! 1609-12!
Fletcher, John! The Chances! 1647F Coll! B1581! Prof! King's! 1617!
Fletcher, John! The Fair Maid of the Inn! 1647F Coll! B1581! Prof! King's! 1626!
Fletcher, John! The Humorous Lieutenant! 1647F Coll! B1581! Prof! King's! 1619-25!
Fletcher, John! The Island Princess! 1647F Coll! B1581! Prof! King's! 1619-21!
Fletcher, John! The Loyal Subject! 1647F Coll! B1581! Prof! King's! 1618!
Fletcher, John! The Mad Lover! 1647F Coll! B1581! Prof! King's! 1617!
Fletcher, John! The Noble Gentleman! 1647F Coll! B1581! Prof! King's! 1606!
Fletcher, John! The Pilgrim! 1647F Coll! B1581! Prof! King's! 1621!
Fletcher, John! The Queen of Corinth! 1647F Coll! B1581! Prof! King's! 1616-18!
Fletcher, John! The Woman's Prize, or The 

Tamer Tamed!
1647F Coll! B1581! Prof! Unknown! 1611!

Fletcher, John! Valentinian! 1647F Coll! B1581! Prof! King's! 1610-14!
Fletcher, John! Women Pleased! 1647F Coll! B1581! Prof! King's! 1619-23!
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Fletcher, John; Massinger, 
Philip!

The Custom of the Country! 1647F Coll! B1581! Prof! King's! 1620!

Fletcher, John; Massinger, 
Philip!

The Double Marriage! 1647F Coll! B1581! Prof! King's! 1619-23!

Fletcher, John; Massinger, 
Philip!

The False One! 1647F Coll! B1581! Prof! King's! 1619-23!

Fletcher, John; Massinger, 
Philip!

The Honest Man's Fortune! 1647F Coll! B1581! Prof! L Eliz's! 1613!

Fletcher, John; Massinger, 
Philip!

The Knight of Malta! 1647F Coll! B1581! Prof! King's! 1616-19!

Fletcher, John; Massinger, 
Philip!

The Little French Lawyer! 1647F Coll! B1581! Prof! King's! 1619-23!

Fletcher, John; Massinger, 
Philip!

The Prophetess! 1647F Coll! B1581! Prof! King's! 1622!

Fletcher, John; Massinger, 
Philip!

The Sea Voyage! 1647F Coll! B1581! Prof! King's! 1622!

Fletcher, John; Massinger, 
Philip!

The Spanish Curate! 1647F Coll! B1581! Prof! King's! 1622!

Fletcher, John; Massinger, 
Philip!

The Wandering Lovers 
(The Lovers' Progress)!

1647F Coll! B1581! Prof! King's! 1623!

Fletcher, John; Rowley, 
William!

The Maid in the Mill! 1647F Coll! B1581! Prof! King's! 1623!

Ford, John! The Laws of Candy! 1647F Coll! B1581! Prof! King's! 1619-23!
Middleton, Thomas; 
Fletcher, John!

The Nice Valor, or The 
Passionate Madman!

1647F Coll! B1581! Prof! King's! 1622!

Middleton, Thomas; 
Rowley, William!

Wit at Several Weapons! 1647F Coll! B1581! Prof! Unknown! 1609-20!

Mayne, Jasper! The Amorous War! 1648Q! M1463! Prof! Unknown! c. 1638!
Cavendish, William! The Variety! 1649 12mo! N877! Prof! King's! 1641!
Cavendish, William; 
Shirley, James!

The Country Captain 
(Captain Underwit)!

1649 12mo! N877! Prof! King's! 1640!

D'Avenant, William! Love and Honor (The 
Courage of Love)!

1649Q! D329! Prof! King's! 1634!

D'Avenant, William! The Unfortunate Lovers! 1649Q! D349! Prof! King's! 1638!
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Quarles, Francis! The Virgin Widow! 1649Q! Q118! Closet! N/A! 1641!
Cowley, Abraham! The Guardian (Cutter of 

Coleman Street)!
1650Q! C6673! Univ! Univ! 1642!

Cartwright, William! The Lady Errant! 1651 8vo 
Coll!

C709! Closet! N/A! c. 1637!

Cartwright, William! The Ordinary, or The City 
Cozener!

1651 8vo 
Coll!

C709! Univ! Univ! c. 1635!

Cartwright, William! The Siege, or Love's 
Convert!

1651 8vo 
Coll!

C709! Closet! N/A! c. 1638!

Randolph, Thomas; J., F.; 
Aristophanes!

Plutophthalmia Plutogamia 
(Hey for Honesty, Down 
with Knavery)!

1651Q! A3685! Univ! Univ! 1627!

Shirley, James! The Brothers/ The Politic 
Father!

1652 8vo! S3460! Prof! King's! 1641!

Shirley, James! The Cardinal! 1652 8vo! S3461! Prof! King's! 1641!
Shirley, James! The Doubtful Heir! 1652 8vo! S3466! Prof! Ogilby/Kin

g's!
1638-40!

Shirley, James! The Imposture! 1652 8vo! S3476! Prof! King's! 1640!
Shirley, James! The Sisters! 1652 8vo! S3485! Prof! King's! 1642!
Fletcher, John! The Wild Goose Chase! 1652F! B1616! Prof! King's! 1621!
Brome, Richard! A Jovial Crew, or The 

Merry Beggars!
1652Q! B4873! Prof! Beeston's! 1641!

Middleton, Thomas! The Widow! 1652Q! J1015! Prof! King's! 1615!
Rawlins, Thomas! The Rebellion! 1652Q! R365A! Prof! K's Revels! 1637-39!
Brome, Richard! The City Wit! 1653 8vo! B4866! Prof! K's Revels! 1630!
Brome, Richard! The Damoiselle! 1653 8vo! B4868! Prof! Beeston's! 1638!
Shirley, James! The Court Secret! 1653 8vo! S3463! Closet! Not! 1642!
Brome, Richard! A Mad Couple Well 

Matched!
1653 8vo 
Coll!

B4870! Prof! Beeston's! 1637-39!

Brome, Richard! The Court Beggar! 1653 8vo 
Coll!

B4870! Prof! Beeston's! 1640!

Brome, Richard! The Novella! 1653 8vo 
Coll!

B4870! Prof! King's! 1632!
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Dekker, Thomas; Ford, 
John; Middleton, Thomas; 
Rowley, William!

The Spanish Gypsy! 1653Q! M1986! Prof! L Eliz's! 1623!

Ford, John! The Queen, or The 
Excellency of Her Sex!

1653Q! Q155! Prof! Unknown! 1621-42!

Hemings, William! The Fatal Contract (The 
Eunuch)!

1653Q! H1422! Prof! Q HM! 1639!

Middleton, Thomas; 
Rowley, William!

The Changeling! 1653Q! M1981! Prof! L Eliz's! 1622!

Brome, Alexander (?)! The Cunning Lovers! 1654Q! B4850! Prof! Beeston's! 1632-39!
Webster, John! Appius and Virginia! 1654Q! W1216! Prof! Beeston's! 1624-34!
Shirley, James! The Gentleman of Venice! 1655 8vo! S3469! Prof! Ogilby/QH

M!
1639!

Shirley, James! The Politician! 1655 8vo! S3483! Prof! Ogilby/QH
M!

1639!

Carlell, Lodowick! 1 The Passionate Lovers! 1655 8vo 
Coll!

C581! Prof! King's! 1638!

Carlell, Lodowick! 2 The Passionate Lovers! 1655 8vo 
Coll!

C581! Prof! King's! 1638!

Massinger, Philip! A Very Woman, or The 
Prince of Tarent!

1655 8vo 
Coll!

M1050! Prof! King's! 1634!

Massinger, Philip! The Bashful Lover! 1655 8vo 
Coll!

M1050! Prof! King's! 1636!

Massinger, Philip! The Guardian! 1655 8vo 
Coll!

M1050! Prof! King's! 1633!

Brewer, Anthony! The Lovesick King! 1655Q! B4426! Prof! Unknown! 1607-17!
Daborne, Robert! The Poor Man's Comfort! 1655Q! D101! Prof! Q Anne's! 1615-17!
Davenport, Robert! King John and Matilda! 1655Q! D370! Prof! Q HM! 1628!
Heywood, Thomas; 
Rowley, William!

Fortune by Land and Sea! 1655Q! H1783! Prof! Q Anne's! 1607-09!

Rider, William! The Twins! 1655Q! R1446! Prof! K's Revels! 1630-42!
Sidnam, Jonathan; 
Bonarelli, Guidobaldo de'!

Filli di Sciro, or Phillis of 
Scyros!

1655Q! B3554! Closet! N/A! 1630!
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Strode, William! The Floating Island 
(Passions Calmed)!

1655Q! S5983! Univ! Oxford! 1636!

Kempe, William (?)! Singing Simpkin! 1655Q Coll! C6710! Prof! Unknown! c. 1595!
Dekker, Thomas; Ford, 
John!

The Sun's Darling! 1656Q! F1467! Occ/Ent! N/A! 1624!

Goffe, Thomas! The Careless Shepherdess! 1656Q! G1005! Prof! Q HM! 1618-29!
Middleton, Thomas; 
Rowley, William; 
Heywood, Thomas!

The Old Law, or A New 
Way to Please You!

1656Q! M1048! Prof! Unknown! 1618!

Anonymous! Lust's Dominion, or The 
Lascivious Queen!

1657 12mo! L3504
AB!

Prof! Admiral's! 1600!

Middleton, Thomas! No Wit, No Help Like a 
Woman's!

1657 8vo! M1985! Prof! L Eliz's! 1611!

Carlell, Lodowick! Osmond the Great Turk, or 
The Noble Servant!

1657 8vo 
Coll!

C582! Prof! King's! 1622!

Carlell, Lodowick! The Fool Would Be a 
Favorite, or The Discreet 
Lover!

1657 8vo 
Coll!

C582! Prof! Q HM! 1625-42!

Middleton, Thomas! More Dissemblers Besides 
Women!

1657 8vo 
Coll!

M1989! Prof! King's! 1614!

Middleton, Thomas! Women Beware Women! 1657 8vo 
Coll!

M1989! Prof! King's! 1613-22!

Brome, Richard! The Queen's Exchange! 1657Q! B4882! Prof! King's! c. 1631!
Cokayne, Aston! The Obstinate Lady! 1657Q! C4896! Prof! Unknown! 1630-42!
Jordan, Thomas! The Walks of Islington and 

Hogsdon (Tricks of Youth)!
1657Q! J1071! Prof! Red Bull! 1641!

Cokayne, Aston! A Masque at Bretbie! 1658 8vo 
Coll!

C4898! Occ/Ent! N/A! 1640!

Cokayne, Aston! Trappolin Supposed a 
Prince!

1658 8vo 
Coll!

C4898! Prof! Unknown! 1633!

Suckling, Sir John! The Sad One! 1658 8vo 
Coll!

S6130! Closet! N/A! 1637-41!

Dekker, Thomas; Rowley, 
William; Ford, John!

The Witch of Edmonton! 1658Q! R2097! Prof! Pr Charles! 1621!
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Massinger, Philip! The City Madam! 1658Q! M1046! Prof! King's! 1632!
May, Thomas! The Old Couple! 1658Q! M1412! Prof! Unknown! 1630!
Montague, Walter! The Shepherd's Paradise! 1659 8vo! M2475! Closet! N/A! 1633!
Brome, Richard! The English Moor! 1659 8vo 

Coll!
B4872! Prof! Q HM! 1637!

Brome, Richard! The Lovesick Court! 1659 8vo 
Coll!

B4872! Prof! Unknown! 1607-17!

Brome, Richard! The New Exchange! 1659 8vo 
Coll!

B4872! Prof! K's Revels! 1635!

Brome, Richard! The Queen and Concubine! 1659 8vo 
Coll!

B4872! Prof! K's Revels! 1635-39!

Brome, Richard! The Weeding of Covent 
Garden!

1659 8vo 
Coll!

B4872! Prof! King's! 1632!

Chettle, Henry; Day, John! 1 The Blind Beggar of 
Bednal Green (1 Tom 
Strowd)!

1659Q! D464! Prof! Admiral's! 1600!

Glapthorne, Henry (?)! Revenge for Honor (The 
Parricide)!

1659Q! C1951! Prof! Unknown! 1637-41!

Reynolds, Henry; Tasso, 
Torquato!

Aminta! 1660 8vo! T172! Closet! N/A! 1628!

 
!
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Anonymous! Mucedorus (and 
Amadine)!

1656Q! G1829! Prof! King's! 1590! 16th!

Anonymous! The Merry Devil of 
Edmonton!

1655Q! M1856! Prof! Chamb/K! 1599-
1604!

6th!

Anonymous! Wily Beguiled! 1653Q! P2538! Prof! Paul's! 1602! 7th!
Anonymous! Wine, Beer, Ale, and 

Tobacco Contending 
for Superiority!

1658Q! W2983! Univ! Univ! 1625! 3rd!

Beaumont, Francis! Masque of Inner 
Temple and Gray's 
Inn!

1647F Coll! B1581! Occ/Ent! Masque! 1613! 2nd!

Beaumont, Francis! Masque of Inner 
Temple and Gray's 
Inn!

1653 8vo 
Coll!

B1602! Occ/Ent! Masque! 1613! 3rd!

Beaumont, Francis! Masque of Inner 
Temple and Gray's 
Inn!

1660 8vo 
Coll!

B1604! Occ/Ent! Masque! 1613! 4th!

Beaumont, Francis! The Woman Hater! 1648Q! B1618! Prof! Paul's! 1606! 2nd!
Beaumont, Francis! The Woman Hater! 1649Q! B1619! Prof! Paul's! 1606! 3rd!
Beaumont, Francis; 
Fletcher, John!

A King and No King! 1655Q! B1589! Prof! King's! 1611! 5th!

Beaumont, Francis; 
Fletcher, John!

Philaster! 1652/61Q! B1598A! Prof! King's! 1609! 7th!

Beaumont, Francis; 
Fletcher, John!

Philaster! 1652Q! B1598! Prof! King's! 1609! 6th!

Beaumont, Francis; 
Fletcher, John!

The Maid's Tragedy! 1650/60Q! B1595! Prof! King's! 1610! 6th!

Beaumont, Francis; 
Fletcher, John!

The Scornful Lady! 1651/61Q1! B1608! Prof! Q Revels! 1610-
16!

8th!

Beaumont, Francis; 
Fletcher, John!

The Scornful Lady! 1651/61Q2! B1608A! Prof! Q Revels! 1610-
16!

7th!
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Beaumont, Francis; 
Fletcher, John!

The Scornful Lady! 1651Q! B1609! Prof! Q Revels! 1610-
16!

6th!

Carew, Thomas! Coelum Britnnicum! 1651 8vo 
Coll!

C565A! Occ/Ent! Masque! 1634! 4th!

Carlell, Lodowick! The Deserving 
Favorite!

1659 8vo! C578! Prof! King's! 1622-
29!

2nd!

Cartwright, William! The Royal Slave! 1651 8vo 
Coll!

C709! Univ/Pro
f!

Univ/King'
s!

1639! 3rd!

Chapman, George! All Fools! 1652Q Coll! C1940A! Prof! Q Revels! 1601! 2nd!
Chapman, George! An Humorous Day's 

Mirth (The Comedy 
of Humors)!

1652Q Coll! C1940A! Prof! Admiral's! 1597! 2nd!

Chapman, George! Bussy D'Ambois! 1652Q Coll! C1940A! Prof! Paul's! 1604! 3rd!
Chapman, George! Bussy D'Ambois! 1657Q! C1944! Prof! Paul's! 1604! 4th!
Chapman, George! Caesar and Pompey 

(The Wars of Caesar 
and Pompey)!

1652Q! C1946! Prof! Unknown! 1605! 2nd!

Chapman, George! Caesar and Pompey 
(The Wars of Caesar 
and Pompey)!

1653Q! C1947! Prof! Unknown! 1605! 3rd!

Chapman, George! Monsieur D'Olive! 1652Q Coll! C1940A! Prof! Q Revels! 1605! 2nd!
Chapman, George! The Blind Beggar of 

Alexandria (Irus)!
1652Q Coll! C1940A! Prof! Admiral's! 1596! 2nd!

Chapman, George! The Gentleman Usher! 1652Q Coll! C1940A! Prof! Unknown! 1602! 2nd!

Cokayne, Aston! The Obstinate Lady! 1659 8vo 
Coll!

C4894A! Prof! Unknown! 1639! 2nd!

Dekker, Thomas! The Shoemaker's 
Holiday!

1657Q! D863! Prof! Admiral's! 1599! 6th!

Dekker, Thomas; 
Ford, John!

The Sun's Darling! 1657Q! F1468! Occ/Ent! Masque! 1624! 2nd!

Dekker, Thomas; 
Massinger, Philip!

The Virgin Martyr! 1651Q! M1052! Prof! RB Revels! 1620! 3rd!

Fletcher, John! The Faithful 
Shepherdess!

1656Q! F1340! Prof! Q Revels! 1608! 4th!
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Fletcher, John; 
Massinger, Philip!

The Elder Brother! 1637/61Q! B1585! Prof! King's! 1625! 3rd!

Fletcher, John; 
Massinger, Philip!

The Elder Brother! 1650Q! B1585! Prof! King's! 1625! 2nd!

Fletcher, John; 
Massinger, Philip!

Thierry and Theodoret! 1648Q! F1352! Prof! King's! 1613-
21!

2nd!

Ford, John! Love's Sacrifice! 1652Q Coll! F1466A! Prof! Q HM! 1632! 2nd!
Ford, John! Perkin Warbeck! 1652Q Coll! F1466A! Prof! Q HM! 1633! 2nd!
Ford, John! The Broken Heart! 1652Q Coll! F1466A! Prof! King's! 1630-

33!
2nd!

Ford, John! The Fancies Chaste 
and Noble!

1652Q Coll! F1466A! Prof! Q HM! 1635! 2nd!

Ford, John! The Lady's Trial! 1652Q Coll! F1466A! Prof! Beeston's! 1638! 2nd!
Ford, John! The Lover's 

Melancholy!
1652Q Coll! F1466A! Prof! King's! 1628! 2nd!

Ford, John! Tis Pity She's a 
Whore!

1652Q Coll! F1466A! Prof! Q HM! 1615-
33!

2nd!

Freeman, Ralph! Imperiale! 1655Q! F2136! Closet! N/A! N/A! 4th!
Goffe, Thomas! Orestes! 1656 8vo 

Coll!
G1006! Univ! Univ! 1613-

18!
2nd!

Goffe, Thomas! The Courageous Turk! 1656 8vo 
Coll!

G1006! Univ! Univ! 1619! 2nd!

Goffe, Thomas! The Raging Turk! 1656 8vo 
Coll!

G1006! Univ! Univ! 1613-
18!

2nd!

Greene, Robert! Friar Bacon and Friar 
Bongay!

1655Q! G1828! Prof! QE/Palatin
e!

1586-
90!

3rd!

Marston, John! Antonio and Mellida! 1652Q Coll! M816! Prof! Paul's! 1599! 3rd!
Marston, John! Antonio's Revenge! 1652Q Coll! M816! Prof! Paul's! 1600! 3rd!
Marston, John! Parasitaster, or The 

Fawn!
1652Q Coll! M816! Prof! Q Revels! 1604! 4th!

Marston, John! The Dutch Courtesan! 1652Q Coll! M816! Prof! Q Revels! 1603-
05!

3rd!

Marston, John! The Malcontent! 1652Q Coll! M816! Prof! Q Revels! 1604! 4th!
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Marston, John! The Wonder of 
Women, or 
Sophonsiba!

1652Q Coll! M816! Prof! Q Revels! 1605! 3rd!

Marston, John! What You Will! 1652Q Coll! M816! Prof! Paul's! 1601! 3rd!
Marston, John; 
Machin, Lewis; 
Barkstead, William!

The Insatiate 
Countess!

1652Q Coll! M816! Prof! Q Revels! 1607! 4th!

May, Thomas! Cleopatra! 1654 12mo 
Coll!

M1416! Prof! Unknown! 1626! 2nd!

May, Thomas! Julia Agrippina! 1654 12mo 
Coll!

M1416! Prof! Unknown! 1628! 2nd!

Mayne, Jasper! The Amorous War! 1658Q Coll! M1480! Prof! Unknown! 1628-
38!

2nd!

Mayne, Jasper! The Amorous War! 1659Q! M1464! Prof! Unknown! 1628-
38!

3rd!

Mayne, Jasper! The City Match! 1658Q Coll! M1480! Prof! King's! 1637! 2nd!
Mayne, Jasper! The City Match! 1659 8vo! M1467! Prof! King's! 1637! 3rd!
Milton, John! Comus! 1645 8vo 

Coll!
M2160! Occ/Ent! Masque! 1634! 2nd!

Quarles, Francis! The Virgin Widow! 1656Q! Q119! Closet! N/A! 1641! 2nd!
Randolph, Thomas! Amyntas/ The 

Impossible Dowry!
1643 8vo 
Coll!

R241! Prof! K's Revels! 1630! 3rd!

Randolph, Thomas! Amyntas/ The 
Impossible Dowry!

1652 8vo 
Coll!

R242! Prof! K's Revels! 1630! 4th!

Randolph, Thomas! Aristippus/The Jovial 
Philosopher!

1652 8vo 
Coll!

R242! Univ! Univ! 1626! 7th!

Randolph, Thomas! The Conceited Pedlar/ 
The University Pedlar!

1652 8vo 
Coll!

R242! Univ! Univ! 1627! 7th!

Randolph, Thomas! The Jealous Lovers! 1643 8vo 
Coll!

R241! Univ! Univ! 1632! 3rd!

Randolph, Thomas! The Jealous Lovers! 1646 8vo! R239B! Univ! Univ! 1632! 4th!
Randolph, Thomas! The Jealous Lovers! 1652 8vo 

Coll!
R242! Univ! Univ! 1632! 5th!
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Randolph, Thomas! The Muses' Looking 
Glass!

1643 8vo 
Coll!

R241! Prof! K's Revels! 1630! 3rd!

Randolph, Thomas! The Muses' Looking 
Glass!

1652 8vo 
Coll!

R242! Prof! K's Revels! 1630! 4th!

Rutter, Joseph; 
Corneille, Pierre!

1 The Cid! 1650 12mo! C6309! Prof! Beeston's! 1637! 2nd!

Shakespeare, William! King Lear! 1655Q! S2957! Prof! King's! 1605! 5th!
Shakespeare, William! Othello! 1655Q! S2939! Prof! King's! 1604! 5th!
Shakespeare, William! The Merchant of 

Venice!
1652Q! S2938! Prof! Chamb/K! 1596-

98!
5th!

Shirley, James! 1 St. Patrick for 
Ireland!

1657Q Coll! S3490! Prof! Ogilby/QH
M!

1639! 2nd!

Shirley, James! The Brothers/ The 
Politic Father!

1653 8vo 
Coll!

S3486! Prof! King's! 1641! 2nd!

Shirley, James! The Brothers/ The 
Politic Father!

1655 8vo 
Coll!

S3486! Prof! King's! 1641! 3rd!

Shirley, James! The Cardinal! 1653 8vo 
Coll!

S3486! Prof! King's! 1641! 2nd!

Shirley, James! The Cardinal! 1655 8vo 
Coll!

S3486! Prof! King's! 1641! 3rd!

Shirley, James! The Constant Maid! 1657Q Coll! S3490! Prof! Ogilby/QH
M!

1638! 2nd!

Shirley, James! The Contention for 
Honor and Riches!

1659 8vo 
Coll!

S3475! Closet! N/A! 1631! 2nd!

Shirley, James! The Court Secret! 1655 8vo 
Coll!

S3486! Occ/Ent! N/A! 1642! 2nd!

Shirley, James! The Doubtful Heir! 1653 8vo 
Coll!

S3486! Prof! Ogilby/Kin
g's!

1638! 2nd!

Shirley, James! The Doubtful Heir! 1655 8vo 
Coll!

S3486! Prof! Ogilby/Kin
g's!

1638! 3rd!

Shirley, James! The Imposture! 1653 8vo 
Coll!

S3486! Prof! King's! 1640! 2nd!

Shirley, James! The Imposture! 1655 8vo 
Coll!

S3486! Prof! King's! 1640! 3rd!
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Shirley, James! The Sisters! 1653 8vo 
Coll!

S3486! Prof! King's! 1642! 2nd!

Shirley, James! The Sisters! 1655 8vo 
Coll!

S3486! Prof! King's! 1642! 3rd!

Shirley, James! The Wedding! 1660Q! S3493! Prof! Q HM! 1626! 3rd!
Sidney, Philip! The Entertainment at 

Wanstead (The Lady 
of May)!

1655F Coll! S3768! Closet! N/A! 1578-
82!

9th!

Suckling, Sir John! Aglaura! 1646 8vo! S6121A! Prof! King's! 1637! 2nd!
Suckling, Sir John! Aglaura! 1648 8vo! S6127! Prof! King's! 1637! 3rd!
Suckling, Sir John! Aglaura! 1658 8vo 

Coll!
S6128! Prof! King's! 1637! 4th!

Suckling, Sir John! Brennoralt / 
Discontented Colonel!

1646 8vo! S6122! Prof! King's! 1639! 2nd!

Suckling, Sir John! Brennoralt / 
Discontented Colonel!

1648 8vo! S6127! Prof! King's! 1639! 3rd!

Suckling, Sir John! Brennoralt / 
Discontented Colonel!

1658 8vo 
Coll!

S6128! Prof! King's! 1639! 4th!

Suckling, Sir John! The Goblins! 1648 8vo! S6127! Prof! King's! 1637-
41!

2nd!

Suckling, Sir John! The Goblins! 1658 8vo 
Coll!

S6128! Prof! King's! 1637-
41!

3rd!

Tatham, John! Love Crowns the End! 1657 8vo 
Coll!

T229! Prof! Unknown! 1632! 2nd!

Tomkis, Thomas! Lingua! 1657 8vo! T1842! Univ! Univ! 1602-
07!

6th!

Webster, John! Appius and Virginia! 1659Q! W1218! Prof! Beeston's! 1624-
34!

2nd!

 
!
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(BEI = Beinecke Library at Yale; HOU = Houghton Library at Harvard; FIR = Firestone Library 
at Princeton. First set of numbers in ID is STC/Wing number; final set is library call number.) 
 
 
Author Title Issue STC Greg ID tag 

Anonymous Arden of Faversham 1633Q 00735 107c 00735_FIR_17th506 

Beaumont, Francis; 
Fletcher, John 

A King and No King 1619Q 01670 360a 01670_HOU_STC1670 

Beaumont, Francis; 
Fletcher, John 

A King and No King 1625Q 01671 360b 01671_FIR_Ex3623.1.352.11 

Beaumont, Francis; 
Fletcher, John 

A King and No King 1625Q 01671 360b 01671_HOU_STC1671 

Beaumont, Francis; 
Fletcher, John 

A King and No King 1639Q 01673 360d 01673_HOU_STC1673 

Beaumont, Francis; 
Fletcher, John 

The Maid's Tragedy 1622Q 01678 357b 01678_HOU_STC1678 

Beaumont, Francis; 
Fletcher, John 

The Maid's Tragedy 1630Q 01679 357c 01679_HOU_STC1679 

Beaumont, Francis; 
Fletcher, John 

The Maid's Tragedy 1638Q 01680 357d 01680_HOU_STC1680 

Beaumont, Francis; 
Fletcher, John 

Philaster 1620Q 01681 363a 01681_FIR_17th26 

Beaumont, Francis; 
Fletcher, John 

Philaster 1622Q 01682 363b 01682_HOU_STC1682 

Chapman, George The Conspiracy of 
Charles Duke of Byron 

1608Q 
Coll 

04968 274a 04968_HOU_STC4968 

Chapman, George An Humorous Day's 
Mirth (The Comedy of 
Humors) 

1599Q 04987 159a 04987_HOU_STC4987 
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Day, John Humor Out of Breath 1608Q 06411 268a 06411_HOU_STC6411 

Dekker, Thomas The Shoemaker's 
Holiday 

1600Q 06523 175a 06523_HOU_STC6523 

Anonymous The Reign of King 
Edward III 

1596Q 07501 140a 07501_HOU_STC7501 

Anonymous The Reign of King 
Edward III 

1599Q 07502 140b 07502_HOU_STC7502 

Fletcher, John; 
Shakespeare, 
William 

The Two Noble 
Kinsmen 

1634Q 11075 492a 11075_FIR_17th520 

Fletcher, John; 
Shakespeare, 
William 

The Two Noble 
Kinsmen 

1634Q 11075 492a 11075_FIR_Ex3741.6.3915.1634 

Ford, John The Broken Heart 1633Q 11156 480a 11156_FIR_17th255 

Ford, John Perkin Warbeck 1634Q 11157 491a 11157_FIR_17th256 

Greene, Robert Orlando Furioso 1599Q 12266 123b 12266_HOU_STC12266 

Jonson, Ben Every Man In His 
Humour 

1601Q 14766 176a 14766_HOU_STC14766 

Jonson, Ben The Poetaster 1602Q 14781 186a 14781_FIR_17th335 

Kyd, Thomas The Spanish Tragedy 1615Q 15091a 110g 15091_FIR_17th348 

Marlowe, 
Christopher 

1 and 2 Tamburlaine 1606Q 17428a 94/5d 17428_FIR_17th372 

Massinger, Philip The Great Duke of 
Florence 

1636Q 17637 505a 17637_FIR_Ex3851.1.34 

Middleton, Thomas A Game at Chess 1625Q2 17883 412b(i) 17883_FIR_17th408 

Peele, George Edward the First 1599Q 19536 112b 19536_HOU_STC19536 

Peele, George The Love of David and 
Fair Bathsheba 

1599Q 19540 160a 19540_HOU_STC19540 

Shakespeare, 
William 

Comedies, Histories and 
Tragedies 

1632F 22274 various 22274_FIR_Special1632qShakesp
eare 

Shakespeare, 
William 

Hamlet 1604Q 22276 197b 22276_BEI_Eliz168 

Shakespeare, 
William 

Hamlet 1611Q 22277 197c 22277_HOU_STC22277 
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Shakespeare, 
William 

Hamlet 1625Q 22278 197d 22278_FIR_Ex3925.342.162- 

Shakespeare, 
William 

Hamlet 1625Q 22278 197d 22278_HOU_STC22278 

Shakespeare, 
William 

1 Henry IV 1599Q 22281 145c 22281_HOU_STC22281 

Shakespeare, 
William 

1 Henry IV 1613Q 22284 145f 22284_FIR_17th509 

Shakespeare, 
William 

1 Henry IV 1632Q 22286 145i 22286_BEI_Ig6Db632 

Shakespeare, 
William 

1 Henry IV 1632Q 22286 145i 22286_HOU_STC22286 

Shakespeare, 
William 

1 Henry IV 1639Q 22287 145k 22287_HOU_STC22287 

Shakespeare, 
William 

2 Henry IV 1600Q 22288 167a(i) 22288_FIR_17th508 

Shakespeare, 
William 

Henry V 1619Q 22291 165c 22291_BEI_Eliz176 

Shakespeare, 
William 

Henry V 1619Q 22291 165c 22291_FIR_17th510 

Shakespeare, 
William 

Henry V 1619Q 22291 165c 22291_FIR_Ex3925.345.1619 

Shakespeare, 
William 

Henry V 1619Q 22291 165c 22291_HOU_STC22291 

Shakespeare, 
William 

Love's Labours Lost 1598Q 22294 150a 22294_FIR_Ex3925.359.1598 

Shakespeare, 
William 

The Merchant of Venice 1619Q 22297 172b 22297_FIR_17th514 

Shakespeare, 
William 

The Merry Wives of 
Windsor 

1619Q 22300 187b 22300_FIR_17th515 

Shakespeare, 
William 

A Midsummer Night's 
Dream 

1600Q 22302 170a 22302_HOU_STC22302 

Shakespeare, 
William 

Much Ado About 
Nothing 

1600Q 22304 168a 22304_HOU_STC22304 

Shakespeare, 
William 

Richard II 1608Q 22310 141d 22310_HOU_STC22310 
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Shakespeare, 
William 

Richard II 1615Q 22312 141e 22312_HOU_STC22312 

Shakespeare, 
William 

Richard II 1634Q 22313 141h 22313_HOU_STC22313 

Shakespeare, 
William 

Richard III 1629Q 22320 142h 22320_HOU_STC22320 

Shakespeare, 
William 

Richard III 1634Q 22321 142j 22321_HOU_STC22321 

Shakespeare, 
William; Fletcher, 
John 

Pericles 1635Q 22339 284f 22339_FIR_17th516 

Anonymous The Weakest Goeth to 
the Wall 

1600Q 25144 171a 25144_HOU_STC25144 

Webster, John The White Devil 1631Q 25179 306b 25179_FIR_Ex3981.9.397 

Shakespeare, 
William; Fletcher, 
John 

Pericles 1619Q  26101 284d 26101_FIR_Ex3925.3715.1619 

Beaumont, Francis; 
Fletcher, John 

Comedies and Tragedies 1647F B1581 various B1581_FIR_Special1647qBeaum
ont 

Fletcher, John; 
Massinger, Philip 

Thierry and Theodoret 1649Q F1353 368b(ii) F1353_FIR_Ex3741.6.387 

Middleton, Thomas; 
Rowley, William 

The Changeling 1653Q M1981 712a(i*
) 

M1981_FIR_Ex3856.9.325.1653 

 
 




